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Foreword
The Sixth International Conference on Emerging Security Information, Systems and
Technologies [SECURWARE 2012], held between August 19-24, 2012 in Rome, Italy, continued a
series of events covering related topics on theory and practice on security,
cryptography, secure protocols, trust, privacy, confidentiality, vulnerability, intrusion detection
and other areas related to low enforcement, security data mining, malware models, etc.
Security, defined for ensuring protected communication among terminals and user
applications across public and private networks, is the core for guaranteeing confidentiality,
privacy, and data protection. Security affects business and individuals, raises the business risk,
and requires a corporate and individual culture. In the open business space offered by Internet,
it is a need to improve defenses against hackers, disgruntled employees, and commercial rivals.
There is a required balance between the effort and resources spent on security versus security
achievements. Some vulnerability can be addressed using the rule of 80:20, meaning 80% of the
vulnerabilities can be addressed for 20% of the costs. Other technical aspects are related to the
communication speed versus complex and time consuming cryptography/security mechanisms
and protocols.
Digital Ecosystem is defined as an open decentralized information infrastructure where
different networked agents, such as enterprises (especially SMEs), intermediate actors, public
bodies and end users, cooperate and compete enabling the creation of new complex structures.
In digital ecosystems, the actors, their products and services can be seen as different organisms
and species that are able to evolve and adapt dynamically to changing market conditions.
Digital Ecosystems lie at the intersection between different disciplines and fields:
industry, business, social sciences, biology, and cutting edge ICT and its application driven
research. They are supported by several underlying technologies such as semantic web and
ontology-based knowledge sharing, self-organizing intelligent agents, peer-to-peer overlay
networks, web services-based information platforms, and recommender systems.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the SECURWARE
2012 Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a
high quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We
also kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to
SECURWARE 2012. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference
program consisted of top quality contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the SECURWARE 2012
organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this
professional meeting a success.

We hope that SECURWARE 2012 was a successful international forum for the exchange
of ideas and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in
emerging security information, systems and technologies.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very
open. We also hope the attendees enjoyed the historic charm Rome, Italy.
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Abstract—The generic, secure and modular methodology,
described in this paper, provides a generic approach for the
design and development of secure mobile applications. It is
applicable to multiple mobile phone platforms and mobile
operating environments. This approach treats a mobile
application in a holistic way and structures it into four groups
of modules: user interface modules, communication modules,
security modules, and business logic modules. These four
groups of modules can be designed and implemented
independently and finally be integrated together. This
approach not only simplifies the process of design and
development of mobile applications, but also improves the
reusability and robustness of mobile applications. In addition,
this paper proposes a trusted layer model for designing the
security modules of mobile applications, which provides
generic application interfaces and comprehensive data
protection. The paper finally gives an example of a secure
mobile application, called SAFE Mobile Wallet, which was
designed and implemented using GSM methodology.
Keywords - mobile; generic; secure; modular.

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the significant growth of mobile technologies,
mobile phones have already become one of the most
important accessories in people’s everyday lives all over the
world. Hundreds of thousands mobile applications exist
today and their number is largely increasing every day. Until
March 2012, only Apple’s App Store offered over 500,000
iPhone applications [1]. There are various platforms, such as
Android, Research In Motion (RIM), Symbian, Windows
Phone, iOS (Apple), etc., allowing third parties to easily
develop, test and deploy various mobile applications. Based
on the reasons mentioned above, a lot of researchers,
developers and fans of mobile technologies make great
efforts today to design and develop various mobile
applications.
At the moment, there are numerous hardware and
software platforms used by different mobile devices.
Therefore,
the
methodology
of
designing
and
implementating mobile applications varies. In addition, even
though there are some generic approaches for building
mobile applications [2], [3], these approaches have not taken
security into account. Many security flaws [2] violate users’
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privacy [3] and data security and eventually affect wider
deployment of those applications.
In order to solve the issues described above, this paper
proposes the, here called, Generic, Secure and Modular
(GSM) methodology for the design and implementation of
mobile applications. The distinguished features of our GSM
methodology are the following:
 It treats mobile applications in a holistic way,
meaning that our methodology can be applied to
develop applications for any platform, using any
programming language;
 It uses a modular approach and structures mobile
applications into several groups of modules. Each
module is independently designed and implemented,
making the implementation results reusable;
 It provides an approach for the design and
implementation of security modules, which provides
comprehensive security features for the mobile
applications. The details are described in Section 3.4.
Therefore, we expect that the GSM methodology is a
significant contribution to the process of designing,
developing and deploying secure mobile applications.
The next section continues with related work and then
our methodology is described in detail, covering all four
modules. Finally, there is a conclusion section.
II.

RELATED WORK

This section gives an overview of what has been already
published related to secure mobile applications. Most of
these contributions indicate how to design or implement a
mobile application and how to integrate some specific
features into it. Some describe suggestions for mobile
application development, while others point out the
challenges for the development of secure mobile
applications.
Ueyama, Pinto and Madeira proposed a generic approach
for constructing mobile device applications [4]. It is a
middleware solution, based on generic components
approach, to build adaptive applications, which can be
deployed across heterogeneous devices with minimum
resources overhead. It effectively solved the adaptability and
flexibility issues.
Andre and Segarra proposed another generic approach,
called MoleNE [5]. It works in such a way that it provides a

1
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set of generic base services as the abstraction of concepts to
the developers so that they could use it to create customized
applications.
Serhani, Benharref, Dssouli, and Mizouni listed the main
issues to consider when developing mobile applications and
mobile Web services [6]. A framework, which includes a
mobile client environment and backend server/mobile Web
services, is described. Finally, an example of a mobile
application, developed by using the proposed framework, is
given.
Ray Gonzales gives some suggestions on how to design
mobile applications in [7]. These suggestions include how to
structure user interfaces based on the size of a screen, some
pre-defined design conventions, etc. in order to achieve
convenient and comfortable interactions between users and
mobile devices.
Christien Rioux presented challenges for developing
secure mobile applications in [8]. He also analyzed security
features for three popular mobile platforms: Windows
Mobile, RIM Blackberry, and Google Android and listed
some security vulnerabilities and malicious code for these
platforms.
Our conclusion is that today there are not so many
research and development results in the area of the generic
methodology for developing secure mobile applications.
Specially, few results concentrate on the security during the
design and implementation phases. The methodology
proposed in this paper addresses this shortage.
III.

GSM METHODOLOGY

As shown in Figure 1, our GSM methodology structures
mobile applications into four groups of modules: User
Interface (UI) modules, communication modules, security
modules, and business logic modules. The former three
modules are generic, meaning that these three modules can
be reused. The last module is specific, different for each
mobile application. The reason for this approach is that these
four groups of modules are necessary for most of the secure
mobile applications. In other words, in order to create a
secure mobile application, at least these four groups of

Figure 1. Internal structure of secure mobile application
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modules should be included.
Every mobile application must have user interfaces for
displaying information to users and interacting with them.
Some of them are simple and some are complex; this
depends on the hardware and operating system of mobile
phones. All mobile applications need also to communicate
either with open networks or with internal modules of mobile
devices. Communication modules exchange messages with
networks, with other devices, and/or with other internal
modules of mobile devices. Next, the security of mobile
applications is also very important. Therefore, security
modules that provide security features, such as generation of
RSA keys, encryption, digital signatures, etc. are also
necessary. These three groups of modules are not sufficient
to create a complete secure mobile application, since they are
separated and independent of each other and they do not
perform any function specific to an application. Hence,
business logic modules are needed to link all other modules
together and coordinate them based on the services or
functionalities provided by a specific mobile application.
GSM methodology also organizes the process of
designing and creating mobile applications into three steps:
(a) analyzing target platforms and devices, (b) designing and
implementing the four groups of modules described above,
and finally, (c) integrating all the modules and performing
tests on the actual devices. As Greg Nudelman said, “One of
the challenges of mobile application design is understanding
both the capabilities and limitations of each platform” [9].
Therefore, the first step is to analyze target platforms in
which the mobile application will be loaded. It includes
technical details of the target platform, such as which
programming language should be used, which libraries and
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are supported,
etc. The next step for developers is to design and implement
the generic and specific modules as described in this paper
and the final step is testing the application on the mobile
devices.
A. User Interface (UI) Modules
Each mobile application must provide user interfaces for
getting input from a user and for displaying output to a user.
The design of user interfaces directly influences user
experience. The UI may be different for different mobile
devices or platforms, depending on the hardware and APIs.
Therefore, the design and implementation of UI modules
may also be different. There are lots of guidelines and
suggestions for the design of UI modules for various devices
and platforms. One of the approaches is to implement a
generic object, the UIProvider, which provides all the
necessary UI components, such as TextField, Buttons,
RadioBox, etc. that may be used by all mobile applications
running on the same platform. Even though the
implementation of the UIProvider depends on the platform
and the corresponding APIs, it should be implemented as
generically as possible, so that it can be reused by mobile
applications running on the same platform. In this way,
various mobile applications could share one UIProvider,
which saves development time and makes UI components
easy and flexible to modify.
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From a security point of view, the design of the
application should always prompt the user when a security
feature is not used. For example, a warning should be used
when mail is sent over an insecure connection. Moreover, it
is important, when having a dialogue that requires the user’s
interaction, to mark as default the response that will be on
the user’s favor, always in respect to his/her security and
privacy. For instance, if an application asks the user if it is ok
to sign on a page although there is no encryption, the default
button should be no.
B. Communication Modules
Mobile applications must always access local or global
networks. Therefore, network communication functions,
such as sending/receiving Short Message Service (SMS),
establishing connections through Bluetooth [10], Wi-Fi [11],
3G [12], etc. should be designed and implemented. As a
result,
communication
modules
should
perform
communications with open networks.
For the communication with open networks, we
designed a generic object, the CommunicationProvider,
which is convenient to manage all the communication
channels, such as Bluetooth, General Packet Radio Service
(GPRS)
[13],
Wi-Fi,
SMS,
etc.
The
CommunicationProvider works as a “coordinator” to
support these communication channels, as required. For
example, it dynamically and transparently selects the most
convenient channel, controls the priority of the channels,
adds/removes channels to/from the communication, etc. The
priority of communication channels can be configured,
depending upon usage requirements. Each specific
communication channel is implemented individually and
should be tested for the connections with the
CommunicationProvider.
Communication channels
should be independent of each other and the procedure of
establishing connections should be transparent to users.
Moreover, secure channels should be given priority over
insecure ones. So, if there is an option to connect to a page
with both http and https the second should be used by
default, without requiring user intervention.
C. Security Modules
As explained in previous Sections, security is more and
more important for mobile applications. In order to provide
comprehensive security services for mobile applications, we
designed a SecurityProvider, based on our proposed
trusted layer model.
As shown in Figure 2, our trusted layer model structures
the security modules into four trusted layers: Secure Element
(Chip), applets, middleware and applications. The trusted
layer model is equivalent with the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) seven layer model; each layer
provides services to its upper layer while receiving services
from the layer below.
Layer 1: Secure Element (Chip)
This layer represents the chips used by mobile devices
for mobile transactions, such as the Subscriber Identity
Module (SIM)/Universal Integrated Circuit Card (UICC)
chip, Micro SD chip, etc. The chip contains a microprocessor
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and a small memory, used in the mobile phone. It is secure
and tamper resistant, so that it works as a Secure Element
(SE), storing important information, such as credit card
numbers, private keys, etc. Moreover, because of the
compatibility and mobility of these chips, using them for
storage of data ensures that users can easily migrate their
data between different mobile devices. The chip layer
defines how data is stored in the SE. It also defines the
format of the application protocol data unit (APDU) that is
used for upper layer to invoke the functionalities provided by

Figure 2. Trusted layer model

the chips.
Layer 2: Applets
This layer represents the applets installed and functioning
in the hardware of a chip. Applets interact with the chips
using APDU commands, invoking functions provided by
chips and providing those functions to the upper layer.
Layer 3: Middleware
Mobile applications use high-level programming APIs,
but applets in the chips understand only APDU commands.
Therefore, in order to make the communication between
mobile applications and chips as smooth as possible, a
middleware is needed. This approach is also suggested in the
FIPS 201 (Personal Identity Verification - PIV) standard
[14]. The middleware works as a “translator” between a high
level application and an applet loaded in the chips. On one
hand, it provides APIs to high level applications, so that
developers should not need any knowledge about chips and
applets loaded in them. As a result, it makes the invocation
of the functions, which are provided by the applet in the
chips, transparent to mobile applications. On the other hand,
the middleware communicates with the chips using APDU
commands.
The middleware layer defines how the upper layer
software applications invoke the functions provided by
applets. It provides APIs, for upper layer mobile applications
to invoke the functions provided by the applets. The
middleware layer contains the implementation of these APIs,
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the role of which is to translate the upper layer application
data calls into APDUs and vice versa.
An implementation of the middleware can be seen in
[15]. In this paper, we have created a middleware that allows
the flow of data from a UICC to the upper layer applications
and eventually the user of the mobile device. The core
principle of this implementation was to make the whole
process transparent to the application developers and even
more to the end user. As Saltzer and Schroeder [16] stated in
the 1970s, if the security mechanisms make the product or
device harder to use, then the users will simply avoid using
them.
Layer 4: Applications
The application layer is the one closest to the end-user. It
comprises the Graphical User Interface (GUI), interacting
with and providing security functionalities for users.
A SecurityProvider was designed in order to provide
security functionalities. It is designed as follows:
The application layer comprises the interfaces to access
the implementation of each security service. And it provides
the SecurityProvider as an interface to get the instance
of these security services. For example, the following pieces
of code are used to create an instance of the
GenerateKeyPair service:
SecurityProvider secprovider = new
SecurityProvider();
IGenerateKeyPair genkp =
secprovider.GenerateKeyPair();
genkp.generateKeys(AlgorithmID);
genkp.saveKeys(keypairs);

Security services are implemented in the security applets,
functioning on the chips. Therefore, during the execution of
the codes listed above, the application needs to communicate
with a specific applet that implements the invoked security
service through the middleware. The user is required to enter
a correct Personal Identification Number (PIN) in order for
the middleware to access the applet. The PIN-based
authentication mechanism is one of the security properties of
the applets. Each applet has a default PIN and the user is able
to set his/her own PIN. If the user authentication is
successful, a secure connection is established between the
middleware and the applet. Meanwhile, the middleware
translates the service request into corresponding APDU
commands, according to the rules and formats defined by the
applet. The middleware sends the APDU commands to the
applet via the established secure connection. The applet
executes the required function and returns the execution
result in the form of APDU response code to the middleware,
which then translates the code to an application-layer service
response.
By this approach, the SecurityProvider can provide
as many security services as the chip supports. In addition,
the application-level security mechanisms can always be
added in order to provide higher security. For example, the
data exchanged between the mobile application and the
applet is encrypted using AES with the hash value of the
applet authentication PIN as the symmetric key. In this way,
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the data is stored/fetched in/from the chips in encrypted
form, which prevents disclosure to the middleware so that
the data is not revealed if the middleware is compromised.
D. Business Logic Modules
Business logic modules are the core of each mobile
application. They process application data, messages, etc.,
coordinate various other modules and functions, and provide
specific application services to mobile users. The design and
implementation of business logic modules depends on the
functions that need to be provided by a mobile application. A
good approach is to structure them in a modular form, so that
they are individually as simple as possible. In other words,
these business logic modules should utilize modules from
other three groups as much as possible. The process of
implementing business logic modules includes also
integration with all the other three groups of modules.
E. Example application: SAFE Mobile Wallet
This section describes an example of the design and
implementation of one secure mobile application using our
GSM approach. The mobile application is called SAFE
Mobile Wallet, which is one of the components of our
Secure Applications for Financial Environments (SAFE)
System [17], [18]. It was implemented by using Java
Platform Micro Edition (Java ME) and supports various
financial transactions, such as mobile banking, mobile
payment Over-the-Counter (OTC) / Over-the-Air (OTA),
mobile ticketing, mobile parking, etc. SAFE Mobile Wallet
is continuously expanding with new functionalities.
The UI of SAFE Mobile Wallet comprises two levels of
menus and several data handling forms. The hierarchy of UI
panels is shown in Figure 3. Each panel is designed and
developed using MenuItemsSelection template and then
all UI objects are linked with each other by buttons or
actions. One generic object, UIProvider, was implemented,
which provides UI related functions, such as
createFormImage, addTextBox, addStringItem, etc.

Figure 3. Hierarchy of UI Panels of SAFE Mobile Wallet
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The SAFE Mobile Wallet uses three types of protocols to
communicate with back-end servers: GPRS, Bluetooth, and
SMS. Therefore, there are three corresponding generic
communications
objects:
BluetoothConnection,
GPRSConnection, and SMSConnection. Each of them
handles one of the corresponding protocols. In addition, we
implemented a generic CommunicationProvider object to
manage these three communication objects. Each
communication object returns its corresponding connection
as an object to the CommunicationProvider. So, the
business logic modules just need to invoke the
CommunicationProvider to send out or receive messages
through a specific communication protocol.
For communications with the UICC, SAFE Mobile
Wallet uses UICC middleware in order to securely store and
retrieve data from the UICC. This means that SAFE Mobile
Wallet is able to invoke methods provided by the
middleware internally without any separate communication
method, as shown in Figure 4. In order to read and save data
on the UICC, the Security and Trust Services API (SATSA)
[19] was used.
SAFE Mobile Wallet Application

UICC Middleware

SATSA
MIDP

APDU
CLDC
KVM

UICC

Figure 4. Communication between SAFE Mobile Wallet and UICC

The UICC middleware is a transparent, lightweight,
secure and autonomous software module used by the SAFE
Mobile Wallet. It was designed and implemented in such a
way that the process of communicating with the UICC is
transparent to the SAFE Mobile Wallet, which does not
distinguish any difference between fetching and storing data
from/to the smart card and manipulating data as files on its
own system. Figure 5 shows an example of storing data on
the UICC.
The SAFE Mobile Wallet provides several security
services for its financial transactions, including user
authentication, message confidentiality and integrity, nonrepudiation, authorization, etc. [17]. For those services,
MobileSecurityProvider module was designed and
implemented. It provides various security functions, such as
generateRSAKeys,
AESEncrypt/AESDecrypt,
generateMessageDigest, etc. All security services,
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Phone with Wallet
Application
UICC Middleware
UICC with Wallet
Applet
setSAFESystem_ID(String)

setSAFESystem_
UserMobileNumber(String)

… ...
setSAFESystem_Balance(String)

setSAFESystem_Account(String
)

Figure 5. Example of the process for storing data on the UICC

provided by the Wallet, are based on these functions.
Therefore, whenever an application requires new security
features, a developer just needs to extend the
MobileSecurityProvider module for new functions and
cryptographic
algorithms.
Implementation
of
the
MobileSecurityProvider object can be different,
depending on the platform, programming language, APIs,
etc. MobileSecurityProvider was implemented using
Java ME, so it can be used on any mobile phone that
supports Java.
The UICC middleware was also designed to function in a
secure way. The middleware has no semantic knowledge of
any data that it parses and passes in both directions. This
gives mobile applications an option to store encrypted data in
the UICC. Also, the middleware has no knowledge of
passwords or keys used for authentication or cryptography.
Another security feature is that the middleware keeps no data
in its internal memory. All changes and modifications of data
are saved directly in the UICC, which provides strong
protection of data and also prevents synchronization issues
(mostly when dealing with online, real-time transactions).
Finally, the middleware follows the authentication
mechanism required by the UICC: strong authentication
protocol and secure channel between an application and
UICC [20]. As a result, mobile users must authenticate
themselves to the Wallet applet before being able to read and
write data. If a user fails to provide the correct password
after a predefined number of attempts, the UICC locks and
can only be unlocked by the administrator.
As one of the components of our SAFE System, the
SAFE Mobile Wallet is used to perform several types of
mobile applications, such as mobile banking, mobile
payment, mobile ticketing, etc. Therefore, business logic
modules for those applications are designed as follows:
1. When a user starts SAFE Mobile Wallet, the Wallet
asks the user to specify his/her PIN, if it is initial activation
of the Secure Mobile Wallet. The PIN is then encrypted
using AES algorithm, with hash value of the PIN as an
encryption key, and is stored locally. Later, when a user
starts the Wallet, the correct PIN is required in order to
authenticate the user. After that, the Wallet initiates detection
of available communication protocols. If a SAFE PoS
Station supporting Bluetooth protocol is detected, the Wallet
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will use Bluetooth to communicate with the Station and pass
it through with other SAFE Servers. Otherwise, the Wallet
tries to activate GPRS protocol. If GPRS is not supported,
Wallet will use SMS as the communication channel. The
described detection procedure is performed automatically
and in the background;
2. After successful authentication, the user can
perform all Wallet transactions [17]. All SAFE transactions
are executed in a request-response way. The user enters the
required data for a transaction. The Wallet creates a
transaction request message and sends it to the SAFE Servers
through an available communication protocol. SAFE Servers
process the transaction and send the transaction result back
as a response.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper achieves several goals. First, it describes our
proposed GSM methodology for the design and development
of mobile applications. This methodology structures mobile
application into four groups of modules and each of these
modules is independently developed and reused, which
makes the design and development of secure mobile
applications more efficient, flexible and expandable. Second,
it describes our proposed trusted layer model. This model
provides a framework for designing secure mobile
applications and more importantly, it represents a way of
integrating the security mechanisms, provided by chips, with
mobile applications. Finally, it introduces the approach of
using a middleware for the communication between mobile
applications and chips. This approach effectively protects the
data, since the data is stored in the chips instead of mobile
devices. It is much more difficult to compromise the chips
than mobile applications.
Future research activities can be conducted in the
following aspects: a. make the middleware more generic so
that it is not dependent on upper layer application and lower
layer chips; b. improve the trusty and security of
middleware; c. extend the security modules to use biometric
information, such as finger prints.
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Abstract — Automated Bandwidth Allocation across
Heterogeneous Networks (AutoBAHN) is a tool under active
development that supports a Bandwidth on Demand (BoD)
service, intended to operate in a multi-domain environment
using
heterogeneous
transmission technologies.
The
AutoBAHN system aims at providing a guaranteed capacity,
connection-oriented service between two end points. Due to the
level of access that the tool has to critical parts of the network,
the importance of a trustworthy Authentication and
Authorization Infrastructure (AAI) cannot be overestimated.
This paper highlights the design and implementation for the
Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure which is part
of the AutoBAHN service and the decisions taken. The AAI is a
service dedicated to enforce system security and to prevent
unauthorized access and usage of resources. The BoD service
modules may interact with AAI multiple times during a single
request execution. After the initial authentication and
authorisation check, the BoD system will apply additional,
specific to BoD rules and policies to the request. The security
mechanisms allow trustworthy operations in a multi-domain
service without significant impact on performance.
Keywords - Bandwidth on Demand; AAI; security; Quality of
Service

I.

INTRODUCTION

The GN3 European project [1] is a research project
funded by the European Union and Europe's National
Research and Education Networks (NRENs). It is a
continuation of the previous GN2 project [19] and aims at
building and supporting the next generation of the panEuropean research and education network, which connects
universities, institutions and other research and educational
organizations around Europe and interconnects them to the
rest of the Internet using high-speed backbone connections.
In the context of this project, a BoD service is being
developed and the service is supported by the AutoBAHN
tool. The AutoBAHN system is capable of provisioning
circuits in heterogeneous, multi-domain environments that
constitute the European academic and research space and
allows for both immediate and advanced circuit reservations.
The overall architecture of the AutoBAHN system, its goal
and the network mechanisms it employs are thoroughly
presented in [2]. This paper highlights the AAI architecture
of the AutoBAHN service, the implementations challenges,
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the decisions taken and the basic security aspects and
components of the AutoBAHN system.
AutoBAHN is using part of GÉANT’s AA Framework
[20] which addresses security issues for a number of
different multi-domain network services in the GÉANT
Service Area. This framework provides software developers
with a common and flexible authentication and authorization
solution to facilitate their software development process.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
describes the GN3 project while Section 3 presents the
general architecture of the AutoBAHN system. In Section 4,
we analyze how similar projects handled AA issues while
Section 5 presents the general architecture related to
authentication and authorization procedures. Section 6
describes the way that communication between system
components can be considered secure. Section 7 presents
some quantitative measurements and finally, Section 8
concludes the paper and presents future fields of this study.
II.

GN3

Gigabit European Advanced Network Technology
(GÉANT) is the main European multi-gigabit computer
network for research and education purposes. It brings
together over 400 participants from 32 NRENs, TERENA
[21], DANTE [22], and over 20 subcontractors and third
parties. It provides a dedicated, high capacity, 50,000 km
data network that brings together 40 million users in research
institutions across 40 countries, underpinning critical
projects that would previously have been impossible without
its capacity and reliability.
In the context of the GN3 project, a number of activities
and services are prototyped and tested. Among them is
AutoBAHN BoD service.
This BoD service is an end-to-end, point-to-point
bidirectional connectivity service for data transport. It allows
users to reserve bandwidth on demand between the
participating end points. The data transport capacity
dedicated to a connection can range from 1 Mbps up to 10
Gbps in steps of 1 Mbps. This service is offered
collaboratively by GÉANT and a set of adjacent domains
(NRENs or external partners) that adhere to the requirements
of the service. These joint networks form a multi-domain
area where the service is provided.
The service offers a high security level in the sense that
the carried traffic is isolated from other traffic. It has to be
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noted that the traffic is isolated at logical layer and not
necessarily at physical layer. This means that the core
network will carry data from multiple users but there will be
no “crosstalk” between the traffic streams.
III.

AUTOBAHN BOD SYSTEM

The AutoBAHN system is comprised by the InterDomain Manager (IDM), a module responsible for interdomain operations of circuit reservation on behalf of a
domain. This includes inter-domain communication,
resource negotiations with adjacent domains, request
handling and topology advertisements.
Furthermore, in order to build a real end-to-end circuit,
the Domain Manager (DM) is another module that manages
intra-domain resources. The IDM has an interface to the
local DM from which it undertakes all intra-domain
functions (abstracting the topology towards the IDM,
scheduling and pre-reserving resources, monitoring etc.).
This southbound interface of the IDM is the part of the
AutoBAHN system that needs to be tailored to the domainspecific conditions.
In each domain, the data plane is controlled by the DM
module using a range of techniques, including interfaces to
the Network Management System (NMS), signaling
protocols or network elements. As part of the AutoBAHN, a
dedicated and independent Technology Proxy module allows
the support of a range of technologies and vendors according
to domain and global requirements.
User Interface

AutoBAHN system

Inter-Domain Manager
Resource
modelling

Reservation
Handler

Inter-domain
pathfinder

User access
module

AAI

Request
handling logic

Domain Manager
Topology
Abstraction

Intra-domain
Pathfinder

Timer

Monitoring

Calendar

Data plane

Technology
Proxy

Figure 1. Basic architecture of AutoBAHN

The local NMS or service provisioning system,
monitoring infrastructure, administration policies and
security, may need to be adjusted for each networking
domain making each Technology Proxy implementation and
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configuration unique. However, the design of the DM has
been optimized to support modular deployment and leverage
the management infrastructure already deployed in any
domain.
The above set of modules is deployed in each domain
(NREN) that participates in the BoD service. A web based
graphical environment (WebGUI) is used as a centralized
portal for user access to the whole set of deployed instances.
The above described architecture defines a multitude of
communication interfaces that transfer sensitive information
over the network. A potential security compromise (eaves
dropping, message modification, unauthorized access,
message replay) could have very important consequences as
the system manages production networks. Furthermore,
because of its distributed nature, the system needs a welldefined distributed authentication and authorization
architecture as it spans a large number of independent
administrative domains.
IV.

RELATED WORK

The AutoBAHN BoD system has been influenced by a
number of other projects dealing with similar challenges for
bandwidth on demand provisioning. In this section we
present some of the most closely related ones, with an
emphasis on their approach to AAI.
The Dynamic Resource Allocation across GMPLS
Optical Networks (DRAGON) project [3] is also conducting
research and developing technologies to enable dynamic
provisioning of network resources on an inter-domain basis
across heterogeneous network technologies. It mainly deals
with GMPLS enabled domains and in a smaller scale
compared to AutoBAHN. Regarding the AAI, the DRAGON
project incorporates AAA policy into path computation,
resource allocation and signaling functions. This requires
high level associations of policy with users (or groups of
users) as well as lower level associations of policy with
actual network elements at a fidelity sufficient to implement
meaningful policy based resource allocations. These two
levels are loosely described as call control and connection
control. Their approach is the synthesis of higher level AAA
information into policy information which is associated with
the Traffic Engineering (TE) resource level. They also utilize
higher level AAA information to develop a set of policy
rules. The TE policy data and the policy rules are used
during path computation to incorporate AAA policy into
provisioning operations. AAA policy decision can be
combined with TE based provisioning decision [4].
OSCARS/BRUW project [5] which is another BoD
service focuses on Layer 3 Multiprotocol Label Switching
(L3 MPLS) QoS. Regarding AA, requests for inter-domain
reservations are authenticated in the originating domain on
the basis of an individual user and in the subsequent domains
on the basis of the adjacent domain [6]. Users are
authenticated and authorized for actions in their home
domain and inter-domain authorization depends on the
domains that participate. It also depends on the assurance
that a request is coming from a trusted server in a trusted
domain. Normally, all requests forwarded between domains
are signed SOAP messages. The forwarded message adds the
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name of the originating user in case other domains wish to
use that information for authorization or auditing. Currently,
at the time of provisioning no further authentication is done.
Provisioning is triggered by the time of the reservation. Once
the provisioning has been completed, any traffic coming
from the specified ingress router is able to use the requested
bandwidth.
Moreover, the University of Amsterdam's Advanced
Internet Research group has published a number of papers
describing both the networking and the AAA issues for such
a system [7][8][9]. They are using IETF’s AAA Framework
[10] and OASIS eXtensible Access Control Markup
Language (XACML) Version 2 to describe policy, which is
also followed by OSCARS for Authentication. They have
also defined a Network Description Language, which is an
RDF-based method to describe networks and to facilitate
inter-domain interoperability [11].
V.

AAI ARCHITECTURE

AutoBAHN uses part of GÉANT’s AA Framework
which utilizes existing frameworks, industry standards and
best practices in order to avoid re-inventing the wheel and to
take advantage of its extensible design. It is Java-based,
making use of Spring Security Framework, Crowd
Integration library, OIOSAML java library and Maven.
In addition, we have developed our own architectural
elements, such as our multi-domain user authorization which
is described below, in order to bind and supplement the
above technologies and meet our unique AAI requirements.
The current AA Framework implementation allows
developers to make their own choice of Authentication
Providers, User Attributes Providers and ACL services to
use: the diagram below (Figure 2) shows the options offered
to the service developers.

Figure 2. The architecture of AA Framework [20]

AutoBAHN can be configured to use XML or Atlassian
Crowd [15] for Authentication and User Attributes Provider.
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It can also support the existing eduGAIN [12] infrastructure
for authentication and authorization. In addition, LDAP [14]
or Relational Databases can be used as Authentication and
User Attributes Providers. They also have the additional
capability of supporting Access Control Lists for flexible
definition of authorization policies.
A. User Authentication
The AutoBAHN system has been designed in such a way
so that multiple authentication methods may be used, in a
modular way. The authentication mechanism is based on the
Spring Security Java framework [13] that provides advanced
authentication, authorization and other security features for
enterprise applications.
The architecture of the authentication mechanism is
based on a simple flow in which the main system
components that are invoked during the authentication
procedure are the Authentication Manager and the
Authentication Provider. The user submits his credentials to
the AutoBAHN Server and an Authentication Request is
created at server-side. This request is sent to the
Authentication Manager which is responsible for forwarding
requests through a chain of Authentication Providers. The
provider will request from the UserDetails Service to provide
the granted authorities for this user. These authorities are
later used during the Authorization phase. The
Authentication Manager receives back the result of the
described procedure and decides whether the authentication
is successful or not.
TABLE I. IMPLEMENTATION CHOICES AVAILABLE FOR DEVELOPERS [20]
Available choices
Provider

Authentication
Provider

User Attributes
Provider

ACL
Services

Attlasian
Crowd

Yes

Yes

N.A.

eduGAIN

Yes

N.A.

N.A.

LDAP

Yes

Yes

N.A.

Relational
Databases

Yes

Yes

Yes

XML

Yes

Yes

Yes

When a user connects to the graphical environment to
submit a reservation request, his supplied credentials can be
authenticated against the Authentication Provider which is
currently used. The authorization mechanism is able to
cooperate with interchangeable authentication modules as
long as the authentication provider also supplies the
necessary attributes that enable authorization decisions. As
the eduGAIN scenario is the most complicated and
interesting one, it will be described in more detail below.
In principle, when a user tries to access the AutoBAHN
system, the user is redirected to the Single Sign-On (SSO)
service of his/her federation. Then the user is authenticated
through the federation software which sends the SSO
response and SAML 2.0 authorization back to the
AutoBAHN system. The response contains both
authentication and authorization information as SAML 2.0
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attributes. Finally, the AutoBAHN system checks the SSO
response and SAML 2.0 attributes and responds to the user
with a permission or denial to access the resources. The
attributes that are transmitted are the following:
1) Identifier: A unique id of the user that wants to
make a reservation. This could be either the name
or the email of the user or a combination of both.
2) Organization: The organization/domain/federation
of which the user is a member.
3) Project Membership: This attribute contains a
specified value (e.g. AUTOBAHN) that
demonstrates that this user is an authorized
AutoBAHN user.
4) Project Role: This attribute offers granularity in
terms of the subset of available actions that the user
is allowed to perform and can contain values such
as Service user, AutoBAHN administrator, etc.
The various project roles currently supported are:
1) Service User: People from e-science communities,
other BoD systems, external client applications that
become “service owners”.
2) Network Administrator: People responsible for the
data plane e.g., the underlying data network
infrastructure.
3) Autobahn Administrator: People responsible for the
control plane software.
In AutoBAHN system, the above attributes are
considered to be equivalent of granted authorities meaning
that based on the policy that is defined by the administrator,
those attributes also define the appropriate jurisdictions and
capabilities that a user can have during the usage of the
system.

B. Multi-domain User Authorization
Authorization is the function of specifying whether a user
has the access rights to perform an action on the system
resources. AutoBAHN implements multi-domain user
authorization, which means that the above procedure is done
on every single Domain Manager.
After the authentication phase, the user is able to request
access to the available resources. The authorization
procedure takes place at the Domain Manager which
determines whether the user is authorized to access the
requested resource. This decision is based on the access
policies that each DM has defined.
For operations that are decided along a multi-domain
path (
Figure 3), there are multiple Domain Managers. Thus, the
decision has to be taken in every domain along the
reservation path based on user attributes that have to be
transmitted with the reservation request and mapped to the
policies implemented by each domain.
As described earlier, the user attributes are retrieved
during the authentication phase. These attributes are then
forwarded to each domain of the reservation path at serverside. Before a request is examined by the system at each
domain, the attributes are compared against the policy
module to check whether the user has the required privileges.
The policy is based on logical operations among the user
attributes: identifier, organization, project membership and
role.
Figure 3 shows the whole procedure for authentication
and authorization when a user wants to create a service
request. In Step 1, the user (through a web browser) tries to
access the service submission interface and the request is
intercepted by the eduGAIN filter.

AutoBAHN instance Domain 1

AutoBAHN instance Domain 2

eduGAIN
Filter

1,2

9
7,8

User Interface
(WebGUI)

IDM

IDM

DM

10,13

Authorization
Module

3,4,5

20

14,19

15,18

DM

Authorization
Module

11,12,16,17

Identity and
Attribute
Provider
(IdP)

6

Policy Store

Policy Store

Figure 3. The user creates a reservation between different domains
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The eduGAIN filter redirects the user to his local AAI
(Step 2). The user’s web browser sends an http request to the
IdP server (Step 3). The IdP server sends to the web browser
a page to authenticate the user and the user submits his
credentials to the IdP server (Steps 4 and 5). The IdP server
redirects the user to the WebGUI request page, and
associated attributes are also sent (Step 6). The user fills in
necessary parameters and submits the service request which
may bundle multiple circuit reservation requests (Steps 7 and
8). The WebGUI forwards the service request and user
attributes to the initiating IDM (Step 9).
The IDM deals with each reservation in the service
separately. For the first reservation, it forwards the user
attributes and reservation parameters to the AuthR module
and the AuthR module constructs a policy evaluation query
(Steps 10 and 11). The query is checked against the existing
policies stored in the Policy Store and the AuthR module
returns an answer (Steps 12 and 13). Assuming the response
allows such a request, the IDM forwards it to the DM for
intra-domain checking (Step 14). The DM calculates
possible paths and forwards the reservation parameters to the
AuthR module (Step 15). The AuthR module constructs a
policy evaluation query and the query is checked against the
existing policies stored in the Policy Store (Steps 16 and 17).
The AuthR module returns an answer and the DM replies to
the IDM about the feasibility of the reservation (Steps 18 and
19). The IDM forwards the request and the user attributes to
the next domain along the path for further processing (Step
20) and finally, this process is repeated for all domains until
the first reservation request has been evaluated. If a service
request contains more than one reservation, this process is
repeated for all reservations within this service request.
VI.

TRUSTED AND SECURE COMMUNICATION BETWEEN
SYSTEM COMPONENTS

To ensure a secure and trusted communication between
system components, WS-Security standard [23] is used in
addition with Edugain PKI infrastructure [24].
WS-Security (Web Services Security, short WSS) is a
flexible and feature-rich extension to SOAP to apply security
to web services. It is a member of the WS-* family of web
service specifications and was published by OASIS.
The protocol specifies how integrity and confidentiality
can be enforced on messages and allows the communication
of various security token formats such as SAML, Kerberos,
and X.509. Its main focus is the use of XML Signature,
XML Encryption and XML Timestamp to provide end-toend security and in our case all three options are available for
use.
WS-Security makes heavy use of public/private key
cryptography [16]. With public key cryptography, a user has
a pair of public and private keys. A central problem for use
of public-key cryptography is confidence (ideally proof) that
a public key is correct, belongs to the person or entity
claimed (i.e., is 'authentic') and has not been tampered with
or replaced by a malicious third party. The usual approach to
this problem is to use a public-key infrastructure (PKI) in
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which one or more third parties, known as certificate
authorities, certifies ownership of key pairs.
AutoBAHN makes use of eduGAIN PKI for validating
the identity of the components. The trust establishment
process is enabled by means of using TLS connections for
each eduGAIN interaction and including XML-Sig digital
signatures for the appropriate protocol elements and
assertions.
eduGAIN inter-component trust is based on X.509
certificates. It is rooted at a set of Certification Authorities
(CA) created and maintained within the project. This set will
be referred to as the eduGAIN truststore and all AutoBAHN
components accept any of the CAs contained by the
truststore as valid roots of trust. CAs in the eduGAIN
truststore conform to the eduGAIN Certificate Policy, a
document defining the rules and procedures agreed by the
eduGAIN participants to rely on digital public certificates
issued to the components of the infrastructure.
At least one of these CAs will be specifically established
and run by the project. This root CA is referred as the
eduGAINCA. The self-signed certificate of the eduGAINCA
is the minimum content of the eduGAIN truststore.
A. PKI Structure
The structure of the eduGAIN PKI is shown in Figure 4.
Each CA inside the eduGAIN truststore (shown as “Acc CA”
in the figure) is accredited to issue certificates for
components in a particular branch of the eduGAIN
component identifier namespace (shown as “CId” in the
figure). Certificates for components outside these branches
are under the eduGAIN CA. The eduGAINCA issues
certificates only to other CAs and these subordinated CAs
will in turn be responsible for issuing certificates to the
individual components. The eduGAIN infrastructure
provides at least one of these subordinated CAs, known as
the eduGAINSCA.

Figure 4. eduGAIN PKI Structure

The eduGAINSCA is able to provide a set of separately
managed Registration Authorities (RA), according to the
management procedures of the different eduGAIN
namespaces under its responsibility.
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B. Trust Validation Procedure
Trust validation is performed by eduGAIN components
according to a two-step procedure:
1. The received certificate shall be evaluated to check
whether the whole trust path correctly resolves to the
eduGAIN root of trust.
2. The eduGAIN component identifier contained in
the Subject Alternate Name extension of the received
certificate shall be evaluated against the metadata available
for this interaction. It must match with the component
identifier as stored in these metadata.
A failure in any of the verifications above causes a
rejection of the requested operation with a TrustError result.
This procedure implies that for a proper trust evaluation, all
metadata exchange through the MDS must contain the
eduGAIN component identifiers applicable in each case.
Unless otherwise specified in the corresponding profile,
all connections between any two eduGAIN components uses
TLS and perform two-way certificate validation (both
initiator and responder) according to the above procedures.
Validation of the certificates associated with XML
Signatures follow the procedures described above.
In principle, when the client module wants to
communicate with another module (the resource), it sends its
request to the required resource along with its X.509
certificate signed by eduGAIN CA. The resource
authenticates the client by validating its certificate using
eduGAIN API. The certificate contains identification
information that allows the resource to authenticate only
designated clients.
The detailed procedure in the context of the AutoBAHN
system for the trusted communication between AutoBAHN
modules is as followed.
1) The AutoBAHN module that wants to
communicate (client) must have a certificate so no
interaction for credentials is needed. The X.509
certificate is issued by a Certificate Authority (CA)
subordinated to one of the eduGAIN roots of trust.
2) The client module sends its request and the
certificate to the resource.
3) The resource module performs trust validation by
checking that the whole trust path of the certificate
correctly resolves to the root(s) of trust defined by
eduGAIN.
4) The resource checks that the client module is
allowed to access it.
5) The resource provides the requested answer to the
client module.
VII.

QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS

In order to verify the scalability of the system, we have
taken some quantitative measurements using Apache JMeter
[25] as benchmarking tool. The test scenario specified the
submission of 200 requests in time frame of 50 seconds
resulting in 4 requests per second. The following graph
presents the response time against the number of active
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threads. The lines refer to various steps during the
submission of a reservation request in Client Portal.
The response time peaks at 330 milliseconds when the
greatest number of requests is being processed.

Figure 5. Response Time vs Active Threads

VIII.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented an Authorization and
Authentication Infrastructure that is used in AutoBAHN
project to ensure a secure and trusted communication among
its components.
AutoBAHN is considered a distributed system since each
NREN deploys an instance based on their specific network
technology and their needs in general. Because of that, it was
important to emphasize in multi-domain user authorization
ensuring that this communication is secured by WS-Security
specification.
Also, a strong advantage of AutoBAHN’s authentication
and authorization mechanism compared to approaches of
similar projects is the fact that it can support third party
providers such as LDAP or Atlassian Crowd increasing the
flexibility and the interoperability of the project.
Furthermore, the AA process takes place in each single
domain that is involved to a reservation path making the
allocation of network resources more secure and robust. It’s
not a one-time procedure that takes place only in the
originating domain.
AutoBAHN is designed in a highly scalable manner
based on modules that perform specific tasks and
communicate with one another. AuthR module handles AA
tasks and then communicates with local DM, which later on
sends the appropriate messages through the IDM to the rest
of the AutoBAHN instances. This separation allows for a
more convenient administration of the AAI in order to keep
it up to date by adopting latest technology standards.
Currently AutoBAHN has been deployed in 6 NRENs
creating a pan-european bandwidth on demand service.
Several more NRENs have expressed interest or are already
in the process of joining the service. This service is currently
fully operable and being offered to NREN staff and clients.
The main lesson learnt was that the utilization of existing
frameworks and open standards enabled us to implement our
own custom AAI solution for a complex multi-domain
environment and at the same time ensure extensibility and
flexibility. In addition, due to the importance of the security
mechanisms to the operation of the service, we consider it
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essential that the specification of the AAI architecture needs
to be an integral part of the system design from the start.
Next step is the full integration of the latest AA
Infrastructure that is a result of SA2/Task5 Common
Framework efforts [17]. The WS-Security standard is based
on WSS4J, a well-known and commonly used Java library
for securing Web Services. In our case, we can additionally
use AA Framework’s two way SSL communication as an
extra security layer above WS-Security, which is based on
X.509 certificates that are issued by eduPKI CA, the nextgeneration CA of GÉANT’s project [18].
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Abstract—In the development of secure applications, patterns
are useful in the design of security functionality. Mature
security products or frameworks are usually employed to
implement such functionality. Yet, without a deeper
comprehension of these products, the implementation of
security patterns is difficult, as a non-guided implementation
leads to non-deterministic results. In this paper, the Spring
Security framework is analyzed with the goal of identifying
supported authentication and authorization patterns.
Additionally, a best practice guide on implementing the
identified patterns using the framework is presented. A real
world case study is presented, in which the findings are
employed to implement security requirements in a web
application. With this approach it is possible to overcome the
gap between pattern-based security design and implementation
to implement high quality security functionality in software
systems.
Keywords - security patterns; security framework; security
engineering; authorization; authentication

I.

INTRODUCTION

Security engineering aims for a consecutive secure
software development by introducing methods, tools, and
activities into a software development process [1]. As such,
each phase of the software development needs to consider
security aspects: in the analysis phase security requirements
are identified, in the design phase security functionality is
modeled in conjunction with the main business functionality
and finally, security solutions are realized in the
implementation phase.
Security patterns are an agreed upon method to describe
best practice solutions for common security problems [2].
When designing security functionality for an application
such patterns can be instantiated in the design model to cover
a certain security requirement.
The reuse of existing security functionality, i.e., in the
form of security components, frameworks or products, is
considered best practice as well, as they usually cover a great
percentage of existing security requirements. Their maturity
can usually not be achieved by implementing it completely
new, so self-made solutions should extend it as well. By
doing so, the quality of the security functionality of the
developed application is increased. Also, as the main focus
of software development lies upon the implementation of the
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business functionality, the reuse of existing functionality
increases the efficiency of the implementation process.
Implementing security patterns using existing security
functionality is complicated. For one, their built-in flexibility
to support many different application contexts leads to a high
complexity, requiring a deep understanding of the internal
workings. This often raises the question, if and how the
required security patterns can be implemented with the
selected product. In such a case, the security functionality
needs to be analyzed by security experts to determine the
supported patterns.
Such an analysis is especially useful, if a model-driven
approach is used to automatically generate security-related
artifacts from design models. The identified and supported
patterns of the framework or product can be used to describe
the target platform and to generate framework artifacts from
design models. Such an approach is part of a reuse-based
security engineering approach, which we outlined in earlier
works [3].
In this paper, the capabilities of the popular open source
authentication and authorization framework Spring Security
[4] are examined. The goal thereby is to identify support for
common pattern by Spring Security and provide a reusable
catalog of best practice advice on how to implement them in
a high quality fashion. Theses informal description can be
used by developers in the need to evaluate security
frameworks as well as a guide to implementation. Also, they
can be used to describe formal transformation rules for a
model-driven approach.
The rest of this paper is structured as followed: Section 2
introduces the Spring Security framework and discusses
related work. In Section 3, the relationship of the patternbased framework description to our reuse-based security
engineering approach is described. The identified security
patterns and their equivalent implementation using Spring
Security are covered in Section 4. In Section 5, a real-world
case study is presented, which shows the security pattern
implementation using Spring Security. A conclusion and
outlook on future work closes the body of this paper.
II.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

The following section provides a background on the
Spring Security framework and discusses related works.
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A. Background on Spring Security
Spring Security is an open source Java framework,
providing highly flexible and extensible authentication,
authorization, and access control solutions [5][6].
The modular framework consists of loosely coupled
components, which are connected using dependency
injection. The core classes and their dependencies are shown
in Figure 1. The Authentication class stores user information.
It is part of a SecurityContext class for every authenticated
user in an application. An AuthenticationManager loads this
data and which verifies the authenticity of users using
offered credentials and information from a user store [5].
To intercept secured resource access, classes extend the
AbstractSecurityInterceptor class, which is the central class
in terms of authorization. Thereby, the SecurityContext and
SecurityMetadataSource classes offer information about the
current user and the secured object respectively. Access
decisions are performed by the AccessDecisionManager,
which is also called by the AbstractSecurityInterceptor. The
AccessDecisionManager calls voters, which decide whether
access is granted or not and which can be added dynamically
to the application. Thus, the voter system abstracts from an
access control mechanism.
Although it can be used for desktop applications, the
main purpose of Spring Security is to secure web
applications based on the Java Platform Enterprise Edition
(JEE, [26]). The framework integrates with many
authentication technologies and standards, e.g., Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), Central Authentication
System (CAS), OpenID and OAuth. Spring Security also
provides support for basic role-based access control [6]. Due
to its flexible architecture the framework can easily be
adapted and extended to support other forms of
authentication and authorization and access control as well.
B. Related Work
Due to the identification of security patterns, the work is
based on common security pattern literature. A
comprehensive catalog of abstract and context-specific
security patterns for, e.g., operating systems, can be found in
[2]. Identity management as well access control patterns are
discussed in [7] and [8]. Patterns specific to the JEE platform
are described in [9]. Authorization patterns for the Extensible
Access Control Markup language (XACML) are discussed in
[10]. An excerpt from the patterns presented in these works
is used in this paper to show their support by the Spring

Figure 1

The main classes of the Spring Security Framework
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Security framework. Pattern based security engineering
processes are discussed in [11] and [12], yet they do not
consider the implementation of patterns using security
platforms.
An automated retrieval of security patterns in existing
software, such as discussed in [13] and [14], would be useful
in the identification process. Unfortunately, the retrieval rate
of the approaches is still to low to be useful for our goals.
Applying them would only show the patterns implemented in
the software not all possibilities of the security framework.
This is why a manual approach was applied.
The pattern-based platform description presented here is
a feasible enhancement to model-driven security approaches,
which is not considered by other such approaches, e.g.,
[15][16][17]. We aim at describing the target security
platform using security patterns, to simplify the
transformations and easily adapt them to new platforms.
Background information on the Spring Security
framework, its inner relations and concepts as well as its
usage can be found in the community documentation as well
as in [5] and [6]. These descriptions are not based on security
patterns and do not show all possible applications of the
framework.
III.

REUSE-BASED SECURITY ENGINEERING

The pattern-based identification and description of
security functionality in existing frameworks is part of a
reuse-oriented security engineering approach, presented in
[3]. We argue for reuse of existing security functionality as
well as knowledge throughout the phases of development
processes to increase the quality and the development
efficiency of the implemented software artifacts. Security
problems, which can not be covered by existing models and
functionality, can benefit from a reuse approach by
extending or adapting them to a new context.
For one, the reuse of knowledge about possible threats
and attacks against information resources, as well as
appropriate countermeasures, is feasible in the analysis of
security requirements of an application.
The topic discussed in this paper covers the design and
implementation phase of the engineering process. In the
design phase existing security knowledge should be used to
determine possible solutions for security problems. Security
patterns offer a proven method for describing such best
practice solutions and can be integrated with common design
patterns [2]. The implementation of security solutions should
be based on existing security functionality, e.g., provided by
products, frameworks or components. These are more mature
and field tested, than a new implementation and usually offer
support for existing security standards and technologies.
Yet, to support the security engineering process, there is
a need for knowledge of the frameworks used for securing
the software product. During the design phase, knowledge
about patterns that are supported by a framework is needed
in order to avoid incompatibilities between design and
implementation. When implementing the design it is
beneficial to know how to implement a pattern with a
framework. This leads to the need of pattern identification in
security frameworks.
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IV.

AUTHENTICATION AND AUTHORIZATION PATTERN
IDENTIFICATION

The following section describes the pattern identification
and implementation process using the Spring Security
framework. A focus was put on authentication and
authorization patterns, as these are the focus of the
framework as well. Thereby a distinction is made between
the format of security guidelines describing policy patterns,
and architectural patterns, describing components using and
evaluating the policies.
The patterns were identified manually by using practical
experience on securing applications with the framework, its
openly accessible source code and reference documentation
as well as a book about the framework [5]. The selected
patterns to identify in the framework cover several areas
within authentication and authorization. Another reason in
favor for the selection is their publicity. Commonly known
patterns were selected from [2] and [9].
A. Authentication Patterns Description
The patterns described in this chapter are supporting
decisions in the software development process concerning
authentication.
1) Authentication Policy Patterns
We have not found an abstract authentication pattern
description in the aforementioned literature, which we deem
relevant. The Authentication Information pattern defines, that
a subject has to deliver some sort of information to prove an
association to an identity in an application.
In [9], several mechanisms to authenticate a subject are
specified, which offer three specializations of the pattern.
The distinction is made on what kind of prove has to be
presented, i.e., the subject deliver information it knows, e.g.,
a username and password, it owns, e.g., from a smartcard, or
intrinsically has or is, e.g., finger prints. Lastly, the fourth
specialization of the Authentication Information pattern is
the combination of any two or more of these three
concretions, which is called multi factor authentication.
2) Authentication Architectural Patterns
Information about known identities needs to be stored for
comparison with user input. The abstract User Store pattern
[9] defines, that user information is stored in some kind of
repository. Depending on the type of authentication
mechanism different implementations of the User Store are
required. A LDAP directory or a database, containing
usernames and passwords, are examples of User Store
pattern implementation.
Enforcing the authentication needs specification of the
required components in the software architecture and their
interplay. The Authentication Enforcer pattern [9] describes
these components and their interaction in a web-based
application. The pattern abstracts from the applied
authentication mechanism, defined through the policies, to
enhance reuse. Another aim of the pattern is to centralize
authentication functionality and therefore to reduce
redundancy.
The main component is the eponymous Authentication
Enforcer, to which authentication requests of the client are
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sent to. It takes the information offered by the clients from
the request context and compares it to data in the user store.
On successful verification, a subject containing information
gained from the user store on the subject is created.
B. Authentication Patterns Identification
The main interface for implementing the Authentication
Information pattern is the Spring Security Authentication
interface, as its implementation offers information depending
on the authentication mechanism. The Authentication
interface is closely coupled to the AuthenticationProvider
that loads the user information.
Accessing storages with the Spring Security framework,
as required by the User Store pattern, is achieved through
different implementations of the AuthenticationProvider
interface. Each implementation represents a different User
Store and uses varying Authentication concretions, e.g., the
OpenIDAuthenticationProvider
offers
OpenID
authentication by creating an OpenIDAuthenticationToken
that implements the Authentication interface. The
AuthenticationManager uses the AuthenticationProvider to
verify authenticity of users. An AuthenticationManager and
its AuthenticationProviders can be configured using XML.
An example configuration is shown in Figure 2. The default
authentication manager is used and the custom authentication
provider class can be inserted.
In Spring Security, the Authentication Enforcer pattern is
implemented using the filter chain mechanism introduced by

(a) Authentication Enforcer Pattern

(b) Spring Security Implementation of Authentication Enforcer Pattern
Figure 2

Authentication Enforcer Pattern and Implementation with
Spring Security
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TABLE I.

SUPPORTED AUTHENTICATION PATTERNS

Authentication Patterns

Spring Security Implementation


Authentication Information


User Store
Authentication Enforcer




Single
and
multi-factor
authentication
using
usernamepassword,
OpenID,
X.509
certificates, HTTP Basic and Digest
authentication (native)
adaptable to other authentication
methods using 3rd party frameworks
XML
configuration,
LDAP,
Database, properties file (native)
adaptable to 3rd party user store
Authentication filters for Java Servlet
filter mechanisms

the Java Servlet Specification [18]. The DefaultLoginPageGeneratingFilter is executed if the login URL of the
application is called and renders a login page to the client.
When the client sends the rendered login form, the
UsernamePasswordAuthenticationFilter tries to authenticate
the client using the configured AuthenticationManager.
Another example is the BasicAuthenticationFilter, which
gets the username and password from the request according
to RFC 1945 [19] and verifies authenticity. There are also
filters for CAS or OpenID authentication, because they
depend on an external user store and therefore must be
treated differently. Due to the statelessness of HTTP, the
SecurityContextPersistenceFilter is needed, which persists
the security context including the authentication in the HTTP
session before responding to a request and recovers the
security context at the beginning of the next request.
Writing an own filter for supporting, e.g., biometric
authentication is possible, too. For each filter specified in the
filter chain, there must be a Java class with the same name.
The filter chain and authentication provider offers flexibility
in adding new authentication mechanisms and user stores
needed to support the Authentication Enforcer pattern.
C. Authorization Patterns Description
This section introduces patterns that can be used to
describe or enforce authorization. Because there is a close
relationship between authentication and authorization, some
architectural patterns require authentication or even offer it.
1) Authorization Policy Patterns
The Authorization pattern [2] is used to define access
control for resources at a high level of abstraction. A subject
is assigned a right for a resource. High level of abstraction
means, that subject, right and resource are not specified
concretely and can be of any kind.
The direct interpretation of the Authorization pattern is
called Identity-Based Access Control (IBAC [2]). Due to the
structure, the concrete Subject gets directly assigned a
Permission to access a Resource in a specific way. Thus a
fine-grained definition of access control is established.
Usually IBAC is implemented using access control lists
(ACL).
Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), described as a
pattern in [2], is a specialization of the Authorization pattern,
which refines the right assignment. Instead of directly
assigning rights, a Subject gets assigned a Role, which
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(a) Role-Based Access Control Pattern

(b) Implementing Role-Based Access Control with Spring Security

(c) Policy Enforcement Point Pattern

(d) Spring Security Implementation of Policy Enforcement Point for
Method Access
Figure 3

Authorization Patterns in Spring Security
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represents a set of Permissions to access a Resource. Thus, it
is possible to assign Subjects with the same access rights
using Roles among a system reducing the complexity of
rights management.
Another concretion of the Authorization pattern is
Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC [20]). In contrast to
RBAC, Permission can be defined through expressions using
all available Attributes of Subject, Resource or Environment.
2) Authorization Architectural Patterns
Besides defining authorization policies, there are patterns
describing their enforcement, i.e., access control. An abstract
example for enforcement of access control is the Policy
Enforcement Point (PEP) pattern, also known as Reference
Monitor [2][21]. The PEP defines components and flows
needed to control access to a resource in an abstract way.
Requests to a Protected Resource shall be intercepted by the
PEP. According to Authorization Rules, which consist of
Authorization items, access is granted or denied.
Another concretion of the PEP is the Authorization
Enforcer pattern [9]. The purpose of the pattern is to control
access in a JEE application. Due to this circumstance, there
are several variations of the pattern using different Java
specifications. Requests from a Client are intercepted and
redirected to the Authorization Enforcer, which uses the
Authentication Provider to set the Permissions to the already
loaded Subject. Thus the pattern needs an authenticated
Subject, e.g., set by the Authentication Enforcer pattern.
With the Permissions of the Subject, the Authorization
Enforcer decides, whether the access is granted or rejected.
The Intercepting Web Agent (IWA) pattern [9] helps in
separating application logic from authorization and
authentication logic. It can also be used to add access control
and authentication after the development of an application.
The name already suggests that the patterns operational area
is web application development. Client requests are
intercepted by the eponymous IWA. Either the Client
authenticates itself and its authentication information is
persisted through a cookie or the Client tries to access a
Resource directly, in which case the IWA loads the
previously persisted information of the Subject. The request
is forwarded by the IWA, if the Subject is authorized.
D. Implementation of Authorization Patterns
The following section discusses implementing the
authorization patterns with the Spring Security framework.
1) Policy Pattern
Due to the voter mechanism used for access decisions,
the framework can be enhanced to support several access
control patterns, thus it supports the Authorization pattern.
The sections about ABAC, RBAC, and IBAC show different
voters supported by the framework and indicate the
flexibility. By implementing an AccessDecisionVoter, it is
possible to access external frameworks or software and to
gain extra information needed for the decision or to ask for
the decision from external software.
RBAC raises the need for defining Roles of Users. In
Spring Security Roles are called (Granted-) Authorities [5].
Authorities can be assigned to Users via configuration or
loaded from a User Store [5]. A documented best practice is
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the arrangement of Authorities into hierarchies [6]. Roles are
assigned to Users and Rights are assigned to Roles. Thus a
hierarchy is built and Users are assigned several Rights
through their Role.
Rights are assigned to Roles to access a Resource. Spring
Security supports the protection of methods and URLs as
Resources [5]. In the configuration or annotation the
corresponding Right is used, as can be seen in Figure 2 (c)
and (d). Thus only Users with a Role having the Right to
modify a resource are allowed to access it. When
implementing a web application based on the REST
(Representational State Transfer) paradigm [22], the
approach of protecting URLs is preferred. Otherwise,
method security and the use of annotations according to the
Java Specification Request (JSR) 250 should be used. Thus,
the flexibility in changing the security framework is saved.
ABAC is not directly supported by Spring Security, but
can be easily implemented as shown next. Spring Security
offers the Spring Expression Language (SpEL [5]) to
describe access control. Instead of annotating a right to
methods or to a URL, expressions can be used. When
evaluating to True, access is granted. In SpEL expressions,
Attributes of the Subject or the Resource can be used and
compared, e.g., “authentication.id=#resource.ownerId“,
which evaluates to True, if the users owns the resource.
These expressions can be combined with “and” and “or”.
In general, the SpEL fulfills the requirements of the
application. When using more complex ABAC expressions,
SpEL in combination with PermissionEvaluators can be
used. For that, the expression “hasPermission” can be used
[5], for each of which the processing AccessDecisionVoter
calls appropriate PermissionEvaluators. Implementing a
PermissionEvaluator closes the gap between the needs of
ABAC and the Spring Security access control
implementation. The implementation of the PermissionEvaluator interface can access any Attribute of the Subject,
Resource and Environment.
Spring Security offers the use of Access Control Lists
(ACL), which are commonly used to implement IBAC [2]. In
[5], the set up of a database, holding the ACL and the
configuration of Spring Security to use a database, is shown.
For each Resource an Access Control Entry can be added to
the database, giving specific Permissions to a Subject. Builtin permissions are read, write, create, delete and administer.
These Permissions can be enhanced or replaced [5]. Besides
ACL and its Entries, the protected URLs have to be
configured or methods have to be annotated. This is done
using the “hasPermission” SpEL expression [5].
2) Architectural Patterns
The previous section showed the definition of
authorization policies with Spring Security and merely parts
of their enforcement. The framework uses a concrete PEP
for URLs and for method access control respectively. The
PEP has to handle all requests on a Protected Object. A filter
(FilterSecurityInterceptor) is used to intercept requests on
URLs and to control access on the URL. The filter
implements the AbstractSecurityInterceptor. Thus requests
on URLs are handled as described in Section II.A.
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Requests on methods are intercepted using the Spring
Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [23] feature. The
Spring
AnnotationSecurityAspect
enhances
security
annotated methods. The advice of the aspect redirects
method calls to the AspectMethodSecurityInterceptor, which
is an implementation of the AbstractSecurityInterceptor
interface, as well.
Thus, requests to URLs and methods are intercepted by
the Spring Security framework and processed to enforce
access control. The AuthorizationRules are described by the
AuthorizationPolicy that is used. Method annotation and
expressions in configuration for URLs describe the concrete
Authorization for a Resource. The PEP pattern is used with
Spring Security, if the Authorization pattern is set up and the
FilterChain is configured or method security is activated [5].
The Authorization Enforcer pattern is the concretion of
the PEP for Java EE applications. Thus, the mentioned
protection of methods and URLs is an implementation of the
pattern. The Spring Security AuthenticationManager takes
the role of the Authentication Provider and the several
authentication filters as well as the AuthorizationManager
represent the Authorization Enforcer role. Thus, the
Authorization Enforcer pattern can be implemented by using
Spring Security access control. The Intercepting Web Agent
pattern cannot be applied to the method protection, because
the pattern defines application execution after access control.
Thus the implementation of the pattern is applied through
configuration of the Authentication Enforcer pattern, the
Authorization pattern and a configured URL protection.
E. Discussion
The examination of the Spring Security framework
revealed support for most known security patterns but failed
to offer developers guidance on their implementation. This
handicap has been overcome, as the proposed security
pattern implementation templates enable the efficient
mapping of pattern-based security design in future
development processes. Thus, it allows security knowledge
reuse as proposed by our security engineering approach
described in Section III.
The identification process was thereby laborious as an
intensive black box as well as white box examination of the
framework was performed. This was only possible due to the
excellent documentation and access to the framework’s
source code, which is not always the case, e.g., with
proprietary frameworks, and makes the identification more
difficult.
We tried to document the templates as independent of
any application context as possible and in the
implementation case study, discussed in the next section, we
found that the templates are well crafted and suitable. But we
do not claim completeness or efficiency. In fact, the
templates as well as the pattern to implementation mapping
may need to be adjusted to fit a specific context as well as
future versions of the framework.
V.

IMPLEMENTING CASE STUDY

The knowledge described in the previous sections
combined with, e.g., use cases, misuse cases and component
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TABLE II.

SUPPORTED AUTHORIZATION PATTERNS

Authorization Patterns
Role-Based Access Control
Identitty-Based Access Control
Attribute-Based Access Control
Authorization Enforcer
Intercepting Web Agent

Spring Security Implementation


Hierarchical
roles
GrantedAuthorities



Access Control Lists



Simplified implementation using
Spring Expression Language
Aspect interceptor for method
access
Filter mechanism of Java
Servlets for URL access




using

diagrams has been applied to the development of the security
functionality of a web application. Spring Security was used
as the security platform used to protect the application.
A. KITCampusGuide Scenario Descriptions
The KITCampusGuide application is a navigation tool
supporting students, teachers and staff in finding and
navigating to points of interest (POI), i.e., any kind of
landmark, such as a canteen, an auditorium or offices. Due to
restricted areas on the campus and several other
requirements, the search for and display of POIs has to be
restricted. Users should be able to create private POIs, which
can only be seen and modified by themselves. As such,
management of POIs is the most relevant to security.
B. Secure Development of a POI Manager Component
A POI Management component was developed by
modeling the requirements using UML use cases. Security
analysis resulted in a need for user authentication and
authorization, when creating private POIs. An architectural
decision was made to use a single factor authentication using
username-password pairs and RBAC for authorization
policies. The security functionality is independent from the
<user name="student1"... authorities="ROLE_STUDENT" />
<user name="admin" ... authorities="ROLE_ADMIN" />
(a) User definition and role assignment

<bean id="rightsToRoles"
class="oss.access.hierarchicalroles.RoleHierarchyImpl">
<property name="hierarchy">
ROLE_ADMIN >ROLE_STUDENT
ROLE_STUDENT > PERM_DELETE_POI
…
</property>
</bean>
(b) Role definition and permission assignment

@RolesAllowed("PERM_DELETE_POI")
public void delete(PointOfInterest poi) { … }
(c) Configuring access control on a method using annotations

<http use-expressions=”true”>
<intercept-url pattern=”/poi/*/delete”
access=”hasRole(PERM_DELETE_POI)”/>
</http>
(d) Configuring access control on URLs
Figure 4

Implementing Role-Based Access Control in Spring Security
(unnecessary information is stripped with “…”)
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functional logic and supports access control to restrict access
using an IWA. The architecture model was enhanced using
the appropriate pattern descriptions.
Using the previously acquired knowledge about security
patterns supported by the Spring Security framework, the
security functionality was implemented by providing
appropriate configurations to the framework and applying
annotations to relevant methods. Figure 2 shows the
necessary configurations to implement RBAC for a delete
operation on POIs. Thereby two roles are defined and
assigned to two different users. The role "ROLE_ADMIN"
inherits the permissions of the role "ROLE_STUDENT",
which in the shown example includes the permission to
delete a POI. This is controlled using an annotation for the
"delete" method as well as an authorization filter for the
URL-based "delete" operation.
C. Problems and Experiences
Finding the level of abstraction needed for the
application is an important issue during design phase. In the
case study the whole development process was traversed by
a single person and the application size was manageable. But
as the size of the application grows, this could lead to
problems. A hierarchy of patterns indicated in the previous
chapters would close the gap between a high level of
abstraction and a level close to implementation. This is
helpful in concretizing the design step by step.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the open source security framework Spring
Security was examined in its support for common security
patterns for authentication and authorization. Patterns for
RBAC and ABAC as well as for username/password-based
authentication were identified and appropriate best-practice
implementation templates for Spring Security were provided.
These templates can be used as a reference to implement the
mentioned patterns in other projects. Further, the benefits of
a pattern-based security framework description for a modeldriven approach were discussed and its role in a reuse-based
security engineering process was briefly explained.
In continuation of this work, the possible security design
and implementation decisions need to be captured in flexible
variation models to provide a decision support. Also, the
relationships between the patterns will be determined and
specified to identify mandatory or optional dependencies
between the design and implementation patterns. In future
research, we focus on completing the different parts of our
reuse-based security engineering process.
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Abstract— With the rapid evolution of next generation
networks, telecommunication field are evolving towards usercentric approach. In fact, users demand the access to any
service without any technical, temporal or geographical
barrier. This approach permits user to personalize their
services and have a unique, dynamic and seamless session
despite heterogeneity and mobility of his environment. In this
context, many security issues arise. In order to overcome
security challenges while respecting user-centric requirements,
we propose in this paper a new security architecture that is
based on a set of service components. These components ensure
a secured and simplified service access in a unique and
seamless session. They should be reusable, interoperable,
autonomous, mutualizable, interconnected and self-managed in
order to participate in a secure, personalized and dynamic
service composition. We describe at the end of this paper an
application scenario and show the feasibility of our
proposition.
Keywords-User-centric; Security as a service; Security
architecture; Secure dynamic service composition; Secure
seamless and unique session.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, end-users demand to be constantly connected
anywhere, anytime and anyhow. They want to have a
dynamic session according to their preferences and the
desired QoS (Quality of Service). In this user-centric context,
end-users require a unique, personalized and secure session.
Furthermore, this session should permit them to access their
services in a continuous and seamless way. And, it should
offer them an end-to-end QoS. The main goal of this usercentric approach is to make the whole system serve the user
without any constraints such as treatment and hardware
constraints
(system-centric),
application
constraints
(application-centric) or connection constraints (networkcentric).
Moreover, with the emergence of next-generation networks, heterogeneous environment (multiple terminals,
access networks, operators and service providers) and
mobility requirements (user, terminal, network and service
mobility) present two challenges that face to ensure a usercentric session. Thus, user-centric solutions should
harmonize service personalization, heterogeneity and
mobility aspects.
In this context, security represents an important concern.
In fact, this user-centric session should obviously be secured.
However, many challenges arise. In such environment,
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system boundaries, which were well delimited, become
increasingly open. Indeed, there are multiple services which
are unknown in advance and multiple communications
between services and with users.
Besides, heterogeneity of involved resources (terminals,
networks and services) in the user session increases the
complexity of security tasks. In addition, the different types
of mobility (user, terminal, network and service mobility)
affect the user-centric session that should be unique, secure
and seamless and ensure continuity of services. Mobility
impacts strongly on an end-to-end secured service delivery.
The main questions we need to answer in this step are:
How security should be conceived to be efficient in serviceoriented environments? How can security support a
personalized and flexible service composition for the user
who desires a unique and seamless session? How can we
have a secure user-centric session in a dynamic and mobile
context?
This open, heterogeneous and mobile environment
presents significant risks in terms of security and becomes
increasingly vulnerable. Therefore, a new security solution,
which responds to user-centric requirements in NGN
environment, should be provided. For this purpose, we
propose a novel security architecture that respects usercentric approach, called Securityware. We adopt new criteria
in Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) which ensure a
dynamic and seamless service composition. This architecture
is organized in four visibility levels (equipment, network,
service and user) and each resource (terminal, network and
service) is considered as a service component. Our solution
does not afford security mechanisms in a static and
centralized way. Security is provided as a service due to a set
of service components (Securityware).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we discuss some existing approaches regarding
security as a service. In Section 3, we present our proposed
security solution which is based on security as a service
approach. First, we describe the major security service
characteristics that are based not only on simple SOA
principles, but also on new features to provide a secure,
personalized, dynamic and seamless service composition.
Second, we detail the components of our security
architecture. Third, we describe how to ensure a secure
service composition in user-centric context. In Section 4, we
present an application scenario and show the feasibility of
our proposition. Finally, conclusion and perspectives for
future work are presented in Section 5.
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II.

RELATED WORK

Before presenting our proposal, we analyze the content of
some related technologies and research works, which deal
with security in Service Oriented Architecture. We will focus
on existing approaches related to security architectures, and
we will discuss important research activities on the notion of
security services.
P. Qi-rui et al. propose in [1] a unified authentication and
authorization solution which supports the SOA-based
distributed systems. This proposal is based on ServiceAccess-Agent architecture. It uses a mechanism of two
authentication levels to separate in-domain and inter-domain
authentication for more efficiency and configuration
simplicity. The general framework of this solution is
composed of GAAC (Global Authentication and
Authorization Centre), SAA (Service Access Agent) and
Web services. GAAC ensures inter-domain authentication by
authenticating SAAs and provides centralized access
authorization control to Web services. SAA is responsible to
control and manage the Web services within local security
domain. This solution provides authentication and
authorization at the service level. This is an interesting
contribution but the centralized adopted approach is
monolithic and vertical and has a strong coupling. This raises
the following questions: Is this sufficient in our crossorganizational and ubiquitous context? How can we have
more flexibility, dynamicity and extensibility in security
functions?
E. Bertino et al. [2] propose a reference architectural
framework based on security services such as identification,
authentication and authorization services. They discuss how
each component of the security pipeline is considered as a
service according to SOA principles. They discuss also
mechanisms for coordinating different security services.
Then, an event-based approach is used to disseminate
relevant security events to all the potentially affected
services. To this end, a notification service is integrated in
the architectural framework to notify security services of
relevant events. This work deals with security as a service
approach which is particularly promising for Service
Oriented Architecture. Nevertheless, it does not specify how
security functions could be ensured in a transparent and
simplified way to user in a dynamic and user-centric service
composition. This raises the question: How to provide a
secure and seamless session in a dynamic environment
according to user requirements and preferences?
The service-oriented security architecture which is described in [3] and [4] consists of three layers. The first layer
contains the well-defined and stable service interfaces to be
used by other services. The authentication interface provides
operations to authenticate a user (entering username and
password) and generates a temporary security token. An
access control decision can be delegated to the authorization
verification service interface. In functional layer, the secure
token service validates the claimed identity of the service
consumer. A policy decision point (PDP) evaluates policies
and makes authorization decision. These functional
components store and retrieve their data from components
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placed in the data layer below. This work focuses only on
interoperability criterion while many others criteria should
be specified in order to satisfy new approaches such as usercentric approach that requires personalization, dynamicity,
and transparency within a secure and seamless session.
All the cited works above present the good efforts to
provide a conceptual views and approaches about security as
a service to be managed in a Service Oriented Architecture.
According to SOA, the service layer is like a big service pool
with components of different functions. This approach brings
more flexibility and allows SPs to respond more quickly to
users requirements. Could the current solutions actually
ensure flexibility if they guard vertical constraint between
client and server and if we want to take into account mobility
effects? We think that is not so because it is missing some
criteria such as mutualization and self-management to have
effective flexibility and dynamicity. In fact, mutualization
consists of having not only reusable but also shareable
components in different contexts of different users. Then,
security components should be mutualizable to be used in
every context by many users without any constraints. Current
SOA approach does not specify also self-management
criterion of service components that permits to have a
seamless secure session with the desired level of security and
QoS requirements despite mobility and changes due to
dynamic service composition.
Meanwhile, service composition only on the service layer
is not enough. Nowadays, with the existence of
heterogeneous networks and terminals, which can greatly
affect user experiences, we should opt for a new perception
able to homogenize the different resources; the components
of the network layer as well as the terminal layer should be
perceived as services. Thereby, the security components
should consider the terminal as a service. We demonstrate,
then, in our proposals, how we can manage and ensure the
security and continuity of user session.
III.

PROPOSITION

The challenge is how to guarantee security, continuity
and uniqueness of end-users sessions in a user-oriented and
dynamic context. To overcome this problem, we present in
this Section a security solution which is based on security as
a service approach. These security service components
should satisfy a set of criteria to be used in a dynamic service
composition (Section 3.1). Then, we detail the components
of our security architecture (Section 3.2). Finally, we
describe how to ensure a secure service composition in usercentric context (Section 3.3).
A. Security service component characteristics
The security services should have basically the same
criteria as specified in SOA. The characteristics of our
security services are based not only on simple SOA
principles but also on new features to provide a secure,
personalized, dynamic and seamless service composition.
A security component is an element of the system that
performs a predefined service and is able to communicate
with other components. Among the basic characteristics, a
security service component should be:
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Reusable: it must be a unit of reuse. An adaptation
phase may be necessary depending on the execution
context.
 Autonomous: this feature means that a service
component is functionally independent. It is selfsufficient and it is able to perform its functionalities
without needing another component.
In order to ensure flexibility, dynamic service
composition and personalization regarding the user-centric
context, our proposition is not limited to SOA characteristics.
On the contrary, the added value of our solution consists in
adding the following criteria:
 Mutualizable: this feature consists of sharing,
simultaneously and between several users, resources
that a service can offer. This permits to optimize use
of these resources. This aspect requires that all
constraints related to the preservation of the service
state (activation, deactivation, etc.) or to particular
user data be eliminated. This means that services
should be stateless. Therefore, a service should
perform generic tasks to all users without
considering their contexts and maintaining their
specific data. This criterion helps to have a dynamic
replacement of a service in a loosely coupled service
composition.
 Interconnected: this feature is just added to the
interoperability
one
and
ensures
thereby
interoperation between several service components
in order to create a global service. This approach
enables the cooperation of service components while
avoiding treatment conflicts and deadlocks.
Interconnection between services leads to define
imperatively generic interfaces and links.
 Self-managed: this feature is set by the role of the
QoS agent that is integrated on each service
component to supervise and control its own QoS
parameters. It permits to verify whether a service
behavior respects the QoS agreement.
B. Security Architecture
To ensure security during user-centric session, it is
necessary to apply security mechanisms on all service
components involved in this session. For this purpose, we
conceive all mechanisms as services. Thus, these services
should be designed with specific features as mutualization,
autonomy, interoperability and self-management. Moreover,
we consider elements that constitute the different layers
(equipments, networks and applicative-services) as service
components.
In our context, the user-centric session is a juncture of the
different session parts. In order to ensure security, continuity
and uniqueness of the session and to best answer the enduser’s preferences, we propose a security architecture whose
components are involved in the different phases of session
establishment. First, in the terminal access phase, the
terminal must be able to authenticate the user as the
legitimate owner or user of the device. This phase is ensured
by services offered by the Userware in the terminal. Second,
in the network access phase, most possible attacks should be
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identified because remote platforms are trying to be
connected across mistrusted actors. To overcome the locks of
trust, we use encryption and authentication mechanisms. The
final phase involves the service (application) access.
Regarding user rights, authorization service performs secure
access to the required services.
The Next Generation Network/Next Generation Service
(NGN/NGS) context (convergence, heterogeneity, mobility,
mutualization, etc.) requires new mechanisms and techniques
which can simplify the different layer access. Thereby, we
adopt a distributed architecture that guarantees a loose
coupling in order to overcome constraints arising in
centralized and monolithic architectures. Moreover, our
architecture is based on the two key concepts: security as a
service and visibility levels. Then, due to a set of security
components, we assure to the user a secured and simplified
access to his services in the terminal level and the service
level.
Our proposed security architecture, as shown in Figure 1,
is based on three main components: the Securityware, the
Security Agent and the Security Data store.
The Security Service Provider (Securityware) is
responsible of security management and control. Thus, it
gathers all the security components as following:
 Identification Service: it enables the recognition of a
user by the system. It provides an identifier for each
user to be recognized by the system. According to
his roles, preferences, or service providers, user can
have one or more identifier types;
 Authentication Service: it determines if an identity is
actually what it claims to be. It aims to authenticate
user only one time per session (unique
authentication) for all requested services;
 Authorization Service: it occurs when a user requests
access to a service to allow (or deny) him to use
service component. Indeed, authorization service
evaluates the effective rights. Permission is granted
according to rights associated to the user role;
 Token Service: it generates and updates the token
that permits a unique authentication and ensures
consequently a continuous session. The token is
regenerated if the session lasts a long time to prevent
from session hijacking attempts.
 Session Service: it ensures the session creation and
activation and the session identifier (Session ID)
generation (upon successful authentication). This
service is responsible for managing and maintaining
an end-to-end secure session;
 VPDN and VPSN Services: the VPDN (Virtual
Private Device Network) service manages the set of
user terminals while considering each terminal as a
service component. The VPSN (Virtual Private
Service Network) service manages the network of
services which interact together to offer the required
global service. These services generate, respectively,
the VPDN and VPSN identifiers. These identifiers
are kept unique during the session, despite token
regeneration, to maintain a unique session.
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Figure 1. Security Architecture.

In order to facilitate and simplify the management of
security and access control at the service and terminal levels,
we propose also a Security Agent that is deployed in each
service platform and terminal which is considered
simultaneously as a service platform and as a service. The
Security Agent intercepts requests for the protected resource
(service or terminal). It sends then a request to the
Securityware asking for decisions regarding the required
services. So, the Security Agent secures access to service
platforms by checking authorizations due to the
Securityware.
Finally, the Security Datastore contains all the
information needed by the Securityware, namely, user
profile, device profile, VPDN profile, VPSN profile, session
profile and service profile.
Our security architectural model will permit a secure
vertical aggregation between terminal or equipment
components and applicative-service components. Actually,
the vertical view represents the user’s session that must
respect the User-Centric approach. The main objective of
this approach is to make the whole system at the service of
user unlike other approaches where user must comply with
various constraints related to connection (Network Centric)
or to treatment (Application Centric). So, the session must be
dynamically established according to the user preferences
and to services that can be offered by its environment during
his movement. We should secure this session without
complicating the task to the user each time he wants to add a
service to his session.
In fact, our security provider regroups a collection of
security components such as identification, authentication
and authorization. It represents the Securityware that permits
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to manage the security of a set of service platforms including
the terminal. We deploy also Security Agents that ensure a
vertical aggregation of service and terminal levels involved
in the session.
On the other hand, our security architectural model will
also provide a secure horizontal composition between service
components at the service level as the terminal level. Indeed,
in a horizontal view, the Securityware and the Security
Agent intervene during the service composition to build the
VPSN from terminal or applicative services while ensuring a
secure access to these services.
C. A Secure Service composition
In order to meet the user-centric needs, to ensure all
kinds of service personalization and to follow the user’s
mobility, we must conceive services and manage and secure
session otherwise. Thus, our proposed architecture offers a
secured service composition to end-users, with dynamic
changes following mobility, QoS and security requirements
and depending on available service offers.
A secure service composition in service layer represents
a VPSN. It includes the set of service components that are
used by a user along his session which is based on a usercentric approach. So, services are composed dynamically
according to user preferences. VPSN manages interaction
between these components via links while respecting a logic
of service. Our security services are among management
services in the VPSN that are transparent to the user and aim
to secure his session.
During a User Centric session, the user is asked to
dynamically compose services he needs for a period of time.
For example, he can add a videophone service to its voice
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call or transfer a TV program from his TV to his PDA when
he moves. All these changes are ensured in a seamless way
within a unique and secure session. Security is provided by a
set of service components that we find in a specialized
platform (service provider), called Securityware. We
consider in our solution two key points: first, the Userware
(terminal) is considered as any service platform (service
provider); second, in each service platform, a Security Agent
is deployed to manage its security. We describe below how
to have a secure service composition within a Virtual Private
Service Network (Figure 2).
1) Session Initialization:
When establishing a user session via his terminal, the
Userware (Security Agent) sends a request to the
Securityware to activate the identification service and then
the authentication service in order to validate the user’s
credentials saved in his profile (Figure 2: (1), (2) and (3)).
Once the user is successfully identified and authenticated,
session initialization is performed by the Session Service.
Then, a token is generated by the Token Service. It contains
the necessary session and user information. Afterward, the
token is transmitted by the Securityware to the Security
Agent in the terminal.
2) VPDN Creation:
Next, we have to verify that the user is authorized to use
this terminal and to create a Virtual Private Device Network
VPDN [8]. So, an authorization request regarding the use of
terminal is sent by the Security Agent to the Securityware.
The Authorization Service evaluates the effective rights
considering information provided by the Authentication
Service. Once the user is authorized, the VPDN Service
generates the VPDN-ID that is the identifier of the set of

terminals deployed by the user during his session forming
the VPDN. The Token Service retrieves the VPDN identifier
and updates the token. The terminal is registered in the
VPDN profile (Figure 2: (4) and (5)).
3) VPSN Creation:
Now, the user wants to create his VPSN via his terminal.
For that the Security Agent checks user’s rights (user’s
authorizations) with the Securityware asking for decision
regarding the VPSN creation. When the Securityware grants
a positive response, the VPSN Service generates a VPSN-ID
and the Token Service updates the token. This latter contains
then all the attributes related to the VPSN, the VPDN, the
session and the user. Consequently, the service session is
initiated by the terminal, which is considered as a service
platform, after the authorization and the VPSN-ID
generation (Figure 2: (6) and (7)).
Thereafter, the user is able to compose exposable
services that he wishes to have in his session according to his
preferences and needs. He can select these services from a
service catalog stored in his profile or after a discovery of
services that are available in his environment. Then, the
terminal generates a service composition workflow and a
logic of service based on the selected exposable services.
Next, this information are sent via the signaling protocol
SIP+ (Session Initiation Protocol) [9] in a SIP+ Invite
message passing through IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) to
the service platforms called Serviceware. The SIP+ Invite
message body contains also the token that is transferred to
each security agent that protects a service platform visited by
the user in order to ensure a single authentication during user
session (Figure 2: (8) and (11)).

Figure 2. A Secure Virtual Private Network (VPSN).
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At the reception of this message, the Serviceware
translates exposable services into basic services and builds
the VPSN. The Authorization service is included in this
VPSN as a management service to perform access
authorization to basic services. It interacts with the security
agents of the different requested service platforms to verify if
privileges related to the desired services correspond to user
rights related to his role. In each passage from one platform
to another, the security agent checks the validity of the token
(Figure 2: (9), (10), (12) and (13)).
The Authentication service is also included in the VPSN
in case of a higher authentication is required. For example,
when one of selected services in the VPSN is a banking
service (payment), a strong authentication is required.
The authentication and authorization components are
basic management services which participate in preprovisioning and provisioning of the services that compose a
VPSN. These services perform their roles transparently,
without user intervention. Finally, the created VPSN is saved
in the VPSN profile (Figure 2: (14)).
IV.

FEASABILITY

A. Scenario
For more clarity, we present in this section an application
scenario that explains how our security service architecture
guarantees security, seamlessness, dynamicity and
uniqueness of the end-user session. To achieve automated
and distributed control and management of security, we will
apply our proposed vision of security as a service called

Securityware based on generic, mutualizable, stateless and
self-managed service components.
This scenario, as shown in Figure 3, takes place in a
cross-organizational context that has multiple service
platforms (terminal is also considered as a service platform).
Therefore, the creation of VPSN is shared between the
different involved platforms.
Considering the fact that our mobile and heterogeneous
environment exposes significant risks in terms of security, it
becomes increasingly vulnerable. For this reason, our
scenario brings out the case when a service becomes
unavailable following a malicious attack or a security fail
(denial of service) in a user session.
Then, let us describe this scenario: Bob is at home. He
uses his laptop. According to his needs and his preferences
specified in his contract, he wants to display a movie with
high resolution (SE11: Service Element 11), check his emails
(SE21) and receive all SMS messages as Voice Messages
(SE31).
1) A secure service composition:
As described in subsection 3-C, a secure service
composition is performed and a VPSN is provisioned for this
user. It contains all services that respond to Bob’s request
according to his preferences and the required level of
security. We note that SE11 is provided by the service
provider SP1 (Userware: terminal), SE21 is provided by the
service provider SP2, SE31 is provided by the service
provider SP3, and the security services are provided by the
Securityware.

Figure 3. Scenario.
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These five services are linked in the VPSN and executed
according to a logic of service that presents a workflow of
the chosen services and indicates in which order they should
be executed.
VPSN (Bob) = Authentication Service + Authorization
Service + SE11 + SE21 + SE31
The security services are imperatively interconnected and
interoperable with other services in order to provide a secure
global service. These security services interact also with
Security Agents in each passage from one service platform to
another to ensure a secure access to these service platforms
using the token.
2) A continuous secure session:
Every change in the user’s context as well as the changes
related to a service component (availability, malicious attack,
security fail) is recovered by adding, removing or replacing
one or more component to the virtual service network
(VPSN). To have an automated and decentralized recovery
and service management, each service component is selfmanaged. This solution permits to detect the failure at the
right time and to provision service resources without causing
interruption during service use due to a periodic service
discovery that maintains a set of ubiquitous services that are
potentially equivalent to services involved in the active
VPSN. This discovery is launched in all the federated service
platforms which are in the same circle of trust. In fact, the
search is based on the three following criteria:
i) Services which belong to the circle of trust,
ii) Services which have the needed functionality, and
iii) Services to which user have access authorization
based on his role and privileges.
Thereby, a secure VPSN and a continuous end-user
session are maintained.
For example, we suppose that SE31 undergoes a security
fail (malicious attack). Thus, a new composition of services
is needed to recover this fail. The unavailable component,
which has been attacked, should be replaced by another that
is functionally equivalent and able to provide the required
security level. Consequently, the service SE31 is replaced by
SE31’, which has been already discovered. It belongs to the
trusted service provider SP4.
As a result, a new service composition is established and
the logic of service becomes as follows:

means that service components should not require a state or
information relative to clients when they are invoked. This
feature leads us to have ubiquitous services that can be
deployed in any environment. It also makes possible the use
of different services provided by different service providers.
Therefore, we can switch from a service to another even if
they do not belong to the same SP or are not deployed on the
same platform which makes the service composition more
efficient and flexible.
B. Implementations
In order to prove the feasibility and to validate our
proposition, we use our UBIS (―User centric‖: uBiquity and
Integration of Services) project platform that contains
principally Open IMS Cores and SailFin application server.
The former ensures IMS session control and the latter
represents control and applicative service container. We
explain below how we implement and deploy our different
security service components.
We use Java language to write the proposed security
architecture components, namely, Securityware and Security
Agent. For our Securityware, we use EJB (Enterprise
JavaBeans) technology [10] to develop autonomous, loosely
connected and stateless services. These services are deployed
in SailFin [11] Application Server that supports various APIs
(Application Programming Interfaces) such as JMS (Java
Message Service), JNDI (Java Naming and Directory
Interface), JDBC (Java DataBase Connectivity) and Sip
servlet. Our proposed Securityware extends actually some
security parts involved in OpenSSO project [12]. For our
Security Agents, they are deployed in each terminal or
service platform. In order to support SIP+, we deploy then
Converged Application Container which is composed of SIP
and HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) servlets and will
permits to switch from HTTP to SIP. We note that all
transactions between different components are secured using
SSL (Secure Socket Layer) protocol. Our Security Datastore
is an LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol)
directory (OpenDS) that contains our used information and is
connected to the Securityware.
Figure 4 describes how our security service provider
Securityware is implemented.

VPSN (Bob) = Authentication Service + Authorization
Service + SE11 + SE21 + SE31’
3) Mutualizable, generic and stateless security services:
It can be proven that the same service component can be
mutualized among different users and can be used in
different contexts through the genericity of the service
component. For example, the same authentication service
resource can be shared between two users in two different
contexts: the first user needs a strong authentication for
banking transactions and the second user needs a simple
authentication to watch a movie. This is possible if service
components, particularly security services, are stateless. This
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Figure 4. Securityware.
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V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented our service-oriented
security architecture solution, which is promising in
dynamic, mobile and cross-organizational environment. We
demonstrated how security can be provided as a service
ensured by a set of security components offering the user a
secured and a seamless access to his services. The security
services are specified respecting a set of criteria, namely
mutualization, autonomy, interoperability and selfmanagement. These services intervene transparently to offer
a secure and dynamic service composition within a unique
and continuous session. To support our proposition, we have
described an application scenario which explains the major
contributions of our security solution, and we have proven its
feasibility in practices. Future efforts will go into the design
and implementation of federation audit and trust services.
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Abstract—Information security is gaining increasingly
more importance for real-time industrial automation
networks. Protection is not only needed against attacks
originating from external networks connected as remote data
access, but also from potential attacks originating from locally
connected devices connected during regular operation.
Relevant use cases comprise local service access and plug-andplay of automation components. A conventional firewall
filtering is not sufficient as it filters allowed network traffic
depending on the contents of data packets, but it is not aware
of specific real-time restrictions that have to be obeyed within
an industrial automation network. For these reasons, a
solution is required allowing to connect uncontrolled resp.
untrusted devices with a real-time automation network
segment in a secure way. This paper describes the general
concept for a network filtering device that supports real-time
criteria for making filtering decisions.
Keywords-security; device authentication; real-time; network
access authentication; firewall.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Standard communication technologies as Ethernet and
Internet Protocol IP are increasingly used in industrial
environments down to the field level. Guaranteed real-time
communication plays an essential role for many industrial
control applications. In contrast to audio-video
communication, industrial real-time requires that the realtime constraints are obeyed under all conditions as
intermediate disturbances or delays are not acceptable.
Different kinds of industrial automation may be
distinguished, e.g., process automation for running a
chemical process or a power plant, factory automation, e.g., a
conveyor belt production line, or energy automation for the
energy grid. For these time-critical types of applications,
different real-time variants of Ethernet are available, see [1]
for an overview. A basic mechanism is to reserve time slots
for real-time traffic that is not allowed to be used for nonreal-time traffic.
The correct operation of a shared real-time network
segment depends on the fact that all attached network
devices respect the real-time medium access protocol.
Different usage scenarios require, however, that uncontrolled
network devices are connected to a real time Ethernet
segment. A network firewall filtering the data traffic
according to defined filter rules depending on data content of
frames/packets does solve the problem only partly as an
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uncontrolled device cannot be trusted to support or obey
correctly the real-time constraints valid for the real-time
network segment. Exemplary usage scenarios for direct
connection of an uncontrolled device to a real-time field
level network are maintenance and diagnosis, where a
service notebook may be connected temporarily during
operation. Also, standard network equipments, like a file
server (NAS / network attached storage), video camera, a
data recorder etc. shall be integrated within a real-time
segment in a secure way.
This paper presents a firewall-like network traffic
filtering security device that performs a time-dependent
filtering of data traffic such that access to the communication
medium is prevented during time-periods reserved for realtime traffic. It provides a control measure to enforce network
access policy for a real-time field level industrial control
network segment.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section II provides an overview on real-time control
networks, depicting different topology types. Section III
describes the problem statement and the solution approach
for a real-time network attachment module allowing phasing
in no-real-time capable device into real-time networks.
Section IV gives an overview about related work and Section
V concludes the paper and provides an outlook.
II.

REALTIME CONTROL NETWORKS

Real-time systems typically consist of hardware and
software that are subject to time constraints regarding
execution of commands. This comprises the initiation of a
command, the execution itself and the acknowledgement of
the execution. Real-time in the context of this paper refers to
systems with a deterministic behavior, resulting in a
predictable maximum response time. These systems will
handle all events at appropriate (context-dependent) speed,
without loss of events.
In industry environments, especially in automation
systems (robotics, motor control systems), there exist hard
real-time constraints. Here, high performance system and
network technologies are required to cope with the timing
requirements [1]. Characteristic features of devices used in
high performance communication networks are short
communication bus cycle times, low device latency and high
update rates of inputs and outputs of network nodes. To
support strictest real-time requirements, industrial systems
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often apply an isochronous communication bus with very
low bus cycle jitter. The process control systems synchronize
measurement, control, actuation and communication, taking
advantage of the isochronous bus, and providing a fix
schedule for process control. Real-time requirements vary
from response times < 100 ms for video and voice over IP
(VoIP) to response times in the range of μseconds for motion
control applications.
Characteristic for this type of networks is the engineering
phase, in which all systems are configured according to their
responsibility in the overall system for the support of a
dedicated task. Besides the engineering phase there is also a
maintenance phase, in which administrative tasks like
Firmware updates or similar can be applied to the system
components. This phase is typically scheduled to consider its
impact in the common workflow.
History has shown that these maintenance windows may
not be sufficient and that there is need for administrative
actions, e.g., due to defect field devices or the need to
measure certain data, e.g., during the production cycle.
Especially if there are dynamic error situations in the
network that need to be tracked over a certain period of time
or detected security vulnerabilities, which may be leveraged
by malware, it may be necessary to introduce an additional
component in the network, like a service component. It is
very likely, that such a service component may not cope with
the strict real-time requirements of the rest of the system.
Nevertheless, the introduction of these service components
shall not interfere with the real-time communication of the
original industrial system.
The next subsections will provide more insight into
typical network architectures used in industrial automation
environments, which build the base for the problem and
solution description in the next chapter.
A. Network Architecture
Industrial networks as used e.g., for energy automation
are typically shared networks connected in a ring, star, or bus
topology or a mixture of these [2]. Most often, the time
critical part is performed on a dedicated network, while the
rest of the communication supporting the industrial systems
is performed on networks with lower performance or latency
requirements. An example may be the connection of the
industrial network to the office network. The real-time
specific part is contained in a so called industrial automation
cell as shown in Figure 1. The cell connects to the outside
world through the connectivity module, which may be a
switch or similar. To achieve security, this connectivity
module often features a firewall to filter incoming and
outgoing data communication. When, however, uncontrolled
equipment is connected directly to a real-time network
segment, e.g., for maintenance or diagnosis, or when plug
and play of automation equipment is supported, the filtering
firewall at the border of the automation cell is not sufficient
when it cannot be excluded that the connected device may be
compromised or malicious.
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Figure 1. Example for an industrial automation cell

A bus topology connects IEDs (Intelligent Electronic
Devices) via a shared communication line. There may be no
further switches or hubs involved. The bus topology
typically utilizes IEEE 803.3 based Carrier Sense Multiple
Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) mechanism
[3]. Protocols deployed in this setup are for instance Profinet
or Ethernet in use cases like process automation. The IEDs
may belong to more complex systems like robots or melding
machines. More complex setups may also provide a reason
to use a substructure of the network, e.g., a robot may
communicate with the outside via one dedicated connection
switch, while the robot itself is build using several IEDs thus
building its own automation network or automation cell. This
is depicted in the following Figure 2.

Figure 2. Bus Topology in an Industrial Network

Besides the shown bus topology, there are further
network topologies used in industrial communication cells
like ring or star topologies as stated above. The selection
depends on the automation task to be performed. Common to
all of them is the strict separation of real-time and non realtime traffic.
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Besides these pure topologies, also mixture resulting in
combinations of star and bus or star and ring are deployed in
the field.
Automation network cells often realize the concept of a
security cell. Here, a plant network is divided into so called
security cells, which span a dedicated part of the network
belonging to a distinguished administrative domain and most
importantly, belong to a physically separated part of the
network in which real-time requirements have to be met. A
firewall at the border of a security cell does not address the
case when uncontrolled and potentially corrupted or
malicious devices are connected to a real-time network
segment directly.
B. Real-time Communication
A real-time system can be described as showing
deterministic behavior, meaning that the maximum response
time of a system can be predicted and guaranteed. To
describe the latency resulting from communication, the
transfer time is typically used, which includes the
communication processing on the sending and the receiving
node as well as the network transport time. Another property
often used is the cycle time, which describes the time need to
complete a defined set of actions from one start to the next.
For real-time communication there are several protocols
on different layers of the OSI communication stack defined,
which provide the functionality stated above. In industrial
communication this is often realized using field busses. For
field bus communication there exist a complete family of
protocols, which has been standardized within ISO-IEC
61158 and IEC 61784. Among these protocols are protocols
like PROFIBUS [4], Interbus [5], PROFINET IO [6],
EtherCAT [7], and SERCOS [8]. An overview about these
protocols can be found in [1].
To support real-time requirements, industrial Ethernet
based systems use an isochronous communication bus with
very low bus cycle jitter. Isochronous communication buses
are typically applied when process control systems have with
very high performance requirements to synchronize
measurement, control, actuation and communication. Some
of protocols stated above provide support for isochronous
operation, such as PROFINET-IO. To enable synchronous
operation of different nodes, even below 200 milliseconds,
the Precision Time Protocol (IEEE 1588) [9] is used to
synchronize the involved nodes.
The basic idea of many real time Ethernet variants is to
have time periods that are reserved for real time traffic, see
Figure 3. These periods are called also channels or phases.

Figure 3. RT and Non-RT Periods of a Real-Time network Segment

III.

REAL-TIME NETWORK ATTACHMENT MODULE

In the following, the problem statement and a solution is
described targeting the connection on uncontrolled and
potentially malicious non real-time capable devices to realtime networks. The reason for a device being malicious may
be an intentional attack, but as well the fact that the device
may be infected unintentionally by malware.
A. Problem Statement
The correct operation of a real-time network segment
depends on the fact that all attached network devices
conform to the real-time protocol. This is an additional
requirement to the known network traffic filtering as
performed by packet filters or application layer firewalls. It
is not sufficient to limit the maximum data transfer rate, but
to allow or discard data traffic depending on whether it is
sent ensuring a period reserved for real-time data.
Different usage scenarios require that network devices
shall be connected to a real time Ethernet segment that is not
supporting the real-time enhancements. Examples comprise a
service notebook connected temporarily during operation for
maintenance or diagnosis. Further examples are provided
through attachment of standard network equipment like a file
server (NAS / network attached storage), video camera, a
data recorder, etc., to be used within a real-time network
segment. For the future, connecting new devices in a plugand-play manner during the operation of a real-time
automation system is envisaged. In particular when a device
is connected to different networks over time or used as
general PC, it is not possible to guarantee that the device has
not been infected by malicious software.
In all these scenarios, it shall be ensured – in addition to
ensuring that only allowed network traffic is occurring – that
the real-time communication in the network segment is not
affected. A real-time aware filtering of data communication
will in practice be combined with well-known firewall-like
filtering depending on the contents of data packets and on the
connected device.
B. Real-Time Aware Network Access Control
This section first describes the new concept of real-time
aware network access filtering. This targets different
properties as there are the adherences to the real-time
requirements, the detection of unauthorized components on
the network segment as well as unexpected traffic induced
by one of the network components.
To solve the described problem, a real-time network
attachment module (RTAM) is proposed that prevents
medium access to the real time network segment during time
periods that are reserved for real-time traffic. While being a
mechanism that could be used as such, preferably RTAM
will realize filtering depending on contents of data packets
and depending on an authentication of the connected device
described in the following subsections.

Within these real-time periods, a strict scheduling is
being applied. Non real-time capable devices should not
interfere with these periods to avoid functionality loss
through communication disturbances.
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Figure 4. Real-Time Attachment Module

The real-time attachment module (RTAM) allows
connecting an arbitrary network device with a real-time
network; see Figure 4. It is ensured that the real-time traffic
is not disturbed by the connected device. Towards the
network device, a standard network interface is provided so
that the network device does not require any adaptations or
be aware of real time traffic.
There exist different realization options to prevent
disturbance of real-time traffic:
- The simplest option it to interrupt physically the
connectivity to the network segment during real-time
periods. This has however the disadvantage that
frames that happen to be sent during a real-time
period are lost.
- A pseudo-carrier may be provided by RTAM
towards the connected device during real time period
independently of whether there is traffic on the realtime network segment or not. This prevents that the
connected device transmits data during these time
periods.
- A more complex option would be to buffering
frames transmitted by the connected device and
resend them during an allowed non-real-time period.
So basically, a network switch is realized.
It depends on the target use case, which of the realization
options is the most appropriate. While the first option is
relatively simple, it has the problem of packet loss, which is
addressed by the latter two options. The third option is the
most flexible one, which basically works in a store and
forward operation, ensuring that the real-time periods are
obeyed and avoiding packet loss by buffering
communication from the attached device to be sent during
the non real-time periods. As typically the real-time network
access will be combined with packet filtering that requires
packet processing anyhow, the third option of buffering
frames is the preferred option.
A preferred realization is a stateless or stateful packet
filter that performs filtering decisions depending on both the
packet contents the real-time period. The information
whether a packet has been received during a real-time period
or a non-real-time period is used as a filter criterion to allow
or discard a packet. Furthermore, the actions to allow or
discard a packet may be extended with a “delay” action so
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that traffic not permitted for a real-time period can either be
discarded or delayed.
The configuration of filter rules can be organized in
different ways:
- Configure separate filter rule sets for contention
period and non-contention period.
- Single filter rule set with filter criteria “contention
period” / “non-contention period” and actions
extended from simple “allow/deny” to “delay-noncontention”. Allow traffic, but delay it to a noncontention period.
Configuring the filter rules appears to be simpler with a
single filter rule set supporting additional filter criteria (realtime filter period) and actions.
In an extension, the connected device may be identified
and authenticated, e.g., based on the IEEE 802.1x standard
[10]. This is required in particular to support plug-and-play
of network devices of different kind. After the device has
been authenticated, a device-specific filtering policy is
determined locally or using an authentication, authorization,
and accounting (AAA) server [10]. While a real-time capable
device may be granted direct, unlimited access to the realtime network segment, a generic device as an office
notebook gets only limited access to non-real-time periods.
Unknown or unauthenticated devices can be rejected, i.e.,
they do not get access to the field level network.
In a further extension, the RTAM module may provide
access to the real-time network based on priorities of the
non-real-time devises. The priority of a non-real-time device
may be a matter of policy. As an example, non-real-time
devices acting on the detection of security breaches may
have a higher priority for changing the configuration of the
real-time network to ensure reliable operation. Monitoring,
e.g., queries from the non-real-time network (like MES
systems) regarding process monitoring data recorded from
the devices on the real-time network may get a lower
priority.
C. Real-Time Aware Intrusion Detection / Intrusion
Prevention
Intrusion prevention systems (IPS) or intrusion detection
systems (IDS) monitor network traffic to detect anomalies
[11]. RTAM functionality may be integrated into the IDS /
IPS monitoring a real-time automation network.
The IDS/IPS analyzes communication on the network
segment. In addition to the contents of data communication,
it analyzes whether a data packet has been observed during a
real-time period or a non-real-time period. A security event
is detected when data traffic allowed only for a non-real-time
periods is observed during a real-time period.
Since industrial automation networks are typically
engineered, the communication behavior of the connected
nodes under normal circumstances is known. This
information can be used to support the analysis, which can
either increase the efficiency or decrease the requirements on
the hardware of an IDS/IPS system.
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D. Real-Time Aware Network Access Control
Network Access Control (NAC) technology provides the
functionality of verifying that a network accessing host
complies with a dedicated policy [12]. Typical application
examples are given through enterprise networks, were
mobile clients like laptops, tablet PCs, or personal digital
assistants, are frequently connected for local or remote
access to the network.
Using NAC functionality it may be checked, if the client
(device) has a certain operating system and what the patch
status of this operating system is. Moreover, additional
features like the availability of a virus scanner and the
pattern status may be checked as well. If the client complies
with the given policy, access to the network is granted. If
not, the client may be put into a quarantine zone, in which he
can be updated with the appropriate software packages. This
can be depicted as multi-step approach consisting of:
- Detection of devices connecting to the network
- Identification and authentication of clients/devices
- Validation of device compliance to a given policy
- Authorization of compliant devices or
- Remediation of clients to comply to policy
The NAC functionality is standardized by the Trusted
Network Connect Working Group (TNC WG) of the Trusted
Computing Group (TCG) [11]. The IETF also addresses this
functionality in the Network Endpoint Assessment (NEA)
Working Group [13].

While the network setup in industrial automation used to
be static, future deployments, as currently discussed in
ongoing funded projects, may be more dynamic. Providing
the opportunity in industrial automation for quick
replacements of IEDs, attachments of service laptops, remote
administration and also agile production requires the
compliance of the device compliance to a local policy to
ensure reliability of the industrial automation. Moreover, this
approach may also be used to realize a secure inventory
management, which collects information about all nodes in a
network, targeting the observation and maintenance of
system integrity. Hence, NAC functionality is increasingly
required in industrial automation, too.
RTAM may benefit from a NAC to ensure that only
devices complying with a dedicated policy connect to the
module. One realization option here is to combine the
RTAM module with the NAC functionality of a switch as
depicted in Figure 5. Before granting access to the industrial
automation cell, the service laptop has to be checked
regarding compliance to the operator’s policies. Once this
process has finished, the RTAM gets the confirmation from
the NAC server. Depending on the confirmation, the RTAM
may provide the service laptop with an unrestricted or
restricted access option to the real-time network. The
restricted access variant combines the firewall approach
additionally with RTAM to, e.g., check the commands
intended for the real-time network before actually submitting
them.
IV.

RELATED WORK

Firewalls for filtering network traffic are a widely
deployed security technology. While firewalls are available
supporting real-time applications like VoIP (i.e., SIP and
RTP), they do not support industrial real-time Ethernet layer
2 communication [14]. Also protection mechanisms against
denial-of-service attacks are known that limit the allowed
data rate, but these do not address specifics of real-time
Ethernet as well [15].
Intrusion Detection and Prevention functionality is
already known from and successfully used in
telecommunication networks to detect and defeat unexpected
traffic, e.g., through network externally launched denial of
service attacks or network-internally deployed malware. An
overview about IDS and IPS systems is given in [16].
They are typically not used in industrial automation
networks. As stated in section III, the engineering of
industrial automation networks can be considered in the
definition of rules for IDS/IPS systems. This can even be
automated if the engineering data is provided to these
systems.
V.

Figure 5. RTAM-NAC-FW Integration
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

This paper described a new real-time security mechanism
that filters network communication depending on whether
the data affects a time period reserved for real-time
communication. The mechanism allows connecting different
kinds of network devices to a real-time control network
segment securely by ensuring that the real-time
communication within the network segment is not affected.
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It goes far beyond well-known protections against denial of
service attacks that do not respect the specific operation
characteristics of real-time Ethernet networks, and filtering
of data communication by a firewall depending on the
contents of data packets.
This is a basic security feature enhancing known network
security mechanisms to support various use cases in which
network devices that cannot be trusted to respect real-time
restrictions can anyhow be connected securely to a real-time
network segment. Examples include temporarily connected
monitoring, maintenance and service devices as well as
dynamic plug-and-play of different automation devices.
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Abstract— User authentication, a difficult problem, suffers
from various shortcomings with the prevalent use of passwords
as an authentication method. Requirements for password
memorability and usability make them easy to break.
Password reuse across sites, including insecure sites, phishing
and spoofing attacks, requires that financial institutions
examine security by analyzing end-to-end processes and
identities involved. This paper presents an approach for
intrusion tolerance, and the necessitated changes to processes
and policies.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
User authentication is one of the most difficult problems
in Internet security [19]. Passwords are ubiquitous in their
use for authenticating users and pose the biggest security
challenge. Users frequently forget passwords, necessitating
expensive customer support calls or automated backup
authentication schemes often involving challenge questions,
that are even weaker forms of authentication. Users also
can have their passwords stolen through phishing [5, 11],
social engineering, man-in-the-middle (MITM) [13], and
key-logging attacks, or they may share [32]. Most of the
issues related to passwords have been well documented and
numerous efforts to alleviate some of these issues have been
proposed and implemented; a complete survey of the
literature is beyond the scope of this paper but some of the
methods are surveyed in Section II. Passwords because of
their usability, ease of implementation, etc., are unlikely to
be dislodged as the user authentication method of choice for
online services; Herley et al. [19] lists a number of barriers
to move away from passwords with a major obstacle being
the diversity of requirements.
People today, are subscribers of an increasing
assortment of online services: news, social networking,
shopping, financial and medical. Unfortunately, users have a
difficulty in creating unique, easily memorizable, secure
passwords for all the services that they use. Thus, users tend
to use something from their background (family, friends,
pets, history, likes, dislikes, etc.) for creating passwords and
overwhelmingly tend to reuse passwords across services; it
should be noted that the security mechanisms of these
service sites is as varied as their nature and content. Users
password entropy is likely to remain constant, while the
number of services that a user subscribes to increases and as
does the adversary’s computational power) and access to
users personal information.
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Attempts to address some of the weaknesses in password
security include multi-factor authentication to increase
security of a password-based system. Multi-factor
authentication involves the use of more than one mode in
the authentication processes, for example, two-factor
authentication can be implemented by coupling the use of
passwords with (1) a security-challenge or (ii) a code sent
over another communication channel (example, mobile
phone) that the user is then required to enter. These schemes
still suffer from vulnerabilities, in particular, the real-time
man in the middle attack. Password management, including
password retrieval and resets, are major issues and areas of
vulnerability. The efficacy of security-challenge questions,
however, in the era of easy availability of personal data is in
serious doubt.
In this paper, we present an approach for intrusion
tolerance of a security system for a financial institution (FI).
As part of the analysis, many best practices, their
advantages and risks were examined and attempts made to
find robust solutions to address these risks. In addition, the
design attempted to protect victims of phishing or other
attacks where the victim’s password has been compromised.
The analysis led to definition of policies and processes to
ensure authorization of all sensitive actions – actions that
can negatively impact the legitimate user and/or FI.
Authorization is implemented using only an out-of-band
communication channel, so that it is not susceptible to a
real-time man in the middle attack over the primary
interaction channel.
Section II presents an overview of
the current
approaches and their limitations. Passwords (or their
predecessor watch-words) and associated vulnerabilities
have existed for millennia. It is a given that attacks on
authentication schemes will continue and get more
sophisticated. It is, thus, not enough to attempt to secure
passwords, use processes to manage password change and
use of a separate channel for on-time passwords (OTP) or
authorization codes. If a password change requires
authentication but, say, the email address in the profile does
not, then an attacker on gaining entry would first alter the
email address thereby by blinding the actual owner of all
changes to its account. In the natural world, a financial
transaction involve multi-channel interactions and
authentications. Thus, what is required, in the online world,
are methods and processes that minimize damage in case of
password compromise. In Section III, this paper presents a
systems approach to identify at risk items and activities
from a compromise of authentication systems, and methods
and processes for intrusion tolerance so as to mitigate
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financial losses. The proposed schemes use bi-directional
multi-channel interactions, use methods and processes to
authenticate profile changes.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The increased use of computer systems is accompanied
by an increased, and increasingly well-organized, attempts
to breach their security. One of the most vulnerable
elements of security is the password. This is also the most
common method of user authentication. Once authenticates,
the user is restricted to perform only authorized activities.
Authentication: is a means of verifying that a user is
who they claim to be. In the process the user presents a
user-identifier, representing the user’s identity, and a set of
credentials (e.g., password or certificates). The user is
granted access to the service only on verification of the
user-identifier and the credentials.
Authorization: determines whether the client is allowed
to perform certain tasks or operations. Authorization
enforces policies that controls access to activities, resources
or services.
Identity management is concerned with users’
credentials and their access to services. Identity
management systems consist of an authentication part which
is used to verify the correctness of an entity’s claim to
identity, and an access control part, authorization, which
grants access to applications and resources. User-identifiers
represent our digital identities, who we are, when engaging
in online activities and transactions. Ideally, users should
choose different user-identifiers (user-ids) for each service,
however, this would require users to memorize user-id’s in
addition to passwords; this is not practical as analysis of
passwords use has shown that users tend to reuse passwords
[14]. Identity management is also a major issue of concern
but is not the focus of this paper; for an introduction into
issues related to usability and privacy, see [20].
A.

Password Management

A big inconvenience in password based authentication is
that ideally a user should memorize and use different
passwords for different services and that these passwords
should not be easily breakable. If a common password is
used across all services then a service (or an attacker with
knowledge of the common password) can impersonate a
user to another service or a service can impersonate another
service to the user. Password reuse across multiple services
increases their vulnerability as compromising a single
password allows an attacker access to multiple accounts.
Gaw and Felton [14] conducted an experiment and found
that password reuse rates increased over time because
people subscribed to more services but did not create more
passwords as reusing passwords made passwords easier to
manage. Also sharing passwords among relatives and close
friends has been found to be a sign of trust and intimacy
[32].
Forcing people to choose and remember strong
passwords - those that tend to be long character strings
including both Roman letters and digits - is unworkable
because such passwords are also unmemorable [12, 23].
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Bellovin and Merritt [3, 4], Gong et al. [17], and Lomas et
al. [25] have proposed authentication protocols that are
resistant to password guessing attacks but with the added
cost of additional messages; Gong [16] optimized the
number of messages and cycles required.
Passwords are frequently deployed in an insecure
manner. The large inconsistency of implementations
between sites and the frequency of simple mistakes show an
unanticipated level of insecurity and confusion [2]. While a
site may not hold critical information and, thus, use simple
security measures, a compromise of its security can allow
the attacker to gain access to a compromised user’s critical
account on another site because of the reuse of user-id’s and
passwords. Given this threat of cross-domain password
attacks, insecure sites collecting passwords have the
potential to impose a costly externality on more careful
sites.
Mobile phones and various other types of trusted mobile
devices have been suggested as a means of achieving a twofactor authentication through devices that we routinely
carry. Alternatives to passwords for authentication include
Public-key infrastructure (PKI) but PKI security has been
successfully compromised. Sotirov et al. [33] identified a
vulnerability in the Internet Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
used to issue digital certificates for secure websites. They
executed a practical attack scenario and successfully created
a rogue Certification Authority (CA) certificate trusted by
all common web browsers. This certificate would have
allowed them to impersonate any website on the Internet,
including banking and e-commerce sites secured using the
HTTPS protocol; successfully used in a number of high
profile cyber-attacks including compromise of Microsoft
Update program (allowed ‘Flame’ malware to spread). It
should be noted that the CA issuing authorities GlobalSign,
Comode and DigiNotar have all been hacked. Biometrics
suffer from deployment scaling, privacy and authentication
from untrusted hardware.
Weir et al. [37] compared three different authentication
processes, a 1-factor and two 2-factor methods. They found
that convenience and personal ownership as some of the
most important criterion in user preference of authentication
methods and majority of the study participants perceived the
1-factor method as being the most secure and most
convenient option. In their study experienced users gave
higher usability scores to the 1-factor method they currently
use.
Over the years, a variety of solutions have been
proposed to the issue of password management. Bonneau
and Preibusch [7] provide a broad overview of password
history and management research. Anderson [2] provides a
comprehensive overview of security engineering.
B.

Password Management Systems (PMS)

Typical PMSs allow password resets online, including
when a user runs out of the allowed number of retries, and
some inform the user by email that a password change was
made. In the era of email overload (and phishing attacks),
by the time a user reacts to this informational message the
damage might be done.
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For example, certain sites that do not engage in any
financial transactions may implement loose security policies
and controls, such as, easy retrieval of passwords (clear
text). But with the prevalence of passwords use across
cross-sites this is a serious vulnerability. Some sites use
security challenge questions to allow a user to reset their
passwords; this is also allowed when a user runs out of
password tries. These challenge questions, and their
answers, are typically based on the user’s background. With
the increasing availability of online personal data, including
through social networking sites of even such information as
friends and pets, the efficacy of these security challenges is
seriously in doubt. Secondly, they are vulnerable to realtime man in the middle attack.
FIs are starting to deploy dynamic challenge questions
and two-factor authentication; the term FI includes online
shopping, gaming, etc., as the issues faced by these online
systems are similar. Challenge questions are commonly
used to authenticate users who have lost their passwords.
The PMSs that allow password resets on successful answer
to a set of challenge questions suffer from the fact that
increasing amounts of personal data is widely available
online. Patterns have been found to exist in the security
questions [21, 28]. An analysis of user-generated challenge
questions found that 34% of user questions asked for a
human name, 15% asked for a pet name and 20% asked for
a place name [21]. Of the remainder, 22% asked for a user's
favorite item amongst films, singers, car brands, etc., 5%
asked for a time, date, or number, and the remainder were
ambiguous. Thus, a few simple categories of proper names
cover roughly 70% of real-world questions. While personal
security questions may have had their use when there was
scarce online or easy availability of personal information,
however, with the ubiquitous availability of personal
information online, the security provided by such questions
is doubtful.
C.

Password Managers

The objective of password managers is to be able to use
complex, not easily breakable, unique passwords for user
authentication by service providers while the user utilizes a
simple easily memorizable password for password manager
access.
One approach is to create centralized, trusted
authentication services, such as Microsoft’s Passport
initiative [26] and its security has been analyzed [24]. Such
centralized services require both users and service providers
to place their trust onto a centralized service (“Big Brother”)
and every service that would use the centralized system for
authentication would need to make changes to their systems.
Another proposal lets users choose their own passwords
and then store them in a safe, for example, Password Safe
application [31] stores the data in an encrypted database on
the user’s machine, secured with a user-chosen master
password.
Another method assigns fixed passwords for each site or
service that can be computed whenever they are needed. For
example, the Lucent Personal Web Assistant [15] operates
as an HTTP proxy server that users access with a master
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username and password. They can then tag web site
password fields to be automatically filled in with values
derived from a hash-based function of the user’s master
password and the domain name of the web site.
PwdHash [29], a user web browser plug-in, applies a
similar hash-based technique. Password Multiplier [18], is
also a user web browser plug-in, extend the approach of
Kelsey et al. [22]. In Kelsey et al’s method [22], the
password is derived by repeatedly iterating a hash function
on the original master password. Halderman et al. [18]
compute the site-password in two steps. In the first step, an
interim value is derived by applying the secure hash
function is iterated k1 times on the concatenation of the
username and master password. In the second step, the site
password is derived by applying the secure hash function is
iterated k2 times on the concatenation of the site name,
master password and the interim value from step 1.
Chiasson et al. [9] evaluate PwdHash and Password
Multiplier suffer from major usability problems that cause
security exposures – exposures that the users are unaware
of. Also, password managers cannot prevent MITM attacks.
D. Single Sign On (SSO)
Fundamentally, Web single sign-on (SSO) systems shift
the functions of identity collection and authentication from
the content servive provider (CSP) to Identity Providers
(IdP); in the process the CSP becomes a relying party (RP)
of the IdP. An IdP issues identities or credentials to users,
while an RP depends on the IdP(s) to assert the user
credentials before allowing access to its services. This
enables users to leverage one identity across multiple RPs.
An inherent risk of usingWeb SSO is that one
compromised account on an IdP can result in breaches on all
services that use this compromised identity for
authentication. The SSO introduces a single point of failure
or compromise -- the IdP systems and infrastructure [27].
An inherent characteristic of web applications is that some
of the internal information flows are inevitably exposed on
the network and encryption is insufficient to safeguard
against information leaks [8]. Users may become
accustomed to being redirected to identity provider websites for authentication. To prevent phishing attacks, users
must verify the authenticity of an identity provider before
entering their credentials.
Users and the RP have to trust the integrity of the IdP. In
web SSO ecosystems, the issue of liability becomes highly
complex as the integrity of the ecosystem depends upon the
quality of the implementation of the IdP and all RP clients
of the IdP; Wang et al [36] list the issue of implementation
complexity as a major issue for SSO's. A number of
researchers have investigated flaws in the protocols and
implementations of such systems and surveyed [8, 27, 34,
36].
E.

Man-In-the-Middle Attack (MITM)

It is possible for an attacker to intercept
communication between the customer and the FI server
impersonate them both [13]. The attacker tricks
customer into logging into the attacker’s website,

the
and
the
and
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masquerade as the real FI. This can for example happen
through the attacks commonly known as web spoofing and
pharming [5, 13].

Figure 1. Authorizing bank transactions via SMS (from AlZomai [1])

To counter MITM, some FIs use an OTP (One-TimePassword) to authorize each transaction (Fig. 1); also,
referred to as the authorization code. It is common to send
the authorization code through an out-of-band channel, for
example, email or a mobile SMS; out-of-band channels are
also referred to as authorization channels while the primary
interaction channel is known as the in-band channel. The
transaction authorization method based on SMS messages
was introduced by FIs in response to phishing attacks.
However, an investigation of the security and usability of
SMS-based transaction authorization method and found that
it is vulnerable to stealthy attacks, such as minor changes to
account numbers [1]. The scheme also suffers from the fact
that the user has to enter the authorization code using the inband channel – potential for mistakes and still subject to a
sophisticated MITM attack.
F. Combining Text and Graphics
In an attempt to counter password theft through phishing
attacks and to differentiate real sites from spoofed sites, mix
of text and graphic passwords have been proposed [10, 35].
Some online FIs employ site verification schemes; for
example, SiteKey [6] displays a user selected image back to
them at login. But, an empirical study [30] found that users
will still enter their passwords when presented with
fraudulent messages claiming that the image authentication
server is down.
III. FINANCIAL INSTITUTION (FI) SITUATION AND ANALYSIS
The FI allows users to perform financial transactions
online, including deposits, bill and recurring payments, and
also sells certain financial and FI-related items (coin
collections, piggy-banks, etc.) that are then shipped to the
user specified address.
A. Problem
Based on analysis of available literature and
experimental results (some of these are referenced in
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Section II), it was clear that (a) all identity credentialing and
authentication schemes are vulnerable, and that these
credentials can become known to attackers; and (b)
passwords have to be used for user authentication. It was
also clear that in the current environment challenge
questions are ineffective and, while they would be
implemented for psychological comfort, will not play any
role in user authentication. The FI was interested in
intrusion tolerance mechanisms that could minimize impact
of, say, MITM attacks, and in using transaction
authorizations.
B. Challenges
Let us consider the situation where the attacker has
gained access to the users’ identifier and password; the
attacker takes control of the account and make changes to,
say, the email address and mobile phone number, or add
payees, etc.
It is not typical of online sites to inform users if, say,
their email address or phone number have been changed.
The email address change prevents the victim from
receiving notices of password change, including links that
allow password changes to be made; instead the attacker
will receive them. The mobile phone number change allows
the attacker to receive the transaction authorization SMSs.
TABLE I.
(…)
{…}
Ai
ai
Account
Address
Authorization Action
Channels (AAC)
Channels
Identity
Identity-Attribute
Identity-Category
Name
Phone
Request Originating
Channel (ROC)
User Actions

TERMS

tuple of items
set of items
Attribute name
value for attribute Ai
( Account-Type, Account-Identifier,
{(Account-Actions, Limit), …} )
mailing, shipping, billing,
primary/secondary email, SMS
are associated with a ROC and user
action
postal mail, email, Fax, Voice call,
browser, smart phone app
{ (Identity-Attribute, value), ….. }
Name, Address, Phone, Account,
Identity-Category
Self, Payee, Beneficiary
User/Account Holder, Payee,
Beneficiary [e.g., Family-Friends]
Home, Work, Mobile, Other, Fax
channel through which any user action
is requested (for example, logging in)
login, delete/add/change any profile
information

A number of other challenges were analyzed. During the
analysis a number of terms were identified (Table 1; not all
terms identified) and it became clear that users needed to be
informed of any identity changes. A more stringent and
secure criterion is that any identity change needed to be
authorized through an authorization channel distinct from
the request originating channel; this is different from the
currently used methods where the authorization is
performed on the request originating channel. The primary
purpose of the analysis and the formalization of terms was
to identify at risk items – items that can contribute to
circumvent security.
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C. Interaction Channels
At the FI, the following channels can be used to
originate requests, including changes to user profiles and
accounts:
 Paper, typically signed forms and letters
 Telephone (only from registered phones)
 Web site
 In person
For each of these requesting originating channels,
alternate authorization channels are specified (Table 2); it is
possible for users to choose a preferred authorization
channel. Emails are used as a notification method and
contain instructions on how to perform the requested
authorization. Originating requests in person allows the FI
personnel to physically authenticate the user and the user
authorizations the actions by signing documents (may be
online).
TABLE II.

AUTHORIZATION CHANNELS FOR REQUEST ORIGINATING
CHANNELS

Request Originating Channel
Paper
Telephone - Landline
Telephone - Mobile
Web site
In Person (face to face)

Authorization Channels
Email, Paper (signature),
SMS,
Telephone
Email, Paper (signature), SMS
Email, Paper (signature)
Email, Telephone, SMS
At service/interaction point; receipts
may be transmitted by Email

D. Policy Changes
 All changes, including add/delete, to identity require
explicit user authorization
 New financial transactions require explicit user
authorization
 On users’ initiation of a change to identity or a new
financial activity, the change/activity will be put in
pending status and, thus, are effectively inactive.
 All authorizations must be made through a channel
distinct from the request originating channel.
 Both authorization requests and user responses to
these requests must be made on the authorization
channel.
 A change in pending status is made active or inactive
based on the user authorization response.
 Challenge questions shall play no role in making
decisions about a users’ identity
 In person (physical presence) on the presentation of
valid photo-id shall allow the user to request
immediate changes with authorization received in
the form of users’ signature.
E. Process Changes
Every process that deals with users (interactions), user
profiles, and user accounts is affected. Some of the major
process changes were to call center processes as the policy
changes impacted a number of processes. For example,
customer service representatives could no longer reset
passwords on the phone, or make changes to emails – any
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change to identity; they should mark the requested changes
to be pending status and await authorization through an
alternate channel.
F. Impact of these Changes
1) Password compromise
The affect of these changes is that even with the attacker
logged into the victims’ account, the attacker is prevented
from making changes to the victims’ identity. Thus, for
example, the attacker cannot make a change to the victims’
registered email address or mobile number; any changes
will need to be authorized by the victim before they can take
effect and such authorization will occur through a different
channel.
Similarly, the attacker cannot add a new
beneficiary or payee or make changes to their addresses or
account details. Thus, the attacker is effectively prevented
from causing any harm to the victim.
2) Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) Attack
Similar to the password compromise scenario (above),
the attacker is unable to authorize its illegal gain activities,
as all authorization will occur on a channel different from
the channel that the attacker has spoofed.
It should be noted that there is no defense against an
attacker who has total control over the victim, viz., the
attacker has control over all possible communication
channels.
G. Other Design Options
It is possible to construct channel use charts where for
each request originating channel a set of approved
authorization action channels are defined. During the design
phase it was decided against including this extra level of
complexity as the potential benefits were not clear.
There was considerable debate on whether authorization
should be required for any transactions above a certain
minimum amount. Since, any beneficiary or payee identity
would be created only on explicit authorization any benefits
of a transaction would accrue to members of the account
holder’s circle and that any benefit would be subject to the
upper limit for that identity. The problem with creating
exceptions is that there is a cost of implementation and
ongoing costs as changes to exceptions are made. Secondly,
any activity not initiated by the account holder is still a
major inconvenience both to the account holder and the FI.
H. Usability
Users have the option to opt out of out-of-band
authorization for certain profile changes and low-value
financial transactions; users can not opt-out of financial
transactions above a FI defined threshold, nor can they opt
out of authorizing changes to their passwords, email address
and authorization channel information. Given that an
attacker would be unable to gain financially it is expected
that attackers would concentrate their attention elsewhere.
Authorizations utilize automated systems, similar to
those utilized to automatically activate credit and debit
cards. Thus, there is no extra burden on call center
representatives.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
Passwords are likely to retain their predominant position
in user authentication. With the increase in the
sophistication of phishing and man-in-the-middle attacks,
cross site use of passwords by users, sharing of passwords
and the wide availability of personal information, requires
that FIs assume password compromise, including
knowledge, and devise intrusion tolerant processes and
policies to minimize adverse effect on their customers and
themselves. Most of the methods proposed by researchers
address one or two shortcomings of passwords, for example,
password breakability. Security implementations at online
sites do not consider end-to-end impacts of password
compromise. This paper has presented some of the
outcomes of a comprehensive analysis and methods
incorporated in the design of an FIs security system tolerant
to malicious intrusions. One of the characteristics of the
design requires that any change to an identity/profile
requires user authorization, say, using mobile networks as
an authorization channel. With near ubiquitous use of
mobile devices these methods are not onerous.
Identity credentialing and authentication methods, other
than passwords, are also not immune from compromise. The
complexity of some implementations [36] may introduce
vulnerabilities that require new methods and tools to detect.
In the absence of faultless systems and processes, it is
incumbent on organizations to analyze intrusion impacts,
and introduce intrusion tolerant systems, processes and
policies. These intrusion tolerant schemes have to be
designed by each organization based on their risk exposure.
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Abstract—This paper presents an advanced pre-processing,
called FIELDS, for analyzing the network traffic based on
flow assessments. FIELDS is an extensible Network Security
Monitoring that supports 1) advanced traffic pre-processing,
2) forensics and 3) existing Network Extrusion/Intrusion Detection Systems. FIELDS has been experimented during two
months using a large real network thanks to its non intrusive
nature. The results show the efficiency of different heuristics
for pre-processing the traffic relevant of an intrusion. FIELDS
provides an unified and efficient tool for pre-processing the
network traffic and detecting/controlling the potential internal/external intruders. FIELDS solves the problem of scalability for the monitoring of the security of large networks. It can
be easily extended to integrate other heuristics and correlate
the different analysis.

the detection/prevention of intrusions coming from external
hosts (pre-intrusion). Globally, FIELDS reduces the overhead
of a NIDS/NEDS approach by permitting a consistent analysis
only for a subset of the whole traffic associated with the
internal/external suspected hosts. The second section describes the state of art related to heuristics for pre-processing
the outgoing network traffic and to the network capture.
A third section describes our major objectives for preprocessing the outgoing traffic, analyzing the suspected hosts
and controlling/measuring the suspected hosts. The fourth
section describes our solution. A fifth section describes our
experimentation. Finally, the paper describes the perspectives and summarizes the FIELDS approach.

Keywords-Network flows; Intrusion Detection; Network Forensic; Network Capture; Attack Prevention

II. S TATE OF THE ART

I. I NTRODUCTION
Network Security Monitoring is associated with different
methods such as capturing the network traffic, analyzing the
traffic, logging the traffic, forensics and network intrusion
detection (NIDS). Classical NIDS has been studied since
a long time [1]. They generally compute the ingoing and
outgoing network traffic for detecting the intrusions. Studies
mainly address how to learn [2] or modelize [3] a network
threat. The major drawback is how to analyze the whole
traffic in a scalable manner. FIELDS proposes a generic
method for solving the problem of scalability. It provides
a pre-processing of the outgoing traffic (pre-extrusion) as
a mean to suspect the compromising of the local hosts
(intrusion). Using the suspected list of hosts, FIELDS enables
a safe Network Extrusion Detection System (NEDS) by
reusing existing security tools (e.g. NIDS, anti-virus, antimalware, HIDS, HIPS, ...) to measure the compromising.
FIELDS provides an extensible and non-intrusive approach
for 1) detecting potential intruders/victims based on efficient heuristics, 2) collecting the traffic of those eventually
malicious hosts and 3) analyzing the corresponding flows
and 3) reusing an existing packet filter while guaranteeing
a low overhead. Despite FIELDS extrudes the outgoing
traffic from the internal malicious hosts, it can provide the
external malicious hosts. Thus, FIELDS can also improve
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Classical NIDS approaches such as [2], [3] need preprocessing in order to limit the overhead and reduce the
number of false positive alerts. Thus, our state of art considers only the pre-processing problem in order to have 1)
an updated list of the suspected hosts and 2) an exhaustive
capture of the abnormal traffic coming from those hosts. This
section shows which heuristics enable to compute a list of
suspects based on extrusion, i.e. abnormal outgoing traffic
from internal hosts that is a consequence of a successful
intrusion. Then, the section goes on with the methods
available for capturing the traffic of the suspected hosts.
Finally, it describes recent works related to extrusion.
IP blacklist: This is the most simple heuristic. Despite
it’s simplicity, this is currently massively used to detect
malwares that contain hardcoded addresses or names. For
malwares associated with a more sophisticated infrastructure
containing dynamic hosts e.g. associated with fast flux based
methods [4], the IP blacklist approach becomes inefficient.
IP Blacklist can be used for both intrusion and extrusion
monitoring i.e. external and internal malicious hosts.
DNS domain blacklist: This blacklist maintains a list
of malicious DNS domain names. This technique is extrusion
oriented because only the DNS requests from internal hosts
are audited. The DNS resolver of an infected host can also
responds with an unused IP address belonging to a sinkhole.
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Figure 1.

DNS name blacklist

who and how), IDS alerts and comprehensive captures. For
large organization, a comprehensive capture of each network
flow is impossible but such level of detail is interesting in
terms of network forensics. Common network sensors can be
configured to perform a comprehensive capture (tcpdump)
or only a capture of the flows (netflow, sflow or argus
collector). Currently, there is no hybrid collector available in
the literature. An hybrid collector would be able to switch
from one capture mode to another one to zoom on supposed
malicious flows.
Recent extrusion works: Solutions such as [10] proposes to install viruses and malwares for analyzing their
behaviour. Others [11] reuses snort for analyzing outgoing traffic. However, those approaches consider analysis of
viruses and do not solve the problem of scalability for
analyzing the whole outgoing traffic.
III. M OTIVATIONS

Figure 2.

IP Sinkhole for 192.168.X.X/24

In this case, as shown in Figure 1, a honeypot can handle
the connections of the malwares [5] to this address.
IP Sinkhole: ISP sinkholes are used at BGP level
by Internet providers to redirect and log attacks against
customers [6]. IP sinkholes are used by network administrators to monitor a traffic that tries to reach unused
private networks [7], [8]. Private range of addresses are
defined by the RFC1918. Addresses of the RFC1918, that
are not used by the organization, are in the sinkhole. An
implementation using a router is given in Figure 2. There
are three real networks (192.168.1.0/24, 192.168.2.0/24 and
192.168.3.0/24). Routing tables are set up to route real
private networks first. Then, RFC1918 networks are routed.
Finally, a last route authorizes the Internet access. As a
consequence, if a packet tries to reach a non existent (but
belonging to RFC1918) network, it is captured by routing
equipments. However, this solution is intrusive because it
needs to modify the routing tables.
Network capture: As stated in [7], [8], [9] four different
kinds of information can be stored for Network Security
Monitoring (NSM): global statistics (how many data sent/received to/from a given network), flows (who talked to
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The first objective is to suspect a host using a network
extrusion. It is interesting since extrusion does not require
to analyze the ingoing traffic reducing thus the overhead of
the analysis. Moreover, it allows to detect threats coming
also from usb or other removable resources and the hosts
do not have to be monitored. The second objective consists
in reusing simple tools efficient for capturing the traffic.
It is a low cost approach since tools such as BSD Packet
Filter are free and strongly supported. Third, our approach
must support different types of heuristic for computing the
list of the suspected hosts. Indeed, the IP/DNS blacklist and
sinkhole can miss some infected hosts. Thus, the list of
the malicious hosts can be computed using the the IP/DNS
blacklist and sinkhole approaches and improved with other
methods such as CERT notifications, OS fingerprinting or
IDS alerts. Fourth, the approach must reuse existing security
tools (e.g. anti-virus, anti- malware, HIDS, HIPS, NIDS, ...)
to measure or recover the infected nodes. Fifth, the solution
must solve the scalability problem by analyzing part of a
network traffic that is limited to to the suspected nodes.
Sixth, the network analysis must be non-intrusive and require
only a limited modification of the capturing tool. Seventh,
the monitoring solution must support not only internal hosts
but also external hosts. The advantage is a common and
extensible approach to manage and reduce the overhead of
NEDS / NIDS tools.
IV. T HE FIELDS APPROACH
FIELDS is a software that uses the BSD Packet Filter
(PF) [12] tables and PCAP logging capabilities. It requires
only a very limited modification of PF while supporting a
large range of heuristics. In PF, a table provides a list of
IP addresses matching a destination or a source. A table
referred to as <suspicious> can be declared to store
potentially infected hosts. The lookup operation on the table
is very efficient. The logging infrastructure of PF enables to
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capture network packets that match a given rule in the PCAP
format. For example, the following rule enables to capture
all the traffic originating from the IP addresses available in
the <suspicious> list:
pass i n l o g on em0 from < s u s p i c i o u s > t o any

1

The idea of FIELDS is to express malicious flows through a
dedicated policy formalizing different heuristics. This way,
FIELDS highlights malicious flows. When such a flow is
detected, FIELDS switches into a comprehensive capture of
the traffic. FIELDS can be considered as a kind of NEDS/NIDS
pre-processor reducing the data size that has to be analyzed
by existing NEDS/NIDS. In that sense, it is not concurrent
of existing approaches but eases their management in a
production environment in order to solve the scalability
problem while reusing off-the-shelf NEDS/NIDS tools.
V. PACKET F ILTER PATCH
FIELDS uses a modified Packet Filter. The proposed patch
extends the capabilities of the PF rules. When a packet
matches a rule, PF performs some actions: pass, block or
log. Our patch adds a fourth action add which performs
the addition of a source and/or destination address in a table.
The Figure 3 describes our patch integration into PF. When
a packet reaches the PF firewall, a lookup in the tables
is preformed (step 1). A dedicated table can be declared
for each malicious flows heuristic: a table <blacklist>
to store the IP addresses that try to reach the hosts of
the blacklist, a table <sinkhole> to store the addresses
talking to the sinkhole addresses, etc. If the destination or
source (depending of the meaning of the matching rule)
is present in a table, the packet is logged (step 2a). If
the corresponding address is not in a table, the packet is
submitted to a set of filtering rules modelizing a set of
malicious flows heuristics (step 2b). If the packet matches
with a rule, its source and / or destination IP is added to
the corresponding table (step 3a). For example, if a packet
matches a rule describing a sinkhole heuristic, its source
IP is added to the <sinkhole> table. Thus, any packet
involving this IP address will be logged (step 2a). These
logs are analyzed afterwards by different IDS tools (such
as snort) in order to identify malwares. FIELDS extends the
grammar of the PF rules. Our patch is about 300 lines of
C, covering kernel code (100 lines) and userland pfctl
command (200 lines). This patch is not intrusive since it
does not modify the sensible parts of the kernel.

A. Extension of the PF grammar
A new option has been added in the rules syntax: the
option add. This option must be used after all the usual
options of pf. add have to be followed by at least one of
these 2 options:
• ipsrc <src_tblname>: add source IP address of
the matched packet to the table "src_tblname" ;
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Figure 3.

FIELDS architecture

ipdst <dst_tblname>: add destination IP adress
of the matched packet to the table "dst_tblname".
Let’s give examples of such a rule:
•

pass i n on em0 from 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 0 . 0 / 1 6 t o any add i p d s t <
tableA >

1

In this rule, the destination addresses of all the packets
coming on the network interface em0 from the subnet
192.168.0.0/16 will be added to the table named tableA.
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pass i n on em0 from 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 1 . 0 / 2 4 t o 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 2 . 0 / 2 4 add
i p s r c < tableA > i p d s t < tableB >

In this rule, the source addresses of all the packets coming on em0 from the subnet 192.168.1.0/24 to the subnet
192.168.2.0/24 will be added to the table named tableA.
In the same way, destination addresses will be added to the
second table named tableB.

}

i f ( add o p t i o n ) {
pf_save_addrs (& r , pd ) ;
}

A new structure named add has been added in the file
pfvar.h. This structure stores data required by our new
options:

and its options (ipsrc and ipdst) in account.
In the file pfctl_parser.c, the add keyword has to be taken
into account in the function print_rule() that displays
the current ruleset using the pfctl command:
i f ( r −>add . check_add ! = 0 ) {
i f ( r −>add . s r c . check_src ! = 0 && r −>add . d s t . check_dst
== 0 )
p r i n t f ( " add i p s r c <%s > " , r −>add . s r c . src_tblname ) ;
i f ( r −>add . s r c . check_src == 0 && r −>add . d s t . check_dst
!= 0)
p r i n t f ( " add i p d s t <%s > " , r −>add . d s t . dst_tblname ) ;
i f ( r −>add . s r c . check \ _ s r c ! = 0 && r −>add . d s t . check_dst
!= 0)
p r i n t f ( " add i p s r c <%s> i p d s t <%s > " , r −>add . s r c .
src_tblname , r −>add . d s t . dst_tblname ) ;
}

1

This function extracts the source and the destination addresses of the packet from the pf_pdesc structure and adds
them into the tables specified on the pf_rule structure.
This function is called four times respectively
in
pf_test_tcp(),
pf_test_udp(),
pf_test_icmp() and pf_test_other() for
covering the different levels of the IP protocols. Those four
functions are called for the first packet of a connection.
For the following packets, PF maintains a state for the
corresponding flow. Here is an extract of pf_test()
(pf_test6() for IPv6) function which handles the packet
matching for TCP:
switch ( packet_protocol )
case TCP : {
pf_test_state_tcp () ;
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Line 1, a check is performed on r (current rule) to see if
the add keyword is present on the rule through the member
check_add. If present, a check to see if the source IP (line
2), destination IP (line 4) or both (line 6) have been specified
for logging.
VI. FIELDS: N EW NSM HEURISTICS
A. IP Blacklist

1
2
3
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1
2
3

1 C. Modifications on pfctl
2
3
Pfctl is the userland tool to interact with PF. Its main
4
5 function is to enable, disable and check a ruleset stored in a
6 configuration file pf.conf. It also permits to interact with
7
8 some PF objects on the fly (for example adding an IP address
9 to a table, list IP addresses of a table, load an anchor etc.).
10
PF makes use of Lex and Yacc to check a ruleset. The
11
12 Yacc grammar has been modified to take the add keyword
13

The existence of the add keyword in a filtering rule is
flagged with the check_add member. This keyword wait
for source or destination IP addresses associated with the
tables required to store those addresses. Those IP addresses
can be assigned to different tables, i.e. the source address
can be associated with a table and the destination address
with another table. Thus, this structure allocates two sub
structures src and dst. Each sub structure contains a variable check_[src|dst] (that flags the existence of source
and / or destination IP address), [src|dst]_tablname
(name of the table used to store the IP address) and
[src|dst]_tbl (a pointer on the table data).
In the file pf.c, a function pf_save_addrs has been
added:
v o i d pf_save_addrs ( s t r u c t p f _ r u l e ∗∗ r u l e , s t r u c t pf_pdesc
∗pd )

4
5
6
7
8
9

The function pf_test_tcp() is thus called for the first
packet of a TCP connection (line 7). This is where the
instrumentation, i.e. the saving of the addresses, must be
done. In pf_test_tcp():

B. Modifications on PF

s t r u c t add {
u _ i n t 8 _ t check_add ;
struct {
u _ i n t 8 _ t check_src ;
char src_tblname [ PF_TABLE_NAME_SIZE ] ;
s t r u c t pfr_ktable ∗src \ _ t b l ;
} src ;
struct {
u _ i n t 8 _ t check_dst ;
char dst_tblname [ PF_TABLE_NAME_SIZE ] ;
struct pfr_ktable ∗dst_tbl ;
} dst ;
} add ;

i f ( existing state )
update s t a t e
else
pf_test_tcp ()
break ;

1

Some websites, such as spamhaus, uce-protect and
so on, provide blacklists filled in by addresses that have
been judged compromised: botnet, spam, etc... These lists
can be used to block an incoming connection to the internal
network hosts. Connections incoming from these addresses
are blocked by the firewall but connections made from
internal hosts to these addresses are not controlled. Logging
these connections is interesting because it means that the
host has a suspect behavior.
The FIELDS controller can detect these connections and
then automatically launch a comprehensive capture of these
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internal hosts for a further analysis. Since those internal
hosts have a suspect behavior, a deep analysis of their traffics
might tell us if they are infected, and eventually, with which
malware.
A simple bash script has been made to automatically
download updated blacklists and load them into FIELDS.
This is done without reloading the entire policy of FIELDS
thanks to pfctl.
As pf can handle lots of distinct tables, the system is very
modular. The comprehensive capture can be optional: the
first suspect packet is always automatically logged, and the
address added into the desired table. This table just can be
used to know which host has match a given rule. Example:
table < blacklist >
t a b l e <compromised_hosts >
table <internals_hosts >
pass i n l o g on $ i f from < i n t e r n a l s _ h o s t s > t o < b l a c k l i s t >
no s t a t e add i p s r c <compromised_hosts >
pass i n l o g on $ i f from <compromised_hosts > t o any no
state
pass i n l o g on $ i f from any t o <compromised_hosts > no
state

Figure 4.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

These rules allow pf to launch a comprehensive capture on
any internals hosts of our network which try to connect to a
host from the blacklist. There are two stages is the FIELDS
process:
• Addition of the suspected host that talks to a blacklisted
address to the table <compromised_hosts> (line
5) ;
• Comprehensive capture of each packet from (line
7) and destined to (line 8) the suspects stored in
<compromised_hosts>.
B. IP Sinkhole
FIELDS can modelize an IP sinkhole. The collection of
internal subnets is $FEDE, RFC1918 addresses are stored
in $sinkhole. The em0 and em1 interfaces are linked to
the Network TAP. FIELDS is listening on them.
pass i n l o g on { em0 em1 } from $FEDE t o $ s i n k h o l e no
s t a t e add i p s r c < u n i v _ t o _ s i n k h o l e >
pass i n q u i c k l o g on { em0 em1 } from < u n i v _ t o _ s i n k h o l e >
t o any no s t a t e
pass i n q u i c k l o g on { em0 em1 } from any t o <
u n i v _ t o _ s i n k h o l e > no s t a t e
pass q u i c k on { em0 em1 } from $FEDE t o $FEDE no s t a t e

The traffic from the internal network to the
sinkhole is logged and the sources are added to
<univ_to_sinkhole> (line 1). Traffic from
(line 2) or destined to (line 3) hosts belonging to
<univ_to_sinkhole> is dumped and the packet
evaluation ends ("quick" keyword). Packets from internal
to another internal network pass without any log (line 4).

FIELDS IP / DNS Sinkhole for 192.168.X.X/24

the connections can be done with malware domains. To
cover such connections a DNS Sinkhole is available. Thanks
to the DNS Sinkhole, our DNS gives a false IP address as
a response to a DNS request for all the domains which
are considered as compromised. Our DNS Sinkhole lists the
malware domains e.g. the domains provided by dedicated
websites covering well-know malware domains. Thanks to
our DNS Sinkhole, the host that will try to establish a
communication with a suspected domain will fail, but it
will generate an odd traffic which will be recognized by
FIELDS. This false IP address has to be a private IP address
(rfc 1918), and will be recognized as a part of the sinkhole.
The rule concerning the DNS has been written after the rule
of the sinkhole to be sure it takes the priority. Otherwise,
we would not be able to see the difference between a host
making a request for a blacklisted DNS and a host trying
to contact a host in the sinkhole. A FIELDS policy enables
to log all the hosts that attempt to connect to this false IP
address. It probably means that this host is compromised by
some malware and needs an antivirus/IDS analysis.
The DNS rules are close to the blacklist rules except we
add our false IP address returned by the DNS to 1) the table
<compromised_hosts> or 2) another table.
D. Using the transport layer: Service sinkhole

1
2
3
4

Another variant of sinkhole is to rely on transport to
determine which service on non-existant hosts is tried to be
accessed. A Windows oriented sinkhole has been modelized
to catch hosts that try to access Windows ports:
• 137: NetBIOS name service ( UDP ) NetBIOS-sn
lookups for "gethostbyaddr()" function;
• 138: NetBIOS datagram ( UDP ) non connected messages
exchange;
• 139: NetBIOS Session ( TCP ) Windows File and Printer
Sharing;
• 445: CIFS ( TCP ) used for the Common Internet
FileSystem resources sharing protocol;
• 1433: SQLServer ( TCP ) Microsoft SGBD .

C. DNS Sinkhole
FIELDS can detect when an internal host attempts to
connect to a blacklisted address, as shown in Figure 4. But,
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Figure 5.

if there is no malicious activity involving this address for a
given period of time, then FIELDS deletes the entry from the
table. In practice, FIELDS uses the program expiretable
(which is shipped with PF) for removing an address after
a period of time (2 days on this study) without any illegal
activity.
Pflog is used to log all the traffic of the selected hosts.
In the proposed experimentation, these pcap files are
processed with argus in order to find flow anomalies first,
then with snort in order to detect more advanced attacks.
Obviously, other IDS and network analysis are supported
by FIELDS.

FIELDS integration topology

pass i n l o g on { em0 em1 } p r o t o udp from $FEDE t o
$ s i n k h o l e p o r t { 137 138 139 } no s t a t e add i p s r c <
to_winsinkhole >
pass i n l o g on { em0 em1 } p r o t o t c p from $FEDE t o
$ s i n k h o l e p o r t { 445 1433 } no s t a t e add i p s r c <
to_winsinkhole >

1

2

E. Bruteforce
The extensibility of FIELDS easily enables to cover the
bruteforce traffic attempting to discover the network resources. A FIELDS policy enables to support the network
bruteforce. Thus, FIELDS captures all the traffic of a host
that does the network scanning. Example:
pass i n l o g on $ i f from < i n t e r n a l s _ h o s t s > t o <
i n t e r n a l s _ h o s t s > p o r t { 22 445 } keep s t a t e ( max−src−
conn−r a t e 3 / 1 0 , o v e r l o a d < b r u t e f o r c e > f l u s h g l o b a l )

This rules add the address of any internal host that attempts
a bruteforce attack on ssh and samba ports into the table
<bruteforce>.
VII. E XPERIMENTATIONS
As shown in Figure 5, FIELDS is placed behind a Network
TAP. This device copy traffic passing through the firewall and

the external router in a non-intrusive way. As a consequence,
in case of performance lack / bug, the real network is not
affected. FIELDS processes all the traffic between 1) the Internet and the University of Orleans, 2) each university pole,
and 3) university poles and the DMZ. FIELDS contains only
rules relative to the EDS/IDS pre-processing VI. Remember
that the idea is not to supply a complete EDS/IDS but an
intelligent pre-processor for exhaustively collecting only the
traffic related to suspected hosts (and not only the suspected
traffic).
As explained in V, FIELDS captures the traffic from lists
of IPs stored in tables. When an IP is added to a table,
a timestamp of the current date is included. If the IP is
already stored in the table, PF only updates the record with
the current date. In order to avoid having growing only
tables, FIELDS also must be able to delete a record from
a table. A deletion can be carried out manually when the
host has been checked as safe by the security team. But,
PF also provides automation for the deletion. For example,
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FIELDS can detect outgoing attacks: if an intruder already
owns an host in our internal network, his ignorance of the
network structure, his attempts to discover the network, will
make his host detected by FIELDS (sinkhole). If he is
detected, all the traffic of the suspected host will be logged,
which will make the attack a lot easier to analyze. The
flexibility of the tables of pf allow us to isolate potentially
harmful traffic such as an nmap scan from an internal host.
It’s possible to isolate these IPs in a table, which will be
read regularly. As FIELDS detects the traffic which is not
supposed to happen, a host misconfiguration can also be
detected.

A. Detection results
This section presents the results of the FIELDS experimentation on a real network of about 30 000 users for a
period of 2 months. The volumetric for such a network is
about 1,5 TB per day of raw PCAP for the external link
(roughly speaking, link from your network to the Internet).
The analysis on each host is performed in two rounds: a
scan with Snort on the captured PCAP and a local antiviral
analysis (if Snort returns nothing). FIELDS has been installed
on common hardware (Intel XEON processor / 4 cores and
8GB of RAM). Table I gives the number of IP caught by
FIELDS. Blacklist has only 10 hosts caught. Those hosts are
infected by conficker and tries to reach servers handled
by Microsoft. No bruteforce attempts have been detected.
It’s a false negative because there are bruteforce attempts but
they are too slow or they come from distributed sources. As a
consequence, they do not raise an alert based on connection
rate as exposed in VI-E. Majority of the hosts has been
caught with sinkhole heuristics. Table I gives the proportion
of:
• infected: malicious payload detected on captured PCAP
or malicious programs detected on hosts ;
• misconfigured: bad settings at network level on host
(WINS server, DNS settings, routing etc.) ;
• unconfirmed: traffic and antiviral analysis did not give
any results ;
• unchecked: traffic analysis did not give any results and
antiviral analysis has not been performed ;
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Table I
D ETECTION RESULTS
Heuristic
Blacklist
Bruteforce
IP sinkhole
DNS sinkhole
Windows sinkhole

Number of IP caught
10
0
163
45
44

Infected
90%
0%
22%
82%
64%

The only false positive for the blacklist is a GET request
from the security team for testing purpose. IP sinkhole
has numerous unchecked hosts because it is difficult to
request local antiviral tests on those hosts. Moreover, the
IP sinkhole is prone to false positive because there are a
lot of situations that can lead to send packets to sinkhole
destinations (essentially typos in command). The DNS sinkhole is very effective, false positive are performed by people
accessing malicious websites (i.e. blacklisted DNS domain
name) through their web browser. Snort did not detect
malware on traffic of DNS sinkholed hosts, only antiviral
analysis gave results.

Misconfigured
0%
0%
11%
0%
15%

Unconfirmed
10%
0%
32%
18%
21%

Unchecked
0%
0%
35%
0%
0%
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Abstract—Security vulnerabilities are still prevalent in systems despite the existence of their countermeasures for several
decades. In order to detect the security vulnerabilities missed
by developers, complex solutions are undertaken like static
analysis, often after the development phase and with a loss of
context. Although vulnerabilities are found, there is also an
absence of systematic protection against them. In this paper,
we introduce an integrated Eclipse plug-in to assist developers
in the detection and mitigation of security vulnerabilities
using Aspect-Oriented Programming early in the development
life-cycle. The work is a combination of static analysis and
protection code generation during the development phase. We
leverage the developer interaction with the integrated tool to
obtain more knowledge about the system, and to report back
a better overview of the different security aspects already
applied, then we discuss challenges for such code correction
approach. The results are an in-depth solution to assist developers to provide software with higher security standards.
Keywords-Security, AOP, Software Engineering, Static Analysis, Vulnerability Remediation

I. I NTRODUCTION
After a decade of existence, cross-site scripting (XSS),
SQL Injection and other of types of security vulnerabilities
associated to input validation can cause severe damage once
exploited. To analyze this fact, Scholte et al. [1] conducted
an empirical study that shows that the number of reported
vulnerabilities is not decreasing.
While computer security is primarily a matter of secure
design and architecture, it is also known that even with best
designed architectures, security bugs will still show up due
to poor implementation. Thus, fixing security vulnerabilities
before shipment can no more be considered optional. Most
of the reported security vulnerabilities are leftovers forgotten
by developers, thought to be some benign code. Such kind
of mistakes can survive unaudited for years until they end
up exploited by hackers.
The software development lifecycle introduces several
steps to audit and test the code produced by developers
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in order to detect the security bugs, such as code review
tools for early detection of security bugs to penetration
testing. The tools are used to automate some tasks normally
handled manually or requiring complex processing and data
manipulation. They are able to detect several of errors and
software defects, but developers have to face heterogeneous
tools, each one with a different process to make it run
correctly, and they have to analyze the results of all the
tools, merge them and fix the source code accordingly.
For instance, code scanner tools are usually designed to be
independent from the developers’ environment. Therefore,
they gain in flexibility but loose comprehensiveness and the
possibility to interact with people having the experience
on application code. Thus, tools produce results that are
not directly linked to application defects. It is the case
for example for code scanner tools triggering several false
positives, which are not actual vulnerabilities.
The contributions of this paper are twofold. First, we
focus on static code analysis, an automated approach to
perform code review integrated in developer’s environment.
This technique analyzes the source code and/or binary code
without executing it and identifies anti-patterns that lead to
security bugs. We focus on security vulnerabilities caused by
missing input validation, the process of validating all the inputs to an application before using it. Although our tool handles other kinds of vulnerabilities, here we discuss on three
main vulnerabilities caused by missing input validation, or
mis-validation of the input: cross-site scripting (also called
XSS), Directory Path Traversal and SQL Injection. Second,
we provide an innovative assisted remediation process that
employs Aspect-Oriented Programming for semi-automatic
vulnerability correction. The combination of these mechanisms improves the quality of the software with respect to
security requirements.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II presents
the overall agile approach to conduct code scanning and
correct vulnerability during the development phase. Then,
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Section III presents the architecture we adopt to combine
the static analysis with the code correction component. The
Section IV describes the static analysis process with its
integration in the developers’ environment. Then, we explain
techniques for assisted remediation along with pros and cons
in Section V. Finally, we discuss the advantages of our
approach compared to related work in Section VI, and we
conclude in Section VII.
II. A N AGILE APPROACH
Agile approaches to software development require the
code to be refactored, reviewed and tested at each iteration of
the development lifecycle. While unit testing can be used to
check functional requirements fulfillment during iterations,
checking emerging properties of software such as security
or safety is more difficult. We aim to provide each developer
with a simple way to do daily security static analysis on his
code. That would be properly achieved by providing a security code scanner integrated in the development environment,
i.e., Eclipse IDE in this case, and a decentralized architecture
that allows the security experts to assist the developers in any
of the findings. Typically, that would include verifying false
positives and correspondingly adjusting the code scanner
test cases, or assisting in reviewing the solutions for the
fixes. It brings several advantages over the approach in
which the static analysis phase stays only at the end. The
expertise of the context in which the code was developed lies
in development groups. Therefore, the interaction between
development team and security experts is faster with less
effort in finding and applying corrections on the security
functionalities. The experts provide support on a case basis
for a better tuning of false positive detection across teams
and reducing final costs of maintenance: solving security
issues into the development phase can reduce the number of
issues that the security experts should analyze at the end.
Maintaining the separation of roles between the security
experts performing the code scanning and the team members
developing the application raises a critical complication, typically, from a time perspective, due to the human interaction
between security experts and developers. If such an approach
would have to scale to what most of the agile approaches
describe, the amount of iteration between developers and
experts would need to be reduced. That could be reduced
by up-skilling the developers and reducing the interaction
between them and the security experts for the analysis of
the security scans of the project, which is simplified by the
introduction of our tool.
Our incentive is to harvest the advantages acquired by using our approach in an agile and decentralized static analysis
process early in the software development lifecycle. It raises
security awareness for the developers at the development
time and reduces maintenance costs. A tool covering the
previous needs should fulfill several requirements:
• easy-to use for users non-experts in security
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Figure 1. Vulnerability remediation process. The red corresponds to the
static analysis component. The green one corresponds to the remediation
component. The blue one corresponds to assisted processing

domain specific with integration into developers’ daily
environment, to maximize adoption and avoid additional steps to run the tool
• adjustable to maximize project knowledge and reduce
false positives and negatives
• reflexive to adjust accuracy of the scan over time, with
collaborative feedbacks for example
• supportive to assist developers in correcting and understand issues.
• educative to help developers understanding errors, steps
to correct existing error, and techniques to prevent
future vulnerability
We have developed an Eclipse Plugin, presented in [2], made
of components leveraging decentralized approach for static
analysis. It gives direct access to detected flaws and global
overview on system vulnerabilities. The developer analyzes
its code and review vulnerabilities when necessary.
Figure 1 presents the interaction between the two phases:
the static analysis phase allows scanning the code in order
to identify and classify the different vulnerabilities found.
It is described in details in Section IV. The measurement
is performed directly by developers who decide what to
remediate by undertaken actions, with support from our
second component. The full remediation process is given
in Section V .
•

III. A RCHITECTURE
Figure 2 represents the architecture of our prototype. First
of all, we consider two main stakeholders involved in the
configuration and usage of the prototype. Security experts
and developers regroup different profiles whose goal is to
provide and configure the knowledge database in order to
avoid false positives and negatives, and to provide better
accuracy during the analysis phase. They have two main
tasks. First, they update the knowledge base, adding to its
classes or methods that can be considered as trusted for
one or more vulnerabilities. Second, the knowledge database
receives feedback from analysis on possible trusted objects
for one or more security vulnerabilities; they must analyze
them more in detail and, if these objects are really trusted
they tag them as trusted into the knowledge base. We better
explain the different concepts and tasks in Section IV.
The second role is the developer, interacting directly
with the static analysis engine to verify vulnerabilities in
application, code and libraries under its responsibility. The
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it misses to report certain security vulnerabilities. Having
false negatives is highly dangerous as it gives one sensation
of protection while vulnerability is present and can be
exploited, whereas having false positives primarily slows
down the static analysis process. Modern static analysis
tools, similarly to compilers, build an abstract syntax tree
that represents the abstract syntactic structure of the code
from the source code and analyze it.
A. Static Analysis Process

Figure 2.

Architecture

In a nutshell, our process allows developers to run a check
on their code to uncover potential vulnerabilities by checking
for inputs that have not been validated. It finds information
flows connecting an entry point and exit point that does not
use a trusted object for the considered vulnerabilities. The
algorithm uses an abstract syntax tree of the software in conjunction with the knowledge base to identify the vulnerable
points. The Figure 3 presents the different analysis steps
performed from the moment developer presses the analysis
button to the display of results.

developer at this stage can be naive, therefore with no
focus on complexity of security flow. The knowledge base
is shared among developers. It contains all the security
knowledge about trust: objects that do not introduce security
issues into the code. Security experts and developers with
understanding of security patterns maintain and keep under
control the definitions used by all developers in an easy
way using one admin web application or some web-services.
In this way the code scanner testing rules are harmonized
for the whole application or even on a project-basis. The
knowledge base allows developers to run static analysis that
is perfectly adapted to the context of their project.
In industrial scale projects, daily scans are recommended.
In order to facilitate this task, we provide a plugin for Eclipse
that uses an abstract syntax tree (AST) generated by the JDT
compiler - the compiler that Eclipse provides as part of the
Java Development Tools platform, to simplify the static analysis process. The plugin accesses the knowledge database
via web-services making it possible to each developer to run
independently the code scanner. We detail its components in
the next section.
IV. S TATIC ANALYSIS
Static analysis can report security bugs even when scanning small pieces of code. Another family of code scanners
is based on dynamic analysis techniques that acquire information at runtime. Unlike static analysis, dynamic analysis
requires a running executable code. Static analysis scans all
the source code while dynamic analysis can verify certain
use cases being executed. The major drawback of static
analysis is that it can report both false positives and false
negatives. The former detects a security vulnerability that is
not truly a security vulnerability, while the latter means that
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Figure 3.

Static Analysis Activity Diagram

The static analysis works on Document Object Model
generated by the Eclipse JDT component able of handling all
constructs described in the Java Language Specification [3].
The static analysis process is described as follows:
• The engine contacts the knowledge database in order to
retrieve the up-to-date and most accurate configuration
from the shared platform. If the developer cannot retrieve the configuration, it can still work independently
with the latest local configuration.
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•

•

•

The process identifies all entry points of interest in
the accessible source code and libraries. The analysis
is based on the previously mentioned AST. We are
gathering the different variables and fields used as
well as the different methods. We apply a first filter
with pattern-matching on the potential entry points:
a method call or a new object instantiation might be
tagged as returning trusted inputs.
For each entry point the control flow is followed to
create the connections between methods, variables and
fields to discover all the exit points. For instance,
the engine visits assignments, method invocations and
construction of new objects with the variables and fields
detected during the entry point gathering.
Once the different exit points have been collected, we
evaluate the risk of having security vulnerabilities in
the code. We check for an absence of validation in
the flow for the different kinds of vulnerabilities. For
instance, if the flow from an entry point to an exit
point passes through a method or a class, which is
known to validate SQL input, the flow is tagged as
trusted for this specific vulnerability. Of course, the tag
runs from the moment where the method validates for
the vulnerability to the moment of a novel composition
with potential vulnerable code, or until an exit point.

B. Multiple vulnerability analysis
In the previous section, we have presented the global
analysis process. In this section, we discuss more in-depth
the notion of trusted object and vulnerability propagation
for the different vulnerabilities we address. The Listing 1
presents some source code vulnerable to cross site scripting.
The vulnerability propagates from the request parameter to
the object query, which is then written in the response.
The problem of identifying security vulnerabilities caused
by errors in input validation can be translated to finding
an information flow connecting an entry point and an exit
point that does not use a trusted object for the considered
vulnerabilities.
1
2
3

4
5

We define an input as a data flow from any external
class, method or parameter into the code being programmed.
We also define as entry point any point into the source
code where an untrusted input enters to the program being
scanned, like the query input from Listing 1. In an analogous way we define as output any data flow that goes
from the code being programmed into external objects or
method invocations. Our approach relies on our trusted
object definition, which impacts the detection accuracy. A
trusted object is a class or a method that can sanitizes all the
information flow from an entry point to an exit point for one
or more security vulnerabilities. We implemented the trust
definitions into the centralized knowledge base presented
in the previous section. The knowledge database represents
the definitions using a trusting hierarchy that follows the
package hierarchy.
Security experts can tag classes, packages or methods as
trusted for one or more security vulnerabilities, accordingly
to their analysis, feedbacks from developers or static analysis
results. Obviously defining a trusted element in the trust
hierarchy also adds all the elements below it: trusting a
package trusts all the classes and methods into it and trusting
a class trusts all the fields and methods in it. A trusted
object can sanitize one or more security vulnerabilities (e.g.,
sanitization method can be valid for both SQL Injection and
cross site scripting). This approach enables developers and
security experts to define strong trust policies with regards
to the system they are securing.
Defining a trusted object is a strong assertion as it taints
a given flow as valid and free for a given vulnerability. The
definition process to trust a class, a package or a method
must be rigorous: it influences the risk evaluation accuracy.
The object must not introduce a specific vulnerability into
the code. This is the reason why developers report feedback
and security experts take the decision. The experts can also
analyze, manage and update the base, if the class, package
or method is considered trusted. This phase allows system
tuning that is related to a given organization and leads to
fewer false positives while ensuring no false negatives.

/** This servlet proposes XSS example. */
public class EchoServlet extends HttpServlet {
protected void doGet(HttpServletRequest req,
HttpServletResponse resp) {
PrintWriter writer = resp.getWriter();
String query =
req.getParameter("query") ;

6

resp.setContentType("text/html");
writer.print("<html><h1>Results for ");
writer.print ( query );
writer.print("</h1></html>");
writer.flush();
writer.close();
}

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

}
Listing 1.

Vulnerability propagation of a cross site scripting
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Figure 4.

Code Analysis result

The detected vulnerabilities (Figure 4 gives an example of
analysis result in the tool) are mainly caused by lack of input
validation, namely SQL Injection, Directory Path Traversal
and Cross Site Scripting. The engine detects also a more
general Malformed Input vulnerability that represents any
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input that is not validated using a standard implementation.
The engine can be easily extended to support new kinds
of vulnerabilities caused by missing input validation. One
needs to add the definition of the new vulnerability to the
centralized knowledge base (and, if exist, adding trusted
objects that mitigate it), and creating a new class extending
an interface, that implements the checks to be done on the
result of the static analysis to detect the vulnerability.
V. A SSISTED R EMEDIATION
Performing static analysis is yet integrated in quality
processes in several companies. But, the actual identification
of vulnerabilities does not mean they are correctly mitigated.
Given this problem, we can have several approaches: (i)
refactoring the code, (ii) applying a proxy in inbound and
outbound connections, and finally the solution we adopted,
(iii) to generate protection code linked to the application
being analyzed.
Software refactoring involves the developer into understanding the design of its application and the potential
threats, to manually rewrite part of the code. The refactoring
improves the design, performance and manageability of the
code, but is difficult to address. It costs time and is error
prone. Up to six distinct activities have been observed
in [4] from identification to verification of refactoring. The
impacted code is generally scattered over the application,
and some part can be left unchecked easily. This can lead to
an inconsistent state where the application does not reflect
the intended goal. In terms of vulnerability remediation, the
software refactoring is one of the most powerful due to
the flexibility in terms of code rewriting and architecture
evolution.
The proxy solution is equivalent to a gray-box approach,
with no in-depth visibility of internal processes. It can be
heavy to put in place, especially when the environment is
under control of a different entity than the development
team. For instance, on cloud platforms, one can deploy
its application but has limited management on other capabilities, leading to the impossibility to apply filter on the
application. The lack of flexibility and the absence of small
adjustments make it complicated to adopt at the development
phase.
In this work we provide inline protection with the application. This solution has several advantages, but also
brings new limitations due to the technology we use: AspectOriented Programming paradigm (AOP) [5], which is a
paradigm to ease programming concerns that crosscut and
pervade applications. In the next section, we describe our
methodology and provide a comprehensive list of advantages
and drawbacks.
A. Methodology
The approach comprises the automatic discovery of vulnerability and weaknesses in the code. In addition, we
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Vulnerability
Cross-Site
Scripting

Origin
Server does not
validate
input
coming
from
external source

SQL Injection

Server does not
validate input and
use it directly in a
construct of a SQL
Query
Application server
is misconfigured,
or the file-system
policy
contains
weaknesses
Misvalidation

Directory Path
Traversal

Other
malformed
input

Potential Remediation
Validate input and filter or
encode properly the output
depending on the usage: the
encoding differs from HTML
content to Javascript content
for example
Use a parameterized query or
a safe API. Escape special
characters. Validate the input
used in the construction of
query
Enclose the application with
strict policies, that restrict access to the filesystem by default. Filter and validate the
input prior to direct file access
Validate input, determine the
origin and possible manipulation from externals

Table I
L IST OF DETECTED VULNERABILITIES WITH POTENTIAL ORIGIN AND
POTENTIAL REMEDIATION .

integrate a protection phase tied to the analysis process
which guides developers through the correct and semiautomatic correction of vulnerabilities previously detected.
It uses information from the static analysis engine to know
what vulnerabilities have to be corrected. Then it requires
inputs from the developer to extract knowledge about the
context, like in Figure 5. These steps allow gathering places
in the code where to inject security correction. The security
correction uses AOP. The goal is to bring proper separation
of concerns for cross cutting functionalities, such as security.
Thus, code related to a concern is maintained separately
from the base application. The main advantage using this
technology is the ability to intervene in the control flow of
a program without interfering with the base program code.
The list of vulnerability we cover principally are in
Table I. The Table highlights the potential origin vulnerabilities and some of known remediation techniques. These
vulnerabilities are known and subject to high attention. For
instance, we can retrieve them in the OWASP Top Ten [6]
for several years now, but also in the MITRE Top 25 Most
Dangerous Software Errors [7]. Albeit several approaches
exist to remediate the vulnerabilities, we are considering
mainly escaping and validation to consistently remediate the
problems with the aspect-oriented technique.
By adopting this approach, we reduce the time to correct
vulnerabilities by applying semi-automatic and pre-defined
mechanisms to mitigate them. We use the component to
apply protection code which is mostly tangled and scattered
over an application.
Correcting a security vulnerability is not trivial. Different
refactoring are possible depending on the issue. For instance,
the guides for secure programming advises SQL prepared
statement to prevent SQL Injection. But, developers might be
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B. Constraints from Aspect-Oriented Programming

Figure 5.

Gathering context for vulnerability protection

constrained by their frameworks to forge SQL queries themselves. Therefore, developers would try another approach
such as input validation and escaping of special characters.

Figure 6. Example of correction snippet generated for a malformed input

We assist developers by proposing them automated solutions. For the previously mentioned correction, our integrated solution would propose to mitigate the vulnerability with an automatic detection of incoming, unsafe and
unchecked variables. The developer does not need to be
security expert to correct vulnerabilities as our approach
provides interactive steps to generate AOP protection code,
like in Figure 6. Although semi-automation simplifies the
process to introduce protection code, the technique can
introduce several side-effects if the developers are not following closely what is generated. The plug-in gives an
overview for the developer of all corrected vulnerabilities,
allowing him to visually manage and re-arrange them in
case of need. Currently, the prototype does not analyze
interaction between the different protection code generated.
By adopting this approach, we allow better understanding
from a user point of view of the different vulnerabilities
affecting the system, and we guide the developer towards
more compliance in its application. The protection code can
be deployed by security expert teams and change without
refactoring.
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The usage of AOP in the remediation of vulnerability
bring us more flexibility. One can evolve the techniques
used to protect the application, by switching the process to
resolve a problem, making the security solution independent
from the application. But this approach also brings us some
limitations we discuss in this section.
Firstly, the language is designed to modify the application
control flow. One of the limitations we have is related
to the deep modification we need to perform in order to
replace partially a behavior. For example, suppose a SQL
query written manually in the application we would like
to validate. We are able to weave validation and escaping
code, but we can hardly modify the application to construct
a parameterized query.
Secondly, the aspects cover the application in the whole.
When more than one aspect is involved, the cross-cutting
concerns can intersect. Therefore, we need to analyze aspect
interaction and prevent an annihilation of the behavior we
intended to address.
Thirdly, the evolution of the program leads to a different
repartition of vulnerabilities. The vulnerabilities are detected
after the static analysis phase. We are not addressing yet
this problem of evolution to maintain the relation between
the aspects and the application. This differs from the fragile
pointcut problem inherent of aspect using pointcut languages
referring to the syntax of the base language: the evolution
affects the application as a whole, by introducing new
entry points and exit points that need to be considered,
or introducing methods that validate a flow for a given
vulnerability.
The fourth constraint is that aspects have no specific
certification. The actual protection library is defined globally,
but applied locally, with a late binding to the application. The
protection code is the same everywhere, but we put strong
trust in the protection library by assuming that aspects are
behaving properly with the actual modification of the flow
to mitigate the vulnerability.
Finally, the fifth constraint is user acceptance. Since the
developers rely on cross cutting solution, the code itself
does not reflect the exact state of the application. The point
where the aspect interferes with the base application is not
presented in the code. We address this limitation with the
strong interaction with the developer’s environment. The
Eclipse plugin provides a mean to display remediation code
in place at a given time.
VI. R ELATED WORK
The interest into static analysis field has led to several
approaches. They go from simple techniques like pattern
matching and string analysis like in [8]–[11] to more
complex techniques like data flow analysis in [12]–[14].
Commercial tools, such as Fortify [15] or CodeProfiler [16]
propose better integration in developers’ environment but
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lack of decentralized approach and assistance in security
management. Several tools are based on the Eclipse’s platform and detect vulnerabilities in web applications [17] ,
flaws [18], bugs [19], and propose testing and audit to verify
respect of organizational guidelines [20]. Compared to the
aforementioned techniques, we advocate a better integration
into the daily development lifecycle with our tool, and
propose an integrated correction with good accuracy as we
leverage developer’s knowledge on development context.
Hermosillo et al. [21] uses AOP to protect against web
vulnerabilities: XSS and SQL Injection. They use AspectJ the mainstream AOP language, to intercept method calls in
an application server then perform validation on parameters.
Viega et al. [22] presents simple use case on the usage
of AOP for software security. Masuhara et al. [23] introduces an aspect primitive for dataflow, allowing to detect
vulnerabilities like XSS. Our approach reduces the overhead
brought by the detection of vulnerability patterns at runtime
and allows wider range of vulnerability detection. Also, the
aforementioned approaches do not rely on external tools
to gather security context, but rather a manual processing
to understand the architecture and decide where to apply
aspects. Our approach also brings more awareness to the
developer as he obtains a visual indicator of what is applied
at which place in its application.
A combination of detection and protection is found in
Deeprasertkul et al. [24] approach for detecting faults identified by pre-compiled patterns. Faults are corrected using
a correction module. The difference with our approach lies
in the detection of faults rather than security vulnerabilities.
Also, the correction module fixes the faults statically and
prevents further modifications of the introduced code. A
recent work conducted by Yang et al. [25] uses static
analysis to detect security points to deploy protection code
with aspects, on distributed tuple space systems. These two
approaches suffer from same limitation as the ones presented
in the previous paragraph, which is a lack of visual support
from the tool, and a loose of context. It is worth mentioning
the work from Hafiz et al. [26], where authors propose
several techniques to correct data injection through program
transformations. They have list several cases along with
steps to describe transformations to realize security policies.
Their work can benefit our overall methodology to propose
multiple corrections once vulnerability has been identified.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
We presented how to overcome several security vulnerabilities using a combination between a static analyzer that
assists developers to report security vulnerabilities and a
semi-automated correction of these findings with AOP. The
usage of an integrated tool to provide support for security
bugs detection and mitigation has several advantages. It
benefits to several stakeholders at the same time. First,
security teams are able to distribute the maintenance of the
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code to the people writing their code and let them mitigate
security bugs whenever they are detected. They can interact
closely to decide of the best solutions for a given situation,
and apply security across development teams. Developers
benefit from this approach, having an operational tool already configured for their development. They can focus
on writing their functional code and, time to time, verify
the accuracy of their implementation. Security concerns are
often cross cutting the application, which tends to have
security checks spread around application. Using one central
tool to have an overview is more efficient and productive,
and gives the possibility to track all applied protection code.
The automation allows a broader and consistent application
of security across applications. The usage of AOP eases the
deployment and change of security protection code, in a
single environment and during the development phase. The
overall vision we would like to achieve in the future is the
specification and maintenance of security concerns in one
central place, and usage by developers of these concerns by
defining some places in application where they should be
active.
We have designed this plug-in for an improved awareness
of security concerns from a developer point of view. It is
important to notice that correcting vulnerabilities doesn’t
make the whole system secure. It only means the code tends
to be free of security bugs. Other parts of the application,
such as authentication flow, authorization checks, etc. are not
covered by our analysis. Besides, we encourage developers
to look further in vulnerabilities’ descriptions, as the automated correction proposed might not be the best choice in all
situations. We do not want developers to believe our solution
is bullet-proof. It leads to a false sensation of security, which
is the opposite of our goal.
Albeit we have listed several benefits for an integrated
tool, we know that it suffers from limitations. For instance,
when we are developing a tool such as an Eclipse plugin, we are targeting a platform and a language, thus voluntarily restricting the scope of application. From the tool
itself, we have designed a working prototype that we have
validated on projects internally at SAP and compared to
commercial softwares. In several cases, the agile approach
leads to a reduction of false positives and an absence of
false negatives. Also, the approach of providing support for
correcting the vulnerability is novel and we focus now in
improving accuracy of the protection code. Especially, we
need to investigate in the cost in term of complexity and
maintainability for the different stakeholders interacting with
the system.
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Abstract — ISO/IEC 27001 is an international standard that
provides a set of requirements for an Information Security
Management System (ISMS) implementation. A risk assessment
exercise for an ISMS implementation requires human expertise
with comprehensive understanding and considerable knowledge
in information security. A common risk assessment exercise is
based on three sub-processes, namely, risk identification, risk
analysis and risk evaluation. The lack of tools especially in the
automation of risk identification emphasized the need of
experienced personnel and this becomes a challenge for
organizations seeking compliance with the ISMS standard. This
paper proposes a relationship concept in asset and threat
identification which is part of the risk identification sub-process.
The concept provides a foundation to automate the risk
assessment process for an identified scope of an ISMS
implementation.
Keywords – ISMS; information security risk; asset identification;
threat; risk assessment

I.

INTRODUCTION

A. Information security
Information is an asset that has value to an organization. It
is, like other important business assets, essential to an
organization’s business and consequently needs to be suitably
protected, which is especially important in the increasingly
interconnected business environment [1]. The International
Organization
for
Standardization
and
International
Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) published various
standards for ISMS. ISO/IEC 27002 defined information
security as the preservation of confidentiality, integrity and
availability of information; in addition, other properties, such
as authenticity, accountability, non-repudiation, and reliability
can also be involved [1]. In order to achieve information
security, an organization needs to first identify what are the
assets that need the protection and perform a risk assessment
exercise to determine the level of risks and the suitable set of
controls to minimize these risks, eventually securing the assets.
B. Information security risk
Organizations that are dependent on information
technologies consequently have to face a common issue of
managing information security risks which are inherited with
the use of the technologies. In 2009, SANS Institute has issued
a report entitled “The Top Cyber Security Risks” that discussed
on the importance of understanding security threats and their
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corresponding vulnerabilities prior to identifying security
controls to mitigate the associated risks [2]. Global State of
Information Security Survey, 2010 has in its findings,
organizations have considered taking a risk-based approach as
well as adopting a recognized security framework in addressing
information security issues [3]. According to Humphreys, if an
organization does not know the risks it faces, it will not be able
to implement proper and effective protection [4]. In 1995,
Kailay and Jarrat have highlighted that one of the gaps then
was the limited risk analysis methodologies and corresponding
tools for certain domain users [5]. At present, that gap has been
addressed through publication of documented guidelines on
several risk assessment methodologies such as the ISO/IEC
27005:2011 [9]. However, methodologies alone could not
guarantee an effective information security risk assessment.
Risk assessment process comprises of three sub-processes,
namely, risk identification, risk analysis, and risk evaluation.
Automation of the process is common in many risk assessment
tools with the exception of risk identification. Hence,
automation of risk identification would be useful for
organizations especially for those carrying out risk assessment
for the first time.
C. Information Security Management System (ISMS)
Acknowledging the importance of understanding and
managing information security risk, a global effort by
information security practitioners has resulted in the
development of a standard for an Information Security
Management System (ISMS). ISMS standards started in the
early 90s with the first draft of an information security
management standard published as British Standard (BS), BS
7799. It focused on security related to people, processes,
information as well as information technology [4]. In 2005, BS
7799 Part 2 became an international standard known as
ISO/IEC 27001:2005 [6]. ISO/IEC 27001 standard is a
specification for information security management system
developed jointly by the ISO/IEC, and was published in 2005
[7]. This standard adopts a risk-based approach for an effective
information security management taking into consideration the
information security aspects of various areas within an
organization [6]. In an ISMS implementation, organization will
have to identify a scope for the ISMS and this scope will be
subject to a risk assessment to identify appropriate controls to
mitigate the identified risks.
Current tools including documented guidelines in risk
management such as the ISO/IEC 27005:2011 could be used by
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organizations to facilitate the risk assessment process [9].
However, these tools are lacking in automation and its usage
requires human expertise with professional judgment and
knowledge of information technologies as well as capability to
relate information security threats with organizational risk
management [5], [8], [10], [12].
The lack of tools especially in the automation of risk
identification emphasized the need of experienced personnel
and this becomes a challenge for organizations in
implementing information security management especially
those seeking compliance with the ISMS standard.
This paper discusses some relationship concepts in asset
and threats identification. Identifying accurate assets and
relevant threats are very important to ensure reliable risk
assessment results. This is part of our current work to automate
the risk assessment process.
The contribution in this paper is the identification of assets
and their relationships to relative threats for an ISMS scope to
facilitate automation of the risk assessment process. The
relationships developed in this study are limited to the
identified ISMS scope which is secure data centre. It aims to
address automation in risk assessment for network security
threats which can be expanded to other category of threats.
II.

RELATED WORK

Previous works on similar efforts to automate risk
assessment process are reviewed in this section. In 1995, a
prototype expert system for computer security risk analysis and
management was developed at the School of Computer
Science, University of Birmingham. RaMEX was developed
based on RAM (Risk Analysis and Management) methodology
and concentrated on the category of intentional threats [5]. As
the name suggests, RaMEX facilitates risk assessment step-bystep following a methodology developed specific for it.
Another work sighted has emphasized on the importance of
using previously acquired knowledge in risk analysis. A risk
analysis system in electronic commerce environment was
developed at the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology, Seoul [10]. The system was based on case-based
reasoning (CBR), taking advantage of the experience and
learning from incidents knowledge into the analysis of risks.
According to Liao and Song [11], even though the CBR
approach could make use of past solutions, it takes time to
collect such cases and in the event that a case is the first one to
occur, the results of the assessment could be limited.
Liao and Song have taken a different approach in
developing a computer-aided system to facilitate risk
assessment process [11]. Their work has focused on
transaction-based risk assessment by looking at the value of a
transaction to an organization to determine the impact of losses
to the business. Instead of depending on past solutions, risk
assessment is performed based on transactions that have been
defined and known to the system [11].
Similarly, a work by Aime, et al. [8] approached risk
analysis based on models that can be built at runtime and
during system monitoring of a known target system. The model
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was used to automate some portion of the risk analysis
processes namely the collection of threats data, the
identification of applicable threats to the target system and the
calculation of risk level.
In 2007, Software Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon
University has published a technical report on OCTAVE
Allegro which focused on information assets in its
methodology that is used for identifying and evaluating
information security risks. It approached risk assessment by
focusing on information asset and its containers such as people,
physical and technology aiming to produce a more robust
assessment result [12]. In 2009, Chivers et al. has assessed
risks to a particular system incrementally using formally
defined risk profiles [13].
As a summary, scholars have carried out studies applying
different approaches on various scope of assessment to achieve
improvements in risk assessment process including targeting its
automation.
III. OUR PROPOSAL
The core idea of this research is to automate all the three
sub-processes in a risk assessment process for an identified
scope of ISMS. We are proposing to focus on the risk
identification as this is a sub-process where domain knowledge
in information security needs to be applied. Domain knowledge
on what are the significant assets for an identified ISMS scope,
and what are the threats and corresponding vulnerabilities on
those assets, will be modelled using an ontology editor to
develop relationships of these important risk assessment
parameters. With our proposed work, the tools are expected to
be easily comprehended by a non-experienced risk analyst as
both angles of the risk assessment i.e. the methodology and
information security domain knowledge would have been
carefully modelled with the use of ontology rules. Involvement
of an experience risk analyst could be minimized and their
resources could then be utilized effectively, only when needed.
There are various tools for ISMS implementation that
addressed the whole process of the management system based
on the “Plan-Do-Check-Act” (PDCA) model. The tools have
been designed to ensure implementation complies with the
standard, i.e., ISO/IEC 27001:2005. As ISMS adopts a riskbased approach, risk assessment is one of the main components
of these tools. As far as automation is concerned, current tools
have been observed to facilitate the end-to-end risk assessment
methodology as well as performed calculation based on
selected formulas during risk analysis and risk evaluation subprocesses exercises. Automation of the risk identification subprocess, however, has not been included as part of the tools’
feature. Considerable involvement of a competent risk analyst
with information security domain knowledge was still required.
For example, to identify assets of an ISMS scope given the
possible list of asset types which is taken from guidelines such
as the ISO/IEC 27005 is rather confusing. Is an identified asset
subject to risk assessment or the asset is in fact a control that
has been implemented to mitigate a risk? As an example, is a
firewall an asset that needs to be protected or is it a control that
has been implemented to protect an asset? Forming the basis of
what assets are indeed subject to risk assessment for a specified
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ISMS scope have yet seen to be explicitly addressed by
existing tools. In a common risk assessment exercise, expert
resources have been observed to be utilized ineffectively due to
this lack of automation. The output of this study is to build a
prototype that enables risk assessment automation for
organizations going for ISO/IEC 27001 certification. The
proposed relationship concepts in asset identification
contributed to the automation of the risk assessment for an
identified scope of implementation. Protégé OWL (Web
Ontology Language) was used to create classes and
corresponding rules to demonstrate the relationships. Protégé is
an ontology editor which is based on an open-source platform.
It was developed by Stanford Center for Biomedical
Informatics Research at the Stanford University School of
Medicine. There are two types of the system; Protégé Frames
and Protégé Owl. The former supports frame-based ontology
while the latter supports Web Ontology Language. Both are
actively being used as well as updated from time to time as
observed from its website [14].
A. ISMS Scope
According to the International Register of ISMS
Certificates, there were 7,686 certificates registered by
organizations from eighty-five countries [15]. Malaysia held
fifty-eight certificates and was ranked at 14th place as of March
2012. About eighty percent of the certificates in Malaysia have
identified scope that is related to secure data centre service.
Implementation of ISMS to manage a secure data centre is thus
indicated to be very relevant in the context of organizations that
highly depending on IT as their business enabler.
B. Asset identification
Asset identification is the first step in risk identification.
Following the ISMS requirements, assets within the ISMS
scope shall be identified prior to carrying out a risk assessment
process [7]. There are two categories of assets as described in
the ISO/IEC 27005; primary asset and supporting asset [9].
Primary assets are core business processes and their
corresponding information whilst supporting assets are those
required to be in place to support the activities of the primary
assets. OCTAVE Allegro on the other hand has a different
approach in asset identification. Its asset profiling is focused on
information assets and their corresponding containers in which
these assets lived [12]. The concepts used by the ISO/IEC
27005 and OCTAVE Allegro are similar i.e. information was
identified as the key asset and other relevant assets were
identified in relation to the information. For this work, both
approaches were adopted and streamlined to assist in the asset
identification.
TABLE I: TYPES OF ASSETS
Asset
Information

Descriptions
Digital format/ printed on
hardcopies
i) Application data
ii) System configuration
files
iii)System log files

Remarks
Here, data is divided into
three types to ensure
consistent approach &
understanding of the type of
information that require
protection.

Asset

Descriptions

Remarks
a) Octave Allegro
i) information asset
ii) physical container

Data centre
system

Applications and systems
storing the ‘Information’
asset.

b) ISO/IEC 27005 – i)
primary asset: information
ii) supporting asset:
hardware
The system includes
software and hardware.
Adoption & extension of:
a) Octave Allegro:
i) technical container

Data centre
infra

People

The physical location; data
centre including general
telecommunication
equipment, utilities such as
power, air –conditioning &
humidity control.
The people involved with
the information asset:
Staff - internal
Client & Contractor external

b) ISO/IEC 27005:
i) supporting asset: software,
hardware & network
Adoption & extension of:
ISO/IEC 27005
i) supporting asset: site

Adoption & extension of:
a) Octave Allegro – people
container
b) ISO/IEC 27005 –
supporting asset: personnel

Taking a common and significant scope of ISMS
implementation from Section III.A, an example of secure data
centre is used to demonstrate the relationship concept derived
for asset identification.
Table I listed the generic type of assets in a data centre,
mapping them to how assets are being described in ISO/IEC
27005 and Octave Allegro.
At this stage, it is very important to fully understand and
able to identify the assets involved and their corresponding
types. Inaccurate asset identification with vague description of
each asset type may lead to unnecessary efforts in the
subsequent steps of the risk assessment. In Table 1, each of the
asset type and its description is detailed and these descriptions
are supported by the corresponding guidelines provided by
ISO/IEC 27005 and Octave Allegro. The four types of assets
above are proposed to be the set of assets for ISMS scope of a
secure data center. The types of assets are explicitly set for the
automation of the risk assessment exercise.
The relationship concept used for the asset identification
phase above is designed to further eliminate complexity when
it comes to threats and vulnerabilities identification. An
experience risk analyst would be able to easily point out a
potential repetition of risk exercises due to unstructured
identification of assets. For the purpose of this paper, ‘People’
as an asset will not be included in rest of the discussion as it
has a unique relationship which is addressed separately for the
automation of the risk assessment. The relationship concepts
are further discussed in the following section.

Adoption & extension of:
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IV.

ANALYSIS

In many ISMS implementations, the identification of assets
was driven by organizational asset management process. This
could pose as a challenge especially when the asset definitions
and categorizations did not consider the information
infrastructure which the organization had in place. This section
discusses the analysis of the proposed relationships for the set
of assets identified in Table I above. The discussion is limited
to the scope of ISMS as discussed in Section III.A, i.e., secure
data centre. The following relationships are demonstrated by
ontology graphs which were generated using ontology editor,
Protégé OWL.
A. Relationship 1

The information asset of a secure data centre is further
broken down into ‘Application Data’, ‘System Configuration’
and ‘System Log’. These are important components of
Information asset which are susceptible to threats related to
information asset. The threats are defined as ‘Data Security
Threat’.
It is noted that up to this point, the relationships described
are very common. It is however very significant to be discussed
in this section as the rest of the relationships are based on these
foundations.
C. Relationship 3
This relationship is for identifying threats for Data Centre
System which is an asset of a secure data centre.

Figure 1. Assets within an ISMS scope

A secure data centre commonly housed key information
asset. This asset is in digital format and requires corresponding
hardware and software for it to be usable to an organization.
These hardware and software components are defined as ‘Data
Centre System’.
The ‘Data Centre System’ requires a suitable environment
for it to operate at its maximum capacity with minimal
disruption. This environment is defined as ‘Data Centre Infra’.
Thus the identified assets for ISMS scope of a secure data
centre are Information, Data Centre System and Data Center
Infra. Therefore, these three assets are subject to a risk
assessment.
B. Relationship 2

Figure 3. Threats

1) Descriptions
a) Two types of threats are shown in Figure 3; Network
Security Threat and Data Security Threat
b) Data Security Threats are
TamperedData and UnavailabilityOfData

DisclosureOfData,

c) Network security threats are reconnaissance attacks,
session attacks, unauthorized network access, DoS/DDoS
(denial-of-service/ distributed denial-of-service) and malware
attacks.
d) Network Security Threats are threats to Data Centre
System.
e) Data Security Threats are threats to Information
f) Network Security Threats on Data Centre System
resulted into Data Security Threats on Information
2) Analysis
a) “Network Security Threats” will eventually lead to
threats on Information. This is justified due to the fact that
Information resides in the Data Centre System and hence
inherited the threats to the Data Centre System.

Figure 2. Information asset
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b) “Data Security Threats” are therefore inferred to be the
results of “Network Security Threats”.
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c) This is an example of a relationship between data
security threats and network security threats. Other
relationships involving different types of threats might have
the same results and will be used later in this study.
d) In a common risk assessment exercise, asset owners
will need to be involved. Threat identification phase for an
application owned by a business unit, may have the following
scenario:
TABLE 2: THREAT IDENTIFICATION – A SCENARIO
Asset
ID

Asset Description

Asset
Owner

Asset Type

Asset 1

Business ApplicationSystem

Business
Unit

Data centre
system

Asset 2

Business ApplicationApplication Data

Business
Unit

Information

Asset 3

Business ApplicationSystem Log

Security
Unit

Information

Future work will extend the relationships into selection of
control measures to mitigate the identified risks.
VI.
[1]
[2]

[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

Guided by Relationship 1, Business Unit has
identified both system (Asset 1) and data (Asset 2) as
their assets. The latter could be unintentionally left out
during an assessment as it could be assumed to be
bundled in Asset 1 without specifying it explicitly and
may result in an incomplete assessment. Next, with
Relatioship 2, system log (Asset 3) has been identified by
Security Unit which was not the main owner of the
application.

[8]

Applying Relationship 3, unauthorized network access
from a network security threat may be exploited by some
vulnerabilities and could cause tampered data for Asset 2
and Asset 3. However, in a common risk assessment
exercise, this threat may have only been identified for
Asset 1 and the cascading impact on information asset
residing in it might not be properly highlighted and
analysed. Instead, a different set of assessment could have
been carried out on information assets resulting in risk
assessment results which were repetitive and lack of
clarity.

[11]

e) Hence, Relationship 3 indicates that risk assessment
could be conducted in a more structured manner whereby
repetition of identifying threats for both Information and Data
Centre System would be avoided.

[9]
[10]

[12]

[13]
[14]
[15]
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Three relationship concepts have been discussed. These
concepts were used to develop other relationships which have
enabled the automation of risk assessment for an identified
ISMS scope. An advisory system prototype was developed
based on a risk assessment approach taken from the ISO/IEC
27005 to demonstrate the relationship concepts. Four types of
assets were identified during the asset identification phase.
However the threats identification phase had focused on two
types of the assets namely Data Centre System and
Information.
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Abstract—Nowadays keystroke logging is one of the most
widespread threats used for password theft. In this paper,
rather than detecting existing malware or creating a trusted
tunnel in the kernel, we present a different method QTE (Quick
Time Events) to protect the password that a user provides for
a web page to login to a web service. Installing such solutions
in a host only requires limited privileges of related computers.
The QTE method utilizes a canvas to cue users when their
input will be recorded or ignored by the QTE add-on, which
provides a chance for users to obfuscate keyloggers by inserting
meaningless letters among the keystrokes of their passwords.
QTE can be applied to all websites without any modification
of them.
Keywords-Authentication, computer security, keylogger, privacy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Keystroke logging is a behavior of recording keystrokes,
and a program with this property is called a keylogger.
Typically, keyloggers sniff users’ input, such as bank accounts or passwords, behind the scenes and upload the
logs to attackers. Since keyloggers are easy to implement
and produce high profit, about half of malware includes a
keylogger in their code according to a Symantec’s report [1].
In 2005, more than eight hackers were accused of planning
to steal over 423 million dollars from a Japanese bank by
installing keyloggers in her systems [2], which highlights
the potential danger of keystroke logging.
In spite of many related works proposed various promising methods to defend keyloggers, they are less feasible in
practice owing to the prerequisite of having root privileges or
a dependable device. Besides, even though some companies
like Google and Facebook provide the one-time password
mechanism, it is only available for their services rather than
all websites. Furthermore, in order to use their mechanism,
one must reveal her/his personal data, such as a phone
number, to each service provider and therefore sacrifices
her/his privacy right indeed. To make matters worse, in
last year, some reports [1][3] found that about 12% of
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leaked data were revealed by insiders and 96% of leaked
information are personal data.
With the popularization of computers and Internet, it is
very common for users to log in online banks or e-mail
services using public computers. However, it is challenging
to design a secure system in a public computer since
common users only have limited privileges, and various
persons can use the computer without being monitored.
Therefore, an appropriate solution for keyloggers in this
scenario must be able to be able to be actively executed by
users without special privileges and applied to all websites.
To meet the prerequisites, we propose the QTE method for
users to defend their systems against keyloggers.
The QTE method provides a secure environment for users
to input passwords in web browsers. The QTE method
records a keystroke as a letter of a password only when
the system is at a valid time interval. Valid time intervals
are interleaved with invalid time intervals. Letters input at
different time intervals are combined according to their time
interval order. QTE utilizes animation to visualize valid time
intervals, such as a special object moves over a specific
screen area. QTE allows a user to obfuscate keyloggers by
tapping keyboards haphazardly when the system is not at a
valid time interval.
In this paper, we focus on practicable solutions when
using public computers, and our work makes the following
contributions:
1) This paper provides a feasible solution to obfuscate or
bypass most kernel, hypervisor, hardware, and secondchannel keyloggers even with a privilege-limited account in the user-space.
2) Our solution can be applied to all websites rather than
a specific web service.
3) We do not rely on a password set beforehand or
disclose users’ information when using our approach.
4) Our solution will not slow down the speed of surfing
the Internet.
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5) Compared with most related work, our solution is
easier to use but provide more powerful defense to
keyloggers.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses previous work about keyloggers with the evolution
of attack and defense techniques. Section III depicts the
principle and the system design of our solutions. Section
IV gives the implementation details of our methods. Section
V evaluates our solutions with seven different user-space
and kernel-space keyloggers, and estimates the time an
attacker has to consume in order to get a password under
the protection of our mechanism. Experimental results show
that our approach is immune to all tested keyloggers. Section
VI concludes this paper and discusses the feasibility of
extending our work to more applications.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Since the first keylogger written by Perry S. Kivolowitz
[4] appeared in 1983, keyloggers have become an essential
element for most malware. While user-space keyloggers
like Home Keylogger and Family Keylogger can be easily
detected [5] and obfuscated by sending fake keystroke
messages [6][7], most malware nowadays uses rootkit to
hide itself in kernel or hypervisor. As a result, a lot of
previous work was proposed and can be categorized into
five types.
A. Signature-Based Solutions
A common way to detect kernel keyloggers is to use
anti-keylogger software, such as SpyReveal. Anti-keylogger
software detects keyloggers based on signatures [8]. For
hardware keyloggers, Mihailowitsch suggested differentiating it according to the clock cycles of the keyboard [9].
However, both of them require known samples or devices
for profiling; therefore, are resistless to new variants.
B. Encryption and Decryption
Another viewpoint adopted by both attackers and administrators utilizes cryptography to encrypt keystrokes in the
device drivers and decrypts them in the applications [10]–
[12]. To enhance the security, McCune used a mobile phone
to communicate with the kernel module installed on the
host with RSA encryption [13][14], and later the kernel
module transmitted encrypted keystrokes to the registered
application for decryption. Besides, similar principle is taken
by Hirano who used a hypervisor-based isolation of trusted
domain to exchange data over TLS/SSL [15].
These solutions provide stronger defense, but need root
privileges of the related computers, which is inapplicable for
public computer users, not to mention performance degradation caused by encryption and decryption. Moreover, with
the evolution of hacking techniques, some keyloggers can
even “upgrade” firmware for the purpose of concealment. A
notable event is the exploitation of Mac OS X discovered by
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K. Chen [16]. More importantly, second-channel keyloggers
are the focus of public attention nowadays. This kind of
keyloggers can eavesdrop keystrokes via acoustics [17]–[19],
electromagnetism [20], registers [21], power leakage, or even
from optical sampling of mechanical energy [22]. In fact,
solutions of this type are resistless to these keyloggers.
C. Graphical Password and On-Screen Keyboard
As keyloggers become more and more sophisticated,
researchers continue developing new techniques to protect a
computer against keyloggers. Graphical passwords [23]–[26]
and on-screen keyboards [27][28], which make users type
their passwords by mice, are new mechanisms extensively
used by online banks to hedge against accounts theft.
Notwithstanding the new safeguards mentioned above,
keyloggers also developed various approaches, such as taking screen snapshots and tracking cursor events, to bypass
the protection or to facilitate information collection. The
capability of screen capturing may be the most serious threat
since everything displayed to users is also displayed to the
attacker; the attacker can therefore speculate what users
really type or click. In brief, an attacker can get passwords
simply by a screen-shot and mouse event logs.
D. One-Time Password
One defensive way chosen by Facebook is one-time
passwords [29]. Because each one-time password is only
valid for one login session and is sent to a user through
SMS by Fackbook, keystrokes logs become useless. Another
variant of one-time passwords is the two-step verification
[30] of Google that requires a random certificate as the
second verification when logging in to a Google account.
One-time passwords are one of the strongest measures
against keyloggers. However, users may need to render their
real information, such as their cell phone numbers, to service
providers, which may infringe users’ privacy surreptitiously.
Furthermore, a critical defect is that a one-time password
could only be recognized by its supporting website instead of
all websites. In other words, if the website that a user tries to
log in does not provide the one-time password mechanism,
the user cannot be protected by the mechanism. Moreover,
for each account on each website that provides one-time
passwords, in order to enable one-time passwords, a user
needs to make related setup. When a user has multiple
accounts with one-time passwords, the management of the
setup becomes a non-trivial work. However, our approach
not only can be applied to all websites without their support,
but also keep users’ privacy since they do not have to provide
their private information to our mechanism.
E. Proxy Server
For the purpose of generality, Wu, Gieseke, and Pashalidis
[31]–[34] recommend a proxy server as the intermedium
between public computers and login servers. They keep a
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copy of passwords on the proxy, and authenticate users with
shared secrets defined beforehand such as personal questions
or answer lists. These approaches provide a convenient and
securer way to login to an account, but a compromised
server or an unethical webmaster may seriously damage
all related users. For this reason, Dinei [35] advices an
adapted version that keeps nothing but password decryption
algorithms used by users. However, this solution suffers nontrivial performance overhead.
III. S YSTEM D ESIGN
Occasionally, a user has to type her/his password on a
public computer. However, a public computer is usually
a hostile environment since it may contain any software
installed by any users, including skilled attackers. Besides,
a normal user usually has only a limited privilege on a
public computer. Thus, to develop a secure anti-keylogger
solution on a public computer, the above limitations should
be taken into account; otherwise, the proposed solution may
not be a feasible one. To satisfy the above requirements,
our solution assumes users have only limited privileges
on public computers. Furthermore, our solution does not
ask users to provide their private information or account
information beforehand. Our solution is implemented as a
browser extension that everyone can install using her/his
account.
In our design, we assume there is no Man-In-the-Middle
attack between a public computer with our extension and
a website to which a user of the public computer tries to
log in. But, if the website supports encryption, Man-In-theMiddle attacks can be solved by encrypting all messages.
This section depicts the structures, components, advantages
and disadvantages of the QTE method first. Implementation
details will be expatiated in the next section.
A. QTE Method
QTE, which stands for Quick Time Event, is a video game
term coined by Yu Suzuki [36]. Literally, QTE requires
players to immediately perform some actions on control
devices for on-screen prompts; otherwise, they will get some
penalties or different outcomes. In other words, people may
get nothing from the event if they do not react to the prompt
in time. This idea is therefore be adopted by us to obfuscate
most sorts of keyloggers.
1) Analysis: Most keyloggers have a full privilege of a
compromised public computer while a user has a limited
privilege in a public computer. Hence, forging any keystroke
or hiding something by software may not be able to fool
keyloggers. Specifically, the only thing that can interfere
with most kernel, hypervisor, hardware, and second-channel
keyloggers is what a user really types. As a result, we convert
our problem to “When could users type keys safely?” or
“How could users know whether they could hit a keyboard
haphazardly without affecting the original result?”
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Figure 1.

A view of canvas components.

2) Preliminary QTE Utilization: Remind that what users
do will be ignored if they do not respond QTE in time. For
this property, the QTE method adds a canvas to visualize
both valid and invalid input areas on the screen. Furthermore,
it divides the canvas into three parts: background, hit area,
and moving foreground as shown in Figure 1. The hit area
and background do not overlap with each other.
The most crucial parts of the QTE method are the hit area
and the foreground. The foreground can be one or more
moving objects that slide over the background. A user’s
input will be memorized by the QTE add-on extension as
the characters of a password only if one moving object
is over the hit area when the user presses the keyboard.
The design therefore gives users a way to obfuscate most
keyloggers by hitting their keyboards haphazardly when no
foreground object is over the hit area. Besides, when the
cursor is in a password filed, no matter what key a user
presses on the keyboard, we replace it with an alphanumeric
character and append it to the string in the password field to
make keyloggers harder to retrieve the real password. The
alphanumeric character is randomly generated. An example
of this way is given in Figure 2, where we typed “ABC” when
the moving foreground was over the background and “123”
when it was over the hit area. Then the password field was
stuffed with meaningless characters, “i031Ta”, while the
real password was stored by the QTE add-on somewhere in
the heap segment. Afterwards, the real password was copied
to the password field just before the form was submitted;
therefore, users could still log in as though nothing was
changed.
Despite the fact that the preliminary way seems sturdy
enough to resist most keyloggers since users really press on
keyboards; it is still vulnerable to those who can capture
the screen whenever a user presses a key. To make the QTE
method more secure, we revise the preliminary way slightly
and advise an enhanced version.
3) Enhanced QTE Utilization: To begin with, we discuss functions about screen snapshots. So far as we know,
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Figure 2.

The result of typing ABC in background and 123 in hit area.

commercial spyware takes a screen-shot in three situations
according to periodical, event-triggered, and manual conditions; hence, it might be insufficient to take our first countermeasurement merely, if keyloggers are able to capture the
screen. Nevertheless, screen capturing, which chose by the
majority of spyware, has a great discrepancy with regard
to screen recording: while the former simply gets a frame
of a time point, the latter keeps track of every instant a
user acts. Therefore screen capturing, in all probability, may
miss to take a screen-shot at some critical moments, if they
do not happen at the time specified a keylogger. Thus, if
the events used to hint a user when she/he could type a
valid character should be inferred from the continuous time,
screen snapshots will no longer work.
Our prototype was inspired by the DDR machine, a
musical game which requires users to tread on corresponding
buttons when arrows on the screen become valid in a specific
area. As the instances given in Figure 3, we randomly
generate valid and invalid objects moving from left to
right over the background and hit area. Keystrokes will be
memorized as parts of a password only if a valid object
is over the hit area. Both valid and invalid objects have
the same shape. All valid objects have the same initial
color, so do invalid objects. But the initial color of valid
objects is different from the color of invalid objects. When
approaching a hidden boundary, valid objects will disguise
themselves as invalid objects by changing their color to the
color of invalid objects. In this way, even keyloggers have
the ability to log the screen whenever a user presses a key,
they still cannot obtain a password.
By virtue of QTEs, we bring up two simple ways that are
immune to most kernel, hypervisor, hardware, and secondchannel keyloggers merely with normal privileges. While
the first measure can not withstand those who can make
snapshots, we reinforce our work and make an enhanced
version that is resistant to them. Nonetheless, there might
be few scenarios which demand the most secure and con-
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Figure 3. (a) The real entity was colored differently at the first second.
(b) The real entity masqueraded itself since the next second.

fidential procedure while screen recording is possible. With
a view to apply for such circumstances, we address another
innovative solution which works both safely and efficiently.
IV. I MPLEMENTATION
We implemented our solutions as a Firefox extension for
the reason that every user can install the extension alone
without special privileges of the related computer.
In order to visualize QTEs, we use the canvas element newly introduced in HTML5 standard [37]. Although
the canvas element makes it easier to do animations in
JavaScript, it costs more resources to maintain and repaint
the same thing in different positions since the canvas element
does not remember what it had drawn. As a result, we
create only one canvas element per page to save performance
overhead.
In practice, we firstly find all password fields when a
webpage is loaded, and add event listeners for each password
control. On this ground, we can easily insert or remove
the canvas element when a control is focused or blurred.
Secondly, we replace the default keyboard events of password fields with our method, which checks whether there
exists at least one foreground object sliding over the hit area
when detecting a keystroke. If the condition is true, we will
store the key somewhere in the heap segment. However,
when the cursor is in a password control, no matter what
key a user presses on the keyboard, we replace it with a
random alphanumeric character and append it to the string
in the password control to simulate the original behavior.
Eventually, when the form is being submitted, we restore
the password control with the password string we have
memorized.
V. E VALUATION
Our evaluation is composed of two parts. Firstly, we examine the effectiveness of our solutions with seven different
user-space or kernel-space keyloggers.
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Table I
T HE LIST OF KEYLOGGERS WE HAVE TESTED .
Keylogger

Level

Clipboard

Screenshots

Packets
Logging

Solve

Home

User

3

7

7

3
3

Family

User

3

7

Only
URL

Revealer

Kernel

7

7

7

3

Refog

Kernel

3

3

Only
URL

3

Ardamax

Kernel

3

3

Only
URL

3

All-In-One

Kernel

3

3

Only
URL

3

SpyAgent

Kernel

3

3

3

3

A. Experiments
To meet the real circumstances, we created a privilegelimited account on Windows XP SP3 in our machine.
Besides, our system was installed with the Firefox web
browser and seven different keyloggers including free and
commercial trials. After that, we changed to the limited
account and installed our extension without any special
privileges. The list of keylogger features and experimental
results are given in Table I.
At first, we tested the QTE method by typing the real
password when a foreground was sliding over the hit area;
otherwise, we just tapped on the keyboard arbitrarily. In the
end, we found that the noise we produced were recorded by
all keyloggers and made the real password indistinguishable.
The experiment proved that keys we hit outside the hit
area can successfully obfuscated attackers since the real
password characters were interleaved with irregular strings.
As a matter of fact, the outcome can be easily predicted
since we really pressed the keys.
To sum up, our experiments showed the feasibility that
one can bypass the monitor of keyloggers in web browsers
even though the user has lower privileges than those of
keyloggers’.
B. Attack Analysis
In this subsection, we analyze possible strategies that
attackers can adopt to bypass QTE’s protection.
If an attacker can obtain multiple keystroke samples
which are used to input the same password under a QTE
system, through common substrings analysis, the attacker
can greatly increase his chance to get the real passwords.
However, because a user usually will not use the same
public computer frequently, an attacker may not be able to
collect enough samples through a public computer. Besides,
by adopting appropriate approaches to input a password, a
user can increase the difficulty to leak the real password.
What follows is an example. Assume egi is a password.
A user can type a sequence of ‘a’ first, then a sequence
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of ‘b’, and then a sequence of ‘c’, and so on, until he
types a sequence of ‘z’. But only when ‘e’, ‘g’, and ‘i’
are considered, the user will type them when the moving
foreground is over the hit area. No other character will be
typed when the moving foreground is over the hit area. As
a result, no matter how many times the password is typed,
a keylogger can only obtain a sequence of ‘a’ followed by
a sequence of ‘b’ followed by a sequence of ‘c’, and so
on. The above information is not useful for the attacker. In
the future, we plan to develop a new QTE component to
execute the above operations automatically; thus, a user can
input his password more quickly.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
While most solutions either require root privileges or leak
users’ information to service providers, we propose the QTE
method to bypass most kernel, hypervisor, hardware, and
second-channel keyloggers in the user-space even with a
privilege-limited account. In general, the QTE method gives
users a chance to obfuscate keyloggers by tapping keyboards
haphazardly without affecting the original results. Moreover,
we have tested seven different user-space and kernel-space
keyloggers, and none of them could get our real passwords.
A. Contributions
Our work demonstrates the feasibility of bypassing almost
all keyloggers, even users only have lower privileges, and
it causes no latency after logging into the related services.
Furthermore, the QTE method is compatible with all websites without the need of their support. To conclude, one
can protect himself from keystroke logging with the QTE
method. The QTE method can conquer nearly all keyloggers
presumed the attacker will not record the screen and analyze
them manually.
B. Future Work
In the future, one thing that we plan to finish is applying
our solutions to all programs more than web browsers. For
the moment, we can only catch edit controls of applications
which use Win32 API to create user interface, and our
approaches can be applied to them in the same way except
that, instead of automatically inserting canvas or information
tips next to password fields, users have to select the edit
control on the screen manually. For other programs written
in Java or some languages that draw edit controls in their
ways, we can only make a screen-shot to ask users the
position of edit controls, and simulate the mouse events to
focus on it and fill passwords by user-space keystroke events.
In most cases, since keyloggers do not want to be obfuscated
by user-space events mentioned previously [6], [7], it may
be a safer way to enter passwords in this manner at present.
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Abstract—We present AWESOME, a novel approach for
integrated honeypot-based malware collection and analysis
which extends the functionalities of existing approaches. In
contrast to purely network-based approaches, the goal of
our collection and analysis system is runtime retrieval of
internal malware logic information. This approach allows us
to provide analyzed malware with all requested resources
in real time, despite the fact that it is executed within an
isolated environment. Our assumption is that being able to
track the entire malware execution life-cycle will enable a better
understanding of current and emerging malware. This paper
introduces our design, outlining its contributions and design
considerations. An in-depth description and evaluation of each
component will be discussed in separate work. While still under
development, we expect our approach to make a significant
contribution to enhanced analysis of current malware.
Keywords-malware collection; malware analysis and defense.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND R ELATED W ORK
Some of today’s most disruptive cyber threats can be
attributed to malware, usually organized within a botnet in
large-scale scenarios. This results in a fundamental need to
track the rapid evolution of malware, which, in turn, depends
on collection and examination of current real-world attack
data, commonly acquired through meticulous analysis of the
most recent samples. The evolution of malware over time has
led to the development of intensive obfuscation and antidebugging mechanisms, as well as a complex and multistaged malware execution life-cycle [16]. Usually, this lifecycle can be partitioned into three phases: (i) propagation
and exploitation, which covers the spread of malicious
payloads and unpacking and deobfuscation of the corresponding shellcode; (ii) infection and installation covers the
deployment of a binary (e.g., dropper) on the victim host
followed by possible preparatory activities and the retrieval
of the actual malware body; and, (iii) the operation and
maintenance phase, in which the malware’s core components harvest valuable information and attempt to establish
a command-and-control (C&C) channel awaiting further
instructions. Each phase may include numerous measures
aimed at maximizing installation success and reliability. In
order to comprehensively analyze the full life-cycle, the
malware under analysis must have unhindered access to all
requested resources during runtime. While this could easily
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be achieved by allowing full interaction with the Internet,
this is not a viable approach in setups which are forced
to consider liability issues. Advanced large-scale malware
collection and analysis infrastructures, such as [1][5][8], can
satisfy the requirements for automated tracking of malware,
but suffer from several limitations:
(i) Despite being executed within an isolated environment,
samples must be supplied with requested network services
during analysis. Otherwise, achieving high-quality results
is impeded, potentially causing different malware behavior
or even a refusal of execution. While certain services can
be offered using sinkholing techniques, existing approaches
are purely network-based, and reactions to malware-initiated
connection attempts remain static during runtime. Predefined
commonly-used services, which are usually queried, are
offered by these infrastructures to the malware; however,
other requests can not be handled accordingly.
(ii) High-interaction (HI) honeypots pose, aside from their
complexity and maintenance issues, high operational risks.
These are often inadequately addressed. While there are
many methods of mitigation, the remaining risk is still higher
than with low-interaction (LI) honeypots, resulting in ethical
questions and possibly even legal and liability issues for the
operating organization.
(iii) Existing approaches separate collection and analysis,
thus forfeiting the system context (i.e., file handles, requests,
sockets) of the victim host. While such separation is not
necessarily a limitation (it may not be mandatory to gain
qualitative analysis results), we argue that this loss of information hinders analysis and may degrade analysis results or
prevent analysis of certain malware altogether.
II. A PPROACH
A. Goals
Our overall goal is to capture and dynamically analyze
novel malware on a large scale. To identify trends of current
and emerging malware, we aim to cover the entire lifecycle. That is, we want to track malware communicating
via unknown (e.g., C&C) protocols in an automated way
within a controlled environment. In order to minimize harm
to third parties, malware should by default have no Internet
access during analysis. The whole procedure intends to trick
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Figure 1.

General Design of the Presented Approach

a sample into believing it is running on a real victim host
with full Internet access.
B. Basic Concept
To identify the services and protocols required in the
next step of the life-cycle, we intend to harvest information
on internal malware logic during execution. In contrast to
purely network-based approaches, our method also operates
at the binary level, directly interacting with the malware’s
host system. It therefore aims to integrate network-based
analysis and binary analysis, as in [21]. As depicted in
Figure 1, the presented approach is based on a HI honeypot
and a virtual machine introspection (VMI) framework. We
enhance our architecture with a transparent pause/resume
functionality, which is instrumented to determine and, if
needed, interrupt the program flow. Hence, we enable the
extraction and alteration of program logic and data within the
victim environment during runtime. This is specifically valuable for extracting protocol information and cryptographic
material embedded within malware in order to determine the
protocol type and intercept encrypted communication. After
checking, extracted information is forwarded to a service
handler (SH) and sinkholing service in order to maintain
full control over all interactions between the malware and
the outside world. For handling unknown traffic as well,
finite state machines (FSM) are automatically derived from
the observed traffic and used for service emulation. An
important goal of automating the whole collection and
analysis process is to handle large amounts of malware while
allowing scalability.
C. Added Value
The system context of the malware collection facility
persists and is also used in the subsequent analysis. The
capabilities resulting from the merge of collection and
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analysis is similar to the approach used in HI honeypots.
Thus, it is more closely aligned to real-world scenarios than
LI honeypots. In addition, we achieve increased transparency
during analysis due to the use of VMI. We consider this to
be a benefit, since we argue that VMI based analysis is more
likely to remain undetected by malware. Compared to other
techniques, VMI requires no trusted support components
which could be compromised [7] inside the sample’s context
of execution. Hence, the approach is more likely to observe
the entire malware execution life-cycle. Furthermore, we are
able to extract and inject data as well as instructions from
or into the memory of the infected virtual machine (VM)
during runtime (for example, in order to tap and manipulate
encrypted C&C traffic). Since our approach does not depend
on analysis components within the VM, we believe it to be
more secure while also expecting better overall performance.
Moreover, we are able to control any interaction between
malware and third party systems. Thus, our architecture can
fulfill legal and liability constraints. Since our approach is
applied directly at the instruction level, we are aware of the
actions initiated by the malware, thus allowing us to provide
matching services and even to service novel communication
patterns. Subsequently, the risk resulting from HI honeypot
operation is minimized.
III. D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION
A. Components
Our approach utilizes the following components:
For malware collection, a modified HI honeypot [18] is
used. Malware analysis is conducted based upon Nitro [17],
a KVM-based framework for tracing system calls via VMI.
In particular, we determine whether a given action initiated
by the currently-analyzed malware requires Internet access
and thus apply a complex rule-set to the tracing component.
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Our service provisioning component manages all malwareinitiated attempts to request Internet resources. Malicious
attempts are handled via an appropriate sinkholing service
spawned by Honeyd [19], and unknown traffic patterns may
be handled utilizing ScriptGen [13].
B. Setup
While most popular LI honeypots have proven to be
efficient for malware collection, their knowledge-based approach has also drawbacks regarding the quantity and diversity of the collected malware [23]. With respect to our
primary goal (to handle unknown malware), we chose to
apply the taint-map-based approach of ARGOS, since it
allows the detection of both known and unknown (0-day)
attacks. In addition, it is independent of special collection
mechanisms. Moreover, it can cooperate with the KVM
based VMI framework Nitro. Hence, several components
were modified: (i) the victim VM’s RTC is detached from
the host’s clock, since ARGOS is more time-consuming than
traditional approaches and thus detectable by an abnormal
latency and timing-behavior; (ii) once the taint-map reports
tainted memory being executed, we activate the analysis
functionality provided by the VMI framework; and, (iii)
simple interpretation and filtering of system calls and their
parameters is conducted directly within hypervisor space,
while more complex analysis is performed via the VMM
in the host environment [10]. The entire process consists of
three parts (collection, analysis, and service provisioning)
and is structured as described below. The steps are repeated
iteratively throughout the entire life-cycle of the malware.
C. Malware Collection
To overcome the poor performance of ARGOS, we build a
two-staged malware collection network. That is, we deploy a
hybrid honeypot system similar to existing approaches, such
as [2][11][22]. We then take advantage of our preexisting
honeyfarm infrastructure [3], which utilizes a large-scale
network telescope employing various different LI honeypots.
This infrastructure is used to filter noise and known (and thus
uninteresting) attacks. Only novel incidents are forwarded to
ARGOS, thus reducing the overall load on it.
D. Malware Analysis
Dynamic malware analysis utilizing virtualization can
be recognized and thus evaded by environment-sensitive
malware [9][10][14][20]. Hence, our goal is to achieve a
reasonably transparent dynamic malware analysis; however,
we also consider VMI as the most promising available approach to evade malware’s anti-debugging measures. Thus,
in order to provide the best chance at evading detection
while still gaining the benefits of VMI, we have chosen
Nitro since it offers several advantages regarding performance and functionality when compared to other publicly
available tools such as Ether (see [17]). As Nitro is based
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on KVM, we have, in addition to guest portability, full
virtualization capability, thanks to the host CPU’s virtualization extensions; thus, we can expect reasonable performance.
During the analysis process, we expect a malicious binary
to be shellcode or a dropper rather than the actual malware
binary. This initially retrieved binary is then decoded and
usually contains a URL pointing at the resource used for
deploying the next stage of the malware. In the second
iteration, execution of this binary continues after it has been
downloaded and the VM has been resumed. The resulting
system call trace is then examined for routines related to
connection handling (e.g., NTConnectPort). If present, we
transparently pause execution of the VM and forward related
traffic to the service provisioning component.
E. Service Provisioning
Malware-driven outbound requests are evaluated to prevent harm to third party systems. For these checks, we rely
upon existing measures, such as IDSs or a web application
firewall. We are aware that such measures will not be
sufficient to tell benign and malicious flows apart in every
case; thus, we may build on existing approaches [12]. We
assume that a purely passive request (e.g., a download) does
not cause harm to a third party. It is thus considered to
be benign and handed over to the external service handler
(see Figure 1). Since the external SH has Internet access,
it resides in a dedicated network segment separated from
the analysis environment. If a given request can not be
determined to be benign, it is redirected to the internal
service handler. The sole task of these SHs is to fetch, prepare and provide information for the service emulator (SE).
The SE launches the requested service in order to deliver
the appropriate payload supplied by the SH. Afterwards,
execution is transparently resumed. Since these services can
be extremely heterogeneous, the SE is based on Honeyd. It
is a very flexible and scalable tool which is able to emulate
or spawn arbitrary services, given that a protocol template
exists.
The creation of templates for novel protocols is a much
more challenging task. Therefore we plan to instrument a
tool, which derives FSMs from observed traffic, such as
ScriptGen or a similar approach [4][6][15]. Each FSM represents the behavior of a given protocol at an abstract level
while not depending on prior knowledge or protocol semantics. Based on the generated FSMs, service emulation scripts
for the SE can be derived. By integrating such a tool into our
approach, we aim toward adding ’self-learning capabilities’
to the service provisioning element. Obviously this requires
(at least) one-time observation of a given communication
between the honeypot and the external system. Hence we
need a (supervised) back-channel for learning about novel
protocols. Once a corresponding communication has been
recorded and the appropriate FSM has been generated, we
are able to handle the new protocol as well. While the need
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for a back-channel is a clear limitation, we consider it to be
a reasonable trade-off.
IV. S UMMARY AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have presented a novel approach for
integrated honeypot-based malware collection and analysis which extends existing functionalities. Specifically, it
addresses the separation of collection and analysis, the
limitations of service emulation, and the operational risk
of HI honeypots. The key contribution of the approach
is the design of the framework as well as the integration
and extension of the stated tools. While this is an ongoing
research activity and thus still under development, several
modifications to ARGOS and Nitro have already been implemented and successfully tested, indicating the feasibility
of our approach. Future work will include the completion
and evaluation of the service emulator and the measures to
prevent harm to third party systems.
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Abstract—System reconfiguration is often the only means of
preserving the continuity of business-critical services after a
successful penetration attack. When a fragment of the system
has to be isolated (to prevent escalation of damages caused by
the incident), then the other system components need to take
over the functions normally performed by the affected servers.
The paper addresses a specific aspect of this reconfiguration –
the need to predict its impact on the availability of the services.
It proposes an efficient approach, based on network
simulation, for assessing the response times of services after
reconfiguration. This takes into consideration the identified
resource consumption interactions between the co-located
services. All the presented simulation results are verified on
testbed installations. The accuracy of the simulation method
allows prediction of the risk of system overloading as an effect
of reconfiguration.
Keywords-system dependability, simulation, reconfiguration

I.

INTRODUCTION

It is always a strategic issue on how to react when one
detects an attempted security breach or a concerted denial-of
-service attack. There are a lot of publications addressing this
problem – usually from the point of view of apprehending
the culprit and identifying the potential damage.
In this paper, we consider a different aspect of the
problem: it is often critically important from the business and
reputation point of view to preserve the continuity of service,
disregarding the potential risk of damage escalation. In such
situations, the administrator is faced with two options: to
continue all the services as is (usually a totally unacceptable
approach) or to isolate the affected part of the system and
redeploy the service components to the unaffected servers.
This forced reconfiguration is considered hereafter,
especially the prediction of adverse service interactions that
may impact the services availability (and thus may also be
used by the aggressor to achieve denial-of-service).
Network simulation is normally used to analyze service
protocols and interactions. It is generally not used to analyze
performance, as it is very difficult to obtain service timing of
adequate precision. Thus, when a system is being deployed it
is a standard procedure to precede it with testbed
experiments. In case of a forced reconfiguration, there is no
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time for such preparations. On the other hand, the data
collected prior to reconfiguration (on the live system) can be
used to fine-tune the simulation models. Thus, it is
postulated that, in this case, the simulation should be used. It
ensures fast access to the predictions of adequate precision.
The paper first presents the specification of the system
that is considered for reconfiguration (Section III).
Specifically, it introduces the concept of configuration, as it
is used throughout the paper. Then, in Section IV, the idea of
redeployment of services (reconfiguration) aimed at
preserving the continuity of service is discussed. Sections V
and VI present the results of experiments with predicting the
service availability and response times of reconfigured
system using simulation. The results are validated on a
virtualized testbed installation.
II.

RELATED WORK

The paper addresses some issues connected with
relocating services as a reaction to security incidents. This is
a well-documented concept, proposed in the NIST Computer
security incident handling guide [17] – to “isolate the
affected system or network” and to “relocate the target”. The
guide does not propose any specific methods to achieve this,
though. These are addressed in other works, a review of
which is given in [9]. A policy-driven approach to this
reconfiguration was proposed by the European Union VI
Framework Project “Dependability and Security by
Enhanced Reconfiguration DESEREC” [1, 5]. This approach
is extended in the paper.
It is a non-trivial problem to predict the effects of service
relocation on the system quality of service, especially its
availability and response time [7, 18]. Mainly, the approach
is based on the queuing networks [8] that describe the
services in the underutilization or normal utilization ranges
[19]. Usually, they don’t predict well the transition to the
over-utilization range, which is crucial for dependability
analysis.
Moreover, there is also a clear gap between the client
models used in stress testing and in network modeling and
simulation. This is addressed in detail in Section VI.
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Figure 1. A simple system infrastructure based on multiple levels of
load balancing

III.

SYSTEM MODEL

The paper considers a very wide class of web based
information systems. Business services are accessed by the
clients using web interactions. The service responses are
dynamically computed by the service components, which
also interact with each other using the client-server
protocols.
The model is fully compliant with the SOA architecture
[4], but it can just as well be applied to the classical solutions
based on a front-end web server, communicating with it
worker applications and back-end database servers.
The system is described at 3 levels. On the high level, it
is represented by the interacting service components. At the
physical layer, it is described by the hosts, on which the
services are deployed, and by the network communication
environment. The intermediate level is the mapping between
the service components and the hosts/networks.
A. Physical model
The system consists of network interconnected hosts. The
network may either be represented by the physical links
between the computers or by the guaranteed levels of
throughput via public networks. In either case it is
characterized by the throughput which determines the time
needed to transmit the data load between hosts (and services
deployed on them). The hosts are abstracted to represent the
computing resources provided to the service components (the
abstraction encompasses hardware, operating systems and
server software). Fig. 1 presents a simple network used to
provide the services. The configuration encompasses a load
balancer, used to distribute requests between the front-end
hosts. At the back-end the load is also distributed between
the workers.
B. Service model
At this level the system is represented by a set of service
components. Interaction between the components is based on
the client-server paradigm, i.e., one component requests a
service from some other components and uses their
responses to produce its own results. In turn, its response is
sent either to the end-user or to yet another component.
A service component is a piece of software that is
entirely deployed on a single host. All of its communication
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is done by exchange of messages with end-users or other
components.
The overall description of the interaction between the
service components is determined by its choreography. In
complex systems this choreography is described using either
a dedicated language (e.g., BPEL, WS-CDL [13]) or the
UML sequence diagrams. In case of simple web-based
systems, the usage scenarios are specified informally.
A very simple choreography description is given in Fig.2
for illustration purposes. It represents a common dynamic
web service architecture based on an Apache server with
Tomcat servlet containers and a back-end SQL database. The
system serves static HTML pages and dynamic web-page
that requires some computation and database access.
The service components generate demand on the
networking resources and on the computational power of the
hosts running the components. This demand determines the
timing characteristics of the system.
C. System configuration
System configuration is determined by the deployment of
service components onto the hosts. This is characterized by
the subsets of services deployed at each location. The
deployment clearly affects the system performance, as it
changes the communication and computational requirements
imposed on the infrastructure.
Reconfiguration takes place when service deployment is
changed. It can be achieved by redistribution of tasks to be
performed by each worker host. This is fairly easily realized
by modifying the algorithm used by the front-end servers,
responsible for workload distribution among the worker
nodes.
IV.

RECONFIGURATION POLICY

There may be multiple situations when a change of
system configuration is desirable. In most cases the
reconfiguration is foreseen well in advance and can be
properly planned. In the presented considerations,
reconfiguration is used as a technique for ensuring continuity
of service. This means that it is performed in reaction to an
unforeseeable security incident. And it has to be completed
in strict time constraints – the short period of time that the
service is allowed to be inaccessible (as prescribed in the
requirements for service continuity).
The reconfiguration is done in a hurry, to bring up the
system service as quickly as possible. Consequently, it is
likely that some side-effects of reconfiguration may be
overseen, especially if these are connected with the system
performance.
A. Security issues and fault isolation
In these considerations, system reconfiguration is
initiated only as a reaction to an observed breach of security.
This means that we are considering only a limited class of
security events that are detected by the deployed monitoring
and detection mechanisms: malware detected in the system
(virus infections, network worms, etc.), detected
unauthorized activity in the system, unexpected
modifications of the software, denial-of-service and soft
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Figure 2. A simple service choreography (UML)

breakdowns, proliferation of bogus service requests and
distributed denial of service (DDOS) attacks.
The operation of services located on hosts affected by
these types of security breaches becomes unpredictable and
potentially dangerous to services located on the other nodes
that communicate with them. Thus, the fault may propagate
to other connected hosts and services. To prevent this, it is a
common practice to isolate the affected hosts to prevent
problem escalation [14, 17].
The reconfiguration policy [1,5] starts with the
identification of hosts to be isolated. Once this is done, all
the services initially located on these hosts have to be moved
elsewhere. This is the second step in the reconfiguration
policy.
While considering the service components to be
redeployed, it is important to identify those, which are
essential for the fulfillment of the business requirements.
When moving service components there is always a risk of
propagating the security issue to the yet unaffected hosts.
This can occur if the administrator uses backup data from a
restart point that was already affected by the then undetected
security breach; or if the redeployed service component has a
vulnerability which has already been exploited (unknowingly
to the administrator). An important aspect of DDOS attacks
is that it may be either IP site locked or service locked.
Reconfiguration is effective only in the first case: moving the
affected services to other network addresses can prevent
further damage. On the other hand, if a service is moved in
case of a service locked attack, then the fault will also be
propagated to the new location.
When the components to be redeployed are identified, it
is necessary to decide where each should be moved to.
Obviously, this step of reconfiguration affects not only the
availability of services being redeployed, but also of all the
services already running on the unaffected hosts. An
acceptable reconfiguration policy should ensure that all the
services satisfy the minimal requirements regarding their
availability. This choice is usually made by the administrator
on the basis of his intuition, which is often fallacious.
B. Continuity of service
Dependability is defined as the capability of systems to
deliver service that can justifiably be trusted [3]. It is an
integrative concept that encompasses: availability (readiness
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for correct service), reliability (continuity of correct service),
safety
(absence
of
catastrophic
consequences),
confidentiality (absence of unauthorized disclosure of
information), integrity (absence of improper system state
alterations), maintainability (ability to undergo repairs and
modifications).
Reconfiguration is used to improve one aspect of
dependability: ensure the continuity of service when an
incident occurs, which would normally cause it to become
unavailable. Let us consider how this continuity can be
defined and assessed. To this end, service availability has to
be considered.
Availability A is defined as the probability that a system
can provide service (i.e., can correctly respond to requests) at
a specific moment in time. In stationary conditions, this
probability does not depend on the time instance. The
asymptotic property of availability can thus be used to
predict its value as the ratio of the sum total uptime up to the
total time :


A = up / .



A very useful property of availability (from the point of view
of web services) is derived by transforming the above
equation, assuming a uniform rate of service requests [4].
This yields a common understanding of availability as the
number of properly handled requests nok expressed as a
percentage of all the requests n :


A = nok / n.



The continuity of service is defined as the probability that
the service will be available for at least the specified period
of time T, i.e., that its availability will not drop below a
specified level Amin. In fact, short periods of unavailability
are practically undetectable (indistinguishable from normal
fluctuations in the number of properly handled requests) and
do not impact the business notion of continuity. We are only
interested in predicting the probability that in the time
horizon T the availability never drops below Amin for longer
than some small time needed to react to the incidents.
Actually, it is not necessary to evaluate the measure of
continuity of service. It is obvious that reconfiguration will
improve it, if and only if it can be completed in adequately
short time and the availability after reconfiguration is greater
than Amin. In other words, a breach of security will not cause
a discontinuity of the service if there is an alternative
configuration that is not affected by the breach, that ensures
the required availability of service, and the reconfiguration
can be completed in short time.
Availability and continuity of service do not reflect the
comfort of using the service by the end-users. This has to be
analyzed using the response time, i.e., the time elapsed from
the moment of sending a request until the response is
completely delivered to the client [21]. The average is
calculated only on the basis of correctly handled response
times. The error response times are excluded from the
assessment (or assessed as a separate average).
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V.

NETWORK SIMULATION

Network simulators are plentiful, both open-source
(SSFNet [11], ns3 [16], Omnet+ [20]) and commercial. Most
of them simulate the transport algorithms and package
queues [8]. These simulators can fairly well predict the
network traffic, even in case of load balancing [15]. What
they lack is a comprehensive understanding of the
computational demands placed on the hosts, and how it
impacts the system performance. They are useful to predict
the network traffic, not the level of service availability or the
response times.
The simulators need to be extended, by writing special
purpose models to accommodate the resource consumption
model [21, 22]. Availability and response time simulation is
based on the models of choreography, end-user clients,
service components, processing hosts (servers), network
resources.
The network simulator has a number of parameters that
have to be set to get realistic results. These parameters are
attributed to the various models, mentioned above. In the
proposed approach we assume that it is possible to formulate
such (fairly simple) models describing the clients and service
components, which will not be unduly affected by
reconfiguration. Then, we can identify the values of the
parameters on the production system. Simulating the target
configuration with these parameters should provide reliable
predictions of the effects of reconfiguration.
VI.

CLIENT – SERVER INTERACTION

The basis of operation of all the web oriented systems is
the interaction between a client and a server. In the
considered architecture, this interaction can occur between
the end-user and the web component that he communicates
with. It can also occur between a system component and
another server that it queries while processing its requests.
The rate of requests processing and the individual response
times depend on a number of factors: the processing to be
done at the server site, response time of other services that
need to be queried to determine the response, etc.
A proper model of client-server interactions is the basis
for accurate simulation of the considered system. For this
reason, a number of testbed experiments have been
conducted to capture the realistic timing characteristics that
can be abstracted into a simple model. For this purpose, we
have set up a simple testbed, consisting of a virtual machine
running an Apache server. The server hosts a PHP script
application, on which we can accurately regulate the
processing time needed to produce a result. This application
is exposed to a stream of requests, generated by a choice of
client applications (a Python script written by the authors,
open source traffic generators such as Funkload [6] and
Apache JMeter [2]). The available processor resources are
monitored via the virtualization hypervisor to ensure that the
traffic generation programs do not compete for the resources
with the system software (which would lead to unrealistic
results).
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A. Service component response time
The model of a client-server interaction depends a lot on
how the traffic is generated by the client. The simplest
approach is adopted by the software used for server/service
benchmarking, i.e., to determine the performance of
computers used to run some web applications. In this case,
the server is bombarded with a stream of requests, reflecting
the statistics of the software usage. The important factor in
this approach is the lack of any feedback between the rate of
requests and the server response times. In other words, the
client does not wait for the server response, but proceeds to
send further requests even if a response is delayed or
missing.
Fig. 3 shows the results of stress experiments performed
on the testbed application. It should be noted that the results
reflect the normal server behaviour in such tests, but the
processing thresholds are much lower than expected in
modern web servers. This should be expected, since the
virtual server has comparatively limited processing power.
The response time depends on the rate of incoming requests.
It should be noted that the system is characterized by two
distinct thresholds in the requests rate. Up to approximately 6
requests per second, the response time very slowly increases
with the rate of requests. This is the range, where the server
processing is not fully utilized: the processor is mainly idle
and handles requests immediately on arrival. There is a
gradual increase in the response time due to the increased
probability of requests overlapping.
When the requests rate is higher than the underutilization
threshold, the processing power is fully used up, the requests
are queued and processed concurrently. The increase in the
response time is caused by time sharing/queuing: it is
proportional to the number of handled requests and the time
needed to process a single one. This holds true, until the
server reaches the second threshold – overutilization.
In fact, there are at least two different types of thresholds
coming into play, depending on the type of server application
one of them is dominant. Fig. 3 illustrates the behaviour
observed in Apache servers: above the fixed threshold new
requests are not processed, but are queued until timeout. In
fact, a fixed maximum number of requests are handled
correctly and all the rest result in error responses. The
response time remains almost constant since the number of
processed requests does not increase. On the other hand, the
percentage of requests handled incorrectly increases
proportionately to the request rate. Similar behaviour is
observed in other server applications (MySQL,
simpleHTTPD).
A different threshold is observed in some cases, e.g., the
IIS server. In this case, the overutilization threshold forces
immediate rejects of incoming excessive requests. This does
not differ significantly in the observed response time and
availability characteristics (in case of the stress
benchmarking). But it has other implications when building a
simulation model. In fact, all the server applications have
this second type of reject threshold (built in the software), in
Apache it is simply observed in the range of request rates
that should never be allowed to occur.
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Figure 3. The testbed system performance under varying rates of
incoming client requests

The presented results led to the formulation of a simple
model for client-server interaction (used in the simulator:
 The server response time is described by 3 ranges,
delimited by the underutilization and overutilization
thresholds; a constant response time below the
underutilization threshold; a linearly increasing
response time in the normal operation range; a
constant limit response time when the server is overutilized.
 The model responds with error messages to some
requests when the server is over utilized. Two types
of overutilization thresholds are defined, lower
determines the error response times in the
overutilization range. In case of rejects, the error
response time is almost 0 (with a small random
factor), in case of timeouts the error response time is
random with a fixed average.
 The model is inaccurate in the underutilization
range. It does not consider the “worm-up” time
observed in this range (probably a side-effect of
compiling scripts on the fly and server side caching).
Anyway, the model is to be used for determining the
load limits, where the underutilization threshold does
not affect the results.
B. Realistic client behaviour
The server response time is strongly related to the client
behaviour, as determined by the request-response interaction.
Such factors as connection persistence, session tracking,
client concurrency or client patience/think times have a
documented impact. For example, it has been shown in [12]
that if user does not receive a service response in less than 10
seconds he or she will probably resign from active
interaction with the service and will be distracted to other
ones.
The real behaviour of clients differs significantly from
the model discussed so far. In fact, the client sends a burst of
related requests to the server, then waits for the server to
respond and, after some “think” time for disseminating the
response, sends a new request. This implies that the request
rate depends on the response time. This is implemented in a
number of traffic generators (such as the mentioned Apache
JMeter and Funkload). The workload is characterized by the
number of concurrent clients, sending requests to the server.
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The actual requests rate depends on the response time and
the think time.
Fig. 4 shows how the response time depends on the
number of concurrent clients, as observed in the testbed
system (with the “think” time set to 0, which corresponds to
a new request being generated by the client immediately on
receiving the response to a previous one). Even though the
number of concurrent clients is much greater that the
maximum request rate handled in the previous experiments,
the server operates practically only in the normal utilization
range (between the underutilization and overutilization
thresholds). This holds true until the system reaches the
maximum number of clients that it can handle correctly
(roughly 300 clients in the considered testbed). Thereafter,
increasing the number of clients (concurrent requests) leads
to a commensurate increase in the number of error responses.
The proposed model can be used to simulate all the
interactions between the service components, using the
extended SSFNet simulation tool, developed to predict the
results of reconfiguration. This also applies in case of the
modified client – server interactions under consideration.
The interaction model is based on the thresholds
identified in Fig. 3. The client behaviour is modeled on the
values that were actually used in the traffic generators. So,
how do the simulation results bear out the response times
observed in reality, as presented in Fig. 4?
This is shown in Fig. 5. The results are very accurate
considering that we are approximating the complex
behaviour of a software component with just a few
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This proportional sharing is the basis of the implemented
simulation model. In fact, the simulator is capable of taking
into account prioritization between the components, but this
has not been necessary in the conducted experiments.
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Figure 6. The system performance under varying rates of incoming
client requests, with a co-located service: a) not accessed, b) accessed
with 5 requests/sec., c) 10 req./sec., d) 15 req./sec

parameters. More to the point, the observed accuracy is fully
satisfactory for the purpose of reconfiguration analysis. Of
course, the accuracy is important only in the range of normal
server operation. If the simulation indicates that the server is
working much over its normal utilization range, then the
availability will not meet the Amin requirement and should be
flagged as unsatisfactory. Accuracy of response time
prediction is then completely immaterial. For this reason, it
is not really important that the error response time is
characterized in the model with just a single parameter.
C. Co-located service components
In case of reconfiguration, service components are
moved from one host (server) to another. At each location
they share the computing resources with other co-located
service components. Of course, as the components are
relocated, their resource consumption models are also
changed.
Fig. 6 presents the results of testbed experiments
illustrating the changes in the model, caused by sharing the
resources between co-located services. The model discussed
so far, i.e., response times observed when the component
does not compete for the processor with any other services,
is presented for reference in Fig. 6a. The proportional
changes in the model thresholds, caused by resource sharing,
are illustrated in Fig. 6b and c (request rate from the second
service was equal to 5 and 10 per second respectively).
When the background service is overutilized, further increase
in its loading does not increase the demand for processor.
Thus, the model in Fig. 6d (request rate 15 per second) is not
affected by it.
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D. Choreography description
The client-server interaction model has to consider the
various tasks initiated by the client. In a typical web
application, these tasks can exercise the server resources in a
wildly varied manner: some will require serving of static
web pages, some will require server-side computation, yet
others will initiate database transactions or access to remote
web applications. A common approach to traffic generation
is based on determining the proportion of the various tasks in
a typical server workload and then mixing the client models
representing these tasks in the same proportion [10].
This approach assumes that the proportions of tasks in a
workload do not change significantly due to response delays
or reconfiguration. Traffic analysis can distinguish requests
on the basis of client addresses, response times, size of
requests and responses, connections and session identifiers.
It does not yield any information on the semantics of clientserver interactions, which should be the basis for
determining the client models. It can be improved using the
service choreography description, mentioned in Section II.
The web service is described by its choreography, using
one of the formal languages. This description determines all
the sequences of requests and responses performed in the
various tasks, described in the choreography. Traffic analysis
can then be employed to classify the observed requestresponse sequences to these business tasks. This procedure
determines the typical proportion of the various business
tasks in the workload that is much less affected by the
service response times or reconfiguration. This workload is
then used in the simulator to model the client behaviour.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The model proposed in Section VI can be used to
simulate all the interactions between the service components,
to predict the results of reconfiguration. The performance of
this simulator is currently under study and the results are
very promising. All the presented results, besides using
simulation, were validated against testbed system
performance. It is still too early to conclude, though, whether
these models are sufficiently accurate in general, considering
the multiple server technologies that are on the market.
It should be noted that the proposed approach assumes
that we have access to the running system. There is no clear
method to predict the simulation model parameters prior to
system implementation.
The most accurate results require knowledge of the stress
test thresholds, obtained by active benchmarking of the
deployed service components.
Adequate results are also obtained by observing the
response times over various loads in passive monitoring (if
the system requests rate is sufficiently varied). In this case
the thresholds are derived using the best fit method.
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Abstract—In this paper, we present an extension of an
existing automatically generated retargetable decompiler that
is capable to parse, process, and utilize compiler-generated
debugging information. This tool can be used for dealing
with several security-related issues (e.g., forensics, malware
analysis, vulnerability detection). Additional debugging information is used for an accurate reconstruction of platformdependent binary applications into a well-readable high-levellanguage representation. The proposed solution is platform
and debugging-format independent. In present, two major
debugging formats—DWARF and Microsoft PDB—are supported; the extracted information is used for a recovery of
several high-level constructions (e.g., variables, functions and
their arguments). The proposed concept was validated by
experimental results.
Keywords-decompilation;
DWARF; Lissom.

debugging

information;

PDB;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Reverse engineering is an old method used for analysis
and reconstruction of a given object. In information technology, a lot of reverse-engineering tools have been created for
understanding and reconstruction of binary software, e.g.,
disassemblers, dumpers, and sniffers. However, the result of
mentioned tools is usually a very low-level representation
of the input object, e.g., assembler code, raw dump of
memory, or data stream. Therefore, it is hard to understand
its meaning. The reconstruction of the original object is not
automatic and it requires manual re-implementation based
on the gathered information.
A machine-code decompiler (i.e., reverse compiler) is
a more advanced reverse-engineering tool. It can theoretically produce the most readable and re-compilable code;
it transforms the input binary executable application into a
particular high-level-language (HLL) representation. In software maintenance, this process can be used for source code
recovery, translation of code written in an obsolete language
into a newer language (see [1] for such an application),
migration of binary code to a new platform, injection of
additional features into an existing application, etc.
However, decompilation is typically used in the field of
computer security and forensics. Within this field, decompilation is used for compiler verification (i.e., verification
of code and debugging information generated by compiler
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in software-critical systems, since the compiler cannot be
trusted in these systems [2]), vulnerabilities detection, and
for malicious code analysis and its understanding.
In comparison, disassemblers have been used for malware
analysis in the past decades, but decompilers are used more
and more often last years. Their primary advantage over
disassemblers is a more readable output (i.e., HLL code)
that is independent on a particular processor architecture.
Moreover, it is possible to precisely analyse code without a
deep knowledge of underlying architecture (e.g., processor
resources, instruction set, micro-architecture). This is very
useful because of a massive expansion of malware to the
new platforms (e.g., smartphones, tablets, or even cars [3]).
Therefore, for a malware analyst, it is not necessary to learn
all the details about these platforms.
However, the machine-code decompilation is very complicated task because the input applications are often obfuscated by packers or heavily optimized by compilers. Therefore, it is necessary to take advantage of every available
information. The decompiled code must meet two essential
criteria—it has to be functionally equivalent to the input
binary code, and it has to be highly readable. It is a great
advantage if the decompiled code is re-compilable too.
In this paper, we present a concept of a debugginginformation exploitation within a decompilation process. The
proposed solution allows extracting additional information
from two major debugging formats—DWARF and Microsoft
PDB. It is possible to find a lot of valuable information
within these two formats, such as lists of original source
files, line numbers, functions, or variable names and their
types.
Such information is used for the recovery of several
high-level constructions (e.g., functions together with their
arguments and local variables) in an existing automatically generated retargetable decompiler developed within
the Lissom project [4]. This decompiler is independent on
a particular target architecture, operating system, or origin
of the decompiled application (i.e., the used programming
language and its compiler). This tool can be used in every
previously mentioned area.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
existing debugging information formats. Then, we briefly
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describe the retargetable decompiler developed within the
Lissom project in Section III. The exploitation of debugging information within the decompiler is then presented
in Section IV. Section V describes the state of the art
of debugging information exploitation in decompilation.
Experimental results are given in Section VI. Section VII
closes the paper by discussing future research.
II. D EBUGGING I NFORMATION F ORMATS
Despite all programmers efforts, any meaningful program
contains bugs or defects that need to be found and fixed.
This process is called debugging and it can be done in
several different ways (e.g., code insertion, stepping through
instructions, displaying registers or memory). The goal of
today’s debuggers is to provide source-level approach, which
matches lines of source code with machine-code instructions. For this purpose, debugged executables or libraries
must contain additional information to identify the corresponding positions, variables, functions and other useful
details in the form of debugging data format. This section
introduces two of today’s the most common formats.
A. DWARF (Debugging With Attributed Record Formats)
DWARF [5] is a debugging data format originally developed in the mid-1980s at Bell Labs for Unix System V
Release 4. Even though it is mainly associated with ELF [6],
it is independent on the used object file format, programing language, operating system, or target architecture (e.g.,
MIPS, ARM, Intel x86). The latest, fourth version was
published in 2010, but its second version (DWARFv2) is
still the most commonly used one among compilers and
debuggers.
DWARF information is stored in special sections in the
same object file as machine code. Each of these sections
contains different kind of debugging data, such as basic
file information, line numbers, look-up tables, call frames,
and macros. The whole program is represented as a tree,
whose nodes can have children or siblings. Each node is a
Debugging Information Entry (DIE) structure that has a tag
and a list of attributes. A tag specifies the type of the DIE
(e.g., function, data type, variable) and attributes contain all
the description details. There are two general types of DIEs:
• Those describing data and types such as base types,
variables, arrays, structures, classes, etc. Locations of
data are defined by location expressions, consisting of
a sequence of operations and values, evaluated by a
simple stack machine.
• Those describing executable code. Functions (they have
a return value) and subprograms are treated as two
flavours of the same construction. These DIEs typically
own many other DIEs that describe them (e.g., parameters, local variables, lexical blocks).
There is also a special type of DIE called compilation
unit which is the parent for all DIEs created by a separate
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compilation of a single source file. It holds information about
compilation (e.g., name of the source, language, producer)
and locations of other DWARF data not described by DIEs
(e.g., line number table, macro information).
DWARF is generated by the most major compilers (e.g.,
gcc, LLVM llc, Intel icc), supported by nearly all
debuggers, and there are several libraries and utilities that
allow its examination or manipulation (e.g., libdwarf,
dwarfdump, objdump).
B. PDB (Program Database)
PDB is a format developed by Microsoft Corporation. It
is generated only by Microsoft Visual Studio compilers and
used by Microsoft debuggers. PDB is mainly used on the
ARM and Intel x86 architectures and it is based on the
older CodeView format. PDB debugging information for a
particular application is stored in a separate file with the pdb
extension. Each executable binary file in a PE format [7]
has its counterpart in a PDB file. Both files are paired by a
unique GUID code.
PDB is a proprietary format, and its specification has
never been publicly published. Therefore, the analysis of
this format can be only done via reverse engineering. A PDB
file structure is similar to a file system. A PDB file consists
of many streams (i.e., sub-files), each of them contains a
different kind of information. There is a stream with type
information (e.g., common types, enumeration, structures),
compilation units (i.e., modules), symbol tables and PE
sections. Furthermore, each module has its own stream with
information about functions, local and global variables, and
line number information within the module.
The official DIA SDK is provided for processing debugging information [8]. However, this toolkit is platform
dependent because it can be used only under the MS
Windows operating system.
C. Other Formats
Except the two aforementioned formats, there are some
other formats that can be used to store debugging information. The best known are Symbol Table Strings (STABS),
where data are stored as special entries in symbol table,
and Common Object File Format (COFF) [9], that could
contain debugging information in special sections much like
DWARF. Both were strongly tied to specific object file
formats and became obsolete along with them.
III. L ISSOM P ROJECT ’ S R ETARGETABLE D ECOMPILER
In this section, a brief description of an existing automatically generated machine-code retargetable decompiler is
presented. This tool is developed within the Lissom project
at Brno University of Technology [4]. It is supposed to
be independent on a particular target architecture, operating
system, or executable file format. See [10] for its detailed
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The debugging information is parsed by two different
parsers, the first for DWARF and the second for PDB.
Afterwards, the parsed information is processed and stored
in a debugging-format-independent way. This information
is utilized for an enhancement of the LLVM IR code
representation within the front-end part of the decompiler;
see Figure 2 for details. Finally, this code representation is
passed to the subsequent decompiler parts, see Section III
for details.
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description. The decompilation process consists of four
phases, see Figure 1.
(1) At first, the input binary executable file is transformed
using a binary file converter from a platform-specific executable format (e.g., Windows PE, Unix ELF) into an internal, uniform COFF-based file format, see [11] for details.
(2) The subsequent part of the decompiler is a frontend, which is its only platform-specific part because of the
instruction decoder that is automatically generated based on
the target architecture model (e.g., MIPS, ARM, Intel x86).
The architecture description language ISAC [12], developed
also within the Lissom project, is used for this purpose. The
front-end analyzes and transforms the input application (i.e.,
its machine code, data and other information) into the LLVM
assembly language code, LLVM IR [13], which is used as
an internal code representation of decompiled applications
in the remaining decompilation phases.
(3) Afterwards, this program representation is optimized
in a middle-end using many optimization passes.
(4) Finally, the program intermediate representation is
emitted as the target HLL in a back-end. Currently, a Pythonlike language is used for this purpose, while a support of
other target languages is under development (e.g., the C
language). Both middle-end and back-end are built on the
top of the LLVM Compiler System [14]. This language is
very similar to Python, except a few differences (e.g., we use
several C-like constructs, address and dereference operators).

Figure 2.

Debugging information processing within the front-end.

IV. D EBUGGING I NFORMATION E XPLOITATION W ITHIN
T HE R ETARGETABLE D ECOMPILER

A. DWARF Parsing
Parsing of debugging information from an object file to
structures defined in the DWARF specification is done by
the libdwarf [15] library. Original libdwarf is using
libelf to access sections of interest in ELF binaries.
However, the input of our decompiler are uniform COFFbased objects. In order to parse information from such
files, we exploited libdwarf object access capabilities
and provided a new interface using our internal object
manipulation library.
libdwarf creates a low-level representation of debugging data, whose usage in a decompiler or debugger would
be very complicated and unintuitive. That is why we decided to create a new, mid-layer library called dwarfAPI,
that builds high-level, object-oriented data structures and
provides convenient access methods. dwarfAPI represents
all debugging information about a binary file as one entity
consisting of several vectors of objects such as compilation
units, lines, types, functions and global variables. Each of
these objects contains complete information about itself and
about all the other objects they own (e.g., local variables
in functions). This way, the information that was in a
low-level representation scattered among multiple DIEs is
grouped together, what allows very natural and easy way
of processing complex DWARF structures. It should be
mentioned that dwarfAPI is not limited to a particular
DWARF version or target architecture.

In this section, the concept of the DWARF and PDB
information parsing, processing, and utilization within the
Lissom project’s retargetable decompiler is discussed.

B. PDB Parsing
The only available official toolkit for PDB parsing—DIA
SDK—is unusable for our aims because of the limitations
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discussed in Section II. Therefore, our own PDB parser has
been created. At first, it was necessary to reverse-engineer
the PDB format and analyze its internal structures. For this
purpose, we reused an existing unofficial PDB analyzer [16].
The PDB file parsing consists of two steps. (1) At first, the
streams have to be extracted and separated. They are divided
into constant-size data blocks. At the end of the PDB file,
there is a root directory, which stores each stream’s size
and the indexes of used data blocks. (2) The main stream
processing is done in a consequent step. Most of the streams
are organized into symbols, which are data structures with a
type, size, and data.
While processing all the symbols, the parser fills the
internal data structures. For example, we can extract and
process an address, length, return type, arguments, local
variables and a line number information (i.e., mapping
between machine-code and HLL code location) for each
function described in the PDB file.
Meaning of many data entries depends on a context
(i.e., the previous data entries). The information stored in
a particular stream is often interconnected with another
stream. For example, each data type has an index to its
definition—base types (e.g., int, float) have a predefined
index, but the user types are defined in a type information
stream.
In present, we are able to extract and utilize most of the
PDB streams, but a few remaining streams are still unknown
for us. As well as the DWARF parser, the PDB parser is not
limited to a particular target architecture (e.g., ARM, Intel
x86).
C. Decompiler
After the debugging information is extracted by a parser, it
is ready to be used in the decompiler’s front-end, which updates its intermediate code representation (LLVM IR) based
on this extracted information. In the following paragraphs,
we depict the useful information and its usage within the
front-end.
Module information: Based on the type of the original
HLL, the decompiled binary application is created from
one or more modules (e.g., source files). The debugging
information is usually divided into smaller pieces, where
each piece corresponds to one particular module. This is
useful for the decompiler because it is possible to divide
the resulting code into similar modules, e.g., the decompiler
can divide the decompiled code into several files with the
original names.
Function information: Probably the most important
debugging information is related to functions. A proper
function detection and recovery is a crucial task of each
decompiler. Otherwise, the unstructured and hardly readable
(“spaghetti”) code will be generated (e.g., code containing
goto statements). The Lissom project’s retargetable decompiler utilizes its own function detection heuristics based on
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the principles described in [17], [18], [19]. However, the
function’s debugging information is used instead whenever
it is available because it is essentially more precise. For
example, it is possible to obtain the function location within
the machine code, its name, the number of its arguments,
their names and types, and many others.
Variables: Our retargetable decompiler is able to detect
both global and local variables, and guess their types. In the
resulting code, it generates variable names from a fixed list
of well-readable names, see [10] for details. However, the
decompiler emits the original name whenever it is stored
in the debugging data. This is just a detail, but it gives
the feeling of listing the original code. Furthermore, both
DWARF and PDB support storage of variable types, too.
This is handy because the recovery of composite data types
is a non-trivial task, see [20].
Line Information: Mapping of source-code locations to
the machine-code is done via so-called line information and
it is an essential part of each debugger. However, its usage
within decompilation is not so important. It can be only
used for re-formatting the decompiled code to better fit its
original format (e.g., splitting the complex expressions into
more statements).
In present, the decompiler uses the function and variable
debugging information, while exploitation of other information is under development.
V. R ELATED W ORK
We can find two existing decompilers that exploit debugging information. Both of them support more target
architectures; however, none of them is truly retargetable
because the support of such architectures is hand-coded by
their authors.
The Hex-Rays Decompiler [21] supports decompilation
of the ARM and Intel x86 target architectures. It allows
using PDB debugging information for enhancing the generated C code. However, this proprietary software probably
uses the Microsoft DIA SDK [8] or Microsoft Debugging
Tools for Windows (see their limitations in Section II) for
PDB parsing and processing. Therefore, this feature is only
available in the MS Windows version of this software.
The Unix version of Hex-Rays Decompiler needs a remote
MS Windows server with this library for gathering PDB
information. This decompiler can exploit the PDB debugging
information for reconstruction of functions, their arguments,
global variables, etc. However, recovery of local variables is
not always correct (details about this problem are described
in Section VI).
The REC decompiler [22] has a more extensive list
of supported target architectures (e.g., MIPS, PowerPC).
According to the official homepage [22], the DWARFv2
support is in an early stage of development. However, it is
supported only for a subset of the supported architectures.
Therefore, it is plausible that their DWARF parser is also not
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retargetable and it needs to be manually re-configured for
each given architecture. Finally, the PDB support is planned
as well.
As can be seen, the debugging information is a valuable
resource of additional information and it is already exploited
by existing decompilers. However, their current implementation is limited for several reasons.
VI. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
To demonstrate several selected abilities and advantages
of our solution, this section presents a decompilation of a
simple program calculating factorial function for the ARMv4
architecture. The C source code for this program is given in
Figure 3. It was compiled using Microsoft Visual Studio
2005 compiler with enabled PDB debugging-information
(/Zi) and disabled optimizations (/Od).
#include <stdio.h>
volatile int value = 6;
int fact(int n)
{
if (n==0)
return(1);
else
return n*fact(n-1);
}
int main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int a = fact(value);
printf("%d\n", a);
return a;
}
Figure 3.

Source code in C.

The size of the generated PDB file is 1.07MB. Its processing by our parser is almost instant (approximately one
second on Intel Core i5 with 3.3 GHz, 8GB RAM running
Windows 7 64-bit operating system). The resulting HLL
code generated by our decompiler can be seen in Figure 4.
Observe the following key aspects of our solution.
(1) With the use of debugging information, we are able to
completely recover functions, i.e., their names, arguments,
and their mapping to a machine code (e.g., fact, main).
Our other algorithms of functions, arguments, and return
values detection that do not use debugging information
(briefly mentioned in Section IV) achieve 80-90% accuracy
of detection. However, the detection method based on debugging information is absolutely precise as long as a compiler
generates the correct debugging information.
(2) Furthermore, the recovery of global and local variable
names is also possible in most cases (e.g., value, a, n).
The only limitation is for local variables because LLVM
optimizations, used in the decompiler’s middle-end, sometimes remove them in the resulting code. On the other hand,
the optimizations can produce variables that were not in the
original code; therefore, they are missing in the debugging
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information. In such situations, the decompiler assigns more
appropriate names to such variables than just their addresses.
# -------- Global Variables -------value = 6
# -------- User Functions ---------def fact(n):
if n == 0:
return 1
return n * fact(n - 1)
# -------- Main Function ----------def main(argc, argv):
a = fact(value)
printf("%d\n", a)
return a
Figure 4.

Decompilation result in the Python-like language.

In the real world, the debugging information is not always
available for the decompiled binaries. Its presence strongly
depends on a type of decompiled binary application and
purpose of its decompilation. In a case of source code
recovery, binary code migration, or vulnerability detection,
there is a very good chance that the debugging information
is present because applications are usually not stripped,
obfuscated or protected. Presence of debugging information
within the decompiled application is guaranteed in the case
of compiler verification.
On the other hand, malware rarely contains such additional information. The main reason is that this harmful code
is stripped after creation (i.e., the unnecessary information is
removed). Furthermore, the application is often obfuscated,
ciphered, and packed by some of the existing packing or
protecting software. Based on our internal malware database,
only a few percents of malware contain debugging or
symbolic information. However, as has been said in the
introduction, the decompilation is so much complicated
process that every possible additional information must be
exploited.
Finally, it should be noted that decompilation of compileroptimized application can produce a more readable code than
decompilation of a non-optimized application in some cases.
For example, it is easier to track values in registers (i.e.,
optimizations enabled) than in memory (i.e., optimizations
disabled) for the decompiler. However, this is possible only
for several compilers because debugging-information generation sometimes disables the most aggressive optimizations.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper has proposed an extension of the existing
retargetable decompiler which produces a more accurate
decompiled code. The presented solution is based on the
exploitation of compiler-generated debugging information
whenever it is available. The available debugging information is utilized for a precise recovery of several HLL constructions and enhancement of code readability. In present,
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two common debugging formats are supported—DWARF
and Microsoft PDB.
The fundamentals of debugging information parsing, processing, and utilization were briefly discussed and we have
presented results of the current state of the implementation.
As can be seen, we are already able to use debugging
information for the recovery of several HLL constructions
(e.g., functions, their arguments, variables). The resulting
code is a highly readable code in a Python-like language that
can be used in many areas related to software maintenance
and security.
However, there is still a lot of space for improvements.
In the first place, it is necessary to finish the reverseengineering analysis of the remaining PDB streams. Moreover, the decompiler does not use several extracted information (e.g., source-code line information, information about
modules) at the moment. After that, we will be able to
produce a more accurate LLVM IR code, which will improve
the resulting HLL code.
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Abstract— The requirement of organizations on computer
network makes information security a key element to the
evolution and continuity of services in our society. Security
metrics are developed in order to offer a quantitative and
objective basis for security assurance. This study proposes an
architecture based on the agent-manager management model
to allow the automated data collection from several
components in a computer network, aiming to expand the
security metrics application. A tool for measurement and
automated data collection of metrics based on the architecture
proposed were developed and applied in a real computer
environment. Tests were performed showing that the
architecture proposed is able to integrate information control
and support the security monitoring process.
Keywords-computer network; security metrics; security
management; automated data collection.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Current changes in computer networks have led to a
paradigm shift. The network transmission of voice, data and
video has been converging into a single multi-service
network platform based on IP (Internet Protocol) [1]. This
multi-service network can provide access to applications and
content such VoIP (Voice Over Internet Protocol), video
over demand and IPTV (Internet Protocol Television).
Therefore, triple play services can be provided on a single
connection, making customers dependent on the reliability
and availability of these networks.
Despite the benefits that an integrated computer network
can provide, several incidents and issues related to
information security may exist. Some examples are the
absence of security protocols in access points, unauthorized
access to an information system, computer security
vulnerabilities and exploits or misconfiguration of firewalls
in computer networks [2].
These incidents may allow possible attacks and also
compromise the whole infrastructure of an organization. In
large-scale computing networks, identifying failures become
a complex task for network administrators. A complex
scenario composed by equipments and software provided by
different vendors, requires the reduction of human
intervention to prevent errors for the process of large amount
of data.
Considering that preventive measures may also fail, it is
important to adopt tools that might be used to avoid security
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incidents and prevent intrusions for a rapid response and
supporting post-event activities [3].
Important organizations in security field such as SANS
(SysAdmin, Audit, Network, Security) and NIST (National
Institute of Standards and Technology) recommend the use
of metrics in enterprises. Security metrics provide a
quantitative approach to measure and analyze security
controls and effectiveness at the security management [4].
Due to the lack of consensus on the term definition, most
authors relate the concept of security metrics to quantifying
and analyzing specific security data [5].
Nevertheless, using metrics to measure security levels
usually requires a high cost-time for data collection. The,
development of tools to automate the metrics collection
process might be an efficient way to measure security in
complex and heterogeneous computer network. Moreover, it
contributes to decrease the data time collection and also to
support the active security monitoring process [3].
This paper proposes an architecture based on a manageragent management model for data collection from different
components in IP-based computer networks, aiming to
expand security metrics application. The proposed
architecture is also able to integrate information control and
support the security monitoring process.
The main motivations of this work are:
• The risk associated to security incidents and the
importance of improving the security management;
• The lack of integrated tools to support the collection
and analysis of security data in heterogeneous
networks;
• High cost to quantify information security data,
considering the time that network administrators
could spend to manually collect and analyze
information security data;
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
some related work in the field. Section 3 presents security
metrics and automated data collection. We introduce in
Section 4 the criteria to select security metrics. Session 5
describes the architecture proposed in this paper. Next,
Section 6 presents a case study conducted in a real computer
network and discusses some experimental results. Finally,
Section 7 offers the conclusion and poses future research
questions.
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II.

RELATED WORK

Security metrics appear as an option to measure and
assess information security issues and also to provide a
feedback from organizations network [4].
Security metrics development and its application are
discussed in [6] and [7]. Jaquith [4] states that any
quantification problem that results in a numeric value can be
seen as a metric. Its application can provide many benefits to
information security management such as the evaluation of
security risks, alerting to impending troubles, understanding
the security infrastructure weaknesses and encouraging the
use of technology.
Miani [5] proposes a methodology to facilitate the
process of data analysis obtained with metrics application.
The objective is to measure structural problems and
vulnerabilities of network services. In Miani’s work, metrics
are collected in a real communication computer network.
One of the difficulties found was the absence of a specific
tool to help the data collection. Two following requirements
were cited in this paper: recording security data in a specific
database and presenting statistical data.
Ertürk [3] proposes a framework for security monitoring
based on security metrics, which aim to examine the
information security levels continuously over time. This
requires collecting, processing cumulative data and reporting
results according to organization requests. The author uses
several monitoring tools to collect metrics, such as PRTG
Network Monitor, Nessus Vulnerability Scanner, and others,
which makes control and data integration more difficult.
Network management systems that enable the monitoring
of network communication systems are found in [1] and [8].
Lee [1] presents a viable platform for network management
based on architecture model TMN (Telecommunications
Management Network) which uses JAVA technology and
enables the control of functions such as, sending and
receiving requests from network components, alarms and
data performance. In this case, it is possible to collect
automated data, but this is not the purpose of author.
This paper seeks to solve these difficulties proposing an
integrated solution for automated data collection of metrics.
It aims at supporting the monitoring of several components
and improving the integration of data collected from
different sources in IP-based computer networks.
III.

SECURITY METRICS AND AUTOMATED DATA
COLLECTION

Security metrics are developed aiming to help the
assessment of security processes and controls developed by
organizations. It also might be used to measure cost,
effectiveness and improvements controls of organizations
[4].
Security data in heterogeneous networks can be collected
using basically two methods: manually or through automated
processes. When performed manually, it can require a higher
time and effort for collection. Whereas in automated
processes, it is necessary to use complex routines of tools
like protocol analyzers and in-depth analysis of audit logs
[5].
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Procedures for data collection on security metrics can be
automated using a management platform capable of
extracting data from different locations in a computer
network. According to Lee [1], a management platform can
enable the integration of several resources, such as the
creation of graphical user interface, distributed process,
networking facilities and object orientated paradigms. It can
be implemented, for example, by using object oriented
concepts and management API’s supported by JAVA
language programming [1].
However, when using several management platforms to
collect metrics, it makes the control and data integration
become more difficult. This paper proposes a solution for
automated data collection from different components in a
computer network using an integrated platform in order to
helps the network administrator to have comprehensive and
data integrated control from security information.
Therefore, the development of an integrated platform for
security data collection can provide several benefits, such as
[4]: increased accuracy in data collection, repeatability, high
frequency of measurement, reliability, transparency and
auditability.
IV.

METRICS SELECTION

CIS (Center for Internet Security) [6] is a nonprofit
organization whose goal is to improve information security
of private and public sectors in general. One of its works has
been to develop a guide which helps organizations selecting
some feasible security metrics. This guide primarily states
that in order to implement a metrics program, one must
select a set of metrics that satisfies the interests of
organizations and supports security managers in decisions
making [6].
Inappropriate metrics application or poorly planned
metrics can provide a false sense of security and loss of
credibility. However, there is no consensus about attributes
which makes good metric. Jaquith [4] proposed the
following set of desirable features for security metrics: i)
Defined consistently, without subjective criteria; ii) Easy to
collect, preferably in an automated way; iii) Expressed as a
percentage or cardinal numbers, not to qualitatively labeled
as “high”, “medium” and “low”; iv) Expressed by using at
least one measure unit, such as “defects”, “hours” or
“dollars”; v) Significant enough so that decisions can be
taken based on metrics results;
Besides having a set of metrics with the features
mentioned above, it is necessary to have a plan and a
preliminary evaluation of which data should be gathered.
Some organizations collect more data than necessary,
whether assuming that it is always better to have extra data,
or because it is easier to collect a large amount of data, and
then determine which will be used for developing a security
metric implementation plan.
In order to facilitate the process of metrics development,
security frameworks such as NIST [2], COBIT [10] and
ISO/IEC [11] have been proposed taxonomies to classify
metrics. Savola [12] considerates the following levels when
classifying metrics: security metrics for cost-benefit analysis;
trust metrics for risk analysis in terms of business; security
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metrics for managing information and security metrics for
products, systems and services (SDT - Security,
Dependability and Trust).
Another point to be considered is whether the metric can
be automated or not. Jaquith [4] classifies as technical
metrics that allow the identification and diagnosis of security
problems across the infrastructure (physical and logical) of
an organization and usually do not require human
intervention to collect data. A comprehensive taxonomy is
also suggested in [2] based on management, technical and
organizational classification. In this work we focused on this
kind of metrics.
One of the contributions of this work is the creation of
criteria to select metrics that can be automated. Automated
metrics can be seen as metrics whose data can be collected
on servers, desktops and network equipments using protocols
grouped by layers of network.
The criteria are classified according to the protocols from
OSI model, which might be used to read or collect data from
metrics, for example, the protocols from: i) application layer,
such as, SNMP, NetFlow, IPFIX and HTTP; ii) network
layer, for example, ICMP; iii) transport layer, such as TCP
and UDP. These criteria are based on TCP/IP related polling
techniques, because TPC/IP is the point of convergence of
different services in next generation multi-service networks.
It is also important to mention that new criteria for metrics
selection can be added as needed, take into consideration the
network layer protocol used to collect the data.
The main goal of the criteria is to assist the metrics
selection process prioritizing the metrics that could be
gathered in an automated way Thus, many benefits can be
provided, for example, helping decision making, shortening
the time of metrics selection and ensuring greater confidence
during the selection process and automation.
Metrics that do not meet all criteria presented previously
or require manual intervention are also important and can be
implemented by the organization. However, they are out of
scope of this work.
V.

DATA COLLECTION ARCHITECTURE

After selecting a specific set of metrics based on the
automation criteria, it is necessary to develop an architecture
that helps the implementation of a security metrics program.
This paper proposes an architecture based on an agentmanager management model that is well-known in the
network management field through a computer configured as
a manager and other components playing the role of agents.
Agent-Manager management model is basically
composed by three components [9]: a network management
station, that monitors managed resources and adjust them
according to the network administrators interests; a set of
managed objects that correspond to an agent (switches,
servers, routers) and to their associated data; and a
management communication protocol used by the station
manager and by agents to exchange data.
Figure 1 illustrates an agent-manager structure in a
computer network. In this example, a computer is used as a
management station that sends data requests to other
components via SNMP (Simple Network Management
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Protocol). In the SNMP architecture, there is a database of
managed objects called MIB (Management Information
Base) that contains data about the managed device. This data
is sent to the manager. In doing so, the management station
might be able to execute metrics calculation routines using
such collected data, providing useful information to network
administrators.

Figure 1. Example of a real management structure

It is possible to note in Figure 1 that only the SNMP
protocol is used to exchange data between the management
station and the components. Furthermore, several monitoring
tools can be used to collect metrics and generate reports,
which make control and data integration more difficult.
Whatever, it is important to collect data from several
sources using different protocols and only one tool. Then, the
architecture proposed in our work is also composed by three
elements: i) monitored computer network, where the data to
be collected is located; ii) communication protocols for data
collection; iii) management station which collect data,
transform data into metrics and generate reports and
graphics.
Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed architecture.
In this example, different protocols can be used to exchange
data between the management station and components.
Moreover, a tool for measurement and automated data
collection is used to integrate information control and
support the security monitoring process.

Management Station
Communication protocols
SNMP

IPFIX

ICMP

TCP/IP

Computer network
Switch

Access point
wireless

Firewall

Workstations

Servers
Laptops

Internet
Modem

Figure 2. Overview of proposed architecture.

The following subsections present a detailed description
of each component, their interactions and how they can help
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with the improvement of security metrics application and
collaborating with data integration.
A. Computer Network
The architecture defined in this paper aims to support the
monitoring of several components establishing a computer
network. Some examples of such components are:
workstations, switches, wireless routers, servers, and laptops.
This set of heterogeneous components has a vast amount
of data that might be important to organization’s security
management. Most of this components support management
protocols and have a management database which is
accessible and manageable.
Therefore, this data gathering can be automated through
an integrated solution contributing to the network
management processes and supporting the evaluation of
network security level. Next subsection introduces some
protocols that may be used to collect security data.
B. Communication Protocols
The TCP/IP (Transport Control Protocol/Internet
Protocol) is a collection of protocols that can be used to
perform the communication in a network. Socket [13] is an
interface that provides a communication mechanism to
computer applications using TCP or UDP protocol.
Therefore, applications can be implemented through socket
to read network data such as which servers has an Internet
connection established, the number of ports opened or closed
on a server, and others.
Another important protocol is the SNMP [13]. This is a
standard protocol for TCP/IP network management defined
by IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force). SNMP requires
few resources to be implemented using UDP transport
protocol to effectively exchange data between agents and
managers. There is a database of managed objects called
MIB (Management Information Base), which contains data
about the managed device, such as the uptime of a server.
The agent provides the interface between the manager and
physical device being managed, providing a monitoring of
different network components such as switches, servers and
wireless routers.
A different way to collect data from network devices is
through NetFlow protocol developed by Cisco Systems [13],
which enables the network administrator to export and
collect data flow information from routers that support this
technology.
The IETF has been working to standardize NetFlow
considering Cisco NetFlow version 9 [13] as a starting point.
This effort is called IPFIX (Internet Protocol Flow
Information Export) [13]. IPFIX optimizes the export of data
through a template, supporting extensibility and adapting to
different scenarios. In addition, a file format is specified for
storing data that has been received. It facilitates the
interoperability and reusability among a wide variety of flow
storage, processing and analysis tools.
C. Management Station
The management station needs a tool to perform data
collection from different devices in computer network. Its
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architecture is based on a MVC model (model-viewcontroller). This model divides the features of a system in
layers, facilitating the maintenance and creation of new
interfaces. The three layers and their functions are [14]:
• Model: Represents the logical layer. The whole
business rule and data persistence are located in this
layer. In this work it also aims to make requests to
read and collect data from the computer network.
• View: User interaction layer or application
interface. In this layer the data collected are preprocessed and viewed by network administrators
through reports and graphs.
• Controller: This layer is responsible for determining
the application flow, processing user actions and
transmitting data to model layer.
Figure 3 illustrates the layers of this management station
and its interaction between the network administrator and the
computer network.
Network
administrator
View
Interface and user
interaction

Controller
Controls the actions flow between
the layers

Model
Database

Recording data and generating
reports

Figure 3. MVC Layers and its interactions.

In this example, the network administrator performs an
interaction with view layer that allows managing computer
network. Then, the controller layer processes the actions to
the model layer, which performs requisitions to agents via
communications protocols. The protocol returns the collected
data to model layer and stores it in a database. With data
collected and stored, network administrator can execute
queries and analyze information using, for example, graphs
and reports.
VI.

A PRACTICAL APPLICATION

In order to demonstrate and validate the proposed
solution, tests were performed in a real computer network
environment, the Communication Networks Laboratory
(LaRCom) at the University of Campinas (Unicamp).
Currently, LaRCom has a computer network that offers a
1Gb Ethernet network, whose external internet connection is
provided by Unicamp. It is also composed by several
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equipments such as application servers, database servers,
printers, switches, VoIP terminals and laptops, all working
on IP protocol. This infrastructure supports technology
innovation projects that use this network to develop new
solutions and tools such as the development of e-government
to local governance and technologies for education.
Due to the intense use of services provided by LaRCom,
some issues might occur, such as: slowness in certain
servers, connection problems related to the Internet link,
instability on firewall, deficiency in electrical power supply
and others. In order to minimize these problems and help the
security manager’s duties, some security metrics were
applied in this network. Then, it was developed an Integrated
Platform for Security Metrics Analysis (IPSMA) tool based
on the architecture proposed in this paper. IPSMA was
implemented using Java technology and Oracle database
management system to store data.

Furthermore, it was developed a thread to collect each
metric in order to initiate and control simultaneously the
frequency of data collection. Data collection was performed
continuously and automatically without intervention, during
a period of one month without interruptions.
An illustration from IPSMA can be seen in Figure 5. This
tool performs the automated data collection from metrics,
generating reports and graphics. Moreover, it can help the
network administrator to manage security metrics application
and controls from organization.

A. Security Metrics Application
First of all, some components of LaRCom were selected
and monitored. The selection criteria here were choosing the
essential and frequently used components. Figure 4 presents
an overview of LaRCom and which components were
selected to be monitored.

Figure 5. Integrated Platform for Security Metrics Analysis

Finally, Figure 6 shows the real network following the
proposed architecture presented in Figure 2.
Management Station

Integrated Platform for Security
Metrics Analysis
(IPSMA)
Communication protocols

Figure 4. LaRCom network and monitored components.

Based on [2], [4] and [6], we selected metrics which
satisfies the interests of organizations and effective the
security management. The criteria presented in Section 4
also were used assisting metrics selection process and
choosing which metrics would be automated and applied in
the components of LaRCom. The following metrics were
implemented: i) Uptime; ii) Number of open ports;
Uptime [4] has as a main goal to calculate the time that a
computer, application or server is running. We used SNMP
protocol to collect such data. Another metric used in this
work, is the number of open ports [3]. Socket is used to
perform communication with servers and identify the open
ports. SNMP4J and Socket API were used for data collection
of metrics, respectively. The metrics automation process was
implemented using object oriented concepts supported by
JAVA language programming.
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SNMP

ICMP

TCP/IP

Larcom network

VMware1: Application Server
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Figure 6. Real network following the proposed architecture
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In this example, IPSMA was installed on the
management station which uses different protocols to read
and collect data from components. It contributes to integrate
information control and support the security monitoring
process.
B. Discussion and Results
Uptime [4] is a classic metric used to measure operations
such as “uptime” and “downtime”. Downtime is the total
amount of time that resources were out of service planned or
unplanned. Uptime is the total time for a given period minus
any downtime.
Important data can be collected by applying this metric,
such as: i) the total amount of time that resources were out of
service due to regular maintenance; ii) the total elapsed time
related to unexpected service outages; ii) the total time for a
given period that a computer was up;
Pham [15] also presents a system to assess the overall
security assurance. In this paper is used a metric to evaluate
the time that two stations and a server are running. The
results indicate that the station does not response to network
requests at some points.
In our architecture also was applied this metric using
only one platform to implement and collect data from
metrics instead of several tools.
Figure 7 presents the total amount of time that
components of LaRCom were up during a period of one
month.

When analyzing Table 1 and Figure 8, it is possible to
note that the application server (c1) and database server (c2)
had three “shutdowns”. According to the network
administrator, these shutdowns were required and planned.
The firewall (c5) had eleven unplanned “shutdowns”. So,
this fact alerted the network administrator of a potential risk
or instability in equipment C5. Soon, it was found that the
computer had some hardware troubles and it was sent to
maintenance.

Figure 8. Days when the components have “shutdown”

Another metric was applied aiming to verify which
server ports were opened, and also the frequency at which a
certain door remains open. Thus, important data can be
obtained to support security management such as: number of
computers that allow remote access via terminal service,
vulnerabilities which can be exploited through the open ports
without the consent of the network administrator and others
[16].
Table 2 presents the top five servers open ports of
LaRCom and the number of components with open ports.
TABLE II.

TOP FIVE OPENED PORTS OF LARCOM

Port
Figure 7. Total amount of “uptime” from components

As we can observe, the firewall (c5) stayed up an amount
of hours smaller than other components. This data
visualization can be detailed, for example, by the
investigation of the number of shutdowns of each component
per week, as seen in Table 1.
TABLE I.

TOTAL NUMBER OF SHUTDOWNS OF EACH COMPONENT
C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

C6

W1

-

-

-

-

1

-

W2

2

2

-

-

2

-

W3

-

-

-

-

4

-

W4

1

1

-

-

4

-
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Service

Number

80

HTTP

3

3389

Terminal services

3

1521

Database connection

3

53

DNS (Domain name Server)

2

22

SSH

1

In addition, SANS [17] also reported the top ten ports
that can be exploited by attacks or source of critical. When
comparing Table 2 with [17], we found that there are ports
such as 80, 3389 and 53 which were found in both lists.
These ports are considered dangerous by [17] and the
security policy in relation to these ports should be
reconsidered. Ports 80 and 22 which are operating system
standard also are considered easy targets of automated
attacks and should be changed.
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Ertürk [3] proposes a framework for security
measurement, collection and reporting data. Further, the
implementation was applied in a public organization.
The author also uses a metric to verify the number of
open ports on servers. In this case, Nessus Vulnerability
Scanner tool is used to collect data from several components.
Nevertheless, other metrics are presented by the author and
several monitoring tools, such as PRTG Network Monitor,
are used to collect data. Due to this fact our architecture
showed better to integrate information control and support
the active security monitoring process using only one tool.
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Abstract—A common perception of security services is an
overhead on distributed system's performance that
exponentially increases with scale and heterogeneity of the
system's components. While this perception is not untrue, there
is no precedence of experimenting the exact impact on its
overall performance in terms of quality of protection. This
paper presents a formal way of testing the impact of scalability
and heterogeneity on the federated Cloud security services.
The work presented in this paper aims to develop a mean of
quantifying the impact on security functions under various
operating conditions and parameters of federated Cloud
deployments. The results of this experimental study will help
businesses to identify the best security architecture that will fit
their Cloud architectures and performance requirements.
Keywords-Cloud computing; security architecture; performance
parameters.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Monitoring of security performance is an established
requirement of highly available services and infrastructures
[1]. Moreover, insight into the composition of security
mechanisms is one of the research areas identified by the
United States National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) in its report on directions in security metrics research
[2]. However, as of today, most of the proposed approaches
only deal with the monitoring of application level security
measures such as monitoring of antivirus updates, installation of patches, IDS (intrusion detection system) buffer
monitoring, etc. The range of available commercial products
to perform security monitoring generally examine various
high level parameters. For example, Cisco's MARS
(Monitoring, Analysis and Response System) [3] is designed
to monitor logs and to monitor threats; Hewlett Packard's IT
Performance Suite [4] is designed to monitor security and
risk management processes (such as number of systems
under security control, risk indicators, etc.). However, none
of these tools provide any information about the monitoring
of the impact on security at the infrastructure level.
It is generally understood that security takes its toll on
system performance; and providing consistent security to
scalable distributed systems requires careful consideration of
performance overheads [5]. However, no tangible efforts are
made to quantify the performance degradation by relating the
quality of protection with the system performance. The
knowledge of the impact of security at infrastructure level is
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particularly important to cope with the emerging challenges
of hybrid Clouds such as scalability, heterogeneity, criticality
of their applications, etc. It is therefore important to
determine an empirically validated function for security
services: on different application loads; for a number of
virtual machines; on different cloud technologies; with
different types of hypervisors.
In this paper, we present our security monitoring
experiment that aims to examine the implications of security
on the back-end system of emerging realm of IT services i.e. hybrid Cloud infrastructures. This experiment - ExSec:
Experimenting Scalability of Continuous Security
Monitoring - is one of the experiments of European Future
Internet experimental facility and experimentally-driven
research project BonFIRE [6]. Main objectives of the ExSec
experiment is to study and quantify the impact on the quality
of protection of Future Internet based applications that will
be highly scalable in nature and use heterogeneous
underlying technologies. These experimental evaluations
will be useful to determine the stretching limit of Cloud
security functions; and eventually, workout some remedial
solutions especially to explore the possibility of making use
of abundance of Cloud resources to compensate the
performance degradation.
The test scenarios of the ExSec experiment are designed
to reflect real-life situations where in a routine business
context, organizations forming a virtual organization (VO)
are most likely to run heterogeneous cloud managers; and
hence the situation often arises where hypervisors of
different types using different virtual execution environment
managers are required to collaborate to form a VO. The
bottom line of this study is to develop a mean of quantifying
the impact on security functions under various operating
conditions and parameters of Cloud deployments.
The rest of this paper is organized as: Section II outlines
the context of our work. A set of security policy rules and
impact factors are outlined in Section III. The experimental
set up of our study is detailed in Section IV. Section V
provides a pragmatic discussion of the scope and
perspectives of our work. Finally, some conclusions are
drawn in Section VI together with a brief account of our
future directions.
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II.

CONTEXT AND MOTIVATIONS

A. Background of Experimental Study
We implemented a security framework for Grid computing environments in one of our previous European projects GridTrust [7]. This work included a prototype implementation of the Usage Control (UCON) concept in the context
of virtual organizations (VO). This work consisted of a
vertical approach for Grid security from requirements level
right down to application and middleware levels. The
GridTrust framework provides policy-driven autonomic
access control solutions that provide a continuous monitoring
of the usage of resources (usage control) by users. This
groundwork on the deployment of UCON model in the
security framework of a highly distributed environment gave
us an insight in the problematic of security monitoring; and
the awareness of the impact of scale on security
performance. Unlike access control, usage control
perpetually monitors security parameters and is directly
affected by the scale of the system being controlled.
Therefore, its impact on the performance may become
significant enough to be overlooked. However, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no formal way of quantifying this
relationship or to extrapolate it for complex scenarios.
We explored the monitoring of Cloud security services in
the European Cloud computing flagship project
RESERVOIR [8] with particular focus on the audit logging
for data location compliance issues. The underlying Cloud
technology used in the RESERVOIR project was
OpenNebula [9] that was uniformly deployed across various
sites of the RESERVOIR Cloud. We are therefore using a
FIRE (Future Internet Research Experimentation) facility more precisely the BonFIRE project - now to have access to
a large-scale heterogeneous Cloud environment that provides
opportunity to perform tests on real infrastructures of scale.
Moreover, our study is facilitated by a range of technical
solutions provided by the BonFIRE infrastructure such as
monitoring tool (ZABBIX [10]), client library for RESTful
APIs (RESTfully [11]), JSON [12] interface for datainterchange, etc.
B. Related Work
Most of the ongoing Cloud computing endeavors are still
pointed to the challenges of their large scale deployments.
Security is undoubtedly the cornerstone of these
deployments; however, the progress in this area is still in its
earlier stage. Therefore, not too many initiatives are taken in
this direction so far. Some of these approaches are evaluated
in this section.
CloudSec [13] provides active, transparent and real-time
security monitoring for multiple concurrent VMs hosted on a
Cloud platform in an IaaS setting. CloudSec employs VMI
(virtual machine introspection) [14] for monitoring VMs at
the hypervisor level. CloudSec aims to protect kernel data
structures. However, it does not address the impact of these
multiple concurrent VMs on Cloud platform security.
Another important security area where monitoring
technology has an important role to play is digital investigations. Security monitoring can facilitate conception of foren-
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sic friendly IT infrastructures such as electronic communications [15]. Reliability of monitoring data is of prime
importance in this domain as the validity of data as an
acceptable proof in court of law is crucial in digital
investigations. This aspect of security monitoring is useful to
keep track of security information. However, it does not
offer any solution to the problem of estimating the accuracy
of security monitoring for a particular scale and its
dependence on specific underlying technology.
Our work presented in this paper is a pioneer initiative in
the direction of quantitative analysis of the impact of
scalability and heterogeneity on security functions. This
work will enable businesses to deploy some Cloud solutions
with optimal security architecture that will fit to their Cloud
architectures and performance requirements.
III.

SECURITY POLICY FOR THE EVALUATIONS

This section outlines the security policy for the ExSec
experiment’s evaluations. The overall objective of this
rigorous security policy is to ascertain a real life situation
that will use the federated cloud infrastructure for its routine
operations. The nature and scope of such paradigm will
require simultaneous fulfillment of several policy rules. This
situation will strain the overall security policy enforcement
mechanism in general; and its policy decision point (PDP)
in particular.
A. Scenario description
The security policy scenario depicts a Future Internet
based social application where access to digital contents
(such as music files) requires a number of conditions to be
satisfied such as:
1. The foremost condition is to ensure that the subject has
paid for the contents he/she intends to access.
2. The type of contents (e.g. latest songs or the songs
released a couple of years before the access request)
3. The type of access (e.g. premium for priority download,
or ordinary for slower download speed)
4. The access limit (e.g. unlimited access or some limits are
applied such as maximum number of songs that can be
downloaded in a given time; specific download time –
night only, weekend only, etc.
5. The geographical location of the user to protect the rights
of the digital distributions.
Moreover, a number of events may raise suspicions
leading to some corrective measures such as:
1. If a user with individual subscription simultaneously
attempts to access the contents from different locations.
2. If a user makes more than a specific number of futile
attempts to access the contents.
Figure 1 depicts a non-exhaustive list of major decision
parameters for the Policy Decision Point (PDP) for the
abovementioned Future Internet based digital contents
application. The impact of the range of these parameters on
the performance of PDP is exacerbated when a big number
of (scalable) requests are concurrently made to the
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application gateway. We aim to quantify this impact and
establish relationship between the load on the PDP and its
impact on the performance. System calls are intercepted to
have a lower level control over the incoming requests. Major
security challenges of this scenario are to ensure firm access
control despite higher scale of requests; to enforce usage
control policies; and to cope with the heterogeneity of the
underlying technologies.

proprietary technology such as the one offered by the HP
for BonFIRE.
• Security verification for an end-user web application
running on the heterogeneous Cloud engines - for
example, a cloud management environment composed of
OpenNebula and HP technology.
• Security verification for a completely heterogeneous
environment with diverse VM Hosts and Cloud engines.
4) Impact parameters
• Gradually increase number of clients (download
requests) to get access to digital contents file (cf.
network throughput, CPU utilization, RAM, etc.)
• Add timeslot constraint for the download requests
(maximum number of permissible downloads per hour)
• Add file type constraint for the download requests (type
of digital contents that can be downloaded – e.g. files of
type A, B, and C)
• Add location constraint for the download requests (such
as number of download requests per server)
• Placement of PEP/PDP
• Within a VM
• One at each BonFIRE site
• One for the entire infrastructure
IV.

Figure 1. Overview of the security policy scenario

B. Policy rules
This section summaries some example security policy
rules and the impact parameters to be studied in the course
of ExSec experiment.
1) Access control policy rules
• AC1: Access to digital contents files is restricted to
users in good standing
• AC2: Have enough credit for requested digital contents
• AC3: Maximum number of digital contents files is not
reached
• AC4: Access digital contents from the eligible location
2) Usage control policy rules
• UC1: Maximum number of downloads granted
• UC2: Maximum number of downloads in a specific time
(e.g. per hour)
• UC3: Maximum number of downloads of specific type
of files (e.g. classical music)
3) Monitoring policy testing scenarios
• Security verification for an end-user web application
running on the same underlying VM Host technology for example KVM.
• Security verification for an end-user web application
running on the different underlying VM Host
technologies - for example KVM and Xen.
• Security verification for an end-user web application
running on the same underlying Cloud engine - for
example a sub-experiment on OpenNebula or a
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP OF OUR STUDY

A security policy enforcement architecture using
XACML [16] is deployed as a first step of this study so as to

Figure 2. ExSec credentials management system

secure access to the BonFIRE resources. This security policy
enforcement architecture is shown in Figure 2. Access to the
BonFIRE infrastructure is based on the authentication
mechanism where we have installed a filter to intercept all
HTTP requests sent to the ExSec experiment's WebApp.
This filter constructs an XACML request with the client
information (e.g. the requesting IP address). The Policy
Enforcement Point (PEP) invokes the AccessControl service
followed by the evaluation of access request by the Policy
Decision Point (PDP) that returns TRUE if the access is
permitted, or FALSE otherwise. The interactions of PEP and
PDP together with their port numbers are provided in Figure
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3. Additional filters will be used for monitoring of security
parameters by using UCON model.
We now present fine-grained architectural information of
our proposed architectural set-up. We first describe different
schemes of placing security policy enforcement points (PEP)
in the BonFIRE computer resources followed by the number
of testing scenarios for the study.
A. Case-1: When PEP module is integrated inside server
node
Jikes Java Virtual Machine (JVM) launches a RESTlet
HTTP server. Every system call from this REST server to
gain physical access to a file (e.g. to open a file) is
intercepted by the Jikes JVM, which queries the PEP
module. The latter applies the Usage Control security policy
(i.e. one download at a time), and returns this answer to
Jikes, which grants or denies the physical access request for
a file. In this case, there is a PEP module shipped with each
compute node. This scheme is presented in the Figure 3.

C. Testing scenarios
This section outlines the set of scenarios of ExSec experiment to study the impact of security.
1) Basic test scenarios
First we deployed a basic test scenario where only two
VMs are used. One contains a server node configuration with
an integrated PEP module; and the other performs download
request to the first one. We use HAProxy load-testing tool to
generate large numbers of HTTP client requests to simulate
multiple clients. The behavior of the server node is analyzed
according to the number of client requests it serves. This
scenario is shown in the Figure 5. This test is designed to
study the impact of a sizable number of clients’ requests on
the infrastructure performance.

Figure 3. BonFIRE Compute Resource with integrated PEP module

Figure 5. Basic load testing scenario for BonFIRE testbed

B. Case-2: When PEP module lies outside server node
In this set-up, the server nodes are similar to the case-1,
but the PEP module is hosted in an external VM. Requests to
the external PEP module are triggered over the network. This
scheme might result in some performance degradations.
ExSec experiment aims to measure the impact of using
external PEP on the functioning of security policy
enforcement. The architectural set-up is shown in the Figure
4.

2) Load testing scenario (integrated PEP modules in
servers)
This scenario, as shown in the Figure 6, is meant to
analyze the system behavior when multiple client requests
are distributed across several server nodes. These could be
spread across various BonFIRE testbeds. In this scenario, the
PEP modules are integrated into the server nodes.
Synchronization of different PEPs can incur some
performance overheads. We workout the impact on
performance due to increasing load and management
overheads.

Figure 4. BonFIRE Compute Resource with external PEP module
Figure 6. Load testing scenario with integrated PEP module
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3) Load testing scenario (one PEP module per BonFIRE
site)
This scenario is similar to the previous one, but server
nodes are no longer hosting the PEP modules. They are
externalized on separate computing resources. However, this
scenario provides one PEP module per BonFIRE testbed.
This scheme is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Load testing scenario with one PEP module per BonFIRE site

4) Load testing scenario (one PEP module for the entire
infrastructure)
This is a similar scenario as the previous one. However
there is only one PEP module, so that server nodes will have
to perform Usage Control policy requests across BonFIRE
sites. This arrangement is shown in the Figure 8. It would be
more measurable to have the PEP on an independent node
without server node on it.

Figure 8. Load testing scenario with one PEP module

V.

DISCUSSIONS

Impact on security functions of the wireless devices and
platforms is widely explored [17][18][19], mainly due to
their significance on the power consumption. The principal
objective of these studies is pointed towards improving the
battery life of wireless devices instead of investigating the
impact on the global functioning of the resources. Whereas,
ExSec is aiming to quantify the impact on security
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performance by studying the impact of its different
parameters.
Impact of security services in a client/server exchange of
information is evaluated in [20]. The composition of these
environments is generally fixed and investigation of the
impact of security services on the performance requires less
parameters compared to virtual, dynamic and decentralized
environments such as federated Clouds. Heterogeneity
besides scalability is a non-trivial challenge that we are
facing in ExSec experiment. The dynamic nature of the
distributed systems is giving rise to adaptive security
monitoring systems [21]. The decision making process for
their adaptiveness also inflicts performance overheads.
However, this performance factor is not considered in our
work.
Hardware-based security solutions such as Trusted
Computing [22] are often seen as rigorous in quality of
protection. This inspiration has led to the development of
hardware-based process security monitoring system such as
VMInsight [23] that can provide load-time and run-time
monitoring for processes. It can be an interesting follow-up
direction for the ExSec experiment; however, the current
BonFIRE infrastructure has no Trusted Platform Module
(TPM) support. We can nevertheless envision extrapolating
ExSec results on some Cloud infrastructure with TPM such
as CertiCloud [24].
Our work mainly deals with infrastructural side of the
performance impact on security. The results can be used to
advise Cloud customers and users on the security and
performance tradeoffs. However, infrastructure providers
(such as Amazon EC2 [25]) do not take responsibility of
ensuring protection of their customers' contents. For
example, clause 4.2 of Amazon's Customer Agreement
explicitly ask their customers to be responsible for taking
necessary security measures. It clearly states: You are
responsible for ... taking your own steps to maintain
appropriate security and protection, which may include the
use of encryption technology to protect Your Content from
unauthorized access and routine archiving Your Content.
Likewise, a recent study of Security of Cloud Computing
Providers [26] reported that around three quarters (73% of
US and 75% of European service providers) responded that
their cloud services do not substantially protect and secure
their customers’ confidential or sensitive information.
Moreover, nearly two-thirds of the responded (62% of US
and 63% of European providers) were not confident that
their Cloud applications and resources were secure. It is
therefore necessary for the Cloud customers to enforce their
security policy and to ensure that its impact on performance
remains within acceptable range. Our work can be useful for
this kind of public. They can use it together with some trust
establishing mechanism for choosing the most appropriate
Cloud provider. Example of trust establishing mechanism
includes privacy penetration testing [27].
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VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This paper presented our experimental investigations that
aim to relate two peculiar characteristics of highly available
systems - scalability and heterogeneity - with the
performance of security functions. We are working to
develop a formal way of quantifying the impact on security
services under various operating conditions and parameters
of federated Cloud deployments. We as a technology transfer
centre perform this experimental study to help businesses
(especially SMEs) identify the best security architecture that
will fit their Cloud architectures and performance
requirements.
Our study is a pioneer work in analyzing the impact of
the peculiar characteristics of hybrid Cloud architectures on
the much-needed effective security solutions. We are
conducting this experimental study on a real life operational
hybrid Cloud infrastructure through a set of test scenarios
depicting real-life situations of routine business
environments. Our work will also stimulate new research
directions in the area of Cloud security and its performance
parameters; as the security solutions of the pre-Cloud era
may not be simply ported to this novel paradigm without
necessary improvements.
We are currently implementing usage control (UCON)
security policy. Our future directions include implementation
of more complex policy rules to better reflect the emerging
security requirements. Examples include security policy
rules for reputation component that grants or denies usage
requests according to the client's reputation. We plan to
explore such new policies to broaden the scope of the ExSec
experiment beyond the single experimentation policy. We
are also going to explore ways of compensating performance
degradation by making use of available Cloud resources to
fill the gap.
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Abstract—The ability to characterize and predict Internet
users behaviors in environments where only layer 2 statistics
are available can be very important for a network operator.
At network entry points, like Wi-Fi or WiMax access points
or UMTS or LTE base stations, the operator can perform a
low level monitoring of the communications independently of
the data encryption level and even without being associated
with the network itself. Based on this low level network data,
it is possible to infer the user behavior, optimize the access
service and offer new security threat detection services. The
user behavior inference consists in identifying the underlying web
application that is responsible by the layer 2 traffic at different
time instants and characterize the usage dynamics of the different
web applications. Many identification methodologies have been
proposed over the last years to classify/identify IP applications,
including port-based analysis, deep packet inspection, behaviorbased approaches and learning theory, each one having its own
advantages and drawbacks. However, all these methodologies
fail when only low level statistics are available or under data
encryption restrictions. We propose the use of multiscaling traffic
characteristics to differentiate between different web applications
and the use of a Markovian model to characterize the dynamics of
the user actions over time. By applying this methodology to Wi-Fi
layer 2 traffic generated by users accessing different common web
services/contents through HTTP (namely social networking, web
news and web-mail applications), it was possible to achieve a good
matching and prediction of the users behaviors. The results show
that the proposed multiscaling traffic Markovian model has the
potential to identify, model and predict Internet users behaviors
based only on layer 2 traffic statistics.
Keywords - User profiling; wavelets; multiscaling behavior; multivariate Gaussian distributions; Markovian modeling; behavior
prediction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Identifying different behaviors of Internet users by analyzing
the application types they are running is the key issue of many
crucial network monitoring and management tasks. Basic
network management functions such as quality of service
improvement, network equipment optimization and security
threats detection are all based on the ability to accurately
classify network traffic into the right corresponding application
and describe users behavior over time. Most existing approaches are based on static information about the applications
(such as the name and type of the application, its owner,
the execution time, or the host on which the application was
executed). However, such approaches are not applicable to
scenarios involving low level monitoring, traffic encryption or
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under stringent confidentiality requirements, since they rely on
analyzing specific fields of the packet header.
So, this paper proposes the use of multiscaling traffic characteristics to differentiate between different web applications
and the use of a Markovian model [1], [2] to characterize the
various dynamics of the user actions over time. This methodology will be able to identify and predict the different user
behaviors, even if this information is somehow hidden when
performing a classical statistical analysis of the generated
traffic.
Besides, the proposed methodology can be applied to scenarios where existing identification approaches are not applicable or have limited efficiency, like low level monitoring and
service optimization at Wi-Fi [3] or WiMax [4] access points
and Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)
[5], [6] or Long Term Evolution (LTE) [7] base stations.
One of the first and most common forms of traffic classification is port-based classification, which relies on the port
numbers employed by the application at the transport layer.
However, since many modern applications use dynamic ports
negotiation, port-based classification became ineffective [8],
[9], with accuracy ranges between 30% and 70%. Chronologically, the next proposed classification technique was deep
packet inspection (DPI) or payload-based classification, which
requires the inspection of the packets’ payload: this classifier
extracts the application payload from the layer 4 data unit
and searches for a signature that can identify the flow type.
Although DPI is widely used by today’s traffic classifier
vendors, being very accurate [10], [9] for some scenarios, it
is unable to deal with low level or encrypted data. Very efficient classification techniques that perform traffic identification
without accessing user data were proposed [11], but they also
rely on layer 3 and layer 4 traffic statistics that may not be
available for the operator at specific network entry points,
can be protected by encryption or restricted by confidentiality
requirements.
In this work, we propose a methodology for the differentiation of Internet applications based on the multiscaling
statistical analysis of low level traffic, together with a modeling
approach of the user preferences over time. It is known that
several frequency components are introduced by mechanisms
operating at different scales of analysis, including user interactions, flow sessions and individual packets dynamics. This
creates characteristic multiscaling signatures that can be used
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to perform an accurate differentiation of the different web
applications. A wavelet scalogram [12], which describes the
signal energy simultaneously on a frequency and time domain,
is constructed based on the wavelet multiscale decomposition
of a traffic counting process and can be used to create
multiscaling statistical signatures for each web application.
The wavelet scalogram communicates the time frequency
localization property of the discrete wavelet transform, being
possible to capture the correlation that exists between the time
variability of the process and the different scales.
The results obtained by applying the proposed methodology
to layer 2 traffic promiscuously captured in the vicinity of
a Wi-Fi network access point (without authenticating) show
that it is able to achieve a good identification accuracy. It was
possible to identify, model and predict the behavior of users
accessing three common web applications: social networking
(without chatting and game interactions), news web journals
and web-mail.
For validation purposes, the ground-truth of the data was
created by asking a pre-determined set of users to replicate
their traditional Internet behavior using a controlled environment (user terminals and network).
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows:
Section II presents some of the most relevant related work on
statistical classification of web applications and user behavior
modeling; Section III presents some important background
on multiscaling analysis; Section IV presents the details of
the proposed identification methodology and behavior model;
Section V presents the results of a proof-of-concept of the
methodology and, finally, Section VI presents some brief
conclusions about the presented model and identification
methodologies.
II. R ELATED WORK
The statistical approach to classification is based on collecting
statistical data of the network flow, such as the mean packet
size, flow duration, number of bytes per time interval, number
of packets per time interval, etc. The statistical paradigm
relies on the assumption that each application has a unique
distribution of properties that represents it and can be used to
univocally identify it. This approach has been the subject of
intensive research in recent years.
First of all, Paxson et al. [13] established a relationship
between flow application type and flow properties (such as the
number of bytes and the flow duration). In [14], the authors
proposed a methodology for separating chat traffic from other
Internet traffic using statistical properties such as packet sizes,
number of bytes, duration and packets inter arrival times.
In [15], Mcgregor et al. explored the possibility of forming
clusters of flows based on flow properties such as packet
size statistics (e.g., minimum and maximum), byte count,
idle times, etc., using an expectation maximization (EM)
algorithm to find the clusters’ distribution density functions. A
study focusing on identifying flow application categories rather
than specific individual applications was presented in [16].
Although it was limited by a small dataset, the authors have
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been able to show that the k-nearest neighbor algorithm and
other techniques can achieve good results, correctly identifying
around 95% of the flows. In reference [17], the authors were
able to obtain an average success rate of 87% in the separation of individual applications using an EM based clustering
algorithm. In [18], Moore et al. studied the basic Navie Bayes
algorithm, enhanced by certain refinements, showing that it is
able to achieve an accuracy level of 95%.
In [19], realtime classification was addressed by studying
the feasibility of application identification at the beginning
of a TCP connection: based on an analysis of packet traces
collected on eight different networks, the authors found that
it is possible to distinguish the behavior of an application
from the observation of the size and the direction of the first
few packets of the TCP connection. Three techniques were
applied to cluster TCP connections: K-Means, Gaussian Mixture Model and spectral clustering. Crotti et al. [20] presented
a realtime classification mechanism based on three simple
properties of the captured IP packets: their size, inter-arrival
time and arrival order. Based on new structures called protocol
fingerprints, which express these quantities in a compact way,
and on a simple classification algorithm based on normalized
thresholds, the proposed technique showed promising results
on classifying of a reduced set of protocols. In [21], a traffic
classification approach based on Support Vector Machines
(SVM) was proposed: using a simple optimization algorithm,
a statistical traffic classifier was able to perform correctly
with only a few hundred samples for training. Note that these
algorithms were tested only against basic application protocols. Encrypted applications communications add additional
constraints to the detection problem by making the traffic
packet headers and data inaccessible to network based monitoring systems. Therefore, the detection methods that rely on
packets headers/data information are completely inappropriate
in encrypted communications scenarios [8], [22].
Bar-Yanai et al. [23] introduces a hybrid statistical algorithm
that integrates the k-nearest neighbors and k-means machine
learning algorithms. The proposed algorithm is fast, accurate
and is insensitive to encrypted traffic, overcoming several
weaknesses of the DPI approach (like asymmetric routing
and packet ordering). The strength of the algorithm was
demonstrated on encrypted BitTorrent, which is known to use
packet encryption, port alternation and packet padding (on
initial flow packets) to avoid detection.
The BLINC [11] approach is based on observing and
identifying patterns of host behavior at the transport layer,
analyzing the social, functional and application level patterns.
The fact that this approach relies on layer 3 and layer 4 traffic
statistics makes it impossible to be used by an operator in
certain entry points of the network where only low level data
is available.
Rocha et al. [24] presented a methodology for the detection
of security attacks and the classification of Internet flows that
relies on multidimensional Gaussian distributions [25]. In this
way, it is possible to account for the correlation between
the values that are obtained for the different dimensions,
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allowing to infer even more accurate probability distributions.
The proposed approach starts by performing a multiscale
analysis to the sampled IP data-streams, obtaining multiscale
estimators for all streams; the estimators are subsequently
processed by mapping a dimension to each timescale, so
that the multivariate distributions (for each protocol) can be
inferred; an algorithm will then find the dimensions where the
separation between the several distributions is most noticeable
and each of the traffic streams is then classified according
to the probability of belonging to each one of the inferred
distributions.
III. M ULTISCALING ANALYSIS
The inability of conventional Fourier analysis to preserve
the time dependence and describe the evolutionary spectral
characteristics of non-stationary processes requires tools that
allow time and frequency localization. Wavelet transforms
can provide information concerning both time and frequency,
which allows local, transient or intermittent components to be
elucidated [12]. Such components are often obscured due to
the averaging inherent within spectral only methods, like Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) [26], for example.
Wavelets are mathematical functions that are used to divide
a given signal into its different frequency components. They
consist of a short duration wave that has limited energy.
Wavelets enable the analysis of each one of the signal components in an appropriate scale. Starting with a mother wavelet
ψ(t), a family ψτ,s (t) of ”wavelet daughters” can be obtained
by simply scaling and translating ψ(t):
t−τ
1
)
ψτ,s (t) = p ψ(
s
|s|

(1)

where s is a scaling or dilation factor that controls the width
of the wavelet (the factor √1 being introduced to guarantee
|s|

preservation of the energy, kψτ,s k = |ψ|) and τ is a translation
parameter controlling the location of the wavelet. Scaling a
wavelet simply means stretching it (if |s| > 1) or compressing
it (if |s| < 1), while translating it simply means shifting its
position in time.
Given a signal x(t) ∈ L2 (<) (the set of square integrable
functions), its Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) with
respect to the wavelet ψ is a function of time (τ ) and scale
(s), Wx;ψ (τ, s), obtained by projecting x(t) onto the wavelet
family {ψτ,s }:
Z −∞
1
t−τ
Wx;ψ (τ, s) =
x(t) p ψ(
)dt
(2)
s
|s|
+∞
By analogy with the terminology used in the Fourier case,
the energy components of the signal are given by the square
of the CWT components of the signal and the (local) Wavelet
Power Spectrum (sometimes called Scalogram or Wavelet
Periodogram) is defined as the normalized energy over time
and scales:
2

|Wx;ψ (τ, s)|
Ex (τ, s) = 100 P P
0 0 2
τ0
s0 |Wx;ψ (τ , s )|
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(3)

Scalograms reveal much information about the nature of
non-stationary processes that was previously hidden, so they
are applied to a lot of different scientific areas: diagnosis
of special events in structural behavior during earthquake
excitation, ground motion analysis, transient building response
to wind storms, analysis of bridge response due to vortex
shedding, among others [27].
IV. M ULTISCALING B EHAVIOR M ODELING
A. Multiscale traffic data
Let us assume that process x(t) represents a counting statistic of a layer 2 traffic trace to and from a specif user terminal
(e.g., number of frames on the upload direction, number of
bytes in the download direction, etc.). The user is identified by
a layer 2 address depending on the underlying communications
technology. It is possible to apply a multiscaling analysis to
process x(t) by calculating the scalogram using equation (3).
We characterize the multiscale user behavior by the estimator
of the standard deviation of that user’s traffic energy within
a time window for a set of timescales. Therefore, a traffic
process energy standard deviation at time interval k and time
scale s using a sliding time window of width W can be defined
as:
v
u
2
X 
u 1
Ex (τ, s) − Ex (k, s)
D̂x (k, s) = t
W −1
τ ∈[k−W,k]

(4)
with k = {W, W + 1, W + 2, . . .} and
X
1
Ex (k, s) =
Ex (τ 0 , s)
W 0

(5)

τ ∈[k−W,k]

Choosing J timescales ({s1 , s2 , . . . , sJ }) of interest, it is
possible to define a vector Bx,k that describes the inferred
localized multiscaling characteristics (at time interval k) of
the traffic process x:
Bx,k = {D̂x (k, sj ), j = 1, . . . , J}

(6)

B. Markov Modulated multivariate Gaussian Processes Model
The proposed discrete time Markov Modulated multivariate
Gaussian Process (dMMGP) model characterizes position and
mobility of a subject based on the following assumptions: (i)
the multiscaling behavioral metrics for the use of a specific
web application can be described by a multivariate Gaussian
distribution, (ii) the time scales of importance can be predetermined, (iii) a ground truth for the web applications usage
multiscaling characteristics can be pre-established and (iv)
the transition between applications can be described by an
underlying (homogeneous) Markov chain where each state
maps the multiscaling behavior characteristics of a specific
web application usage.
The dMMGP can then be described as a J-dimensional
random process (B) with a multivariate Gaussian distribution
that characterizes the behavior of a user in an universe of A
possible applications in a J-dimensional environment (for J
time scales of importance), whose parameters are a function
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of the state (S) of the modulator Markov chain (B, S) with
A states. The dMMGP model states will map the applications
multiscale characteristics and the dMMGP model transitions
will define the user behavior/dynamics on the usage of the
different applications. The former will be inferred based on
pre-established ground truth (set of known flows) for the web
applications multiscaling characteristics and the later will be
inferred based on the dynamics of the mapping of a set of flows
of specific users to the application multiscale characteristics
(i.e. model states).
More precisely, the (homogeneous) Markov chain
(B, S) = {(Bk , Sk ), k = 0, 1, . . .}
with state space IRJ × U , with U = {1, 2, . . . , A + 1}, is a
dMMGP if and only if for k = 0, 1, . . .,
P (Bk+1 = b, Sk+1 = n|Sk = m) = pmn Γn (b)

(7)

J

where b ∈ IR is a generic multiscale component in a Jdimensional environment, pmn represents the probability of a
transition from state m to state n of the underlying Markov
chain in time interval [k, k + 1], and
J

−1

1

Γa (b) = (2π)− 2 Σa 2 e− 2 (b−ma )

T

Σ−1
a (b−ma )

(8)

is the multivariate Gaussian distribution of the multiscaling
characteristics of application a flows, it is centered in ma and
has covariance matrix Σa .
Whenever (7) holds, we say that (B, S) is a dMMGP with
a set of modulating states with size A and parameter matrices
P, M and S. Matrix P is the transition probability matrix of
the modulating Markov chain S,


p11 p12 . . . p1A
 p21 p22 . . . p2A 

P=
(9)
... ... ... ... 
pA1 pA2 . . . pAA
while matrix M defines the mean values of each multiscaling
Gaussian distribution:


M = m1 m2 . . . mA
(10)
where ma is a J × 1 vector. Matrix S contains the covariance
(sub-)matrices of each multiscaling Gaussian distribution:


S = Σ1 Σ2 . . . ΣA
(11)
where Σa is a J × J matrix. Moreover, we denote by Π =
[π1 , π2 , . . . , πA ] the stationary distribution of the underlying
Markov chain.
Matrix P will be unique for each user, and will characterize
his/her behavior on the usage of the applications characterized
by matrices M and S. The overall multiscaling behavior of a
user can be statistically described by a stationary probability
density defined by a weighted sum of A multivariate Gaussian
distributions:
A
X
f (b) =
πa Γa (b), b ∈ IRJ
(12)
a=1

where b is a multiscale component that belongs to the Jdimensional domain of chosen timescales.
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C. Model Inference Procedure
Assuming that we have a ground-truth for a set of A web
applications, analyzed over F flows, over K time windows in
J timescales of interest, we can define the multiscale profile
of an application a(a = 1, . . . , A) as Ga,f,k , inferred using
equation (6) considering that process x(t) is the f -th flow of
application a, with a = 1, . . . , A, f = 1, . . . , F and k =
1, . . . , K, i.e.:
Ga,f,k = Bx,k , x ↔ flow f of application a

(13)

The M and S matrices of the dMMPGP model can then be
inferred as
F
K
1 XX
Ga,f,k
(14)
ma =
KF
f =1 k=1

F X
K 

X
1
T
(Ga,f,k − ma ) (Ga,f,k − ma )
KF − 1
f =1 k=1
(15)
The final step of the inference procedure is to infer matrix
P, i.e. the transition probabilities between the states defined
in the first step. This task is achieved by probabilistically
mapping each multiscaling behavior of each unknown flow
trace x(t) Bx,k , k = 1, . . . , K to one state/application and
then averaging the probabilistic transitions between states,
according to a probability vector:

Σa =

qk = {Γ1 (Bx,k ), . . . , ΓA (Bx,k )}, k = 0, 1, . . . , K

(16)

D. Behavior Prediction
Defining ck = {ck,a : a = 0, 1, . . . , A}, k = 0, 1, . . . , K,
where ck is the probability vector defining that within timewindow [k − W, k] the user is using application a, and based
on equation (12) we can define the multivariate distribution
of the predicted multiscaling behavior of the user in a future
time-window (z observations in the future) as:
A
X

ck+z Γa

(17)

a=1

with
ck+z = ck Pz

(18)

where ck+z represents the probabilistic vector that quantifies
the probability of a web application to be in use k time
windows in the future.
V. P ROOF OF CONCEPT
A. Data-set
The test data-set was obtained by capturing, in promiscuous
mode, the layer 2 traffic having as source or destination a
specific Wi-Fi network access point. The traffic capture was
performed without authenticating to the network and consisted
only of 802.11 frames. In a controlled environment, where
all terminals were using a bare installation of Linux with a
daemon that recorded all browse requests, a set of invited users
were asked to access and use their usual web applications,
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Figure 1.
80% quantile frontiers of the inferred multivariate Gaussian
distributions of the multidimensional characteristics of each application.
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maintaining their typical behavior. This approach allowed us
to create the ground-truth of a mapping between layer 2
data traces and their originating users and web applications.
Within the context of this paper and this proof of concept,
we only used the data traces that were created by users
accessing three general web applications: social networking,
namely Facebook (without chatting and game interactions),
news web journals and web-mail access. The total number
of data sets was divided in two: the first half was used to
infer the underlying dMMGP model of the behavior of each
application and user, while the second half of the data sets
was used to validate the inferred models by comparing the
predicted multiscale behavior (and associated web application
usage sequence) of each user. The raw statistical process used
was the amount of bytes transmitted from the Wi-Fi access
point to each user, sampled every 0.1 seconds. Sampling the
raw statistics in 0.1 seconds allows our method to measure
and incorporate some of the most characteristic multiscale
dynamics of an application: (i) the lower timescales that are
strictly related with the way that specific application handles
the multiple data sessions, (ii) the medium timescales that
are related with the application algorithmic dynamics and (iii)
the higher timescales that reflect mainly the user interactions
dynamics [28]. For the purpose of the model inference, we use
time windows with a width of 120 seconds (W = 1200) and
considered time windows in 20 seconds interval. The choice
of these values is a tradeoff between the amount of (past) data
necessary to fully characterize the traffic dynamics and the
amount of data that can be process and analyzed in pseudo-real
time. The heavier computational task that it is the construction
and update of the behavior models which are made off-line
and is not an issue. However, to perform the application and
user identification the measured data must be matched with
previously inferred models in pseudo real-time. The interval
between windows of classification was chosen in order to
minimize the delay between the moment of an user application
change and its effective detection by our methodology. With
an appropriate choice of parameters, namely window size and
interval of processing, this methodology is fully scalable since
the computation power required is proportional to the amount
of traffic (number of users) under analysis.
Figures 1 and 2 depicted the 80% and 90% quantile frontiers
of the inferred multivariate Gaussian distributions of the multidimensional characteristics of each application (using just 3
timescales) for all users. These distributions reveal that the
multiscale characteristics of the three web applications are
distinct and have a small overlap in the universe of the three
dimensions/scales considered.
After inferring the underlying dMMGP model, we use
the test data traces to test the precision of the model in
identifying the current web application of an user every 20
seconds. In this test, we were able to obtain a precision of
72.4% of correctly classified windows and the identification
results presented in Table V-A. The results show a very good
agreement between the identified web application and the real
application, considering the reduced amount of information (in
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Figure 2.
90% quantile frontiers of the inferred multivariate Gaussian
distributions of the multidimensional characteristics of each application.

terms of raw data and time span of the observation) used for
the identification.
Using the test data traces to test the precision of the
model in identifying the web applications that are in use 60
seconds in the future we obtained a precision of 55.3%
of correctly classified windows. The results show that the
identification/predicting results are still significantly above the
pure random guess.
The results show that our methodology was able to obtain
very good classification and prediction results considering the
reduced amount of information (only network layer 2 sampled
statistics) and that the web applications under consideration
may, in some particular cases, be very similar. Most of the

Web-mail
Facebook
Web-news

Web-Mail
69.95%
4.12%
7.08%

Facebook
7.84%
83.13%
24.35%

Web-news
22.20%
12.74%
68.55%

Table I
I DENTIFICATION OF THE CURRENT WEB APPLICATION RESULTS .
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errors can be explained by the fact that some Web-news
pages are very similar to social networking applications pages
and even incorporate social network features within its own
Web-pages. Also, when the Web-news web pages have less
content the user dynamics may get similar to Web-mail or
Facebook interactions (i.e., small data chunks exchanged at
small intervals).
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We presented a novel approach that uses multiscaling traffic
characteristics to differentiate between different web applications and a Markovian model that is able to characterize
the dynamics of user actions over time. By applying this
methodology to Wi-Fi layer 2 traffic generated by users
accessing different common web services/contents through
HTTP (namely, social networking, web news and web-mail
applications), it was possible to achieve a good matching and
prediction of the users behaviors. Our methodology may be
applied to preallocate resources in network access points based
on past user behavior and pseudo real-time predictions of short
term requirements.
As future work, we plan to test our methodology incorporating more applications with completely different behavior (such
as video streaming, P2P file transferring, online games, etc.).
This will required the improvement of the inner algorithms
of the methodology to accommodate multiple and dynamic
timescales ranges. Moreover, our short term plans include the
developing of a prototype and test in a 3G/4G network base
station for optimal dynamic allocation of resources.
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Abstract—This paper presents an investigation of factors
that are likely to affect the security of an organization, in
particular, the number of security incidents. Using Intrusion
Prevention Systems (IPS) data, provided by the University
of Maryland, we derive three potential factors (attackers,
corrupted computers and attack types) and their respective
measurements. Based on empirical studies and information
security literature, we examine the effects of selected factors
on the number of security incidents. We use a regression model
to test the hypotheses empirically and also to study how those
factors are affected over time. We found that the number
of potential corrupted computers is positively related to the
security incidents while the number of potential attackers and
range of attack types does not significantly affect the number
of security incidents. We also found empirical evidence that
factors could significantly change over time.
Keywords-Network and Security Management; Security Metrics; Empirical Study; Security Incidents; Intrusion Prevention
Systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In information security, questions such as “Is security
improving over time?” and “Are we using effective controls?” could be used to derive measurements to facilitate
decision making and improve performance and accountability. Researchers have been trying to measure security
using models from other disciplines such as economics, risk,
reliability engineering and statistics. However, as pointed out
by Jansen [1] much of what has been written about security
quantification is definitional, aimed at providing guidelines
for defining a security metric and specifying criteria for
which to achieve.
Currently, there are many suggestions in the security
community for what measures organizations should collect
in order to construct security measurement models [2], [3]
and [4]. However, as noted by Verendel [5], for most cases
it is unknown if the proposed models are valid or not in
representing security for systems in realistic environments
due to the lack of validation and comparison between such
methods against empirical data. In other words, little work
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has been done to determine the value of these measures in
real-world operational environments [6]. Research is needed
to validate connections between measures and security, and
determine and understand possible correlations.
In this paper, we study connections between metrics
derived from intrusion prevention system (IPS) alert events
and the number of security incidents. The number of security
incidents is an important security indicator that in combination with other metrics can indicate the level of threats and
effectiveness of security controls.
Since security incidents may be the result of several
factors, from a computer infected with a virus to successful
attacks against servers, our aim is to investigate some of
these factors that could be derived from Intrusion Prevention
Systems (IPS) data. We empirically examine, using a multiple linear regression model, the effects of potential attackers,
potential corrupted computers and attack signatures on the
number of security incidents reported by the Office of
Information Technology (OIT) at the University of Maryland
[7]. We also analyze how those factors are affected over
time.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the
background on security incidents and intrusion prevention
systems. Section 3 introduces our hypotheses about the
relationship between factors and the number of security incidents. Section 4 presents the empirical modeling approach
and the regression results. Section 5 discusses the threats to
validity of our study. We provide conclusions and directions
for future work in Section 6.
II. BACKGROUND
This section describes the background on security incidents, intrusion prevention systems and security quantification that we will use in this paper.
A. Security Incidents
A security incident, according to the Center for Internet
Security [2], results in the actual outcomes of a business pro-
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cess deviating from expected outcomes for confidentiality,
integrity, and availability resulting from people, process, or
technology deficiencies or failures. There are many interacting factors that affect the occurrence of a computer security
incident, for instance, virus, vulnerabilities, characteristics of
the population being attacked, distribution and prevalence of
vulnerable operating systems and applications and intensity
of attacks [8], [9]. Examining the factors that could lead to
security incidents is important to improve forecasting and
also to identify conditions which may result in the spread
of new incident types.
Security incidents may be reported using operational
security systems sources, such as anti-malware software and
intrusion detection systems (IDS), host logs and also reports
from users. In this work we are interested in studying the
number of security incidents.
The number of security incidents indicates the number of
detected security incidents that the organization has experienced during a time period. However, the use of this metric
should be properly examined to avoid misinterpretation of
data. In combination with other metrics, the number of
security incidents can indicate the level of threats, incident
detection capabilities and effectiveness of security controls
and can be used as a security indicator of an organization.
Understanding which factors are likely to affect the number
of security incidents could begin to paint a picture of system
security.
B. Intrusion Prevention Systems
An IPS is considered as an extension of an IDS that monitors malicious activity and reacts in real time by blocking
a potential attack [10]. An IDS is a passive device that
monitors activity whereas an IPS is an active device that
blocks the potential malicious activity.
The investigated IPS device is a signature-based IPS
where the blocking decision relies on a set of signatures that
are regularly released by the vendor as attacks are newly discovered on the Internet. Basically, when the characteristics
of an attack match the ones of a defined signature, the attack
is blocked and an alert is recorded.
Based on the data provided by the IPS, it is possible to
derive metrics to assess the volume and the nature of the
malicious activity. For instance, a set of metrics that includes
the number of alerts, number of distinct targets, number of
distinct IPS signatures and number of blocked attackers was
proposed by [11].
C. Security Quantification
The ISO/IEC 27004 [12] standard includes specific guidelines about information security measurement such as: measures and measurement development, measurement operation, data analysis and measurement results reporting, and
also a template on which to describe a metric.
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Jansen [1] provides an overview of the security metrics
area and look at possible avenues of research that could be
pursued to advance the state of the art. The author states
that much of what has been written about security metrics
is definitional, aimed at providing guidelines for defining a
security metric and specifying criteria for which to achieve.
However, relatively little has been reported on actual metrics
that have been proven useful in practice.
Condon et al. [8], [9] describe the application of time
series models and software reliability models on computer
security incidents. They found that certain incidents are
caused by well-defined vulnerabilities and might easily
patched against but others may exhibit propagation behavior
similar to contagious diseases in animals or still can result
from economic incentives external to an organization or
environment.
Considering other empirical analysis about security measurement, Chrun et al. [11] presents a method that ranks
potentially corrupted computers using security metrics derived from imperfect IPS event data. However, nothing was
said about the relationship between corrupted computers and
computer security incidents.
Cukier and Panjwani [13] conducted an empirical analysis
to quantify the link between vulnerabilities and malicious
connections. They conclude that a high number of vulnerabilities on services do not necessarily imply a high number
of malicious connections or successful attacks.
This study can be used as motivation to investigate another
relevant security issues such as: does the high number
of attacks on networks imply a high number of security
incidents? Does the high number of corrupted computers
on networks imply a high number of security incidents?
Our work focuses on extracting empirical relationships
between IPSs and computer security incidents datasets and
also how to use these results to improve the knowledge about
system security.
III. R ESEARCH H YPOTHESES
In this section, we investigate the relationship between the
selected factors and their impact on the number of computer
security incidents. From this investigation, we formulate
hypotheses to guide us in the study.
A. Attackers
From models that predict the likelihood of burglary or
other conventional crimes, it has been demonstrated that
parameters such as a motivated offender, a suitable victim
and the absence of a motivated guardian can have a major
effect on the probability of crime [14].
In information security, the same analogy is hard to
achieve. According to Schechter [15], the number of potential attackers is likely to be positively correlated with the
rate of security breaches and the resulting security risk. In
addition to that, certain variables such as means, motive and
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opportunity to attack, may also influences the number of
potential attackers.
As pointed out by Chrun [16], the three major attacker’s
characteristics which influence on security are motivation,
qualities and expertise. For this reason, it is difficult to
predict that the number of attackers increases the number of
incidents, for example. Besides, an attack could be initiated
from an external or internal source and insiders do not
generally demonstrate the same attack pattern that external
attackers do [17].
With this in mind, we propose the following alternate pairs
of exploratory hypotheses: i) H1(a) The number of attackers
increases the number of security incidents and ii) H1(b) The
number of attackers does not increase the number of security
incidents.
B. Attack signatures
According to Chrun et al. [10], analyzing the range of
attack types that target an organization might help the
security team identifying popular attack types and making
decisions for their network security. With this in mind, it is
reasonable to assume that the number of attack signatures
is a factor that might be linked to the number of security
incidents.
In the simplest case, we can say that an increase in
the number of attack signatures might be linked to the
number of incidents due to the higher number of attack
types that should be handled by the organization. We can
also consider the severity of attack signatures. IPS vendors
usually classify each attack signature based on the impact of
attack on the network. More severe attacks could represent
more security incidents. However, attack signatures may
have limited impact on the number of security incidents
due to the way that organizations react to different attack
types. In other words it is difficult to predict that the number
of attack signatures increases the number of incidents, for
example.
Therefore, we propose the following alternate pairs of
hypotheses, also considering the severity of signatures: i)
H2(a) The number of attack signatures increases the number
of security incidents, ii) H2(b) The number of attack signatures does not increase the number of security incidents,
iii) H3(a) The severity of attack signatures increases the
number of security incidents and iv) H3(b) The severity of
attack signatures does not increase the number of security
incidents.
C. Corrupted computers
A corrupted computer is a potential source of attack inside
an organization. Malwares, computer viruses, worms and
even unpatched applications are some feasible causes for
computer corruption.
The relationship between corrupted computers and security incidents could be depicted using computer security data
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breach reports. A study conducted by Verizon [18] using 141
breach cases, revealed that 38% of studied security incidents
were caused by a computer corrupted by malware. Other
study conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers [19] using the
survey data of 539 respondent organizations showed that
14% of incidents were caused by viruses or malicious software corruption. Besides that, 23% was caused by systems
failure or data corruption which could also involve corrupted
computers.
A similar survey [20] based on the responses of 351
computer security practitioners in U.S. corporations, government agencies, financial institutions, medical institutions and
universities, revealed that 67.1% of studied incidents were
provoked by malware corruption. Despite the differences
between the studies, the rate at which corrupted computers
affected the investigated attacks could be considered significant.
In face of these findings we propose the following hypothesis: H4(a) The number of corrupted computers increases the
number of security incidents.
IV. E MPIRICAL M ODELING A PPROACH
This section presents the description of the dataset and
our empirical modeling approach.
A. Data and measurements
The dataset provided by the University of Maryland
consisted of over 2615 security incidents and 6.687.874.770
IPS alerts recorded during a period of four years and four
months (from September 4, 2006 to December 31, 2010).
The data were grouped in a weekly basis (t = 226 weeks),
with Monday as the first day of the week. Grouping the data
in a time window is a technique to minimize the effects of
lag time between occurrence of an event and submission of
an incident report. However, due to the human interaction
in the incident reporting process, we cannot prove that an
incident reported in certain week would have been related
to IPS alerts from the same week.
The incidents dataset also included 21 different incident
types. Only one type called “nethicsreq” was removed from
the dataset. It represents the identification of an illegal use
of copyrighted material like music and movies. This kind of
incident cannot be detected by the IPS and, therefore, is out
of scope of our investigation.
The IPS is located at the edge of the organization so
it cannot detect traffic originating inside the organization
and targeting computers inside the organization. This dataset
includes two cases, represented by Figure 1: 1) where a computer outside the organization is targeting the organization,
and 2) where a computer inside the organization is targeting
computers outside the organization.
Chrun et al. [11] proposed metrics for both cases. When
the organization is the target (case 1), the following metrics
were proposed: number of alerts, number of distinct targets,
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number of distinct IPS signatures, number of alerts per
target and number of attackers per target. When focusing on
the traffic originating inside the organization and targeting
computers outside the organization (case 2), the following
metrics were proposed: number of alerts, number of distinct
attackers, number of distinct IPS signatures, number of alerts
per attacker and number of targets per attackers. We derive
the investigated factors (attackers, corrupted computers and
attack signatures) from these two sets of metrics.
We derive the number of security incidents (denoted as It ,
t = 1, . . . , 226) from the provided incidents dataset and the
number of potential attackers, attack signatures and potential
corrupted computers from the provided IPS alerts database.
We consider the number of potential attackers in this study
as the number of distinct external blocked attackers (denoted
as At , t = 1, . . . , 226) in the IPS as showed in case 1.
The number of attack signatures is extracted using two
measures, one from case 1, the number of distinct signatures
from external attackers (denoted as V et , t = 1, . . . , 226),
and one from case 2, the number of distinct signatures from
internal attackers (denoted as Sit , t = 1, . . . , 226). In this
way it is possible to estimate the attack types associated
with computers that are being exploited by external attackers
and also the attack types associated with computers that are
being used to launch attacks against external targets. The
same applies for the severity of a attack signature where
the severity level of a signature is classified by the vendor
in three levels: critical (denoted as SCet and SCit ), major
(denoted as SM et and SM it ) and minor (denoted as SN et
and SN it ).
The number of potential corrupted computers could be
measured using two metrics from the IPS dataset: number
of distinct targets in case 1 (denoted as Cet , t = 1, . . . , 226)
and the number of distinct internal blocked attackers, showed
in case 2 (denoted as Cit , t = 1, . . . , 226).
In case 1, it is clear that the number of distinct targets
reflects the number of targeted computers and thus potentially corrupted computers. The number of distinct internal
blocked attackers in case 2 could be seen in two different
ways: if a computer inside the organization is launching
an attack, it might the result of a willing attacker who
launches an attack, or it may be due to an already corrupted
computer launching attacks. Therefore, it is reasonable to
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In order to investigate how the variables defined in the
previous section might be linked to the number of security
incidents, we built a multiple linear regression model. Our
dependent variable is the weekly number of incidents It
and the independent variables are At , Cet , Cit , Set , SCet ,
SM et , SN et , Sit , SCit , SM it and SN it . The general
notation of the multiple regression functions can be written
as:
I t = β0 +

j
X

β k Xk + ǫ t

(1)

k=1

where β0 is the constant term, β1 to βj are the coefficients
on the j th independent variable, j is the total number of
independent variables, ǫt the error term and Xk represents
the set of independent variables that could include At , Cet ,
Cit , Set , SCet , SM et , SN et , Sit , SCit , SM it , SN it .
In a multiple linear regression model, we assume that the
relationship between the variables is linear and the error
terms are distributed normally.
With a multiple linear regression model, it is possible
to detect the effect of the independent variables on the
dependent variable using a variable selection approach, that
is, the screening of the candidate variables to obtain a regression model that contains the ‘best” subset of independent
variables [21]. The main idea is to select the independent
variables, run the regression model and study its significance
through the p-value obtained in each variable. Further information about variable selection in multiple linear regression
models can be found in [22] and [23].
Our goal is to investigate the effects of attackers, attack
signatures and corrupted computers on the number of security incidents using several variables. Therefore, we propose
five different regression models in order to investigate the
differences between using the number of attack signatures or
the severity of attack signatures, and also analyze the impact
of each single severity level.
In the first model, we analyze the number of attackers,
attack signatures and corrupted computers. In the second
model we exclude the number of signatures, in order to
analyze the signature severity levels. In models 3, 4, 5 we
analyze the impact of each severity level. Model 3 includes
only the critical attack signatures, model 4 includes only the
major attack signatures and the model 5 includes only the
minor attack signatures. Table II summarizes the regression
models and results.
We noticed that in all proposed regression models, the
weekly number of attackers, At , cannot significantly affect
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Table I
D ESCRIPTIVE S TATISTICS OF VARIABLES (226 OBSERVATIONS )
Variables
It Incidents
At External attackers
Cet External targets
Cit Internal attackers
V et Ext Signatures
SCet Ext Signatures critical
SM et Ext Signatures major
SN et Ext Signatures minor
Sit Int Signatures
SCit Int Signatures critical
SM it Int Signatures major
SN it Int Signatures minor

Mean
9.80
8674.53
1532.70
103.87
86.40
58.25
14.21
14.04
29.00
16.22
7.38
5.40

Std. Dev
12.236
57686.163
767.803
76.991
124.119
81.797
15.266
36.583
32.132
5.794
27.896
3.810

Table II
R EGRESSION RESULTS - E NTIRE DATASET
Variables

At
Cet
Cit
Set
SCet
SM et

Model 1
-0.00001
(0.000014)
0.002650*
(0.00106)
0.022947*
(0.01083)
-0.00717
(0.00657)
-

SN et

-

Sit

0.006619
(0.02578)

SCit
V M it

-

V N it

-

* coefficient
significant at
0.05

** coefficient
significant at
0.01

Model 2
-0.00001
(0.000014)
0.00259*
(0.01257)
0.0157
(0.01257)

Model 3
-0.00001
(0.000014)
0.00273*
(0.001)
0.0121
(0.0117)

Model 4
-0.00001
(0.000014)
0.00266*
(0.001)
0.02394*
(0.01)

Model 5
-0.00001
(0.000014)
0.002698*
(0.001)
0.0256*
(0.0111)

-

-

-

-

-0.01432
(0.0185)
0.075
(0.1162)
-0.0211
(0.03569)

-0.00939
(0.0098)

-

-

-

-0.03446
(0.055)

-

-

-

-0.0254
(0.0222)

-

-

-

-

0.3259*
(0.1634)
-0.00023
(0.036)
-0.16
(0.27)

0.3363*
(0.1564)

-

-

-

-0.0003
(0.0292)

-

-

-0.1378
(0.2227)

-

( ):
standard
error

the number of security incidents, supporting H1(b). According to our previous discussion, attacker’s characteristics such
as motivation, expertise and qualities influence the number
of potential attackers. Our results suggest that we cannot use
the number of attackers as an indicator of security incidents.
Besides that, we may also need to develop metrics to help
characterize the attacker in order to refine the attacker’s
dataset. It may be necessary to study characteristics such as
attacker geographical origin, time of attack, targets and type
of attack to create a subset of possible relevant attackers.
According to Table II, the Model 1 shows that the number
of attack signatures, represented by Sit and Set , cannot significantly affect the number of security incidents, supporting
H2(b) and also consistent with the results presented in [13].
While the number of attack signatures may be used to find
corrupted computers [10] and reveals the range of attack
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Min
0
31
78
11
15
10
2
0
8
4
0
0

1st Quartile
3.00
795.00
1030.50
56.00
62.00
43.00
7.00
8.00
20.00
12.00
2.00
4.00

Median
6.00
1424.00
1262.00
83.50
72.00
50.00
10.00
11.00
24.00
15.00
3.00
5.00

3rd Quartile
11.25
2193.50
1801.50
131.25
82.25
56.00
17.00
14.00
29.25
19.00
5.00
6.00

Max
64
822698
6244
504
1347
1074
151
535
426
40
377
39

types that target the organization, they are not related to the
number of security incidents.
This fact can be due to the limitation of signature-based
devices. The detection of new attacks in such devices depend
on how fast the vendor will provide new signatures for them.
In other words, new attacks will not be detected nor blocked
and such unblocked attacks may be the origin of some
security incidents, decreasing the impact of attack signatures
on security incidents.
Regarding the severity of signatures, none of the distinct
signatures from external attackers (SCet , SM et , SN et )
significantly affect the number of security incidents.
The same thing occur with the distinct signatures from
internal attackers (SM it , SN it ), except with the critical
signatures from internal attackers, SCit , that significantly
affect the number of security incidents, as seen in models 2
and 3. Thus, we conclude that only critical signatures associated with computers from the organization that are being
used to launch attacks against external attackers impact the
number of security incidents, supporting H3(a), that is, the
severity of attack signatures increases the number of security
incidents.
Across all these five models, we found that the number
of external targets, Cet , significantly impacts the number
of security incidents. The other metric related to corrupted
computers, number of internal attackers, Cit , significantly
impacts the number of security incidents in models 1, 4 and
5, according to the severity of attack signatures.
In cases where the number of internal critical signatures is
considered, the internal attackers are not significantly. Thus,
hypothesis H4(a) is supported. In other words, the more corrupted computers, the more frequent the security incidents.
Thus, in our case, the number of corrupted computers could
be used as an indicator of security incidents.
The results also reveal that the impact of internal threats,
such as the number of internal attackers and the number of
internal critical signatures (Cit and SCit ), on the number
of security incidents are more significant than the external
threats, such as external attackers and signatures (At , SCet ,
SM et , SN et ). This result may indicate that external threats
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do not impact the number of security incidents or that
the reported security incidents are not reflecting the actual
external threats.
Using the same datasets, we can also study the behavior
of the factors over time. Since attacks could change over
time, it is reasonable to assume that the metrics should also
change in order to follow the new trends.
As pointed out by [6], cyber technology is so dynamic
that the meaning of metrics changes over time. There may
be additional factors that influence the significance of the
measure, as well as different relative importance for the
existing factors [6]. Therefore, we investigate the variables
over two periods of time: 2007-2008 and 2009-2010. We
decide to exclude the four months of 2006 in order to
preserve the entire year. We also chose the aggregation of
two years in each analysis to maintain an acceptable number
of observations per dataset (105 per dataset). Tables III and
IV summarize the regression results.
Table III
R EGRESSION RESULTS - 2007-2008
Variables

At
Cet
Cit
Set

Model 1
-0.000005
(7·10−7 )
0.0049**
(0.000892)
0.022947
(0.01083)
-0.003317
(0.003433)

SCet

-

SM et

-

SN et

-

Sit

0.01318
(0.1048)

SCit

-

SM it

-

SN it

*
coefficient
significant
at 0.05

Model 2
-0.000005
(7·10−7 )
0.0042**
(0.000963)
0.00554
(0.011)

Model 3
-0.000005
(7·10−7 )
0.004487**
(0.0009)
-0.003311
(0.01)

Model 4
-0.000005
(7·10−7 )
0.0044**
(0.0009)
-0.001997
(0.01)

Model 5
-0.000005
(7·10−7 )
0.00467**
(0.00092)
-0.00112
(0.01025)

-

-

-

-

-0.02552*
(0.0103)
0.215934**
(0.076)
-0.039
(0.01962)

-0.0053
(0.0051)

-

-

-

0.0012
(0.03)

-

-

-

-0.01152
(0.011)

-

-

-

-

-0.01896
(0.1698)
-0.02117
(0.32511)
-0.36126
(0.3692)
**
coefficient
significant
at 0.01

0.0243
(0.1511)

-

-

-

0.1421
(0.2845)

-

-

-

-0.2217
(0.3711)

( ):
standard
error

Analyzing the Tables III and IV, we can note that in
both datasets the number of attackers and the number of
signatures cannot significantly affect the number of security
incidents, the same as in the previous analysis.
Regarding the differences between the two periods, in
2007-2008 the number of external targets, reflecting the
potentially number of corrupted computers, significantly
impacts the number of security incidents. However, the other
metric related to corrupted computers, number of internal
attackers, does not significantly affect the number of security
incidents as showed in the analysis with the entire dataset.
This metric became significant only in the next period,
2009-2010, showing that the effects of measures changes
over time. This may be due to several factors as the increase
or decrease of these metrics or changes in the reported type
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Table IV
R EGRESSION RESULTS - 2009-2010
Variables

At
Cet
Cit
Set

Model 1
-0.000006
(0.00009)
-0.0004
(0.0039)
0.04247*
(0.0146)
-0.04219
(0.07)

SCet

-

SM et

-

SN et

-

Sit

-0.00353
(0.0281)

SCit

-

SM it

-

SN it

*
coefficient
significant
at 0.05

Model 2
0.000022
(0.00009)
-0.0026
(0.0043)
0.02879
(0.01743)

Model 3
0.000016
(0.00009)
-0.00085
(0.0039)
0.0349*
(0.01659)

Model 4
0.000005
(0.00009)
-0.00088
(0.00375)
0.0442**
(0.0141)

Model 5
0.00001
(0.000014)
-0.001
(0.004)
0.037*
(0.015)

-

-

-

-

0.08362
(0.1817)
-0.3715
(0.33279)
0.0117
(0.618)

-0.06287
(0.11221)

-

-

-

-0.2019
(0.21867)

-

-

-

-0.07624
(0.4617)

-

-

-

-

0.24
(0.229)
-0.0736
(0.0418)
0.7165*
(0.3534)
**
coefficient
significant
at 0.01

0.1978
(0.22121)

-

-

-

-0.0133
(0.031)

-

-

-

0.3471
(0.27187)

( ):
standard
error

of security incidents. In other words, the measurement context is very important to improve the accuracy of measures
and metrics and also to develop new metrics.
C. Discussions
Currently, there are many recommendations in the security
metrics literature for what measures organizations should
gather. However, as noted by Black [6], little work has been
done to determine the value of these measures in real-world
environments, including which measures are most supportive
of particular metrics.
Our findings show that, in our case, IPS metrics might
be linked to the number of security incidents. Based on the
investigated hypothesis the following results were achieved:
i) the number of attackers does not increase the number
of security incidents, ii) the number of attack signatures
does not increase the number of security incidents, iii)
the severity of attack signatures increases the number of
security incidents and iv) the number of corrupted computers
increases the number of security incidents.
The number of attackers, number of attack signatures
and severity of external attackers does not significantly
affect the number of security incidents. Since there are
some characteristics of attackers that might influence the
rate at which a system is attacked, finding metrics that
characterize attackers is a possible avenue to research, in
order to understand the type of attackers that affects the
number of security incidents.
A practical implication of the results could be the development of automated tools to analyze the relationship between
IPS data and security measurements. Such tools would be
used by the security team, as a first step towards understanding the organization’s overall security posture. Another
implication is the study of IPS metrics to build security
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incident prediction models. For example, evaluating whether
the number of attackers, signatures and corrupted computers
are predictive of security incidents. If so, security analysts
can use this prediction to prioritize security inspection and
to implement preventive measures.
Our study indicates that more than one significant IPS
metric might be derived from the dataset. This finding
suggests the use of different metrics instead of finding a
single security metric. In other words, as noted by [24],
since security is a set of attributes, we should also use a set
of metrics for measuring it. In combination, metrics could
begin to paint a picture of system security.
The results also provide indications that metrics behavior
change over time. Given the dynamic nature of information
security, it is not certain that events of the past will provide a
trustworthy prediction to the future, since attackers actively
work to change the threat environment. Therefore, security
metrics must be able to reflect significant changes in the
underlying assumptions about how the system changes over
time.
Our findings might be restricted to networks like those
of universities: with nodes that are not fully controlled by
the IT department. Private organizations, for instance, have
different concerns about information security. The way that
the security perimeter of a university is secured is completely
different from a private company. Therefore, a similar study,
when conducted in such organizations, could show different
results.
Finally, we studied the relationship between IPS data
and security incidents, but, similar research could be conducted between another security data, for instance, security
incidents and firewall logs, intrusion detection systems and
network flow data and so on.
V. T HREATS TO VALIDITY
The incidents used in our study were reported based on
three sources of events: i) an IDS, ii) reports from users and
iii) reports from other system administrators. Since recorded
incidents led to the blocking of the suspected computer’s IP
address, the University Office of Information Technology
(OIT) verified the authenticity of each incident. As a result,
all incidents obtained from these sources were manually
reviewed. OIT launched port scans and packet captures to
validate the suspicious behavior of identified hosts. Because
of the method used by OIT to validate the incidents, we can
assume that all incidents used in our work are real. Thus,
there are no false positives among the incidents reported.
However, we cannot quantify the number of undetected
attacks and intrusions that did not lead to a security incident.
The main issue with IPS event data is that the collected
data are not perfect [10]. In other words, collected data
might contain false positives and might not detect some
malicious activity (false negatives). Moreover, since the IPS
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is a signature-based device, new attacks will not be detected
nor blocked.
We have not evaluated the IPS and thus do not know how
many false positives and false negatives the IPS produces.
Besides, we cannot prove that a blocked attack would have
been damaging to the targeted computer. In particular, for
an attack to be successful, the targeted computer should
have the associated vulnerability. We have scanned several
computers for which an IPS alert was raised and noticed
that in many cases the vulnerability associated with the alert
was not present. This means that even without the IPS, the
attack would not have been successful. This also indicates
that the IPS identifies and detects an attack in its early
stage preferring to block attacks that would not have been
successful instead of not blocking a potentially successful
attack.
As with all empirical studies, our results are limited to
the datasets we investigated. In order to generalize our
observations from this study to other environments, further
studies should be performed.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we investigated some factors that might be
linked to the rate at which security is successfully breached
and empirically examine how attackers, attack signatures and
corrupted computers affect the number of security incidents
of an organization. We use two datasets, security incidents
and IPS alerts, provided by the University of Maryland to
derive our measurements.
Our results reveal that from the set of 11 investigated
variables, 3 of them are positively related to the number of
security incidents: the number of external targets, number
of internal attackers, and the number of critical signatures
of attacks launched from computers inside the organization.
Since the number of external targets and internal attackers
are related to the number of potential corrupted computers in
an organization, the following hypotheses were supported:
• The number of attackers does not increase the number
of security incidents;
• The number of attack signatures does not increase the
number of security incidents;
• The severity of attack signatures increases the number
of security incidents;
• The number of corrupted computers increases the number of security incidents.
We also found empirical evidence that relevant metrics
changes over time. These findings are consistent with the
idea that the security of the overall system cannot be
ensured using only a single metric. Since security is a set
of attributes, measuring security implies the usage of a set
of metrics.
Future research should be conducted to compare the
results presented in this work. It would be useful to repeat
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the analysis for some other datasets and investigate the differences between them. For instance, since attack signatures
could be associated with certain security vulnerabilities,
it would be interesting to investigate whether severity of
security vulnerabilities follows the pattern found in our
study.
Additional research may be also conducted to evaluate
the impact of security factors over other variables, such as
network topology and certain security incidents categories.
Understanding which factors are likely to affect the security
of a network can help network security analysts extract
relevant information about the organization security.
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Abstract— Management of security policies has become
increasingly difficult given the number of domains to manage,
taken into consideration their extent and their complexity.
Security experts has to deal with a variety of frameworks and
specification languages used in different domains that may
belong to any Cloud Computing or Distributed Systems. This
wealth of frameworks and languages make the management
task and the interpretation of the security policies so difficult.
Each approach provides its own conflict management method
or tool, the security expert will be forced to manage all these
tools, which makes the field maintenance and time consuming
expensive. In order to hide this complexity and to facilitate
some security expert’s tasks and automate the others, we
propose a security policies aligning based on ontologies
process; this process enables to detect and resolve security
policies conflicts and to support security experts in managing
tasks.
Keywords—Security-based policy; security management;
ontology alignment; ontology enrichment.

I. INTRODUCTION
The security management in Cloud Computing (CC),
Grid Computing (GC) or Distributed Systems (DS) requires
the use of a dynamic environment-based policy to overcome
a set of problems like the number of domains to manage and
the permanent modifications that could occur inside
managed environments themselves. However, the main aims
for the management-based policy are to optimize, minimize
the human interventions and automate some management
tasks during security lifecycle.
Several frameworks of security-based policy and models
have been proposed in the literature. The present paper will
focus on the languages associated to KAOS [10], REI [11]
and Ponder [5].
The main issue to manage many heterogeneous security
domains is to assure interoperability between the enforced
Security Policies (SP), and also detect and resolve conflicts.
Conflicts can be categorized in two forms, vertical and
horizontal conflicts. The vertical ones occur when the SP are
expressed in a common language while sharing
heterogeneous knowledge on shared resources, this type of
conflict is typically semantic. The horizontal conflicts occur
when security policies are expressed with different
languages; this type of conflict is due to different syntax for
used languages. However, to detect and resolve horizontal
conflicts, a third-party canonical language can be used to
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uniformize and hide syntactic and lexical heterogeneity; as a
result, we find the vertical form.
Ontologies are the most used approach to represent
semantic knowledge, and thereby provide robust
mechanisms to resolve semantic conflict. In this sense, we
use the ontologies as a pivot between languages towards to
facilitate interpretation and understanding for the security
experts.
Our goal is to provide a helpful method and tool to hide
the complexity to deal with multiple specification languages
that security expert can find to manage several security
domains like those present in DS, GC or CC. So, we define
an ontology used as a common knowledge, called in the
literature support or background ontology [3]. This ontology
is a semantic consensus on the concepts of different security
policy specification languages. It is used in a distributed
environment to supply security domains with a mutual
agreement on the SP which implies a secured semantic
interoperability. This paper presents an aligning-based
ontologies process that supports security experts to manage
SP , assures the SP conformity and consistency, detects and
resolves conflicts that may be occur when adding, changing
or merging SP.
This work will be presented as follows. The second
section presents some related researches. The third section
explains briefly the management-based policy principle. The
fourth section will display the most used security-based
policy frameworks such as KAOS, REI and PONDER. The
fifth section presents our SP alignment process approach by
using examples for illustration and a prototype is given in
the sixth section. Finally, the conclusion will be featured in
the last section.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly present some of the research
literature related to some security-based policy frameworks.
On one hand, there are some works in detecting conflicts
of security policy related to syntax conflicts. Ponder and
XACML [27] are typically non-semantic policy framework.
On the other hand, there are some representative research
works on semantic conflict detection. KAOS and REI are
approaches that enriched with semantics using RDF [28]
and OWL [25] as standards for policy specification. KAOS
adopt policy priority for the conflict resolution of semantic
policy [29]. REI combined the method of meta-policy and
priority for conflict detection and resolution of semantic
policy [18]. A comparative analysis between semantic and
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non-semantic language is made by Nejdl et al. [30] to show
the advantages of semantic policy approach.
Since each semantic approach provides a conflict
management method, the security expert will be forced to
manage all these tools. Some works was interested to
detecting conflict between SP related to a specified
framework [18][23]. Our goal is to interface with different
frameworks in order to centralize the conflicts management
and offer the possibility to compare SP from different
frameworks in order to detect and resolve conflicts. This
work cover the first step that present an ontology-based
method in order to remove all semantic SP ambiguity, assist
security experts to resolve semantic conflicts and enable an
automatic resolution for semantic conflicts by adopting a
conflict resolution based on rules strategy i.e., by combining
a resolution rules set for each conflict type.
III. MANAGEMENT-BASED POLICY PRINCIPLE
The objective of the management-based policy is the
optimization as well as possible of security experts efforts.
Thus, it first consists in determining the strategies and the
tactics reflecting the security expert’s objective and also
representing them in policies form. Then, these policies
must be presented as a set of rules to be understood by the
management entities and stored in a Policy Repository (PR).
The distribution and the application of these policies require
to communicate these rules to the PDP (Policy Decision
Point) and the PEPs (Policy Enforcement Point) managed
by this latter. The high-level policy defined by security
expert, cannot be directly understood by equipments or
applications. It is therefore necessary to translate it into the
configuration rules. At each stage, several policies may
conflict. There is no simple recipe for solving all conflicts
encountered. Ultimately, the security expert must perform
this task.
The term subject refers to users, principals, or automated
manager
components,
which
have
management
responsibility (i.e., have the authority to initiate a
management decision). The term target refers to objects on
which the action can be performed. The relations between
subject and target [12] are well defined by management
policies and depend also on the nature of these latter. Thus,
obligation policies define what a Subject must perform or
not on the level of a Target, whereas authorization policies
specify the access rights that could have a Subject on the
level of a Target.
The policies rules database is replaced by both a domain
service and a policy service. In our approach, the policies
specification will be based on the ontologies, to ensure a
horizontal and vertical semantics between SP specification
languages.
In the next section, we present the security policies
semantic specification languages chosen through literature.
IV.

POLICY SPECIFICATION LANGUAGES AND
FRAMEWORKS
SP can be specified in several ways and different
approaches have been proposed in various application fields
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[16]. However, there are some general requirements that any
policy representation must satisfy independently of its
application scope:
 A great expressiveness that can meets the managed
system security requirements
 A simple and effective vocabulary to facilitate to the
security experts policy development tasks with
various expertise degrees.
 An execution space that provide a political
specifications mapping in different platforms.
 Scalability to ensure appropriate performance, enable
the defined policies analysis and achieve an
appropriate balance between the expression
objectives, its calculating docility and ease of use.
This section does not provide security policies
specification overview, but to describe the semantic aspects
of some approaches that have been specifically designed and
tested for the distributed systems management. We first
present some semantic security approaches KAOS, REI and
Ponder.
A. KAOS (Knowledge-able Agent-oriented System)
KAOS is a framework that provides the policy services
allowing the specification, management, conflicts
resolution, and execution of policies within fields. Policies
are represented in DAML + OIL [2] as ontology. Policy
ontologies KAOS distinguish between authorizations (i.e.,
constraints that permit or prohibit certain actions) and
obligations (i.e., constraints that require an action to perform
or to waive such requirement).
KAOS detects potential conflicts between the policies at
the specification moment, every time a user tries to add a
new policy to the directory service [15]. The engine
identifies conflicts between policies using the subsumption
mechanisms between classes and tries to resolve these
conflicts through political order based on their priority and,
if necessary, create new harmonized policies [17][18].
B. REI
REI is a framework that includes specifying policies
support, analysis and reasoning in computer applications
[11][12].
His language policy based on ontological logic allows
users to express and represent the rights concepts,
prohibitions, obligations and exemptions. These concepts
correspond, respectively, to the positive and negative
authorization conditions, and to positive and negative
obligations
in
Ponder
and
KAOS.
REI is based on an application-independent ontology to
represent the rights concepts, prohibitions, requirements,
exemptions and the politics rules. This allows different
components from the same domain to understand and
interpret REI policies in the right way. REI’s policy
specification can be in forms of Prolog predicates or RDF-S
[31] statements. REI extends OWL with the expression of
relations like role-value maps, which makes the language
itself more expressive than original OWL.
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C. Ponder
Ponder is a declarative object-oriented language that
supports several types of distributed systems management
policies specification. It’s providing technical structuring
policies to meet the policy administration complexity in
large company information systems [5][8][9]. The basic
types of political rights in Ponder are obligations and
permissions.
Ponder has a conflict detection tool to detect overlaps
and conflicts between policies. Similar to KAOS and REI,
the tool can detect inconsistencies in the policy specification
that may arise between policies with opposite signs
modalities which refer to the same subjects, targets or
actions (e.g., conflict between permissions [4]).
Following is an SP comparative table for semantic
specification languages based on several criteria.
TABLE I. SPECIFICATION LANGUAGES COMPARISON OF SEMANTIC SECURITY
POLICY

KAOS

REI

Ponder

Our
approa
ch
yes
Access
control
based
and
manage
ment
OWL

ontology-based
policy-type

yes
Access
control
based

yes
Access
control
based

no
Access
control
based

Policy
representation

Owl

Ponder
language
specification

Open security
interoperability
support

Applying
mediatin
g
and
proxy
agents on
to
specific
domains
Explicit

Rei (Prolog
like
syntax+
RDF-S
Applicable
in specific
domains

Applicable
in specific
domains

Applica
ble
in
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Our goal is to ensure unified presentation of different
semantics languages and other SP specifications through a
specification languages transformation set to a single
ontological representation. This transformation can resolve
vertical level conflicts by hiding the heterogeneous
knowledge semantic heterogeneity and horizontal level
conflicts by hiding the languages heterogeneity. Since each
approach KAOS, REI, or Ponder provides a conflict
management method, the security expert will be forced to
manage all these tools from different approaches. In order to
hide this complexity, we also manage the horizontal level
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conflicts between different languages to facilitate some
security expert tasks and automate the others. In the present
work we focus on the semantic conflicts resolution tasks
between SP. We will present in this work an ontologybased method in order to remove all semantic SP
ambiguity, assist security experts to resolve semantic
conflicts and enable an automatic resolution for semantic
conflicts by adopting a conflict resolution based on rules
strategy: by combining a resolution rules set for each
conflict type.
D. Types of conflicts
To harmonize the SP, we must lift any type of conflict
that we enumerate into three categories: syntactic, structural
and semantic conflicts. The first conflict type concerns
identity or abbreviation conflicts introduced during SP
designing or primitives like operations and attributes. The
second one involves structural conflicts between classes.
Here we distinguish between those related to association
type between two elements and those related to the
hierarchy relative to an abstraction level. The third conflict
type concerns the conflicts that involve semantic elements
like naming conflicts, measurement and confusion. These
conflict types can occur in two forms vertical and horizontal
form.
 Vertical conflicts occur when we have SP expressed
in a common language while sharing heterogeneous
knowledge on shared resources, this type of conflict is
typically semantic.
 Horizontal conflicts, they occur when security
policies are expressed with different languages, this
syntactic type of conflict is due to different syntax
languages.
V.

SEMANTIC ALIGNMENT PROCESS OF SECURITY
POLICIES
In our study, we could see that the ontology languages
facilitate understanding between interoperate entities.
However, interoperability access controls cannot be
implemented without the semantic compatibility
establishment between the SP agents participating in the
exchange. One of the problems is heterogeneity between
different organizations entities, this heterogeneity makes the
semantic compatibility establishing so difficult. The
scientific community became interested in ontological
models for the access control purposes. The most significant
models in our view are KAOS [10] and REI [13][20].
In this section, we present our SP alignment process that
can possibly be described with semantic specification
languages like KAOS, REI or others.
A. Security policy semantic alignment process
The semantic alignment process allows detecting and
resolving naming semantic conflicts type between candidate
SP for cooperation in distributed systems, and it enable to
enhance the security ontology used as support ontology
during the alignment process.
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The alignment process inputs are:
 A SP set, denoted SP1, SP2 ... SPn, selected by the
security expert for their alignment.
 A security ontology chosen by the security expert
according to SP type used in the distributed system.
It will serve as support ontology during the
alignment process.
The alignment process provides as outputs:
 A new enriched security ontology by new semantic
relations added due to two treatments that we apply
in the process: ontologies alignment and
enrichment, which can be used to update the initial
security ontology and serve as new support ontology
in future integration iterations thereby increasing the
process efficiency.
 Correspondence ontology, security experts can use
this ontology to detect and resolve semantic
conflicts in a semi-automatic process.
The semantic alignment process is highlighted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Matching security policy process.

Our proposal is based on several research projects
results, especially those concerning the SP transformation
described in the SP specification languages in ontologies
description languages [7], and those related to the ontologies
security alignment and enhancement [3][7][19][20]. The
security policy transformation into ontologies relies on the
work cited above to transform SP to Security Ontology
Policies (SOP).
The integration process involves two steps:
1.

The candidate security policies for alignment-based
ontology
The candidates SP for alignment are conceptual safety
rules set representations. They are described in a given
modelling language (formal, semi-formal or natural).
Several studies have focused on the conceptual models
transformation [7][21][22][24]. We rely on this work for the
SP transformation into ontologies.
2. Aligning obtained ontologies based on security
ontology
The ontologies alignment consists on establishing
correspondences between two ontologies, with a priori on
the same knowledge domain. It helps to find semantic
relations between concepts defined in ontologies to align.
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In order to achieve semantic SP alignment, we rely on an
ontology aligning method [1] based on support ontology,
also called in the literature “background ontology” [3].
This step takes as input:
 Ontologies obtained in the previous step.
 The security ontology.
Results:
 An ontology alignment results of all available
ontologies as input.
 The ontology of security enhanced by new
relationships.
Support Ontology is in our case, the SP ontology used
by the distributed system.
B. Security ontology enrichment
The enrichment allows identifying new elements:
concepts, terms and relations, then place them in an existing
ontology. Enrichment and manual ontology construction
prove to be tedious and expensive tasks [3]. Several studies
have proposed automated methods or semi-automated
enrichment and ontologies construction. Most of these
methods rely on external sources from which new semantic
knowledge are identified, evaluated and placed in the
ontology to enrich it.
The method for measuring semantic similarity [1] uses
security ontology enrichment process, when it has no
semantic relation between concepts to align. To implement
this process and demonstrate its feasibility, we chose, and
that as an example, two rules among the various rules on
semantic relationships:
 R1: Two concepts are similar if their neighbours are
similar equivalents. According to Hassan et al. [24],
two concepts are similar if their sub-concepts "son"
are similar. This was confirmed in [6].
 R2: Two concepts are similar if their sub-concepts
"son" are similar.
Rule R2 focuses on the composite concepts. The
composite concepts represent concepts Father and subcomponents concepts linked by a semantic relationship like
“part-of”, are the concepts son.
Let C1 and C2 two concepts to align belonging to SOPi;
we distinguish three cases:
Case 1: C1 and C2 recognize a semantic relationship
within SOPi. This relationship is then injected into the
Security Ontology (SO).
Case 2: C1 and C2 do not allow SOPi in semantic
relation while there are two concepts in SOPi, C1’ and C2’
and two semantic relations of equivalence, the first between
C1 and C1’ and the second between C2 and C2’.
From R1 we can deduce a new semantic relationship
between C1 and C2 that is injected into the security
ontology SO.
Case 3: C1 and C2 are concepts that do not allow
composite semantic relation in SOPi, while there are
semantic relations between concepts in their respective son.
Let {C11, C12 ...C1n} the C1 son concepts set and
{C21, C22 ... C2n} the C2 son concepts set, as is C1i and
C2i admit a semantic relationship within SOPi. From R2, we
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can deduce a new semantic relationship between C1 and C2
that is injected into the security ontology SO.
C. Semantic and syntactic similarity measuring
To achieve the ontologies alignment for the various SP,
we reuse methods for measuring semantic and syntactic
similarity proposed in [1], which proposes several methods
for measuring semantic and syntactic similarity.
Ontologies alignment process product aligned ontology,
which defines the semantic relationships between several
sources ontologies concepts. Obviously, we need a model
that combines semantic relationship to each one or more
rules, they can be different types: transformation rules,
merging, mapping, renaming or deleting...
D. Conflict resolution rules
To demonstrate how to use correspondence ontology, we
present resolution rules for naming conflicts derived from
semantic relation: homonym and synonym existing in
correspondence ontology result of our process.
Conflict Resolution Rule 1: if we have a semantic
relation type synonym in the correspondence ontology
between concepts of sources ontologies, we offer security
experts to rename the concepts with same name.
Conflict Resolution Rule 2: if we have a semantic
relationship type homonym in the correspondence ontology
between concepts of sources ontologies, we offer security
experts to rename the concepts with different names.
Figure 2 shows a namely conflict resolution assisted by
security experts based on a set of conflict resolution rules
stored in a catalogue.
Based on correspondence ontology and the conflict
resolution rules, we offer security expert decisions set
represented by derived operations set. For example, in case
of type synonym relationship in correspondence ontology
then find in the catalogue the resolving conflicts (conflict
resolution rule 1), then propose to security expert an
operation “rename” one of concepts in conflicts.

E. Matching security policies in Cloud Computing
environments
Cloud computing providers can build large datacenters
at low cost due to their expertise in organizing and
provisioning computational resources. The economies of
scale increase revenue for cloud providers and lower costs
for cloud users.
Several entities intend to take part in the benefits of
Cloud Computing by outsourcing their infrastructure while
keeping their policy and operational security system. To
illustrate our process of matching the SP, we present the
case of several entities wishing to outsource their
infrastructure to a Cloud Computing and using different
security policies expressed in different SP specification
languages. Our approach offers to the Cloud Computing
security experts a tool to manage these different SP while
ensuring consistency with the Cloud Computing security
policy if necessary. For this, we propose to align the
different SP to provide a unified global vision and thus
detect potential conflicts between these SP. The security
expert can rely on an ontology correspondence as a decision
support to detect synonyms and homonyms concepts; this
example is highlighted in Figure 3. This process is essential
toward a centralized management tool in CC environments.

Figure 3. Matching security policy example

Figure 2. Matching security policy process with actions.
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In the follow section, we show an example to illustrate
the ontologies alignment process presented by Figure 2, and
validate the function of this process. For example, as shown
in Figure 4, we suppose that the collaborative environment
is composed by two virtual domains. So, the input contains
two cases which are obtained from domain A and domain B,
each case describes the positive authorization policy in REI
Prolog format, which specifies that an entity X (P in case 1
and Q in case 2) can use the printing service when it is an IT
department member. The part of the instances describing
two cases is as follow:
Case 1 from domain A
The following is a positive example for authorization
policy in REI Prolog format [32].
has(P,permit(usePrintingService,[member(P,
ITDepartment)]).
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The example above specifies that an entity P can use the
printing service when it is an IT department member in
domain A.
Case 2 from domain B
We consider the same proposals described in case 1 by
replacing the entity P by Q and domain A by domain B.
has(Q,
allow(usePrintingService,[member
(Q,
ITDepartment)]).

Figure 4. The two cases represented fragments ontologies

We apply the matching process of aligning two cases 1
and 2 from domain A and B, we obtain a correspondence
ontology that represents the tow concepts in
conflict(synonym(permit,
allow))
and
based
on
correspondence ontology to derive the rule of conflict
resolution to use. In this example it is the conflict resolution
rule 1 then proposes to security experts an operation
“rename” one of the component concepts by the same

concepts.
The example, shown in Figure 4, allows presenting how
to solve the naming conflict between the concepts from the
two cases specified by the security policy: REI. Our
approach can solve all conflicts types: horizontal and
vertical knowing that we define the resolution rules for each
relationship between concepts in the correspondence
ontology.
VI. PROTOTYPE
In order to validate and to evaluate our process of
semantic matching of security policies, we have developed a
prototype baptized Semantic Matching of Security Policies
(SMSP). The prototype SMSP takes first in entry the
domain security ontology and the security policies to match;
and transforms them into ontologies described in OWL [26].
Security expert chooses the appropriate actions to
perform through a list of rules already established in order
to resolve the semantic conflicts. Then, SMSP applies
various treatments associated with each step of our proposed
method, in particular similarity measurement and security
ontology enrichment. After those treatments, domain
security ontology were be enriched with new semantic
relationships toward to be used in similar situations.
Figure 5 presents a screen capture of SMSP that shows a
use case for matching security policies; user can load
domain ontology and the two security policies to match, and
perform an action by merging, renaming or deleting
conflicting concepts.

Figure 5. A prototype of Semantic Matching of Security Policies

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We were interested in this work to conflict resolution
semantic naming type when aligning SP in distributed
multi-systems security policies. Our solution is based on
ontologies mediation for SP cooperation and understanding.
We propose a helpful process for security experts, this
process permit to mask heterogeneity and resolve conflicts
between SP, using different steps. The first and last steps
concern the processing of conceptual ontological policies
representations. The second step, which constitutes the
fundamental part of this work, is a detecting method for the
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semantic conflicts between SP. We expect to continue this
work first by a formal validation of the solution, and then
by looking for opportunities to extend it to solve other types
of semantic conflicts, including conflicts of measurement
and confusion. We plan to further our research on the use of
this approach in CC environments toward a centralised
management of security policies, we will propose a
framework that can interface with other security-based
frameworks to ensure the interoperability and also enrich
them with semantic relationships.
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Abstract—Traffic analysis is a type of attack on secure
communications systems, in which the adversary extracts
useful patterns and information from the observed traffic. This
paper improves and extends an efficient traffic analysis attack,
called “statistical disclosure attack.” Moreover, we propose a
solution to defend against the improved (and, a fortiori, the
original) statistical disclosure attack. Our solution delays the
attacker considerably, meaning that he should gather
significantly more observations to be able to deduce
meaningful information from the traffic.
Keywords-Privacy; Anonymity; Mix-Net; SDA.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Anonymity is a mechanism for providing privacy in
communications systems. Research on anonymous
communications systems began by the seminal work of
Chaum in 1981. He introduced the concept of mixes as a way
of providing unlinkability, i.e. removing any association
between entities in the system [1]. Since then, many
anonymity protocols were proposed, each of which has
different characteristics for various requirements. Besides
designing these protocols, research is conducted on
vulnerability analysis of anonymous communications
systems. As a result, numerous “privacy-violating” attacks
were discovered. The ultimate goal of such attacks is to
eliminate or reduce the amount of anonymity. While some
attacks exploit the vulnerabilities in the protocol design or
implementation—such as timing attacks, tagging attacks,
blending attacks, etc. [2], there are other kinds of attacks
which assume that the protocol design or implementation has
no vulnerabilities. Here, the attacker merely observes
protocol execution, while being oblivious to the internal
mechanism of anonymity protocol. If the attack is successful,
the attacker will be able to find associations between users;
that is, he can tell which users where communicating during
the attack. These types of attacks are named Intersection
Attacks. Statistical Disclosure Attack (SDA) is one of the
most efficient intersection attacks applicable on mix-nets [8].
In this paper, we improve SDA, so as it requires fewer
observations to reduce anonymity. For any “target” user
Alice, we identify users whose behavior affects Alice’s
anonymity, and name them cloak users. To uncover Alice
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partners (those associated with her), it is sufficient to merely
estimate the behavior of cloak users, rather than all users.
In addition, we extend SDA to cover a non-threshold mix
named “SG-Mix”. To this end, we use the queueing theory to
model message delays in SG-Mix.
We finally suggest a solution to counter both the
improved and the original SDA. Our solution delays the
adversary considerably, since he needs to gather a great deal
of observations before he can effectively mount the attack.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we present a brief description of mix-nets and
traffic analysis attacks, such as disclosure and statistical
disclosure attacks. In Section III, we present our
contributions: the improved SDA is demonstrated in III.A;
III.B includes our extension to the attack to cover a lowlatency protocol III.B, and III.C describes our proposed
method to resist intersection attacks. We show the
effectiveness of the improvement and resistance methods by
simulations in Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the
paper.
II.

RELATED WORK

Chaum [3] introduced anonymous communications by
defining the concept of “mix.” A mix is a special router that
provides anonymity by changing the bit pattern of messages,
and by reordering them, so that no arriving message can be
linked to a leaving one. In the Chaum’s mix, the message bit
pattern is changed by cryptographic functions, that is, every
message is decrypted and will then be sent to its receiver in
the alphabetic order. If the mix gets compromised, no
anonymity is provided. Hence, instead of using just one mix,
usually a chain of mixes is used. The anonymity of messages
is guaranteed as long as at least one mix in the chain is
honest.
The first model of the mix, introduced in [3], is called
“Threshold Mix,” as it waits until a constant number of
messages arrives, and then decrypts and flushes them out.
Other types of mixes, based on their flushing methods
include timed mixes, pool mixes, and Stop-and-Go (SG)
mixes. A good survey of these flushing algorithms is
available in [2]. Here, we review SG-Mix in more detail, as
we are going to extend an attack on this protocol.
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Kesdogan et al.[4] proposed a mix design which does not
use batch processing. In this design, the sender derives—
from an exponential distribution with parameter μ—a ti delay
for the ith mix in the chain, puts this delay in the encrypted
message, and sends the message to the SG-Mix. The ith SGMix decrypts the message and obtains ti. The message will
be flushed after a ti delay. As there is no batch processing,
SG-Mix is considered a low-latency mix, and can be used in
applications with sensitive timing constraints like web
surfing. In [5], Danezis showed that SG-Mix provides the
optimal mixing strategy among low-latency anonymity
protocols.
Thus far, we have considered mixes as a strategy to
provide anonymity in communications networks. Next, we
will examine attacks against such anonymous systems.
The ultimate goal of these attacks is to reduce the
anonymity of users. Good surveys of such attacks are
available in [2][6]. Some attacks exploit vulnerabilities in the
protocol design or implementation. The attacker can
compromise protocol nodes, trace a message, delay a
message or manipulate it to distinguish its relevance to other
messages. In addition, the attacker can flood protocol nodes
to learn a specific message destination. Moreover, it can
replay captured messages from previous executions of the
protocol. On the other hand, some other attacks are oblivious
to the internal operation of anonymity protocol, and assume
there is no vulnerability in the protocol design and
implementation. Here, the attacker just observes the protocol
execution, and concludes links between users from these
observations. The latter type of attack is termed “intersection
attacks.”
Agrawal and Kesdogan [7] presented an intersection
attack named “Disclosure Attack.” In this attack, the
anonymity system is abstracted as follows: a subset of
senders sends their messages to a subset of receivers in
several rounds. The passive attacker is able to observe
messages entering to and leaving from the anonymity
system. In each round, two sets of users can be identified: the
set of users who send messages (sender-set), and the set of
users who receive messages (receiver-set). The attack’s aim
is to reveal partners of a “target” user, named Alice. It is
assumed that Alice has m partners. Moreover, she sends at
most one message in each round. If Alice is going to send in
a round, she selects her receiver uniformly from her m
partners. The batch size is b; that is, in each round, b users
participate. There are a total of N recipients, and each sender
(except Alice) selects its recipient uniformly from all the
recipients.
Unfortunately, the attacker in the above model has to do
an NP-complete computation to identify Alice partners. As a
solution, Danezis [8] proposed a statistical version of the
disclosure attack. Statistical Disclosure Attack (SDA) is
more efficient than the naïve disclosure attack, as it does not
have to solve an NP-complete problem. However, SDA
cannot identify Alice’s partners for certain. There is always
some uncertainty in the solution obtained by SDA.
In SDA, users’ behavior is modeled by vectors 𝑢𝑢
�⃗, 𝑣𝑣⃗, and
𝑜𝑜⃗𝑖𝑖 of N elements. In these vectors, the ith element
corresponds to the probability of receiving some specified
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message by ith user. Vector 𝑣𝑣⃗ models Alice’s behavior. The
ultimate goal of the adversary is to find this vector. In 𝑣𝑣⃗, all
1
m partners of Alice have probability and the remaining N𝑚𝑚
m elements are zero. Vector 𝑢𝑢
�⃗ is used to model the behavior
of users other than Alice. Initially, all the N elements of this
1
vector are . The attacker observes protocol execution and
𝑁𝑁
derives observation vectors 𝑜𝑜⃗𝑖𝑖 from the receiver-set of round
i. The jth element of 𝑜𝑜⃗𝑖𝑖 denotes the probability that the jth
user be Alice partner in round i. So, in each round that Alice
participates, every user in the receiver-set has probability
1
of receiving the message from Alice. Based on the law of
𝑏𝑏
large numbers, the attacker can take arithmetic mean of a
large number of these observation vectors:



1 t
v + (b − 1)u
=
O
∑ oi ≈ b .
t i =1

Accordingly, it can derive 𝑣𝑣⃗:

 b t

v ≈ ∑ oi − (b − 1)u .
t i =1

(1)

(2)

In [9], authors extended this attack to Pool Mixes, which
do not flush all messages, and always retain a constant
number of messages in the pool. In [10], authors tried to use
all observations, and find a better estimation for other users’
behavior. They used arithmetic mean of observations in
which Alice did not participate, as an alternative to vector 𝑢𝑢
�⃗.
Several methods have also been proposed to counter (i.e.
delay) intersection attacks, most of which consider sending
dummy messages by users or mixes [10][11][12].
III.

CONTRIBUTIONS

In this section, we express our improvement in SDA’s
effectiveness, the way to extend it to SG-mixes, and also our
proposal to resist against.
The classical SDA has many limiting assumptions; it
assumes users (except Alice) can select their partners from
all recipients with equal probability. In addition, Alice
selects the receiver uniformly from her m partners. The
mixing process is assumed to be batch processing.
It is more realistic to assume that every user in the
anonymity system is associated with a set of partners and the
user does not necessarily select the receiver uniformly from
this set. Also incorporation of batch processing is a
significant merit.
The bottleneck in SDA is the number of observations
required to identify Alice partners. So, improving the attack
means decreasing the number of such required observations.
To do so, we use an estimation to model other users’
behavior. SDA was proposed to be applied on anonymity
protocols such as mix-nets which use batch processing. The
attack was extended [9] to a probabilistic variation of mixes
named Pool Mix. We extend it to SG-Mix, which is a lowlatency anonymity protocol, whilst it delivers the most
degree of anonymity among low-latency protocols [5]. Our
proposed new method of resisting SDA neither requires the
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mixing strategy to change, nor requires all users to send
dummy messages.
A. Improving SDA
We propose a more efficient way to estimate the behavior
of the other users. To this end, we identify effective users on
Alice’s anonymity, and then estimate their behavior. In the
classical SDA, Alice selects her recipients from the set M,
with equal probability, and other users select their recipients
uniformly from all N recipients. The attacker uses the vector
𝑢𝑢
�⃗ to model the behavior of other users. Therefore, the
vector 𝑣𝑣⃗, which is the goal of the attack, is an N-ary vector
1
having m components of and N-m zero components. None
𝑚𝑚
of these assumptions are realistic; every user can have her
own set of recipients, and is not compelled to select her
recipient uniformly from the set.
If we consider a specific set of partners for every user, we
cannot use the vector 𝑢𝑢
�⃗ anymore; using 𝑢𝑢
�⃗ implies that users
select their recipients uniformly from all the other users.
Therefore, estimating the behavior of the other users is
necessary. In [10], a solution is proposed to achieve such
estimation. They used the median of observations from
rounds in which Alice has not participated, to model the
behavior of other users. The estimation includes all users in
the anonymity system; whilst for an effective attack, we
should consider only users who are effective in hiding the
Alice’s communication. Therefore, the method in [10]
suffers from hiding of the behavior of users who affect
Alice’s anonymity. On the other hand, when the number of
observations increases, this estimation becomes very similar
to 𝑢𝑢
�⃗, and so is not an appropriate model.
In the rest of this paper, we use the notations in Table 1
to illustrate our method.
TABLE I.
Symbol
𝐴𝐴
𝐴𝐴′𝑖𝑖
𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖
𝐵𝐵
𝐵𝐵′𝑖𝑖
𝑣𝑣⃗
𝑢𝑢
�⃗
𝑜𝑜⃗𝑖𝑖
𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟

SYMBOLS USED IN THIS PAPER
Descriptions

Set of all senders
Sender-set in round i
Set of rounds in which user i participated
Set of all receivers
Receiver-set in round i
Alice’s send vector
Uniform send vector
Observations vector in round i
jth element of ith observation vector
Number of Alice’s messages in round r

To be more precise, the following definitions are
considered.
Definition 1: S is a Boolean function demonstrating if the
user e has participated in round i:

S(e, i ) =

{

1
0

if user e has participated in round i
otherwise.

Using S, the sender-set of the ith round can be defined as
follows.
Definition 2: Ai′ is the set of users participating in round
i:

Ai′ =
{e ∈ A | S(e, i ) =
1}
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Supposing the protocol to be executed for t rounds, we
can define the set 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖 as follows.
Definition 3: 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖 is the set of all rounds in which user ei
has participated:

G=
{ j |1 ≤ j ≤ t ∧ ei ∈ A′j }
i

From Definition 3, we can divide rounds into two
categories: those including Alice ( 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ) and those
̅
). We need an estimate on the
excluding Alice ( 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
behavior of users who affect Alice’s anonymity.
When Alice participates in a round, her messages become
anonymous among the other messages sent in that round. So,
all users participating in the round affect the anonymity of
Alice’s messages. From the attacker point of view, such
effective users must be identified and be considered in
disclosing Alice partners.
In each round, attacker notices a set of senders who send
their messages to a set of receivers. So, the sender-set and
the receiver-set can be constructed for the round. If Alice
participates in the ith round, every user in the ith sender-set
affects the Alice’s anonymity. To identify such users, we
define cloak users as follow:
Definition4: for the user ei, the set of cloak users include
users who have participated in at least one round with ei.

Cloaki = {e j | e j ∈  Ak′ − {ei }}
k∈Gi

The set of Alice’s cloak users is CloakAlice. We need an
estimate on the behavior of users in CloakAlice. To this end,
̅
in which at least one user
we extract such rounds from 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
from CloakAlice has participated. Such rounds are collected in
the set PAlice .
Definition5: The set Pi includes those rounds of 𝐺𝐺̅𝑖𝑖 in
which the cloak user of ei has participated:

Pi= { j ∈ Gi | Cloaki  A′j ≠ ∅}

The average of the observations from rounds in PAlice is
used as the estimation for the behavior of cloak users
����������������������⃗) calculated as:
(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶


CloakUsr =

1

PAlice

∑


oi .

(3)

i∈PAlice

Using this estimation and the law of large numbers, the
vector 𝑣𝑣⃗ can be calculated as:


=
v

 (b − a ) 
b
oi −
CloakUsr .
∑
at ′ i∈GAlice
a

(4)

1
∑ ai .
t ′ i∈GAlice

(5)

Where 𝑡𝑡 ′ = |𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 | and 𝑎𝑎� is the average of Alice’s share
in the number of messages sent in each round:

a=

The improved SDA can be summarized as the following
steps:
1. Observe all rounds of the protocol execution
2. Calculate observation vectors for each round
̅
3. Divide rounds into two sets: 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 and 𝐺𝐺𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
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4. Identify cloak users
5. Construct P Alice
����������������������⃗
6. Calculate 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
7. Calculate 𝑣𝑣⃗
To this end, the attacker uses all available observations to
identify Alice partners. Using this improved attack, a better
estimation of behavior of effective users on Alice’s
anonymity will be achieved; and no constraint will be
imposed on any other users’ behavior. In Section IV, we
explain how this method reduces the number of required
observations.

confidence of 1 −

1

1+𝑘𝑘 2

leave SG-Mix at most
words:

, it can be said that a message will
𝑘𝑘+1
𝜇𝜇

after its entrance. In the other

τ=

k +1

µ

.

(7)

To find τ, μ is required; which is the parameter of delay
distribution. In an M/M/∞ queue, the number of messages in
𝜆𝜆
the queue, upon entrance of a new message is . To provide
𝜇𝜇
anonymity for messages, it is necessary that at least one
𝜆𝜆
B. Extending SDA
message be in the queue upon its entrance; i.e. ≥ 1 .
𝜇𝜇
SDA has been applied to anonymity systems with batch
Otherwise, SG-Mix behaves as a first-in first-out queue and
processing. In [9], authors extended SDA to cover Pool
no anonymity will be provided [5], i.e:
Mixes, which is a probabilistic mix. In this section, we
µ ≤ λ.
(8)
extend the attack to cover a low-latency anonymity protocol
The
parameter
λ
can
be
anticipated
from
the
rate
of
named SG-Mix [4]. We chose SG-Mix due to its provision of
incoming messages. So, λ is used as an upper bound for μ in
the most optimal mixing strategies among low-latency
our relations. To estimate λ, incoming messages to SG-Mix
protocols [5].
can be observed for a period of time T. Considering the
The model of anonymity system in SDA is a simplified
𝑥𝑥
number of entered messages in this period as x, 𝜆𝜆 = ;
form of mix-net, where execution of protocol is divided into
𝑇𝑇
rounds. In each round, a subset of users sends their messages
having λ as the message entrance rate in the unit of time.
to another subset of users. So, in protocols such as mix-nets,
2) Construct Sets
which collect input messages into batches and processes
Using the maximum delay from (7), we can build senderthem after a threshold, each batch is equivalent to a round.
set and receiver-set. The set of all messages to which Alice’s
However, batch processing imposes a great delay to the
message blend forms receiver-set; and the set of all potential
delivered messages. As most of online applications have
senders of messages in receiver-set, forms sender-set. The
timing constraints, low latency anonymity protocols would
following theorems illustrate formation of these two sets.
be of more interest.
Theorem 1: If Alice’s message enters SG-Mix at time t,
For simplicity, we extend the attack to one SG-Mix, and
the receiver-set is comprised of all users receiving at least
assume whenever Alice sends a message to SG-Mix, she will
one message in the interval 𝑊𝑊1 = [t, t + τ].
not send another one until the first one has left the SG-Mix
Proof: As the maximum delay of a message in SG-Mix is
(ar=1).
τ, Alice’s message will leave the Mix at most at timet + τ.
To apply SDA to any anonymity protocol, the protocol
So, every user receiving at least one message from Mix in
must be mapped onto the attack model. To extend the attack
[t, t + τ] interval, can be Alice’s partner, thus must be in the
to SG-Mix, it is necessary to identify sender-sets and
receiver-set. □
receiver-sets of each round. To do so, we model the delay of
Theorem 2: If Alice’s message enters SG-Mix at time t,
a SG-Mix.
all users who send a message to the Mix in the interval
1) SG-Mix Delay Model
𝑊𝑊2 = [t − τ, t + τ] will be in the sender-set.
As mentioned in Section II, the distribution of message
Proof: From Theorem 1, the receiver-set is formed. So
delays is exponential with parameter μ. Assuming the
we try to relate messages in the receiver-set to senders. As
message arrival distribution is Poisson with parameter λ,
the maximum delay is τ, so the message leaving the Mix at
then the SG-Mix can be modeled as an M/M/∞ queue. The
time t, could have been sent at worst at t − τ (with maximum
maximum delay of a message (we refer to it as τ) can be
delay). The message which leaves Mix at time t + τ, could
found using such a modeling.
have been sent at t + τ (with no delay). Thus, every user
As distribution of delay in SG-Mix is exponential with
who sends a message to Mix in the interval [t − τ, t + τ]
parameter μ, the mean and standard deviation of the delay is
interval, is a member of the sender-set. □
1
To perform the attack, observation vectors ( 𝑜𝑜⃗ ) are
. Using one-sided Chebychev’s inequality, the maximum
𝜇𝜇
necessary. As mentioned earlier in Section II, these vectors
delay of a message in SG-Mix can be estimated. The
can be calculated from the receiver-sets. Cloak users are
inequality says:
identified from sender-sets. The only remaining parameter
1
Pr( X + E( X ) ≥ kσ ) ≤
.
(6) prior to performing the attack is the batch size (b). In SDA,
2
this parameter indicates the number of sent messages in each
1+ k
batch; but in SG-Mix there is no batch processing. The batch
where X is a random variable with mean E(X) and standard
size determines number of messages which are blended
deviation σ. The parameter k determines the amount of
together to provide anonymity. The size of the sender-sets
confidence. For example, for k=3, at least 90% values of X
can
be used as parameter b. The number of users
are less than or equal to E(X)+kσ. In such a case, with the
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participating in each sender-set differs from round to round;
and so we use the mean size of sender-sets as parameter b.
The extension of SDA to SG-Mixes can be summed up
through the following steps:
1. Observe the protocol execution
2. Estimate the parameter λ
3. Calculate the intervals 𝑊𝑊1 and 𝑊𝑊2
4. Determine the sender-set and the receiver-set for
Alice’s messages
5. Obtain parameter b from the size of sender-sets
6. Calculate the vectors 𝑜𝑜⃗ from receiver-sets
7. Identify cloak users from sender-sets
8. Determine the sender and receiver-sets for cloak users
9. Calculate 𝑜𝑜⃗ vectors for cloak users
10. Calculate ��������������������⃗
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
11. Calculate 𝑣𝑣⃗

C. Resisting Against the Improved SDA
There is no way to fully defend a protocol against
intersection attacks such as SDA; whereas some ideas have
been proposed to delay the attack; that is, increasing the
number of required observations to succeed. Almost all of
such methods include sending dummy messages by mix or by
users in each round. However, the methods suffer from
imposing of a great communication load due to sending of
dummy messages. In some methods, users must participate
in each round despite their willingness. The mix strategy
must also be changed (to send/drop dummy messages) and
thus the mixing process takes longer.
As mentioned in Section IV, increasing the value of two
parameters b and m leads to an increase in the number of
required observations. Sending dummy messages by users or
mix tends to benefit from the role of parameter b. This
parameter determines the number of messages blending
together in each round. So, sending dummy messages is an
attempt to hide Alice’s message among more cloak users.
Our Sybil defense benefits from the role of parameter m in
the attack difficulty. The parameter determines the diversity
of Alice’s selection. More divert selections leaks less
information about each recipient’s identity.
In our method, Alice participates with n pseudonyms in
the anonymity protocol. These pseudonyms are not linkable
to Alice’s identity in any way. Every pseudonym has its own
set of recipients (different m). In each round where Alice
intends to send a message, she sends a message by any of her
pseudonym as well. For example, if Alice participates in the
protocol as her own identity as well as another identity
like 𝐴𝐴′ ; whenever Alice wants to send a message, she selects
her recipient from a set of m members, and 𝐴𝐴′ selects her
recipient from a set of 𝑚𝑚′ members. In each round where
Alice is included in the sender-set, 𝐴𝐴′ is also included;
accordingly the attacker cannot distinguish partners of 𝐴𝐴′
from partners of Alice. This can be considered as a scenario
in which a user selects her partners from a set of size 𝑚𝑚 +
𝑚𝑚′ .
More pseudonymous identities lead to more complexity
for the attacker. We refer to our method as Sybil defense,
because of using multiple and unlinkable identities.
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In Section IV, we will describe the implementation and
evaluation of our defense method against the standard and
improved SDA. As advantages of our defense method, there
is no need to overwhelm the network by dummy messages
and also, each user can use such protection by her willing
and based on the amount of required anonymity.
IV.

SIMULATION

Our simulator is inspired from [10]. Similar simulators
was also used in [12] and [13].
A. Simulation Plan
For simulation, we generated observations and applied
the standard and improved SDA to a unique system
configuration under assumptions of original SDA. By
configuration, we mean specific values of system parameters
N, b, and m. To create observations for a configuration, we
determined the set of partners for all users. To simulate each
round, a sample of size b was obtained with replacement
from the set of all users. This sample denotes the set of
senders in that round. The sampling was performed with
replacement to allow each user to send more than one
message per round. For each sender, the corresponding
receiver(s) was (were) determined based on the sender’s
partner set.
To show effectiveness of our improvement, we applied
both attacks to several configurations and compared the
number of required observation for each successful attack.
We continued an attack until it revealed at least 80% of
Alice’s partners or passed over the limit of 5000
observations. We repeated the experiment 100 times per
configuration before reporting the attack results. The pseudo
code of the simulation is shown in Figure 1.
B. Results
We run the simulation with default values of N=20000,
b=50, and m=20. In each comparison, we changed one
parameter, whereas the other two were kept unchanged.
Figure 2 depicts the effect of changing N (number of
system users) on the attacks. As N increases, the number of
required observations decreases for both the attacks; with the
need of fewer observations in the case of the improved SDA.
Figure 3 demonstrates the effect of batch size on the
attacks. As parameter b increases, the number of required
observations increases. As increasing the batch size results in
increasing the number of messages which blend with Alice’s
ones, the problem become more difficult. As batch size
increases, the improved attack needs less observation than
the standard SDA.
Figure 4 shows the role of parameter m on the attacks.
This parameter defines the number of Alice partners. By
increasing m, Alice sends messages to more different users,
so Alice’s behavior becomes more diverse. For SDA, the
number of observations increases extraordinarily when
m≥20, but for the improved SDA, the number of
observations increases gently. In the other words, when
m≥20, SDA becomes inapplicable; while the improved SDA
is still applicable. Accordingly, the main advantage of our
improvement is where Alice increases her behavior diversity.
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#Generate Observations
fori = 1 .. t
senderSet← a sample of size b from N
for each k in senderSet do
Choose a receiver from k’s send vector
and insert it into receiverSet
end
end
# Statistical Disclosure Attack
rounds← rounds that Alice participated in it
t ← |rounds|
for each r in rounds
for each k in receiverSet(r)
O(k) += 1/b
end
end
𝑂𝑂(𝑘𝑘)
𝑘𝑘 𝑡𝑡

𝑂𝑂� ← �

�⃗
𝑣𝑣⃗ ← 𝑏𝑏. 𝑂𝑂� − (𝑏𝑏 − 1). 𝑢𝑢

# Improved SDA
Calculate O vectors for all rounds, as before.
for each r in rounds
if Alice is a sender in r
then 𝐺𝐺 ← 𝐺𝐺⋃𝑟𝑟
else 𝐺𝐺̅ ← 𝐺𝐺̅ ⋃𝑟𝑟
end
for each r in 𝐺𝐺̅
add all senders of r except Alice to CloakAlice
end
for each r in 𝐺𝐺̅
if 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 ∩ 𝐴𝐴′ 𝑟𝑟 ≠ ∅
then 𝑃𝑃 ← 𝑃𝑃 ∪ 𝑟𝑟
end
��������������������⃗ ←
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶

1
�(𝑂𝑂(𝑘𝑘)|𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝑃𝑃)
|𝑃𝑃|
𝑘𝑘

𝑏𝑏
��������������������⃗
𝑣𝑣⃗ ←
�(𝑂𝑂(𝑘𝑘)|𝑘𝑘 ∈ 𝐺𝐺) − (𝑏𝑏 − 1)𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
|𝐺𝐺|
𝑘𝑘

Figure 1. Simulation pseudo code

To show the effect of the Sybil Defense introduced in
Section III.C, we changed the way of generating of
observations. In all the related simulations, we used just one
pseudonym (𝐴𝐴′ )for Alice. To determine the senders of a
round, if Alice is included as a sender, we inserted the user
𝐴𝐴′ to the set of senders and for every user in the sender-set,
the corresponding recipient is selected from the partner set.
The simulations confirmed that no attack could finish in
none of the configurations before reaching the observation
limit. This means that the attacker is unable to identify at
least 80% of Alice’s partners, whereas prior to employing the
Sybil defense, both attacks were finished before reaching the
5000 observation limit. So the Sybil defense can effectively
delay the attacker’s success.
While we examined our resistance method on SDA, it is
effective on all intersection attacks, such as the Hitting Set
Attack [14], as it can unsettle the uniqueness of hitting set.
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V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, we improved the Statistical Disclosure
Attack (SDA) in a way that it needs fewer observations to
succeed, and extended it to cover a non-threshold mix
protocol called SG-Mix. Finally, we proposed a resistance
method to delay attackers’ success.
We relaxed some limiting and unrealistic assumptions of
SDA. In the relaxed assumptions, other users can have their
specific sending vectors, and are not compelled to select their
receivers uniformly from all users. Moreover, Alice can
select her receivers non-uniformly from her m partners.
To model the message delay in SG-Mix we employed the
queueing theory. An SG-Mix can be modeled as an M/M/∞
queue with Poisson arrivals and exponential delays. From
there the maximum delay of a message was calculated and
then observation vectors were constructed.
Our resistance method resulted in a great effect on the
attack. In the normal scenario, the attacker was able to
identify at least 80% of Alice’s partners, while by employing
just one pseudonymous identity by Alice, the attack became
inapplicable. We believe that our method is effective on all
intersection attacks such as the hitting set attack (by
unsettling the uniqueness of hitting set), but this must be
evaluated in more details as future work.
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Abstract—PIGA (Policy Interaction Graph Analysis) is a
tool that detects malicious process behaviours by analysing
the operating system activities. This tool uses signatures
that represent illegal activities of some malicious user. These
signatures are generated from a graph that models the
performed operations at operating system (OS) level. For usual
security properties, the number of signatures is large and they
are stored in the memory during the detection process. In this
paper, we present a way to reduce the memory required to store
the signatures while preserving their quality. The methodology
is derived from the modular decomposition of graphs. We
investigate the impact of such an approach for the confidentiality
property. The efficiency of the methodology is evaluated on
interaction graphs of real operating systems. The number of
signatures is divided by 20 for the tested confidentiality property.
Keywords-security; operating system; modular decomposition.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Security in the Information Technology domain relies on
global properties that need to be ensured. Integrity and confidentiality are two of the most important ones. Many others
have been defined in the literature but they are mainly based
on the noninterference principle [1][2]. PIGA [3] is a tool
that can be used as an intrusion detection system (IDS) or an
intrusion prevention system (IPS). An intrusion is an action
that breaks a security property that is declared in the security
policy.
In order to prevent illegal activities, PIGA [3] monitors
the kernel activities (system calls) and examines the traces
of the different processes. In [4], the authors present an
overview of the different techniques of intrusion detection
based on externally specified rules. For example, Remus [5]
or BlueBoX [4] have a policy-based approach. The goals of
these examples are different. The aim of Remus is to minimise
the performance impact whereas BlueBoX tries to minimise
the impact on the kernel. However, these systems detect some
intrusion without taking into account the previous operations
performed in the OS. PIGA defines on the contrary, signatures
that describe the potential attacks on the operating system, by
considering the temporal order of the operations.
One important feature of PIGA is to detect security property breaks by using a set of signatures. Many intrusion
detection system are signature-based. For example, the Argos
System also computes signatures; however, these signatures
are generated from the examples of attacks that have already
occurred [6]. The particularity of PIGA is that these signatures
are generated off-line directly from the expression of the
security properties. The drawback of PIGA is that the signature
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base is large for real systems and requires a significant memory
space allocation for the detection process; furthermore, this
base has to be restricted to small signatures because the computation requires a huge amount of memory, i.e., exponential
with the length of the signatures [3]. For a complete system
based on Fedora using graphical user interface the signatures
base takes more than 500 MB.
This paper proposes an improvement of the PIGA system.
In order to reduce the memory space needed, we propose
a way to compact the information required for the intrusion
detection. This paper focusses on the confidentiality property
since it is the property that generates the largest number of
signatures [3]. PIGA uses a graph to represent the system
and its interactions, thus, this improvement is based on the
reduction of this graph. For this, we exploit the modularity
property of the input graph, i.e., the fact that some groups of
nodes have the same behaviour considering the remaining part
of the graph.
In order to present this contribution, the paper is organised
as follows. In Section II, a brief presentation of PIGA is given
and some security definitions are recalled. Section III presents
the problem tackled in this paper. Section IV presents the
major contribution of this paper, i.e., the use of the modular
decomposition of graph to lower the size of the memory
required to store signatures. It also provides a theoretical
evaluation of the efficiency of our method. Section V shows
that our strategy can be used to decrease the size of the
information stored for detecting confidentiality threat on real
systems. Section VI draws some conclusions and the direction
of further works.
II. G ENERAL C ONTEXT
This section summarises the study provided for the PIGA
system in [3]. The goal of PIGA is to monitor all the system
activities and detect those that break rules defined by the
administrator. This section proposes to recall the definitions
of the main terms of security used in this paper through the
prism of the PIGA system.
We present the process for generating a set of signatures
from the security policy and the interaction graph. This
process is explained throughout the following subsections.
In Section II-A, the security properties are presented. In
Section II-B, we describe the fundamental elements of a
system, i.e., the security contexts. In Section II-C, we recall
how these contexts are connected through the interactions of
the system. In Section II-D, we glue these elements together
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in order to represent the system by a directed graph. Finally
in Section II-E, we present how the signatures are computed
for the confidentiality property.
A. System and security properties
A system can be seen as a state machine, where a state is
characterised by the state of all the available resources [1]. The
state of the system changes at each system call. In order to
ensure the security of the system, the administrator defines the
rules that represent the frontier between the safe and the unsafe
state of the system. These rules are called security properties
and the set of these security properties is called security policy.
They are mainly based on the noninterference principle [7].
Integrity and confidentiality are the most common security
properties [8]. The aim of the confidentiality property is to
ensure there is no illegal information transfer. For example,
a confidentiality property of the file /etc/shadow for the
users prevents any information transfer from /etc/shadow
to any user. The goal of the integrity property is to ensure
there is no unwanted modification. For example, an integrity
property of /etc/shadow for the users prevents any modification of /etc/shadow by a user.

V represents the security contexts, and
A the set of interactions between those contexts.
Furthermore, any arc in this graph is labelled. The label of the
arc from the security context sc1 to the security context sc2
represents the set of operations from sc1 to sc2 allowed by
the MAC policy of the system. For example,
•
•

user_u:user_r:xserver_t
system_u:object_r:mtrr_device_t
file { write read };

represents the possible interactions from the context user_u:
user_r:xserver_t to system_u:object_r:mtrr_
device_t. It means that any element having user_u:
user_r:xserver_t security context can perform read and
write operations on the files of the context system_u:
object_r:mtrr_device_t. SELinux provides a wide
range of permissions that can be allowed between different
contexts. Figure 1 shows a simplified interaction graph.

B. Security contexts
PIGA is implemented upon SELinux, but it could be defined
upon other mandatory access control (MAC) systems. Thus,
it uses SELinux security contexts to label the resources of
the system (file, process, resource, network port, . . . ). By
extension, we say that two resources belong to the same
security context if they have the same label.
In their simplest format, the security contexts in SELinux
are defined by three elements: the user, the role and the type
of the entity. For example, the security context of /etc/
shadow is system_u:object_r:shadow_t. Several
entities playing the same role can have the same security
context. For example, user_u:object_r:user_home_t
contains all the files in the home directory of the user.
C. Interactions and sequences
Any elementary system operation involves two resources,
thus implying two security contexts [1]. This defines an
interaction between two contexts. In SELinux, only allowed
interactions are described explicitly. However, as shown in [3],
using these allowed interactions cannot ensure that the system
would remain in a safe state. Some security properties can
be broken by performing successive operations. A sequence
is then defined as a set of successive interactions, e.g., an
information flow between two security contexts.
The aim of the PIGA system is to automate the generation
of the sequences that break the security properties, defining
the signatures as explained in the following sections.
D. Interaction and flow graphs
As shown before, PIGA models the system with a directed
graph that represents the security contexts and the set of
allowed interactions. More precisely, the system is represented
by the interaction graph G = (V, A), such that:
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Fig. 1.

A simplified interaction graph

From the interaction graph, we derive other graphs that
are used in the generation of signatures. These new graphs
are obtained by filtering the labelling function. These filtering
operations may have different consequences on the arcs: an
arc can be removed from the graph if the resulting label is
empty; an arc also can change its direction by considering any
property to be preserved with this operation. In the case of the
confidentiality property, it uses the flow graph F G = (V, A)
where V is the set of the security contexts and A represent
all the possible information transfers between the security
contexts. The flow graph can be deducted from the interaction
graph by removing the labels that do not imply flow transfer,
maybe removing some arcs at this step. The remaining arcs
deal with read and write operations. If a write operation
occurs from context sc1 to sc2 , there is a flow transfer from
sc1 to sc2 and leads to an arc in the flow graph from sc1 to
sc2 . If a read operation occurs from context sc1 to sc2 , then
there is a flow transfer from sc2 to sc1 and leads to an arc in
the flow graph from sc2 to sc1 . Figure 2 presents the resulting
flow graph derived from the interaction graph of Figure 1.
E. Signatures
A signature represents a set of actions, ordered or not, that
breaks a security property. Note that a signature is derived
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Fig. 2.

The corresponding flow graph of the interaction graph of Figure 1

from a security property, but a security property generates several signatures. In PIGA, a signature represents an interaction,
a sequence or a combination of sequences and/or interactions.
This paper focusses on confidentiality. The experiments
of [3] show that this property generates the greatest number
of signatures. In this case, a signature is a sequence that
represents a succession of possible information transfers. For
two contexts sc1 and sc2 , sign(sc1 , sc2 ) represents the set of
signatures between sc1 and sc2 and can be computed as the
set of simple paths between sc1 and sc2 in the flow graph.
For example, from a system corresponding to Figure 1,
the administrator would like to ensure that any file in the
shadow_t security context cannot be accessible to any user
(having security context user_d). Considering the flow graph
in Figure 2, this would be possible that information from
shadow_t arrives to user_d in only three steps without
breaking the SELinux policy. The analysis of the flow graph
results in 4 ways of breaking this security property :
shadow_t->
shadow_t->
shadow_t->
shadow_t->

passwd_d->
passwd_d->
passwd_d->
passwd_d->

ssh_d-> user_d
login_d-> user_d
ssh_d-> admin_d-> bin_t-> user_d
login_d-> admin_d-> bin_t-> user_d

since the probability of defining an effective attack from a
signature become more and more smaller with its length.
It is thus a challenge to find a good way to compress the
signatures in order to lower the size of the storage required
by the signatures. In the PIGA system, a simple compression
is performed: the signatures are stored using a tree. After this
compression, the size of the input signatures remains large.
Another challenge is to obtain a compression not impacting
the efficiency of the detection process. For example, if the
system only stores the pairs (source, target), the detection
would be preponderant and slow down the system significantly.
This paper tackles the first problem of finding a generic
way to compress the number of signatures. An important
point is to ensure that any signature generated by the original policy is included in the set of compressed signatures.
We will see that the reverse property is not required (any
compressed signature only represents valid signatures). This
comes from the specificity of the objects manipulated in this
context. However, this paper tries to find the compressed set of
signatures that minimises the number of unrealistic signatures
in a compressed signature. Finally, the solution presented in
this paper follows the philosophy of PIGA: the generation of
a set of signatures using a graph that represents the system.
Since the signatures are simple paths in the flow graph,
reducing the size of this graph should reduce the number of
the signatures. In order to reduce the size of this graph, the idea
is to group the nodes having the same behaviour into a single
meta-node. For example, a simple analysis on the flow graph in
Figure 2 shows that both contexts ssh_d and login_d have
the same behaviour considering the other contexts. The idea
developed in the remaining of this paper is to consider these
two contexts as a single entity called module. Assuming this
in this example, only two signatures should be considered.
shadow_t-> passwd_d-> module-> user_d
shadow_t-> passwd_d-> module-> admin_d-> bin_t-> user_d

III. P ROBLEM DEFINITION

This kind of property for a graph is known as the modular
decomposition. To obtain an interesting compression, the
input interaction graph must contain a significant number of
modules. The modules should not be too large in order to
maintain the detection process efficient. The goal of this paper
is to evaluate the compression ratio of the application of the
modular decomposition to realistic flow graphs. The following
section presents the theoretical base of our technique.

As seen in the previous section, PIGA computes all the
signatures off-line and stores them in the system. As shown
in [3], the number of signatures may be large even for
systems having a small number of services. These signatures
are required for the detection process. However, they take a
huge place (several hundreds of megabytes) in the memory.
Furthermore, the interaction graph may be so large that it is
unrealistic to compute all the signatures. The problem comes
first from memory excess, since the administrator of the PIGA
system is not really time restricted to compute the signatures.
The solution chosen in this case is to bound the length of the
signatures. This approximation is acceptable for some systems,

The reader may refer to [9] for advanced concepts in graph
theory. In this section, we first recall the definition of the
modular decomposition on general undirected graphs in Section IV-A. Since the input graphs are directed, we show how to
deal with this problem in Section IV-B. Section IV-C presents
the general methodology for compressing signatures. In the
original algorithm for computing the signatures, the signatures
are defined as the set of the paths between the source and
target security contexts. However, the decomposition process
compacts some nodes into some meta-nodes, called modules.
Thus, some source or target security contexts may disappear

When the PIGA system is active, all the interactions are
audited and the system memorises the progression of all the
signatures. If an interaction completes a signature, the system
will forbid the last operation if it is in prevention mode and it
will warn the user in permissive mode. Indeed, PIGA can be
used either as an IDS or as an IPS.
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in this process. Section IV-D describes the process to make
these contexts reappear. Finally, in Section IV-E, we provide
an evaluation of the reduction of the number of signatures
using this technique.
A. Modular decomposition
The modular decomposition of a graph is a useful tool to
represent graphs in a compact way by grouping nodes that
have the same behaviour. Theoretical and algorithmic aspects
of this decomposition are explored in [10]. This decomposition
has several applications. For example, it has been used in
graph drawing, where a module can be seen as a single node
and indeed simplify the drawing [11]. This decomposition has
been used in biology to simplify the protein-protein interaction
network and obtain comprehensive view of this network [12].
All these examples show that the modular decomposition is
used to simplify the input graph and then lower the complexity
of solving initial the problem. In this paper, we use this type
of graph decomposition to lower the size of the flow graph on
which the signatures are computed.
Definition 1: Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. A
module M of G is a subset of V such that:

∀y ∈ M, (x, y) ∈ E or
∀x ∈ V \ M
∀y ∈ M, (x, y) 6∈ E
Let GM be the subgraph of G such that GM = (M, E 0 )
such that: E 0 = {(x, y) ∈ E | x, y ∈ M }. As shown in [10],
module M can have one of the three following types, depending on the connectivity of GM :
• M is series if GM is not connected;
• M is parallel if GM is not connected;
• M is prime otherwise.
A module M is strong if for any other module M 0 , either
one is included in the other (M ⊆ M 0 or M 0 ⊆ M ) or they are
totally disjoint (M ∩ M 0 = ∅). The set of strong modules can
be organised in a tree, called the modular decomposition tree,
giving some hierarchical relationship between the modules.
The root of this tree is the trivial module V and the leaves
are the other trivial modules: the single nodes. The modular
decomposition tree of G is designated by M DT ree(G).
Figure 3 represents H the symmetrised version of the flow
graph in Figure 2, where every arc between two nodes has
been replaced by an edge between these nodes. The application of modular decomposition on H generates the modular
decomposition tree M DT ree(H) represented on Figure 4.

Fig. 3.

The flow graph after symmetrization H = (V, E)
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Fig. 4.

The modular decomposition tree associated to H, M DT ree(H)

A quotient graph can be obtained by grouping the nodes
contained in the same module into a single node in the graph.
The quotient graph of G is called Quot(G), e.g., the graph
Quot(H) represented on Figure 5 is the quotient graph of H.
This operation makes the input graph smaller and thus easier
to understand. In the following definition, we extend the notion
of quotient graph to any partition of the vertices. This latter
definition is also valid for directed graphs.

Fig. 5.

The quotient graph associated to H, Quot(H)

Definition 2: Let G = (V, E) be a graph and V a partition
of V . The graph Quot(G, V) is defined as follows:
• The vertex set is V;
• The edge set E is given by:


(V1 , V2 ) | V1 , V2 ∈ V and V1 6= V2
E=
and ∃ v1 ∈ V1 , v2 ∈ V2 (v1 , v2 ) ∈ E
Using this definition, the quotient graph in the modular
decomposition context is simply Quot(G, V) where V is
the partition obtained from the modular decomposition tree
considering the nodes at level 1.
The partition V obtained by selecting the nodes at the first
level of the M DT ree(H) represented by Figure 4 is:
V = (passwd_d, shadow_t, (ssh_d, login_d),
(admin_d, user_d), bin_t).
B. Dealing with directed graphs
The graphs considered in this paper, i.e., the policy and flow
graphs, are directed. The modular decomposition can also be
applied to directed graphs. F. De Montgolfier [13] uses 2structure to define the module in this context. However, we
only use the undirected concepts for several reasons.
First, as shown in Section II-E, the interaction and flow
graphs are used for generating the signatures. They have the
same vertices, however, some edges have different directions.
Applying directed modular decomposition on both graphs may
generate two different modular decompositions. Consequently,
the quotient graphs would be different and it would be more
difficult to generate the set of signatures.
Second, the sizes of the modules in directed modular
decomposition are smaller than in the undirected case, since
any directed module remains a module after transformation of
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the arcs into edges. Considering the initial example given in
Figure 2 and its associated flow graph, the series module in
the undirected decomposition is not a module in the directed
case: the neighbourhood of admin_d and user_d are not
the same in both graphs.
Finally, as shown at the end of this section, this action can
be minimised by recovering a directed quotient graph, our
process generates new dummy signatures that are useful to
efficiently compress the signatures.
C. Overall strategy
In this section, we present our global methodology. The
input of our algorithm is the interaction graph G = (V, A).
In order to use the modular decomposition, we consider
the associated undirected graph G0 = (V, E) obtained by
modifying any arc (i, j) in G into the edge {i, j} in G0 and
Quot(G0 ) its quotient graph. Since the generation of the signatures uses a directed graph, we compute the directed quotient
graph Quot(G, V) using the partition V. V is generated by
the computation of Quot(G0 ), i.e., a module of Quot(G0 ) is
considered as a module of Quot(G, V). The main difficulty is
to compute the useful quotient graph depending on the source
and target security contexts. Figure 6 represents the quotient
graph obtained from the directed graph G in Figure 2.

Fig. 6.

The directed quotient graph associated to the flow graph Figure 2

In Section V, we show that real graphs in security domain
contain several modules. They are mainly parallel modules.
We show in the following section how to exploit this property
for the computation of compressed signatures.
D. Computing the quotient graph for one pair source/target
In this section, we detail the extraction of the compacted
signatures from the original graph. As described in Section II-E, the signatures are computed as the set of the simple
paths from the source context to the target context. Using the
modular decomposition, we compute the new signatures using
the quotient graph. However, the source (respectively, target)
context may be contained in modules. Thus, the endpoints
of the paths should be considered as a module by themselves,
breaking the modules in which they are contained into smaller
modules. For this, we can see that the entire module can
be removed and all the elements inside considered as trivial
modules. However, as shown in the Algorithm 1 some submodules can be preserved.
Note that a node appears in the quotient graph if it is a
direct child of the root of the modular decomposition tree,
i.e., if it appears as a singleton in the corresponding partition.
The aim of the algorithm is indeed to find a partition where
both endpoints are singletons while keeping the largest number
of modules. We called this partition Ps,t where s is the source
and t the target. Thus, to extract a node from a module we
need to transform the modular decomposition tree such that the
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Algorithm 1 Extraction of a node
Input: n the node to extract
Output: decomposition tree with the extracted node
for each: node m in path(n) do
removeEdge(Parent(m),m)
if m is not Root and (ChildCount(m)<=2 or m is Prime)
then
for each: node o in child(m) do
removeEdge(m,o)
addEdge(Root,o)
end for
removeNode(m)
else
addEdge(Root,m)
end if
end for

endpoints are direct children of the root and the tree remains a
modular decomposition tree. Algorithm 1 solves this problem
in the following way. Every node in the path from the root to
the extracted node is a module. We can separate these modules
into two categories. The first contains modules with more than
two children in the tree. The second contains modules with
exactly two children. Modules of the first category are put as
a direct child of the root and they keep all their children but
the child included in the path. Modules of the second category
are removed from the tree and every child is put as a direct
child of the root. Finally, the node that we want to extract is
put as a direct child of the root. Special care has to be taken
for prime modules. Indeed, a parallel (respectively, series)
module having more than two elements can be decomposed
in a parallel (respectively, series) module having exactly two
elements, one node and a parallel (respectively, series) module
that contained the remaining nodes. This property is not
preserved for prime modules and a prime should be totally
broken and its children must be put at the root level. The
partition Ps,t is obtained by applying Algorithm 1 twice, with
s and t.
Note that Algorithm 1 is very efficient since the modifications of the tree are located along the path between the root and
the leaf corresponding to the node to extract. Thus, the worst
case complexity is linear in the size of the tree. Consequently,
the main time consuming task remains the computation of the
signatures from the quotient graph. Nevertheless, the global
computation time is reduced significantly.
As an example, we apply the modular decomposition on the
graph depicted in Figure 7. This undirected graph contains 11
vertices and 29 edges. The algorithm generates the modular
decomposition tree of Figure 8. This tree is composed of
four levels and contains one prime, two series and three
parallel modules. From this tree, we generate the quotient
graph, in Figure 9, that contains the nodes of the first level
of the tree. Computing the compressed signatures between
nodes 1 and 5, we can use this quotient graph, since these
nodes are not contained in non-trivial modules. There are two
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Fig. 9.

Fig. 7.

Initial graph GE

Fig. 10.

Fig. 8.

Decomposition tree M DT ree(GE)

signatures from Node 1 to Node 5 in the initial graph, there
exists 2027 signatures for the same source/target pair. If the
security property involves Nodes 2 and 8, this quotient graph
cannot be used. Algorithm 1 computes the modified modular
tree (Figure 10) and the resulting quotient graph is given in
Figure 11. This graph contains 8 nodes and 15 edges. It results
50 compressed signatures instead of 2610 in the initial graph.
E. Reduction of the number of signatures
In this section, we evaluate the compression rate: the
number of signatures represented by a modular signature,
i.e., a signature that contains modular contexts.
We assume in this section that the compression process
using the modular decomposition does not add unwanted arcs.
Definition 3: Let G = (V, A) a directed graph and Q =
(M, A0 ) a quotient graph of G. An arc (m1 , m2 ) is clean iff
∀x ∈ m1 , y ∈ m2 , (x, y) ∈ A.
The quotient graph Q is clean if all its arcs are clean.
A signature s is clean if it only contains clean arcs.
Lemma 1: A compressed clean signature s that contains
one modular context M of size k represents at least f (k)
non-modular signatures, where f (k) is the sum of:
• k, i.e., the size of the module, and
• the number of simple paths between two distinct elements
in the module within GM , i.e., considering only the paths
inside the module.
Proof: Let s be a compressed signature that contains one
modular context, i.e., s = c1 , . . . , ci , M, ci+1 , . . . , cl , where
M is a module in G, M = {c01 , . . . , c0k }. Using these notations,
all the ci and c0i are distinct. Otherwise, there would be a loop
in the signature or one of the ci would belong to the module
and should have been replaced by M in s.
From this signature we can derive those in the original
graph in two different ways. First, we can replace M by one
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Decomposition tree with source and target extract

of the elements of the module. This lead to k signatures of
the same length as s. Second, we can replace M by a single
path between two distinct elements in M , leading to longer
signatures and to the second part of the sum.
In order to compute the computation ratio of a single signature for a general module, we need to make some complex
computations. However, for parallel and series pure modules,
this can be solved easily. We say that a module is pure if all
its children in the modular decomposition tree are leaves.
Consequence 1: A compressed clean signature s that contains one modular pure parallel context M of size k represents
at least k signatures in the original policy.
Proof: In this case, no path between two distinct elements
exist within the module.
Consequence 2: A compressed clean signature s that contains one modular pure series context M of size k represents
at least N signatures in the original policy, where
N=

k−1
X

i
Y

(k − j)

i=0 j=0

Proof: In this case, the nodes contained in M form a
clique. Then the number of simple paths between two elements
of M is at least the number of paths inside the clique, including
the paths of length 0. Defining a simple path of length i
consists in choosing the first element within k, then the second
within (k − 1),Qand so on. Thus, the number of simple paths
i
of length i is j=0 (k − j). By summing all these terms, we
obtain the desired result.
If a signature contains several modules, the number of
uncompressed signatures corresponds to at least the product
of the number of compressed signatures for each module.
Note that a compressed non-clean signature represents some
signatures that are not possible in the original graph. These
unrealistic signatures are not significant for the detection process. Indeed, such uncompressed signature cannot be activated
since some transitions are not allowed by the MAC policy
(e.g., SELinux) of the system.
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p1:
p2:
p3:
p4:
p5:
p6:

user_u:user_r:user_t --> system_u:object_r:shadow_t
user_u:user_r:user_t --> system_u:object_r:etc_t
user_u:user_r:user_t --> user_u:object_r:user_tmp_t
system_u:object_r:shadow_t --> user_u:user_r:user_t
system_u:object_r:etc_t --> user_u:user_r:user_t
user_u:object_r:user_tmp_t --> user_u:user_r:user_t

TABLE II
AUDITED PAIRS
Fig. 11.

Quotient graph Quot(GE, P2,8 )

Uncompressed
Compressed without loop
Compressed with loops
on modules

Nb sig
103411
1436
5780

ρ
/
98.6%
94.4%

Min ρ
/
91.3%
81.7%

Max ρ
/
99.9%
99.7%

Uncompressed
Compressed
ρ

p1 p2
p3
p4
p5
p6
1
2 14006 85510 42756 10238
1
2
477
4026 2014
350
0% 0% 96.6% 95.3% 95.3% 96.6%

Total
152513
6870
95.5%

TABLE III
C OMPRESSION RATIOS FOR THE FLOW GRAPH

TABLE I
C OMPRESSION RATIOS FOR THE EXAMPLE GRAPH

V. E XPERIMENTS
The experiments have been performed on one example
graph and two graphs generated from a realistic security
policy. The following sections present the structure of the
studied graph and the results of our experiments for each
studied case. In order to evaluate the efficiency of our method,
we used the following compression ratio:
ρ=1−

#compressed signatures
#uncompressed signatures

(1)

A. Results on the example graph
The example graph (Figure 7) contains 11 nodes. This
example has no application in the security domain and comes
from papers dealing with modular decomposition theory [10].
However, it contains all the types of modules (Figure 8) and
appears to be important in order to validate the global strategy
for computing the signatures and compressed signatures.
We compute the number of signatures generated by the
application of the modular decomposition for each source/target pair. The results, presented in Table I, show that the
compression is very high. Note that a compressed signature
represents on average more than 70 uncompressed signatures.
We also consider more complex signatures: we allow the
signature to contain loops for modular nodes. These signatures
take into account the fact that a module contains several
nodes. However, we use the following rule: a signature cannot
contains more than k occurrences of a same module if the
size of this module is k. Even in this case, the compression
ratio remains high. This investigation shows that the modular
decomposition strategy has a great impact even if the sizes
of the modules are not large and for any pair of source/target
nodes.
Since for each pair, our strategy computes a new graph on
which the signatures are generated. It appears that the graphs
contain between 5 and 9 nodes.

the possible information flows in a gateway using a Gentoo
Linux distribution studied in [3]. It contains 43 nodes and 163
arcs. The decomposition tree has a special structure: it only
contains three levels. The root is a prime node; at level 1, there
exists 10 parallel modules and 16 leaves and the last level
contains 27 leaves. Each parallel contains from 2 to 5 nodes.
From a security point of view, each parallel has some semantic
consistency. For example, one parallel contains system_u:
object_r:shadow_t, user_u:object_r:shadow_t
and root:object_r:shadow_t.
We compute the number of signatures generated on 6
source/target pairs given in Table II. The graph and the
pairs were used by an instance of PIGA-IDS deployed on
the gateway of a honey-pot [3]. The aim of this honey-pot
was to understand the behaviour of any user considered de
facto as an attacker. The first pair (p1) in Table II would
detect all the attempts of changing the password of the user,
whereas p4 detect all the attempts of the user to obtain
information from the shadow file. All the pairs are using the
context user_u:user_r:user_t, thus there are only four
contexts used as endpoints. From these four contexts, only the
context system_u:object_r:shadow_t is contained in
a parallel module. Thus, all the pairs p2, p3, p5 and p6 will use
the basic quotient graph for the computation of the compressed
signatures, the two remaining ones use a quotient graph having
27 nodes and 91 edges. The quotient graphs are clean (see
Definition 3). This implies that there are only clean signatures
generated by the compression process.
Table III shows the number of signatures generated with
and without using the modular decomposition process. This
table also gives the compression ratio of the application of
our method. A further analysis of the distribution of the
compression ratios shows that a modular signature compresses
between 2 and 717 non-modular signatures. Moreover, the
number of modules in a signature varies between 1 and 3,
some modules cannot been reached by the source element.
C. Results on the transition policy

B. Results on a global SELinux policy
In order to evaluate the efficiency of our method on a
real case, we study the following flow graph. It represents
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As described in Section II-D, from the interaction graph,
we can derive several others by filtering the labels of the arcs.
The transition graph is obtained by removing the arcs that are
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not labelled by a transition and removing the isolated nodes.
This section provides a study of the transition graph obtained
from an interaction graph having 577 nodes.
This transition graph has 381 nodes and 21074 arcs (density
15%). The application of the modular decomposition generates
a tree with a series module as root. This tree is deeper and
more complex than the modular decomposition tree of the
flow graph. At level 1, the leaves represent contexts that have
some connection with all the other nodes. They are of the
form *:sysadm_r:sysadm_t and they are related to the
administrator of the system that has all the rights. Then the
quotient graph is very simple and contains 5 nodes and 20 arcs
corresponding to a complete graph. Note that a prime module
at level 4 contains 108 of the 112 nodes at the level 5. The
decomposition tree present another characteristic: the series
modules contain from 3 to 7 nodes. The nodes contained in
the same module have some similarities in their label. For
example, all the contexts *:*:passwd_t form one series
module of size 7. It shows that the modular decomposition
reveals some logical coherency of the transition graph.
We compute the number of signatures from system_
u:system_r:sshd_t to user_u:user_r:user_t on
the transition graph using the modular decomposition. This
computation defines all the possibilities of connections from
ssh to a user account. We obtain 3546 signatures by limiting
their length to 4. The corresponding quotient graph contains
115 nodes and 1515 arcs, 92 of them being not clean. In the
original graph, it was not possible to compute all the paths
of length 4 using our generation program due to memory
overflow. This is a consequence of the search of the paths in
the series modules that generate many signatures, as shown in
Consequence 2. In this example, it was not possible to compute
all the compressed signatures of length 5. To complete our
experiment, we restrict the length of the paths to 3, we obtain
190 compressed signatures and 1571 uncompressed signatures,
leading to a compression ratio of ρ = 87.9%.
We also made the same experiment restricted to the nodes
included in the prime module. In this case, the initial graph has
350 nodes and 5930 arcs, while the quotient graph used for
the computation of the signatures has 108 nodes and 506 arcs,
all of them being clean. The computation of the compressed
signatures have been performed up to paths of length 10 where
111,704 signatures have been found, while the uncompressed
signatures have been computed up to length 4. For paths of
length 4, there exists only 96 compressed signatures and the
compression ratio is 99%.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented a way for compressing the
signatures base used in PIGA IDS. We experiment this procedure on different input graphs. These experiments show that
our method is efficient for compressing signatures expressing
the confidentiality property: the compression ratio is usually
large, over 90%. This reveals a characteristic of the interaction
graph and its derivatives. Indeed, many of the modules have a
logical coherency and labels inside a same module have some
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similarity. In some extent, we can say that modules represent
some meta-contexts and that the signatures are defined at this
level.
This method can be also applied to other security properties.The study on the transition graph shows that any property
implying this particular graph would lead to a very high
compression ratio since all the types of modules are found
and the decomposition tree is deep.
The compression technique provides another result: the
expressiveness of compressed signatures is very high. Indeed,
compressed signatures of small size can represent very long
signatures. Furthermore, since the quotient graph is smaller
than the original graph, our method can compute longer
signatures than the initial computing method.
The main perspective to this work is to define the detection
counterpart. Indeed, the process has to be adapted in order
to deal with modules in order to eliminate the false positive
induced by the compaction. The additional cost due to the
compression has to be clearly evaluated before being installed
in a real operating system.
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Abstract: Review of data breach trends in the last five years
reveal that data at rest, in use, and in motion, inside and over
the extended network, is being increasingly affected. While
organisations primarily focus on protecting sensitive customer
financial information, the protection of custodial data and
company secrets has been a back burner issue. Moreover, errors, mistakes and accidents on the part of the employees
working/ travelling/ residing onsite and off-site with company
media/data, have worsened the situation such that current
technical and socio-technical controls are not adequate in preventing theft of media or the accidental or intentional misuse/loss of portable data. To overcome this issue, the security
action cycle model of Straub and Welke (based on the general
deterrence theory) is used as a theoretical lens to build a data
centric security cycle model to safeguard the data that are “at
rest, in motion and in use”. Finally, the paper discusses how
the model can be further empirically validated using the updated IS success model of DeLone and McLean.

instance, sensitive data is not only out of the organizational
security defenses but that the existing organizational IS controls and assurance cannot be monitored and thus becomes
voluntary on the part of the employees to protect it from
theft, accidental loss and misuse. While information security
controls and models exist for securing the organisational
network, data loss prevention is an area of scant research.
The object of this paper is data, which primarily refers to
custodial data (protection required by regulation/law) and
company secrets (high value intellectual property and assets). The objective of the paper is to propose a model to
protect and control this data. Protection, focus on the data in
its raw form as it rests in the file system, flows through the
network and while it is being used. The controlling aspect
considers how the data or information is used once authorized users have gained access to it and even revokes the
access to it. The output of this paper is a data centric security cycle model to protect the data (hereinafter refer to data
that are “at rest, in motion and in use”) in real time. The
theoretical basis of the model rest on the security action
cycle model of Straub and Welke [6], which in turn is derived from the general deterrence theory.
The paper is divided into five sections. The current state
of IS security breaches is analyzed from statistics to highlight the relevance of data loss prevention (Section 2). This
is followed by analyzing the high profile data breaches occurred during the last five years from 2007 to 2011 to find
out the gaps in the socio-technical security structure (Section 3). Then, the current literature on IS security is evaluated to ascertain the existence and appropriateness of relevant
IS security models for data protection and to select an appropriate theoretical basis for the model (Section 4). Finally,
the selected theory is employed to build up the proposed
Data Centric Security Cycle (DCSC) model, as well as provide the rationale for using the updated IS success model of
DeLone and McLean [7] for evaluating the success of the
model (Section 5).

Keywords-IS Security; data breaches; data centric security.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Security and privacy has remained one of the top ten key
issues for Information Systems [IS] executives since 2003
[1] and crucial to the continuous wellbeing of modern organisations [2] with the result that organizations need to
protect information assets against cyber crime, denial-ofservice attacks, web hackers, data breaches, identity and
credit card theft, and fraud [3]. A firm’s information related
assets are now among its most valuable assets [4]. Thus, the
protection of this asset through the process of information
security, is of equal importance [5]. The application of existing technical IS security frameworks and IS controls have
been effective in preventing attacks from external entities
into the organizational networks, but the mobility of the
organizational staff and information technology (IT) assets
along the extended network have posed serious risks to organizational data.
Inside organizations, valuable and critical data may exist
in laptops, portable storage media, storage media at distant
locations, and in emails in online and offline mode. In this
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II. DATA BREACH ANALYSIS
The central objective of any security system is the ability
to prevent undesired access, while still allowing authorized
access to information [8] but with cyber incidents growing
in intensity and severity [9] the risks related to information
security have become a major challenge and a top management priority for many organizations [10]. Thus, despite the
critical role and relevance of information and information
security in an organisation, unauthorized breaches into organisational internal and the extended networks occur with
greater frequency and severity [6] [9] [11] [12]. IS security
have remained within the top ten key issues in information
systems since the advent of the Internet in the early 1990s
[13], and maintained this position in subsequent studies [1]
[14] [15] [16] [17]. This section analyses data breaches from
a statistical as well as from a methodological perspective to
ascertain the severity and cause of breaches.

890 breaches in 2011 with insiders (accident and malicious)
accounting for 39% of the breaches. Among the three types
of breaches namely reported abuse, discovered abuse and
undiscovered abuse [23], the above figures mainly represent
only the reported abuse all of which involve substantial loss
to the stakeholders. The breaches identified by the various
sources are not uniform as they use newspaper articles, copies of letters reporting a breach to consumers, notification
lists of state agencies, direct entry of incidents by the public,
and other web sites as sources for the breaches [24].
ITRC statistics that are based on publicly available
breaches in United States provides categorized statistical
data on breaches (see Figures 1 and 2). Considering accidental exposure and data on the move, statistics from 2007
till 2011 does not indicate any drastic reduction in either the
number of breaches or records breached.

A. Data Breaches – a Statistical Perspective
As organisations rely heavily on information to conduct
their daily activities [5], any disruption or intrusion poses
grave threat to the organisation and its extended enterprise.
Recent statistics taken from different sources reveal the seriousness of the issue. In the annual 2010/2011 CSI computer crime and security survey (285 respondents), 41.1% of
those surveyed reported a security incident in their company
[18]. Similarly, a 2011 sector wise study by Deloitte on 138
organizations revealed that 75% experienced an IS security
breach, which was an increase over the previous year by
62% [19]. Also the average total cost of a data breach rose
to $6.75 million in 2009, with major increase in number of
records lost per incident [20] where stolen laptops were cited as the number one cause of a data breach in 2009.
From a numerical perspective, in 2011, the US Identity
Theft Resource Centre (ITRC) reported a total of 419
breaches resulting in 22,918,441 records being compromised [21]. Compared with ITRC, Datalossdb [22] reported

Figure 1. Total number of reported/known breaches in US from
2002 to 2011 (Source: ITRC, 2007 - 2011)

While payment card information and authentication credential are still the most sought after data, the largest
breaches (in terms of the number of records) reveal that the
personal information along with company secrets are a potential target (Figure 3). The above statistical figures reveal
the increase in intensity and frequency of threat to all financial and organizational data from within and external to the
organization.

Figure 2. Total number of records breached from 2007 to 2011 from reported/known sources in US I (Source: ITRC, 2007, 2008, 2009,
2010, 2011)
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Figure 3. Varieties of data compromised by number of breaches and records [25]

Information can be categorized into custodial data and secrets [26]. It has been noticed from the above statistics that
hackers have shifted from financial information to the wider
custodial and company secrets (see TABLE I). Irrespective
of the type of date, the cost incurred by the organisation
comes at a price.
B. Cost of Data Breach
While IS security breaches cost dearly for the organizations, the question is not whether organizations need more
security, but to look at cost-benefit methods to evaluate IT
security so as to ‘optimize’ security countermeasure investments and reduce spending without sacrificing protection
(Arora et al., 2004). The financial loss suffered by US companies average $ 5.1 million for a single data breach and the
cost incurred for one compromised record comes to $214
[27]. Taking the 2011 ITRC reported breaches into consideration, this would amount to $ 2136 million (at the rate of
US $ 5.1 million x 419 breaches). Calculating the loss from
a records compromised, the loss amounts to $ 4904 million
(22.9 million records based on ITRC x $ 214). Verizon
(2012) reported 855 incidents with 174 million compromised records in 2011 from the small global sample from
the 33 participating countries. If this statistic is taken to calculate the loss, it comes to an annual loss of $
37,236,000,000 from this small sample.
C. Human Factor and Mobility in Data Breaches
The human being remains the weakest link in the control
and security of systems and networks [28] and “frequently
security violations involve those who are authorized or have
access to the sensitive data of concern” [29] (p. 26). Moreover, it is estimated that at least half of the breaches to IS
security are unauthorized system access made by internal
personnel [30]. Thus, the involvement of humans in information security is equally important and many examples
exist where human activity can be linked to security issues
[2]. As noted by Schultz [31], information security is pri-
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marily a people problem and technology is designed and
managed by people, leaving opportunities for human error.
It has been observed that organisational security target the
prevention of external threats, such as hackers and viruses,
leaving organizations open to breaches from the inside [30].
Hence, the occurrence of IS security breaches by internal
personnel may be reduced if greater emphasis were placed
on internal threats to IS security that can occur when employees handle information in their day-to-day jobs (ibid).
The environment of today's worker is evolving from centralization and control to mobility and performance [32].
With the rapid adoption of mobile office, modern organizations are exploiting mobile media and their infrastructure in
a more strategic manner, thus developing work styles and
office designs that are evolving around new technologies
like mobile phone, laptop and email address [33]. While
these technological advances provide advantages to organizations [34], all of these pose significant threat to information. This mobility highlights the relevance of protection
to the data, focusing on the data itself and evaluate how sensitive data and information can be securely delivered and
shared/transferred beyond the organisational network. This
calls for a data focused security model that can incorporate
the policies and controls into the technical security architecture to protect data from unauthorised access, wherever it
resides (fixed infrastructure, end points and mobile devices).
III. CAUSES OF DATA BREACH
The year 2011 witnessed a spate of high profile cyberattacks, and the top ten reported cases (number of records
breached) in the US and a few organizations in Europe is
taken to analyze the gaps in IS security. Since the ITRC and
the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse (PRC) [35] documents
publicly available breaches in US, these sources were combined and analyzed to come up with a list of top ten data
breaches in 2011.
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TABLE I. EVALUATION OF THE TOP TEN BREACHES (Source: ITRC, 2012; PRC, 2012)
Organisation
Records
Nature of breach
Evaluation
1 Sony Playstation 70,000,000 Stolen information include - name, address,
External attack - the hacker used spear
country, email address, birthdate, PlayStation phishing rather than highly sophisticated
Network/Qriocity password and login.
hacking to break into the network.
2 Zappos
24,000,000 Customer information - names, email, billing External attack – where the hacker gained
(owned by Amaand shipping addresses, phone numbers, the last entry into the company server (Methodology
zon.com)
four digits of credit card numbers, and
is not known as the probe is still ongoing).
crytographically scrambled passwords were
stolen
3 TRICARE-SAIC 4,900,000 Backup tapes containing SAIC SAIC data
Non-technical – employee error; procedure
stolen from the car of a Tricare employee.
not followed
4 Texas Comptroller 3,500.000 Unencrypted information transferred and kept Correct procedure not followed when transin a server accessible to the public
ferring information across servers
5 Betfair
2,300,000 SQL injection attack on a code vulnerability
Technical breach, procedure not followed
especially network segregation and file
integrity monitoring.
6 Health Net IBM 2,000,000 Nine server drives went missing from the data Appropriate policies and procedures have
centre of the California office of Health Net
not been followed by those responsible for
both the physical and logical protection of
critical data.
7 Jacobi Medical
Centre

1,700,000 The files (cassette tapes in a box) was stolen Correct procedure not followed prior to and
from a van operated by GRM Information
when transporting storage media
Management Services, when the driver left the
van unattended and unlocked.
8 Nemours Children 1,600,000 Unencrypted computer backup tapes containing Correct procedure not followed when storHealth System
patient billing and employee payroll data stolen ing storage media. As per the control, the
from a Nemours facility in Wilmington, Dela- tapes were supposed to be safely locked
ware
9 Oregon
1,000,000 USB or CD containing personal
Correct procedure not followed when storDepartment of
information lost from the department.
ing/disposing redundant data
Motor Vehicles
Thief caught.
10 Eisenhower
514,330
The computer used to check-in patients at
Correct procedure not followed. The
Medical Centre
the Center in Rancho Mirage was stolen
computer was not protected with drive
from the open lobby area
encryption nor physically locked.
prove that the IS security manager need to have more conTable I reveals theft/accidental loss of media as a comtrol over the data that are at rest, in motion and in use. Thus,
mon cause of breach rather than hacking into the company
IS security should not only be built like a staircase of comnetwork. In the above ten cases, the data stolen mostly conbined measures in order for information security measures
tained personal and company information, rather than credit
to become effective [36] but mutually dependent on each
cards or financial data which can be sold to third parties or
other [37] Berghel, 2005 cited in [36] Hagen, Albrechtsen
used for further social engineering attacks. Secondly, in all
and Howden.
of these top ten breaches, only cases 1, 2 and 5 attacks came
The cases analyzed in this section highlights the relefrom external parties into the organizational network for
vance of, control and changing access to information in real
which the IS security manager have control of. In these
time even after it has been sent out to the extent of even
three cases, a simple analysis of the IS security defenses and
restricting functions on secured documents, e.g. print, copy,
improved IS security can prevent further attacks. Regarding
save as, print screen. If the data is outside the authorized
the rest seven cases (3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 9), data loss/theft ocperimeter then the manager should have the right to revoke
curred with ease, and since the data was in media out of the
access instantly, even after delivery has been taken, no matorganizational perimeter defense it would have been imposter where it has ended up (except in the case of back up
sible to track with the normal internal controls. These cases
tapes). This can be equated to digital rights management
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(DRM), which broadly refers to the set of policies, techniques and tools used to manage the use of digital content.
While there are solutions in digital rights management, this
are limited to a few media and does not have the time bound
or rights revoke methods.
IV. INFORMATION SECURITY MODELS
The prime goals of information security is to provide
confidentiality, integrity, authentication, non-repudiation (to
data) and the key factor in getting value from security is to
insure that technology investments protect the right things
[38]. Based on this objective, numerous models and frameworks have been proposed for securing information systems
in an organisation, apart from a few studies to secure information. But, very few researches have been done for securing data “at rest, in motion and in use”. While it is impossible to totally secure any information systems, much is
known today about how "systems risks" can be substantially
reduced through effective management practices [6].
Lehman [29] presented a detection model using audit
trails in tracking potential security violations. Deterrence
theory was used for modeling sanctions by Siponen et al,
and Starub [39, 40]. The use of marketing campaigns in
security breach prevention has been proposed by McLean
[41] along with training and education model by [42].
Straub and Welke, [6] proposed the security planning model
that addresses deterrence, prevention, detection and remedies using the general deterrence theory. A five level information security management model by Solms, et al, [43]
encompass deterrence, prevention, detection and discipline.
Straub’s [40] model for detection and discipline of computer
abuse was focused more on evaluating investment in IA
security, while Trcek’s [44] layered multi-planes model for
information systems security focus on e-business systems
security. Ganame et al [45] proposed a distributed SOC (Security Operation Center) which is able to detect attacks occurring simultaneously on several sites in a network, and a
six view perspective of system security was presented by
Yadav [12]. The model of Siponen and Vance [46] uses
neutralization technique and deterrence theory to develop
and implement security policies. Analysis of these models
reveal that they target organisational and security systems
rather than data. In the realm of data centric security, the
first and only attempt to provide security at data level resulted in the data centric security model proposed by IBM
[47]. The purpose of the IBM model was to directly align
business strategy and IT security through the common
thread of data. This model focuses only on authentication,
authorization and disclosure control, thus only partly com-
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plying with the security action cycle (deterrence, prevention
and detection, but not remedial actions).
A. The Security Action Cycle Model
An analysis of the security models reveals that either one
or more of the four components of the security action cycle
(Figure 4) namely, deterrence, prevention, detection and the
discipline (remedies) element is used to provide a comprehensive protection to the information systems as a whole,
rather than focus on the data itself. Since hackers and unauthorized personnel target data, the four components of the
security action cycle is used to built a model to focus and
protect the data. The general deterrence theory have been
used in IS security models [40, 46]. The security action cycle model [6] which is based on the general deterrence theory outlines four components for preventing ‘systems risk’
(information systems damage or loss) such as deterrence,
prevention, detection and remedies. Two classes of countermeasures—deterrents and preventives— have been found
to be effective [23]. Deterrents are passive, administrative
controls that take no active role in restricting the use of system resources. Examples include computer security awareness training sessions and distributed policy statements that
specify conditions for proper use of the system. Preventives,
on the other hand, screen access to the system to admit authorized users only and include physical restraints such as
locks on computer equipment room doors and programmed
restraints such as software locks on accounts, files, transactions, and data items [40]. Detection is the process of monitoring the events in a network. Remedies have been described by Starub and Welke as punishment and recovery
procedures. The application of these four elements involves
the use technical as well as non-technical information systems controls which is referred to as audit.
B. Role of Controls in IS Security
Internal controls are policies, procedures, practices, and
organizational structures put in place to reduce risks [48].
Appropriate controls are necessary to protect organizations
from suits against negligent duty and compliance to computer misuse and data protection legislation [49]. While a
“control framework is a recognized system of control categories that covers all internal controls expected in an organisation” (IIARF 2002, cited in [50], an internal control provides reasonable assurance regarding the achievement of
objectives in the area of effectiveness and efficiency of operations, reliability of financial reporting and compliance
with regulations [51].
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The analysis derived from the three sections direct the
researcher to the need for audit, protect data, transfer data
across networks, control the access of data and revoke access even after delivery. These analysis viewed through the
security action cycle is given in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Data centric components embedded into the security
action cycle

V. DATA CENTRIC SECURITY CYCLE MODEL
Data centric security is a relatively new field and despite
the fact that there exist a few security ontologies in the literature, none has yet touched on the topic of data-centric security [52]. Data-centric security starts with a hard look at
what data the business must protect and its classification
where the focus is on the data instead of the network [53].
Data sharing among the extended stakeholders requires
complex procedures in the form of data sharing agreements,
contracts, access privileges, usage and routing control infrastructure in the form of security policies [52], but despite
these controls, the extent of data breaches, data loss and data
pilferages could not be contained.
The data centric security cycle (DCSC) model revolves
around five dimensions namely protection of data, securely
deliver and share sensitive information, audit every single
activity doen by users to information, control and change
acceess on a continual basis, and if necessary revoke access
even after the delivery of information has been taken by the
user. Security of information here refer to where, when, who
and how security can be used as an enabler of business, not
as a restriction. This is done through storing information in
encrypted format wherever needed, protecting through
strong encryption, digital rights management and businessfocused data leakage prevention. This ensures sharing data
solely amongst authorised users, both internal and external
to the organization and controlling it in real time of all user,
administrator and file activity. The ISO 27001 IS security
standard reiterates the cyclical nature and thus incorporates
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the Plan – Do – Check - Act (PDCA) cycle of
Deming.

Edward

Figure 5. Data centric security cycle model

Also, taking into account the cyclical nature of the security
action cycle, the model presented in Figure 4 can be refined
further to the data centric security cyclical model (Figure 5).
A data centric security solution provides persistent protection (persistent -at rest, in transit and in use); Strong encryption that is dynamic and granular data centric rights management where the rights can be managed at any time and in
real time and it can be assigned in a granular way (administrators, users and data). The concept puts data control back
in hands of data owners by separation between administrators and owners/users (Independent management) thus making it flexible for both internal and external users, for any
type of file, at any storage location, for any size and type of
solution, customization and integration. This data centric
security concept is easy to use, simple, easy to administer,
implement, maintain and is complete in terms of securing
data. Since the control of data use is in the hands of the administrator, the human factor in data breaches due to accident and negligence can be substantially reduced, but not
fully contained.
Next, the application of the model is discussed. When
converted into a tangible solution, the model consists of
three components namely the server, the web client and the
agent. The server component manages all operations namely
data protection, encryption, all information related to user
profiles and their rights to access and use of shared files.
The web client users are able to access all the functionality
of the server via any Internet browser, for both Windows
and Mac. The agent provides added security functions like
block screen capture, print screen, video streaming, revoke
access any time, create encrypted local disks, synchronize a
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local disk with the centralized resources through the web
client, encrypt local resources making them accessible even
without connection to the server and even provide time
bound offline access. Once cases are selected this will be
provided to them for implementation and thereafter for empirical evaluation, the researchers plan to use the updated IS
success model of DeLone and McLean [54] using the variables namely information quality, systems quality and service
quality from a IS security perspective. Once the users use
the model, feedback (interview questions) will be framed
based on these above variables.
VI

CONCLUSION

Regulation and compliance are increasingly important
where compliant doesn’t mean secure and secure doesn’t
mean efficient. While organisataions need to secure
networks and financial information, the concept of
focussing on the data that are in use, in motion and at rest
has gained relevance as is evident from the data breaches..
With this objective, this paper propose a model that focus on
the real time protection/control of data. The model that was
based on the security action cycle model can audit, protect,
control, secure and even revoke rughts to data in online and
offline mode by the data custodian. Further research can
focus on protecting/controlling media and digital backup
tapes using RFID technology.
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Abstract— In this paper, we study security of policy
negotiation and policy-based agreements for emerging mobile
based dynamic business environments that feature many
previously unknown parties sharing services to each other in
an ad hoc fashion. Signed agreements among parties are basic
enablers of trust in such dynamic environments. Before a
micro service or a 3rd party application can be consumed by an
employee, a policy like Service Level Agreement (SLA)
typically has to be agreed by the service consumer and service
provider. Various types of policies have to be accepted also in
other socially tailored use-cases, e.g., when an employee joins a
community. To enable appropriate degree of trust, consumer
privacy protection, as well as authenticity and non-repudiation
of the final agreement, the policy negotiation process has to be
secured. The security principles introduced in the paper are
applicable to any kind of policy negotiation and selection
where two entities are involved: the provider and the requester
who need to establish trust between them. A simple but secure
policy negotiation or selection is described, followed by
description of its implementation on Android operating system.
The interactions between the parties are minimized in order to
boost usability and limit bandwidth usage in socio-pervasive
environment.
Keywords-security;
negotiation.

I.

trust;

policy

agreement;

policy

INTRODUCTION

Formal policies are used to legally define relationship
between the parties and to specify conditions under which
something is provided by one party and consumed by the
other party. A prominent example is Service Level
Agreement (SLA) that defines relations between service
provider and service consumer. SLA represents the means
through which the parties involved in service provision and
consumption agree on different aspects of the terms of
service in question. The business user acting as service
consumer needs to be aware of what the service will be
providing and is the starting point for definition of Quality of
Service (QoS) metrics that the service will need to respect.
This is especially important in dynamic environments placed
in business oriented socio-pervasive scenarios (see [10]).
Furthermore, the end-user needs to know how the service
will treat his private and confidential information. If a fee is
applicable, the service provider needs to be sure that the end-
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user will pay for the service and needs to provide
information on how he is going to charge for the service. As
SLA defines rights and obligations of both parties, all in
relation to the service provided, it contains some private
information about the parties, especially about the consumer,
his preferences and possibly also some sort of his identity.
The provider’s identity is usually less critical and most
providers disclose their identities voluntarily in advance in
order to attract potential consumers to their services.
However, the scope of policy is not limited to
collaboration between businesses via service sharing and to
SLAs only. Same principles apply when an employee is
trying to join a social group or a community that may have
internal rules that are not compatible with his company’s
confidentiality policy. In more general terms, the parties will
be referred to as the requester and the provider.
In any case, the requester and provider exchange some of
their data during each step of policy negotiation. In each step
they need to either limit the data to be sent to non-sensitive
data only, which may result in other party terminating the
negotiation due to incomplete or wrong data, or trust the
other party would not abuse the received sensitive data.
Obviously, the former option would severely limit the
usefulness of such negotiation. In order to trust the other
party, each side should at least be able to verify the other
one’s identity using digital certificates. They both also have
to make sure that the final policy, which is a binding
agreement, has not been modified during the process and
they would not formally confirm such tainted agreement.
All verifications and data transmissions increase usage of
network bandwidth and other resources. This is especially
critical in a mobile environment with unreliable connectivity,
limited battery power and possible costs of data transfer.
Therefore, negotiation process and number of network
transfers should be minimal.
Finally, after the policy has been negotiated, the
agreement itself should be stored in a secure manner because
it may contain sensitive private data and because it is an
evidence of agreed terms between the business parties that
can be used if one of the parties repudiates its involvement.
II.

POLICY NEGOTIATION TYPES

Traditionally, a single policy is generated by the service
provider or other authority and the requester (e.g., service
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consumer, user) can either accept or reject the policy. Even
with this classic approach where there is only one option for
the policy and the requester can either accept or reject it, the
provider gets some information about the requester, usually
his identity or point of contact and his interest or fondness of
the particular type of service.
A more advanced alternative is to include negotiation
between both parties where the requester can reach an
agreement more suitable to his needs, possibly by merging or
combining various policies using dedicated algebra [11]
which is out of scope of this paper. The negotiation can be
done either by choosing a policy among two or more policies
offered by the provider (Figure 1) or by negotiating
individual parts of the overall policy with the provider. The
latter alternative [12] is most complex and while it allows for
complete customization of the final policy it is also harder
for the provider to generate and maintain. Furthermore,
whether the negotiation succeeds or fails, such a complex
negotiation can be used to extract additional private data
from the requester during the negotiation process [1]. This
paper focuses on the former alternative, i.e., the simple
degenerated policy negotiation or policy selection process
(Figure 1).
Requester

Provider
Sign Sign

Policy 1

Policy 2

Policy 3

Valid agreement

Figure 1: Policy Selection

In social and pervasive environments number of service
advertisements and interactions may increase significantly.
In such cases the SLA should be negotiated in a semiautomatic manner, bothering the user as little as possible and
making some decisions automatically. The ability to
automate policy negotiation depends on machine readability
of the policy, while the security and trust aspects of policy
negotiation described here are applicable for both semiautomatic and manual negotiations.
III.

SECURITY PROPERTIES OF POLICY NEGOTIATION AND
POLICY AGREEMENT

In order for the policy negotiation and its resulting
agreement to be secure and to consequently enable trust
between parties involved in service sharing or group
collaboration the following security properties need to be
provided:
 Authentic evidence of non-repudiation of
involvement in the negotiation process: both
parties involved in the negotiation process (the
requester and provider) should not be able to deny
that they were involved in the process of
negotiation.
 Confidentiality of negotiation process: only
parties involved in negotiation should be able to
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read and process messages passed in each step of
negotiation.
Integrity of resulting policy or SLA agreement:
at the end of the negotiation process both parties
should have identical documents that represent the
agreement they have achieved with negotiation.

After the agreement is reached it will reside at each party’s
device for some time – at least until it is sent to the
company’s back end system to be archived. This may not
happen instantly since mobile devices with limited
connectivity or bandwidth are used in negotiation process.
During this post-negotiation time an additional security
property is therefore required:
 The integrity of agreement storage: the
agreement document should not be modified before
it is archived in company’s back-end systems.
IV.

SECURING NEGOTIATION

In this section, we describe how the required security
properties of negotiation described in former section were
satisfied. Security measures and technologies for satisfying
the requirement of maintaining integrity of agreement
storage are described in Section V. For each step of the
negotiation process we describe the security measures,
technologies, standards and implementations used to realize
the required security properties. The steps or aspects of
negotiation are the following:
 Provider’s initial offering
 Negotiation phase
 Communication channel
A. Provider’s Initial Offer
Regardless of the policy negotiation type, the requester
has to be given some assurance that the provider’s offer is
real and the provider will not just collect the requests,
possibly associate them with requester’s data (e.g., his
identity) and then not even provide the advertised service or
advertised community membership.
The requester can put more trust into provider’s offer if it
is digitally signed by the provider using a verifiable
certificate, especially if the provider is a known entity whose
reputation can be affected by the requester. The trust in
certificate authorities is important, but out of scope of this
paper. X.509 [5] certificates are used in the described
prototype.
Policy options can be prepared in advance, or generated
on request. The latter alternative might not make sense
because the requester does not provide any private data at the
first step and the provider can tailor the policy only by vague
data that can sometimes be gathered from the remote
connection such as requester’s IP address.
Technically, the policy options are encoded in an XML
resource. The XML is in canonical form [7] and digitally
signed with the provider’s digital identity using XML-DSig
[6]. Figure 7 shows the structure of the initial offer by
example.
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B. Negotiation phase
The whole process of policy negotiation is shown in
Figure 3. At every step the parties verify the policy content
has not changed from the previous step. This assures
consistency of the policy during the whole negotiation
process and prevents policy modifications by the other party.
At any time both parties can verify that the author of
received message at each step of negotiation is the same as
before. The author’s identity can also be checked. A
prerequisite is digital signing of policy by both parties at any
step of negotiation and the usage of digital certificates.
If at any step a fraud is suspected by either party, it can
safely terminate the process of negotiation. For example, if
the other party (or somebody else in case of a man-in-themiddle attack) changes the terms during negotiation, or if
signature verification fails, or if identity of the other party is
not verifiable, then the negotiation is terminated.
The number of steps is minimized and shown in Figure 3.
Figure 7 shows the initial policy options in collapsed view
and the provider’s signature. After getting the initial policy
options, the requester locally (without interactions with
provider) performs verifications (digital identity check and
cryptographic signature validity check), chooses a suitable
policy and signs it. The requester’s signature is highlighted
in Figure 8. Verification of provider identity can be skipped
if Transport Layer Security (TLS) or similar protocol is used
to verify it. Requester then sends the provider his choice and
signature. XML-DSig [6] provides a convenient way to add
requester’s signature into XML-based policy. The provider
locally verifies policy consistency and requester’s signature.
Before final policy is sent back to the requester, the provider
appends another signature to the XML document. This time,
the signed reference is not the policy, but the requester’s
signature of the policy. These two signatures are shown in
Figure 9. The last signature is a confirmation and proof from
the provider’s side that not only the requester has agreed to
the policy but also that the policy and requester’s acceptance
of the policy were successfully received by the provider.
When the requester receives this final policy with provider’s
second signature, the requester archives this proof. At this
point, the provider can not dispute the policy validity on
grounds that the requester did not sign it or did not send it
back.
Requester

Provider

Policy negotiator

Policy negotiator

Signature and verification

Signature and verification

X509 storage (certificates)

X509 storage (certificates)

Android credentials storage

Figure 2: Requester and provider schematics

The prototype implementation is based on schematics in
Figure 2. High-level negotiator components control the
process and communicate between each other, while low-
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level components are used for signature management and
storage of sensitive data.
Requester

Provider
Get policy options
Digitally sign offer

XML document with all options
Verify signature and identity
Choose policy option
Digitally sign selection
Accept chosen policy
Verify policy integrity
Verify signature and identity
Digitally sign policy and
requester's signature
Policy and all signatures
Verify signature and identity
Securely store the agreement
Figure 3: Simplified sequence diagram

C. Communication channel
Typically, TCP/IP protocols are used and communication
is secured using Transport Layer Security (TLS). Only server
(in this case the provider) authentication is to be used
because the identity of the requester can be revealed only if
necessary at a later stage of the communication as opposite
from the start of the communication mandatory by design of
the TLS protocol. Technically, the client will reveal its
digital identity only if and when it chooses to accept the
policy.
Alternatively, instead of using wireless network, the
whole negotiation could be done through Near Field
Communication (NFC). Dodson and Lam [8] and Dodson et
al. [9] describe the concept of micro-interactions through
NFC which is applicable to policy negotiation as well.
Although the close proximity required by NFC may increase
requester’s trust in the provider identity, the connection itself
is insecure. To amend for this and encrypt the connection, a
common encryption protocol like Transport Layer Security
(TLS) can be used over NFC.
V. STORING THE FINAL AGREEMENT
The Android operating system facilitates the concept of
Secure Credentials Storage which is used by system services
to manage sensitive information such as passwords and keys.
This sensitive information is stored in system protected files
encrypted with a "Credential Storage Password" (Figure 4).
The password is entered by the user during the first use of
the negotiation and is not required for subsequent accesses to
the protected data by same process. The data is still not
decrypted and made available for other services in the
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system. Our prototype uses this system to store Policy
Agreements in the phone before they are sent to company
back-end storage systems.

Figure 6: Unlocking a certificate

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Figure 4: Android Secure Storage. The first time credential storage is used
user has to provide the password to unlock the storage. The window does
not reappear for further requests.

Although our prototype can access the agreement at any
time, it is problematic to export the agreement to the phone’s
memory card, which is the only area directly and easily
accessible by the user, e.g., when the phone is connected to a
computer. Any installed app with permission to read from
external storage can access any file on the memory card. If
future improvements of our prototype implement such export
of the agreements, they should appropriately protect the
exported data by encrypting and signing the data. Therefore,
it may be more convenient to send the agreement using TLS
protocol where the data is transparently decrypted at the
recipient side.
VI.

A secure and trustworthy policy negotiation was
presented. The negotiation itself is simplified and policy is
actually selected in a single step and not seriously negotiated.
Although limited in negotiation possibilities, this fast and
efficient approach still addresses the needs of most providers
in the real world and offers great amount of security for both
requester and provider sides by means of digital certificates.
Digital signatures associated with those certificates and
policy integrity shall be verified in each step of negotiation,
regardless of any secure network connection. The final result
is an XML-based document that contains the policy, digital
identities of the signing parties, evidence of the negotiation
process and provides non-repudiation of the negotiation
process. A working Android prototype was described as an
example of secure policy negotiation in mobile pervasive
environment.
In future, the prototype is planned to support also semiautomatic policy selection based on multiple policies or
micro-agreements that are in place at the time of negotiation.
With this upgrade the prototype is planned to be integrated
into a service platform.

INSTALLATION OF CERTIFICATES

Android Secure Storage is not designed for third party
applications. However, since Android is free open source
project, it is possible to use the Secure Storage for a custom
purpose. A special application was developed to install
certificates and private keys into Android’s secure storage
(Figure 5). Each certificate has to be unlocked by the user
before it is put into Android Secure Storage in decrypted
form (Figure 6). After the initial installation, certificates are
conveniently – without entering password other than that for
Android Secure Storage – picked by the user when he
chooses the identity to present himself with during policy
negotiation.
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Figure 7: Signature (highlighted) of the initial policy offer. XML nodes for policy options are collapsed.

Figure 8: Policy during negotiation after the requester has chosen option “SO -2” and signed it
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Figure 9: Final policy with all three signatures. The first signature is made by provider and is shown collapsed. The second signature is made by the
requester. They both reference the policy. The last signature is the provider's one and references the requester’s signature.
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Abstract—Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are vulnerable to
adversaries as they are frequently deployed in open and unattended
environments. Adversaries can extract vital information, such as
security keys, from compromised nodes and use them to launch
insider attacks, so detecting when a node is compromised is
important to securing WSNs. In this paper, we present ComSen, an
accurate and lightweight intrusion detection system for identifying
compromised nodes in wireless sensor networks. Through quantitative results, we demonstrate the benefits of ComSen: (1) it is not
vulnerable to slander attacks, (2) it provides detection rates of 99%
and false positive ratios of less than 2% in environments with loss
rates of 30%, which cannot be achieved by existing systems, (3) it
runs on most WSNs because it uses common application features
(sensor readings, receive power, send rate, and receive rate) and can
adjust its detection behavior if the sensor application doesn’t have
periodic transmissions or lacks inter-node communication, and (4)
it has low memory, computation, and communication overheads
that allows it to scale to networks of over thousands of nodes.

Detection provides a defense against compromises that bypass any deployed preventive measures. If the compromise is
detected quickly, then appropriate measures can be taken to limit
the damage of compromised nodes. Although there are several
approaches that focus on detecting compromised nodes, they all
suffer from various shortcomings. Most approaches are targeted
at specific scenarios and perform poorly otherwise. For example,
most systems do not account for lossy environments, common in
WSNs [1], [19], and a 20% loss rate will decrease the detection
rate by more than 50% and increase the false positive ratio to
over 90% [28].
In this paper, we present ComSen, an intrusion detection system for identifying compromised nodes in WSNs that satisfies
all of the following criteria:
•

Keywords-wireless sensor network; ComSen; intrusion detection
system;

I. I NTRODUCTION
The inexpensive and autonomous nature of sensor nodes,
called motes, have allowed wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to
expand to many areas, including habitat monitoring, healthcare
applications, home automation, and traffic control. However, as
WSNs expand to more security-critical applications like battlefield surveillance, securing them against adversaries becomes an
important concern. Without security in hostile environments, it
is impossible to trust the reports from WSNs.
However, motes have limited resources, in terms of computational power, memory, and battery life, and are frequently
deployed in open environments, so they are vulnerable to node
compromise (where an adversary gains control of a node in the
network). Without detection by the network, the compromised
node is considered an authorized participant in the network and
can launch insider attacks, which are attacks that leverage their
higher access and authority.
Thus, security-critical WSNs must deploy measures to guard
against node compromise. In general, security strategies can be
classified as prevention, detection, or recovery. Since motes are
designed to be small and cheap, their resource constraints limit
the effectiveness of prevention mechanisms in WSNs [2], [15],
[19]. Adversaries can physically compromise nodes using more
powerful machines, such as laptops, so prevention will only
delay attackers.
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•

•

•

Accuracy: ComSen accurately detects compromised nodes
in WSNs in a timely manner. Specifically, this requirement
involves (1) a high detection rate, (2) a low false positive
rate, and (3) a low detection time. A high detection rate
means that most compromises are reported. Few false
positives means that the majority of reported compromises
are valid (i.e., they correspond to actual compromises)
so actions against any reported compromised node can
be taken with confidence. Lastly, a low detection time
limits the malicious actions that can be performed by
compromised nodes before they are detected.
Flexibility: ComSen is not tailored for a specific application or deployment, which would limit its applicability. It
makes few as assumptions about the underlying network as
possible and can be used in the majority of deployments
to detect compromises.
Robustness: Compromised nodes may attempt to undermine the detection system through malicious behavior, such
as slander attacks, where they send false information that
implicates legitimate nodes as compromised. ComSen must
guard against such malicious actions. Even with perfect
knowledge of ComSen, an adversary will never be able to
use ComSen to control the rest of the network.
Scalability: Since motes have limited resources, applications with high overheads will interfere with other applications and decrease the lifespan of the mote [1]. ComSen
provides low overhead so that its impact on any other
applications deployed in the network is minimized.

Our primary goal in designing and implementing ComSen is
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to improve the overall security of WSNs by providing a system
for accurately identifying compromised nodes that has, thus far,
been absent. ComSen provides a lightweight and distributed
architecture that can be deployed on resource limited devices
such as the nodes of a sensor network with minimal impact on
other deployed applications and the lifespan of the network.
It provides low overhead while maintaining its accuracy for
WSNs by adapting its detection mechanism to leverage the
characteristics of the underlying network. Through several experiments, we show that ComSen provides accurate detection
of compromised nodes than other comparable systems and can
scale up to thousands of nodes.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II goes
over related work in detecting compromised nodes for WSNs.
Section III discusses our system and threat models. ComSen’s
design is presented in Section IV, implementation in Section
V, and evaluation in Section VI. Lastly, Section VII is the
conclusion and future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The majority of existing detection approaches for WSNs
focus on specific attacks, such as replication [5], [21], wormhole
[12], [14], and sybil [6], [13]. Although they may indirectly
detect compromised nodes, adversaries can avoid detection by
avoiding the target attack.
The traditional method of detecting compromised nodes is
to use attestation. Attestation is the checking of all or random
portions of a node’s memory for changes that would exist if the
node was running altered code. The advantage of this approach
is that it is capable to detecting compromised nodes that are
not misbehaving. Several software-based attestation techniques
have been proposed for WSNs [22], [23], [24]. Unfortunately,
secure software-based attestation has yet to be realized in WSNs
and existing attestation techniques have been circumvented
through various approaches, most of which have no hardware
requirements beyond a laptop and serial cable [2].
Other approaches focus on monitoring communications for
misbehavior. Misbehavior is decided using anomaly-based or
rule-based approaches. Anomaly-based approaches establish a
baseline behavior for neighbors and consider behavior that
deviate from the baseline as anomalous. For example, Onat and
Miri proposed an intrusion detection system (IDS) that monitors
two features: (1) the packet arrival rate and (2) the receive
power [20]. Nodes will continue to monitor these two features
from neighbors and any new value that deviates a certain
amount from the established baseline is considered anomalous.
Malicious behavior that causes a change in either feature, such
as a replay attack, would be detectable. Rule-based approaches
detect misbehavior as soon as a condition, established before
deployment of the network, is met. For example, COOL is an
IDS that uses the relationship between incoming and outgoing
messages to detect compromised nodes [30]. COOL’s approach
is based on the observation that the majority of outgoing
messages should be forwards of incoming messages. Any node
that is sending T more than it is receiving, where T is some
threshold, is considered to be compromised.
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Our work differs from existing approaches in that is offers improved flexibility, robustness, and scalability. ComSen provides
accurate detection of compromised nodes in lossy environments
and regardless of other applications deployed on the mote. It is
secure against mass slander attacks, where compromised nodes
collude to hinder the detection process. Furthermore, it has a
low overhead that allows it to be deployed in WSNs of over
a thousand nodes without affecting other deployed applications
or significantly reducing the lifespan of the network.
III. S YSTEM AND T HREAT M ODEL
We have designed ComSen based on the following common
characteristics of WSNs and compromised nodes:
• The network has densely deployed sensor nodes such that
sensor nodes have overlapping sensing ranges and a given
event is detected by multiple nodes. Since the ranges
overlap, a sensor node can monitor the activities of its
neighbors.
• Sensor nodes are motes with limited computation, communication, and energy resources. For example, the Mica2
motes have a 4 MHz 8 bit Atmel microprocessor, and
are equipped with an instruction memory of 128KB and
a RAM of 4KB [17]. There are no mobile nodes because
of mobility’s high energy cost.
• There is a routing protocol used to forward messages
between the base station and the nodes.
• The base station is a higher order device, such as a
computer, that is in a secure location.
• Sensor nodes have unique identifiers so that the base station
knows which reported compromise corresponds to which
node.
• All messages have timestamps and nonces.
• Adversaries can compromise sensor nodes using physical
capturing or through the radio communication channel.
Once a sensor node is compromised, all information of
the node, including any security keys, becomes available
to the adversary.
• Although compromised nodes can perform any number of
attacks to degrade the network’s security and performance,
we focus on compromised nodes that perform malicious
acts (i.e., launch insider attacks such as falsifying data).
As we will show in Section IV, ComSen leverages several
of the characteristics above to provide accurate identification of
compromised nodes and low overhead.
IV. C OM S EN ’ S A RCHITECTURE
In designing ComSen, we had to choose whether to use a
distributed, centralized, or hybrid approach. A purely distributed
IDS is challenging because the resource constraints of sensor
nodes prevent the use of complex algorithms that would provide
more accurate results in a timely manner. For example, modular
arithmetic, used in traditional security protocols like RSA, is expensive on the 8-bit processors of motes. Complex calculations
could be distributed across multiple sensor nodes, but the node
performing a critical calculation can be compromised, and the
result falsified. In contrast, a centralized approach does not have
these problems because the base station has more resources and
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Centralized Component: The base station is a higher
order machine, so ComSen uses it to perform complex
analysis to decide if reports of possible compromises are
accurate or mistakes. The base station aggregates data
from the entire network to make a decision that would
be impossible for sensor nodes given their local view and
limited resources. The centralized component is discussed
in Section IV-B.
There is an initial setup period after the network is deployed.
During this period, nodes establish their neighbor lists, routes
to the base station, etc. This period will not introduce any
vulnerabilities as long as the network is secure for an amount of
time after its initial deployment (i.e., adversaries are not able to
immediately compromise a node in the network as soon as the
network is deployed). However, if this requirement cannot be
met, then the information must be pre-programmed onto each
node before the network is deployed.
•
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Local Packet Monitoring
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Intrusion Buffer

Detection Algorithms

Instructions to
trust reported
neighbor

Report of suspected compromise

Centralized
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Decision Engine
Beta Reputation
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Fig. 1.

Overview of ComSen

A

C

B

Fig. 2.

Neighbor monitoring

is secure. However, the data received by the base station from
compromised nodes can be false, so there must be some level
of redundancy added to the network so that false data from a
single node is detectable.
Thus, ComSen uses a hybrid approach, illustrated in Figure
1, that consists of two components: a distributed system running
on every node in a WSN and a centralized system running on
the base station.
• Distributed Component: A copy of this component runs
on every sensor node, alongside the sensor applications,
routing protocols, etc. Each copy is responsible for detecting possible compromises in neighboring nodes and
reporting that to the base station. The detection relies
on neighbor monitoring, where each node records and
analyzes the behavior of its neighbors. This can be done
without incurring any communication overhead because
WSNs broadcast by nature. As Figure 2 illustrates, when
one sensor node communicates with another, sent packets
are overhead by neighboring nodes in radio range of the
sender. Section IV-A discusses this component in detail.
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Each sensor node, with a distributed component running on it,
will record data from its neighbors and establish baselines based
on the records. The data is from system features that reflect the
behavior of nodes, so the baselines reflect the normal behavior
of nodes. Every newly recorded behavior will be analyzed for
anomalies, behavior that deviates from their established baselines; every instance of which is considered a misbehavior. If a
neighbor continues to misbehave, it is considered compromised
and a report about it is sent to the base station.
TO account for transient errors, such as collisions, and other
non-malicious misbehavior, ComSen provides some flexibility
in the amount of misbehavior that is tolerated before a neighbor
is considered compromised. There is no collaboration between
nodes to decide if a neighbor is misbehaving. This independent
decision process means that compromised nodes cannot influence legitimate neighbors’ views.
The system features that are monitored are discussed in
Section IV-A1. Section IV-A2 discusses the algorithms that the
distributed component uses to detect misbehavior.
1) Monitored Features: The initial step in designing any
detection based security system is to select the system features
that will be monitored. To provide support for most WSNs,
ComSen only monitors some common features in WSNs:
• Sensor Reading: Nodes in WSNs are rarely deployed in
scenarios where there is no correlation between the sensor
readings of neighboring nodes (i.e., the readings of one
node are not independent of that of its neighbors) [1]. By
monitoring the sensor readings, we can detect attacks that
attempt to distort gathered information.
• Receive Power: In static networks, the receive power
should remain constant. Fluctuations may be caused by
changes in the communication hardware or position of the
corresponding node.
• Send Rate: Most applications take sensor readings and
transmit them periodically. Any routed packets would
also be periodic. Thus the rate of packets sent by nodes
should follow a consistent pattern. Most attacks, such as
selective forwarding, sybil, and replay, cause deviations in
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this metric. Furthermore, sudden periods of inactivity may
be caused by the process of adversaries re-programming
nodes.
• Receive Rate: The ratio between incoming and outgoing
packets should be constant because outgoing packets can
only be packets being routed or packets generated by the
node. A neighboring node that does not change its send
rate when its receive rate changes may be compromised. It
should be noted that, regardless of whether its data is encrypted, a packet’s header (with the source and destination
information) is often viewable by all nodes.
These choices allow ComSen to be widely applicable, because
these features will be accessible in the majority of WSNs.
However, these features may not be appropriate under two
scenarios: (1) the packet data can only be decrypted by the base
station and (2) the application rarely communicates information
to the base station.
The first scenario arises when the confidentiality of information being transmitted in the WSN is important (i.e., not
simple temperature readings). Since compromise cannot be
detected and prevented in zero time, it’s possible that some
sent information may be eavesdropped by compromised nodes.
Thus, packet data may be encrypted so that only the base station
can decrypt it. Under such conditions, we can compensate for
not monitoring the sensor readings by increasing the number of
monitored neighbors to achieve comparable performance from
ComSen at the cost of higher memory overhead. Section VI
discusses this in further detail.
The second case is caused by applications with non-periodic
communication. For example, a WSN in a demilitarization zone
that only sends when movement is detected would have no communication under peaceful circumstances. Baselines cannot be
established for most of the features because there’s inadequate
information being monitored. ComSen compensates by using an
activity mode where nodes to send sensor readings at a rate that’s
a hash of its unique identification number. The communication
overhead is necessary in order to prevent long periods of silence
where nodes can be compromised and studied by adversaries
without detection. Activity mode is only used when there is
inadequate communication by the application.
2) Algorithms for Detecting Misbehavior: There are two
categories of algorithms that detect misbehavior: anomaly-based
and rule-based, both of which use records of monitored systems
features. In anomaly-based algorithms, a baseline is established
from the records and any new records that differ from the baseline, above a threshold, are considered anomalies. In contrast,
rule-based check for a specific criteria (e.g., any two packets
with the same header signals a replay attack). In ComSen,
we decided to focus on anomaly-based algorithms in order to
meet ComSen’s flexibility criteria; rule-based algorithms target
specific scenarios and the rules they use have to constantly
updated for every new scenario.
The detection of misbehavior by the distributed component
of ComSen can be divided into five algorithms: detection using
(1) sensor reading, (2) receive power, (3) send rate, (4) receive
rate, and (5) join messages. The first four are anomaly-based
algorithms using the four features that are monitored (Section
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Fig. 3. Node A cannot impersonate any other node without one neighboring
detecting a new neighbor

IV-A1). The last algorithm is rule-based.
For the rule-based algorithm, if a node detects a new neighbor
outside of the setup period, by hearing any messages from it. It
will immediately consider the neighbor compromised.
These rules prevent compromised nodes, and even external
attackers, from impersonating other nodes without being considered as new neighbors and reported. Figure 3 illustrates
this property. Suppose node A was compromised and wants
to impersonate another node. It cannot impersonate A or B
without node D detecting a new neighbor. It cannot impersonate
D without nodes B and C detecting a new neighbor. It cannot
impersonate any other node except with B, C, and D detecting
new neighbors. Thus, with enough neighbors monitoring each
other, any attacks involving impersonation can be detected.
The four anomaly-based algorithms all follow a similar
approach. Every node has two buffers for each monitored
neighbor: a packet buffer and a misbehavior buffer. The buffers
are shared by all four algorithms and use a sliding window
approach where the last N packets/reports about the corresponding neighbor are stored. The data stored in the packet buffer
is used to calculate that neighbor’s baseline. New packets are
compared against the baseline and any packets that deviate
from the baseline by more than some threshold is considered
anomalous. Anomalous packets indict misbehavior and cause
the detecting node to generate a misbehavior report. All such
reports are added to its misbehavior buffer. When the cumulative
weight of reports in the misbehavior buffer passes a threshold,
the node will report, to the base station, that the corresponding
neighbor is compromised.
An overview of the algorithm that uses receive power is
shown in Figure 4 and its corresponding equations are:
powernew − powermax > T, if powernew > powermax
powermin − powernew > T, if powernew < powermin

(1)

The algorithm calculates the minimum and maximum values
of packet receive power from the packet buffer. A new packet is
anomalous if its receive power is T below the min or T above
the max. Any detected anomalous packets are considered to
be misbehaviors. Anomalous packets are added to the packet
buffer so that anomalies caused by environmental changes can
be accounted in future baseline calculations.
The algorithm that uses the sensor readings is almost identical
to the one that uses the receive power. The only difference is
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to the base station. The reports are all identical with fields
for the reporter, the node being reported, and the type of
misbehavior that triggered the report. From that point on, the
reporter will continue to record information from node A, but
will not perform any more calculations to detect anomalies
unless instructed otherwise by the base station.

Detected Misbehavior

Anomalous
Packet
Packet

Anomaly-Based
Analyzer

Normal Packet

B. Centralized Component
Packet Buffer

Baseline used by analyzer updated
after each new packet added

Fig. 4. Overview of the detection algorithms that use receive power and sensor
readings
Rates for the
last N and N2
packets

Packet
Packet Buffer

Anomaly-Based
Analyzer
Rate of N2
>T
Rate of N

Detected Misbehavior

Fig. 5.
rate

Overview of the detection algorithms that use send rate and receive

that the difference between the node’s and the neighbor’s sensor
readings is used instead of the receive power.
Figure 7 shows an overview of the algorithm that uses the
send rate. It calculates two rates: the rate at which the last N2
packets are sent (including the last packet), rateN 2 , and the
rate at which the last N packets are sent, rateN where N >
N2 . If the ratio of these two rates is above a threshold K the
corresponding neighbor is considered to be compromised.
The algorithm that uses the receive rate only differs in two
ways. First, instead of counting packets sent by the neighbor,
the counts are of packets received by the neighbor (i.e., sent to
the neighbor). Second, the rates are replaced with send-receive
ratios (i.e., rateN 2 becomes ratesentN 2 /raterecN 2 and rateN
becomes ratesentN /raterecN ).
All reported misbehaviors generated by the four anomalybased algorithms for a node are stored in a shared misbehavior
buffer. Each reported misbehavior is given a weight based on the
time that it was detected, tstamp , and the current time, tcurrent .
When a misbehavior for a neighbor is detected, the total weight
of detected misbehaviors for that neighbor is calculated using:
X

X
(tcurrent − tstamp ) + 0.3
(tcurrent − tstamp )

M

(2)

m

where M is all detected misbehaviors of the same type and
m are all detected misbehaviors of all other types. When this
total passes a threshold, TM , the corresponding neighbor is
considered compromised. Thousands of simulations, described
in Section VI, were used to determine the weight 0.3, optimal
values of thresholds, and other parameters in these equations.
Once a node determines that a neighbor, node A, is compromised, it will send out three reports about the compromise
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The centralized component, running on the base station, is
responsible for deciding if a reported node is actually compromised, based on data from other nodes, or if the reporter
made a mistake. If the reported node is compromised, the base
station will alert the user and perform any recovery procedures,
such as ignoring all of its messages. However, if the reported
node is determined to not be compromised, the base station will
tell the reporter(s) to treat it as non-compromised and continue
monitoring.
For all new neighbor reports, the user is alerted. If an actual
node was added to the network, the user can instruct the network
that it is not malicious. For other cases, the base station will
process data based on reports from other nodes. In order to
make a decision about whether a reported node is compromised,
ComSen uses a beta reputation system [4].
It has been shown that beta reputation systems are able to
accurately detect misbehavior based on numerous reports and
lower the high false positive rates in strict detection systems;
because the system takes history into account, in order to
successfully hide a compromised nodeA, on average 72% of
nodeA0 s neighbors have to be compromised (in contrast to
the 33-50% for other approaches like majority voting) [11],
[16], [26]. Beta reputation systems are an extension that uses
probability density functions to combine feedback from multiple
sources and determine a reputation rating, or rating of how
trustworthy the subject node is. In our case, the reputation rating
corresponds to a decision of compromised or not if it is past a
threshold value.
In beta reputation systems, the probability, ρ, that a reported
event is accurate given two parameters α and β is the beta
distribution, f (ρ|α, β), which can be expressed using the gamma
function Γ as:
f (ρ|α, β) =

Γ(α + β) α−1
ρ
(1 − ρ)β−1 ,
Γ(α) + Γ(β)
0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1, α > 0, β > 0

(3)

We chose the parameters, α and β, to be the weighted
sum of past reports for the reported node and the number of
compromised nodes within two-hops of the reported node. These
allow the network topology and past reports to impact the final
decision about whether a reported node is compromised. Initial
baseline values are determined during the setup period.
The base station has knowledge of every node’s neighbor,
which may have been gathered during the setup period. A report
about node A being compromised by node B has a higher
probability of being correct the more of node A’s neighbors
report it, the longer its history of reported, and the more
compromised nodes there are near it.
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On the other hand, if the probability is too low, then the
reporter, node B, may be compromised and launching a slander
attack against node A. In which case, the base station will
instruct other nodes that node B is compromised, alert the user,
and launch recovery procedures.
This approach prevents adversaries from using ComSen to
attack the network without being detected. If a compromised
node impersonates the base station, nodes closer to the base
station on the routing path will detect messages coming from
the wrong direction and alert the base station. Thus, an adversary
cannot impersonate the base station without being immediately
detected.
ComSen is also not vulnerable to slander attacks. Suppose
a compromised node, node C, wants to slander one of its
neighbors, node D. As previously mentioned in Section IV-A2,
impersonating other nodes will be detected by neighbors and
nodes cannot influence each other. The base station knows
node C’s neighbors, so reporting a non-neighbor will also
result in detection. The only possible slander attack is for
node C to influence the base station by sending reports of
compromised neighbors. However, without supporting reports
from node D’s neighbors, the base station will not consider node
D as compromised. Moreover, the slander attack may only cause
node C to be considered compromised.
V. I MPLEMENTATION
We implemented ComSen using TinyOS [27]. There were
two key issues that may be applicable to other implementations
of ComSen.
First, recall that every node has a misbehavior buffer for each
of its monitored neighbors. The format and size of that buffer is
implementation-dependent (i.e., depends on the needed accuracy
and performance of the WSN). Nevertheless, the reports in the
buffer must consist of the following fields: time of alert, type
of misbehavior, and its source.
Second, there may be a high memory overhead for the
buffers need to monitor all neighbors. The overhead grows as
a quadratic function of the number of immediate neighbors,
which is not scalable for high density networks. To address
this, ComSen nodes can select a subset of neighbors to monitor.
The selection can be random or come from other protocols. For
example, in random pairwise key distribution protocols [7], [9],
there are a number of keys generated before deployment and
each node is given a random key. After deployment, there is
a probability that two neighboring nodes will have compatible
keys and be able to communicate. Depending on the density
of the network, it’s possible to control the average number of
neighbors that each node can communicate with it by adjusting
the total number of keys. As we will show in later sections, the
performance of ComSen is maximized after a certain number
of monitored neighbors, so it’s unnecessary to monitor all
neighbors in dense networks.
VI. C OM S EN ’ S P ERFORMANCE
In order to analyze the performance of ComSen, we ran a
series of experiments using SenSec [29], an evaluation tool
which allow us to simulate and analyze various attacks on WSNs
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running real applications. The experiments provided quantitative
analysis of the effectiveness of ComSen with different parameters.
We used the standard metrics of performance for detection
systems [8], [10], [15]:
• Detection rate: This metric is the percentage of actual
compromises that were detected by the system. However,
even with a 100% detection rate, the accuracy of the system
cannot be determined without considering false positives.
• False positives: It is possible for legitimate nodes to be
reported as compromised. These reports are known as false
positives. The detection rate is not inversely proportional
to the false positive rate. For example, a system can have
a 100% detection rate and still have a 99% false positive
rate. Systems with a high percentage of false positives are
inaccurate because the majority of reported compromises
are false.
• Detection time: Detection mechanisms require time to
collect and process collected data before making a decision
on whether a node is compromised. Detection time is
the interval during which a compromised node remains
undetected.
Section VI-A discusses the performance of the distributed
component. The overall performance of ComSen (i.e., both
its distributed and its centralized component) is discussed in
Section VI-B.
A. Distributed Component’s Performance
In modeling the compromise of nodes in a network, we used a
gradient-based model proposed by Chen et. al. [3]. This model
is based on the observation that compromises exhibit spatial
locality. For example, if adversaries are compromising nodes
while walking from one node to the next, then the chances
of a node being compromised is higher if they’re closer to
a compromised node. Thus, the probability that a node is
compromised forms a gradient, with higher probability for nodes
closer to compromised nodes and vice versa.
Our network topology consists of 100 simulated motes randomly deployed over a 100m x 100m area. The motes have
radios with transmission powers of 5 dBm and are running
common sensor applications that taken sensor readings every
1s and routing them to a base station at a random edge of
the network. Tree routing and CSMA are used. There is a
setup period. At some random time, after the setup period, a
random node in the simulated WSN is compromised every 10
simulated minutes and launches a series of attacks against the
network. The attacks launched by compromised nodes are all
those provided by SenSec, such as replay, sybil, wormhole,
pulse-delay, selective forwarding, etc. (i.e., the performance
is independent of the attack). A real TinyOS application that
takes sensor readings every 0.1 s is run for each node in
the simulation. As we vary the parameters in the detection
algorithms, we analyze their effect on ComSen’s performance.
Every experiment consisted of 50 runs, each lasting 1 simulated
hour.
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the results of the experiments
where we evaluated the performance of the detection algorithm
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that uses receive power at various receive power changes and
packet buffer lengths (L). The threshold value is 1 dBm. For the
first L packets, we use an unchanging 5dBm for the transmission
power, while the receive power is simulated based on the
physical topology. Then the power level of the transmission
power is increased.
From the results, we can see that smaller packet buffers
require smaller changes in the receive power to detect a compromise; a buffer of length 2 can achieve a 95% detection rate
with the smallest change in receive power. However, the tradeoff
is a higher false positive rate; a buffer of length 2 has a 95%
false positive rate. These results are explained by our using past
data to establish the baseline and a smaller buffer means that
the algorithm is more sensitive to small changes whether they’re
caused by compromises or transient changes in the environment.
We found that the detection times remain constant for each
buffer length, regardless of the change in receive power. The
graphs were omitted for brevity, but they demonstrate that the
buffer length is the deciding factor in the algorithm’s sensitivity.
These results also show that, it is possible to achieve a
false positive ratio of less than 10% with small packet buffers
(i.e., lengths in the single digits). Thus, the memory overhead
imposed by ComSen is low.
The experiments on the sensor reading detection algorithm
produced similar results, which are omitted for brevity.
For the algorithm that uses send rate, we used the buffer
length (L) of 6, and a sublength (L2 ) of 2. Figures 7(a) and
7(b) show the performance of this algorithm as we vary the
receive power, by some percentage, and the threshold value K.
The results from this experiment mirror those of the previous
experiment: lower values, for threshold and buffer length, lead
to more responsive algorithms that offer better detection rates at
the cost of higher false positive rates. For example, if K is 1.02,
then a 90% detection rate is achieved with a 30% increase in
the send rate, but the false positive rate is 97%. Once again, the
detection times are dependent only on K and remain constant
as the send rate changes.
The experiments on the receive rate detection algorithm
produced similar results, which are omitted for brevity.
These experiments are meant to analyze the possible performance of the detection algorithms deployed on every node in the
WSN. The actual parameters should be adjusted according to
application security requirements. However, these results show
that the algorithms are capable of detecting compromised nodes
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with detection of over 98% and false alarm of under 5%.
Of course, the performance varies greatly under different
environments, because a single node with limited resources
cannot achieve high accuracy under all conditions. The role
of the detection algorithms is to notify the base station of
possible compromises. The base station will compensate for the
limitations of motes by aggregating reported compromises from
multiple sources and decide if a report is correct.
B. Overall Performance
We ran several experiments to provide quantitative analysis of
the performance of ComSen. The experimental setup is identical
to the one used in Section VI-A, where 100 nodes, running real
TinyOS applications, are randomly deployed.
For our first experiment, we wanted to evaluate the effects
of increasing the number of neighbors monitoring each other.
Furthermore, most detection systems perform poorly (detection
rates of less than 50% and false positive ratios of more than
90%) in lossy environments [28]. So, we varied both parameters
and analyzed the results.
Figure 8 shows the results of the ComSen’s performance
evaluation at various loss rates and number of monitoring
neighbors. Figures 8(c) and 8(b) shows that the algorithm can
compensate for high loss rates with more neighbors monitoring
each other. At 30% loss rate, a 99% detection rate and a 2%
false positive ratio can be achieved if each node monitors an
average of 9 neighbors. Higher loss rates affect the detection
rate more than the false positive ratio, because lost reports make
real compromises look like transient errors. However, in most
cases, the compromise is detected as future malicious behavior
is reported, so the detection time is higher for larger loss rates
(Figure 8(c)).
We also measured the communication overhead, the number
of packets sent related to the operation of ComSen, which is
shown in Figure 8(d). As expected, at higher loss rates, more
packets are sent due to retransmissions. However, increasing
the number of monitoring neighbors does not increase the
number of packets sent. In the majority of cases, the number
of packets sent does not change significantly and, in some
cases, the number of packets sent actually decreases 5% for
every neighbor added. Closer inspection shows that when the
number of monitored neighbors is increased, more neighbors are
sending reports based on the same misbehavior, which increases
the communication overhead. However, having more generated
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reports allows the base station to detect compromised nodes
faster (i.e., the detection time is lower) when some of the
reports are lost. Thus, the future misbehavior of compromised
nodes won’t generate reports, which lowers the communication
overhead. In conditions where the loss rate is more than 15%,
the net result is a decreased or unchanged communication
overhead with each additional neighbor.
We measured the energy consumption of ComSen. The energy
consumption of the radio accounts for the majority, of the
total energy consumption, which is consistent with previous
results [1], [18], [25]. Since the total energy consumption is
proportional to the communication overhead, the graphs were
omitted for brevity.
For our second experiment, we evaluated the effects of
network density on the previous results. We increased the
overall network density from 100 nodes to up to 10,000 nodes.
Our results showed that density has no significant effect on
ComSen’s performance. We omit the results for brevity, but
Figure 8 does not change significantly with network density.
We also ran experiments on the computational and memory
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overheads, which are omitted for brevity. As expected, they are
<1% for motes, because the distributed component only performs simple computations and requires monitoring a constant
number of neighbors.
These results demonstrate that ComSen can provide accurate
detection of compromised nodes and is scalable to large networks. Although similar systems offer comparable performance
with no loss, with 30% loss rate, their best detection rate drops
to 14% and the false positive ratio becomes 99% [28]. However,
ComSen can provide a 99% detection rate and a 2% false
positive ratio at 30% loss rate. Moreover, its overhead is not
significantly increased for denser or larger networks, scaling up
to thousands of nodes
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In WSNs, compromised nodes can undermine the integrity
of data by sending false data reports, injecting false data, and
disrupting transmissions. Since cryptographic solutions are not
sufficient to prevent these attacks, we proposed ComSen, a
system for detecting compromised nodes in WSNs.
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This paper has presented the design of a novel and reliable
detection system that is not vulnerable to slander attacks, where
malicious nodes use the detection algorithm to launch attacks.
Through a series of experiments, we showed that ComSen can
provide detection rates of 99% and false positive ratios of less
than 2% in environments with loss rates of 30%. ComSen can
run on most WSNs because it uses common application features
(sensor readings, receive power, send rate, and receive rate) and
can adjust its detection behavior if the sensor application doesn’t
have periodic transmissions or lacks inter-node communication.
It has low memory, computation, and communication overhead
that allows it to scale to networks of over thousands of nodes.
Possible directions for future work include creating a response
system and adding a challenge system. ComSen provides a
means of identifying compromised nodes in the network but
not how to respond to such a compromise. The most basic
approach would be to isolate the offending node, but that
may not be appropriate for all scenarios. Furthermore, ComSen
does offer high accuracy in identifying compromised nodes, but
once ComSen determines that a node is compromised, it could
challenge the node to prove that it isn’t compromised, improving
the accuracy further.
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Abstract—This paper throws light on shortcomings of the
Contiki Operating system and ContikiRPL routing protocol,
which may lead to an easy injection of malicious activity
similar to black hole attack in wireless sensor network. Contiki
and ContikiRPL are components for microcontroller devices
belonging to the 6LoWPAN group and Internet of Things (IoT).
Directed acyclic graph Identification Object (DIO) packets
are a part of routing metrics and form an integral part
of ContikiRPL. Increased number of DIO messages reflect
instability in the network routing topology and their decreasing
frequency reflects stable network. In unstable networks, reformation of path for data packets is initialised by RPL.
In this case study it was found that malicious nodes, which
continue to send self-generated data packets cause an increase
in the number of DIO messages exchanged between nodes while
malicious nodes, which supress self-generated data packets are
able to disguise the instability of network by having no effect
on the number of DIO messages or packet delay. Scenario with
malicious node sending self-generated data packets showed 8%
increase in total number of DIO packets exchanged amongst
nodes while scenario with malicious node not generating any
data packets had less number of DIO messages exchanged thus
falsely presenting a stable network topology. It was also found
that data packets suffer delay in presence of malicious activity
in the network. Data packets generated by malicious nodes
were 4.3 times higher delayed as compared to data packets
from their counterparts in clear network. Data packets from
non-malicious nodes also suffered considerably higher delay.
Thus, increased packet delay and increase in exchange of DIO
messages can be treated as preliminary indicators of malicious
activity but more concrete parameters are required to identify
malicious nodes. This case study may be helpful in designing
an effective defense system against known attacks on wireless
sensor networks.

Keywords- IoT; 6LowPAN; Contiki; RPL; ContikiRPL;
Wireless sensor network; Black hole attack.
I. I NTRODUCTION
Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of billions of small
and big communicating devices. Wireless sensor networks
are a subset of IoT. Devices in wireless sensor networks are
small sensor nodes, having power and memory constraints
and ad-dressed using Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6)
[2]. Sensor nodes communicate with each other as per
specifications provided by IEEE 802.15.4 [2]. Protocols
corresponding to physical and data link layer are specified in IEEE 802.15.4. Specialised task group formed by
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Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has defined header
compression and framing technique to facilitate communication between sensor nodes using IPv6 over a network
of low power and low rate devices. This group is called
6LoWPAN [1][2]. Specialised operating systems and routing
protocols have been designed and implemented to facilitate
communication between sensor nodes as per 6LoWPAN
specification. Contiki [7] operating system is one such open
source operating system. Contiki provides a multi-threaded,
event based multi-tasking environment [7][8]. Routing protocols are important building block for communication in
any network. Routing for low Power and Lossy networks
(RPL) protocol has been designed to support cost effective
routing over low power and lossy networks (LLN) [9].
ContikiRPL is one of the many implementations of RPL.
Black hole attack [10] in a network would imply that one
or more malicious nodes would partially or fully drop data
packets being routed through it causing disruptions in the
normal data flow in the network. Malicious node advertises
itself as the best route towards the control node (called
sink node) just like other sensor nodes. Some nodes (sender
nodes) select the malicious node as their parent node (next
in line node in the routing topology) and start forwarding
their data packets; these data packets are then dropped [3].
Securing IoT, especially sensor network is essential. This
required detailed understanding of the functioning as well
as shortcomings of various building blocks of the network
such as operating system, device properties and routing
mechanism.
This work would strengthen the knowledge of various
forms of attacks, their effect on wireless sensor network,
parameters to facilitate identification of attack and attacking
nodes, and ultimately help introduce a strong defence system. Section II explains the simulated environment of the
study and the parameters, which are observed. Section III
tabulates the findings from the logs obtained as a result of
the simulation. Section IV elaborates the observations and
helps draw a conclusion by connecting them to the known
behaviour of the system. Section V concludes the results
obtained from the case study. Finally, Section VI tries to give
directions towards elaborating the work for more detailed
analysis of attacks on sensor networks.
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II. M ETHODOLOGY
Certain features of Contiki and ContikiRPL are exploited
to simulate and monitor malicious behaviour in this work.
Contiki deals with each type of data packet differently.
Each node processes data packets, which are generated by
other node but routed through it in a different manner than
processing self-generated data packets. In order to simulate
malicious activity, modifications are made in contiki OS such
that data packets from neighbouring nodes are completely
dropped by the malicious node. Malicious node continues to
take part in the route formation by sending consistent DIO
packets. This ensures that nodes are live and continue to
advertise themselves to neighbours. Malicious sensor nodes
may or may not continue to send data packets generated by
itself [4]. DIO messages are an integral part of RPL and
play a critical role in formation of a topology. They contain
metrics, which is used by nodes to form a route. Number and
frequency of DIO messages decrease as the route stabilises
[4][5][6]. A light weight simulator called Cooja is used
to monitor the network under various scenarios. All signal
messages are collected in the Log Listener plug-in of Cooja
and used for analysis. Parameters under observation are
packet delay, packet delivery fraction and rate of a specific
control message called the DIO message. There are three
types of scenarios created to record and compare the above
stated parameters. First scenario called Clear Network is
free from any malicious activity and consists of 1 sink
node and 10 sender nodes. Sender nodes were randomly
placed covering a large distance. Figure 1 shows sink node
(ID: 1) and its position with respect to other sender nodes.
Highlighted area denotes the radio coverage of sink node.
Cooja offers different types of radio coverage; standard
radio coverage with default values is used for this case
study. Nodes are randomly placed covering all sides of the
sink node. Some nodes fall in direct range of sink node
while others fall out of it and data packets from nodes
outside direct radio coverage reach the sink node via other
neighbouring nodes. The second scenario has one of the
sender nodes randomly selected out of the 10 sender nodes
to behave in a malicious way. Node 5 from Figure 1 is
replaced by a new node (ID: 12) with malicious activity.
All data packets from neighbouring nodes destined to sink
node were dropped by this malicious node, which continues
to send data packets generated by itself towards the sink.
Third scenario had malicious node, which took part in
route formation but did not sent any self-generated data
packets across the network. Malicious node in scenario 2
(ID: 12) was replaced by modified malicious node (ID:
13) in scenario 3. Relative location of all nodes remains
same across scenarios. Malicious nodes in second and third
scenario are active nodes as they exchanges DIO messages
and takes part in route formation. Scenario 2 represents
selective forwarding attack. Selective forwarding is a special
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case of black hole attack where some data packets are
dropped while others are forwarded successfully. Scenario 2
forwards self-generated data packets and drops data packets
from other nodes. Scenario 3 represents complete black
hole attack where none of the data packets are forwarded.
Simulation in each scenario is allowed to execute for 25,000
seconds during which nodes are allowed to exchange data
and control information. Clear network scenario serves as a
benchmark and would help understanding deviation in values
of selected parameters obtained from other scenarios. Effect
of malicious activity on delay of data packets reaching the
sink node is analysed. Increase in packet delay can serve
as an indicator of presence of attacking nodes. Also, packet
delay of data packets originating from Node 12 (malicious
node) in scenario 2 is compared to delay of data packets
from its counterpart node (ID:5) in clear network scenario.
This would help indicate effect of malicious behaviour on
delay suffered by data packets from malicious node itself
thus helpful in identification of malicious node in an attacked
network. Scenarios 2 and 3 are compared to scenario 1 in
terms of frequency of DIO messages. This helps to identify
if malicious activity have an effect on exchange of DIO
messages. Count and frequency of DIO messages indicates
route stability. Packet delivery fraction (PDF) is another
parameter, which is monitored to check if values in PDF
deviate significantly and if it can be used to identify possibly
attacked networks.

Figure 1.

Placement of Sensor nodes w.r.t. Sink Node

III. O BSERVATION
Number of DIO messages sent by each sender node and
time at which each of these was released, was recorded.
Time of DIO message sent helps calculate and analyse
the frequency of DIO messages. Number of DIO messages
released by nodes across scenarios are summarised in Table
1. Increase in the number of DIO messages exchanged is a
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Table I
DIO PACKETS RELEASED IN S CENARIOS
Node

Scn-1

Scn-2

Scn-3

2

61

68

64

3

69

72

72

4

69

77

70

5/12/13

62

78

58

6

62

63

64

7

66

65

68

8

64

88

63

9

77

87

71

10

69

65

63

11

73

70

70

Table II
S UMMARY OF T OTAL C ONTROL MESSAGES RELEASED IN A S CENARIO
Scenario No.

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Total DIO Messages

674

733

663

% Increase w.r.t. 1

Benchmark

+8.75%

-1.63%

direct indicator of instability in the routing topology. DIO
messages released per node show that whether each node had
knowledge of network instability and whether those nodes
were attempting to stabilise the network by sending their
own DIO packets or not. Clear network scenario would serve
as a benchmark for the other two scenarios. Table 2 shows
the results of this analysis. Increasing the granularity of
this analysis, table 3 tabulates the number of DIO messages
released by each individual node. Node 12 is the malicious
node in scenario 2 and node 13 is the malicious node in
scenario 3. Nodes 8 and 9 are the affected nodes in both
scenarios 2 and 3. Node 4 is affected only in scenario 3.
Node 5 is the counterpart of node 12 and 13 and is present
in clear network scenario alone. Table 4 presents the extract
of the log where node 4 in scenario 3 is trying to find a stable
parent for its data packets. Figure 2 shows the neighbouring
nodes of node 4 in scenario 3. This extract from the log helps
explain that malicious nodes suppressing self-generated data
packets have better routing metrics thus would be preferably
chosen by other nodes as preferred parent. Delay of packets
was monitored to analyse whether increase in packet delay
could be treated as an alarm for presence of malicious
activity. Delay of packets originating from malicious nodes
was analysed separately and delay for data packets from nonmalicious nodes was done separate. Table 5 tabulates the
delay of packets from node 12 in scenario 2 and compares
it to data packets from a healthy node i.e., node 5 from
scenario 1. Malicious node from scenario 3 is not considered
in calculation of packet delay as malicious node in scenario
3 does not generate any data packets of its own. Table 6
shows delay of data packets from all nodes in all scenarios.
Entries with infinity imply that none of the data packets of
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Node 4 and Neighbours

Table III
S UMMARY OF DIO M ESSAGES R ELEASED BY M ALICIOUS AND
A FFECTED N ODES ALONE
5/12/13

Node 4

Node 8

Node 9

Sc 1

62

69

64

77

Sc 2

78

77

88

87

sc 3

58

70

63

71

that particular node reached their destination. Packet delivery
fraction is the ratio of number of data packets sent from
all nodes to number of data packets received successfully
at sink. Table 7 tabulates the total number of data packets
received at sink and those sent by nodes across scenarios.

Table IV
E XTRACT FROM L OG F ILE : P REFERRED PARENT FOR N ODE 4
Node Id

Remarks

Time(ms)

ID:4

The preferred parent is Node 13

27624

ID:4

The preferred parent is Node 6

43351

ID:4

The preferred parent is Node 13

48695

ID:4

The preferred parent is Node 13

52562

ID:4

The preferred parent is Node 13

91360

ID:4

The preferred parent is Node 13

157143

Table V
AVERAGE PACKET D ELAY FOR N ODE 5 AND 12 IN S CENARIO 1 & 2
R ESPECTIVELY
Scenario No.

Packets Sent

Packets Recvd

Delay(ms)

Node 5 in Scenario 1

416

416

4081.77

Node 12 in Scenario 2

416

346

17557.91
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Table VI
D ELAY IN MS FOR PACKETS FROM N ON - MALICIOUS NODES
Node No.

Scenario 1(ms)

Scenario 2(ms)

Scenario 3(ms)

2
3

3481.25

4694.31

4291.95

4053.11

57222.43

4443.84

4

4651.91

14927.13

Infinity

6

4045.55

4734.45

3800.53

7

4013.45

4068.08

4795.66

8

3881.56

Infinity

Infinity

9

48298.87

Infinity

Infinity

10

3354.77

3505.75

3917.08

11

9898.37

49145.86

43700.46

Table VII
PACKET D ELIVERY F RACTION ACROSS S CENARIOS
Scenario No.

Packets Sent

Packets Recvd

Lost %

Scenario 1

4160

4155

0.12%

Scenario 2

4160

3249

21.9%

Scenario 3

3744

2492

33.4%

IV. A NALYSIS AND R ESULT
As per the working of ContikiRPL routing protocol, various control messages are exchanged between sender nodes
and sink nodes to form a topology. DIO messages are formed
when nodes send and receive control information from each
other. Round trip time (RTT) of these control packets helps
identify distance from neighbours and hop count of control
packets from sink is instrumental in determining nodes own
relative position to sink node. Once the topology is deemed
stable, the frequency of DIO messages decrease.
Analysing the rate and frequency of DIO messages released by nodes in various scenarios, it is evident that due
to malicious activity introduced by node 12 in scenario 2, all
the nodes experienced unstable network topology. Scenario
2 experienced an overall increase in the number of DIO
messages. Data plotted in Figure 3 shows that all nodes
in scenario 2 released higher number of DIO messages
when compared to clear network scenario. In scenario 3,
total number of DIO messages released during the simulated
time was lower than those released in scenario 1 and 2.
This indicates that despite malicious node in scenario 3
dropping all data packets from its neighbours, there was
Table VIII
PDF ACROSS SCENARIOS FOR N ON - AFFECTED NODES
Scenario No.

Packets Sent

Packets Recvd

Lost %

Scenario 1

4160

4155

0.12%

Scenario 2

3328

3249

2.37%

Scenario 3

2496

2492

0.16%
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no effect on the perception of other nodes, which presumed
that the network was stable. This lead to the rate of DIO
messages being closely comparable to rate of DIO packets in
clear network scenario. This argument is further supported
by Figure 4, which shows that it took much longer time
for Node 5 in scenario 1 to release the same number
of DIO messages than its counterpart malicious node in
scenario 2; and even longer for malicious node in scenario 3.
Considering the DIO messages by one of the nodes, node 8
selected malicious node as its parent in scenario 2 as well as
in scenario 3. First 50 DIO messages were released in a very
short span of time in scenario 2 as compared to the same first
50 DIO messages in scenario 1 and 3. Figure 5 illustrates
this observation. Another important aspect noticed was the
selection of preferred parent by node 4. Parent is selected on
the basis of metrics extracted from DIO messages. Malicious
node in scenario 3 was successful in advertising itself as
preferred parent. Table 4 elaborates on the above stated fact.
Table 4 shows that node 4 did consider non malicious node
with ID: 6 as its preferred parent but soon changed back
to malicious node 13. This implies node 13 in scenario 3
offered better routing metrics as compared to its competitive
node 6 in the same scenario. Also, node 13 showed better
route metrics than nodes 5 and 12 of scenario 1 and 2
respectively. Figure 2 shows nodes in direct range of node
4 available to be selected as preferred parent. This further
confirms the argument that malicious node of scenario 3 was
successful in performing undetected harmful activities.
In terms of delay, data packets from malicious node in
scenario 2 (Node 12) suffered much higher delay than its
corressponding node in scenario 1. The data is tabulated in
table 5. Delay in packets of node 12 is around 4.3 times
higher than its counterpart node 5 of scenario 1. Increased
packet delay was not restricted to data packets from malicious nodes alone. Non malicious packets placed far or
near to the malicious node also experienced higher delay
in scenario 2. As shown in table 6, all nodes in scenario 2
suffered a much higher delay compared to other scenarios.
Reason behind packet delay could be buffer queues. Packets
might have been in the queue waiting to be processed while
sink node was generating and processing DIO packets, and
attempting to stabilise the network topology, longer waiting
times result in an expired packet based on time to live (TTL).
Since network was deemed stable in scenario 3, packet delay
for most of the nodes was also comparable to clear network.
In order to analyse Packet Delivery Fraction (PDF = packets
received / packets sent), data packets released generated
from all nodes were considered. Sink node does not release
any data packets. Also, malicious node in scenario 3 had
supressed forwarding of any self-generated data packets.
Total numbers of packets received at the sink node are
counted in each scenario. Loss of packets can be due to
longer waiting times at buffer queue, or being dropped by
malicious node or even might have been successful if the
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simulation was allowed to run for longer. Table 7 has data
which is self-explanatory; scenario 3 had higher number of
packets dropped by malicious node, thus higher loss%. All
nodes in a network are affected by the malicious activity.
Since the simulation supports idealistic conditions; some
nodes selected non malicious nodes as their next hop. Such
sender nodes are initialised as non-affected nodes in this
paper for better understanding. Most of the data packets
from non-affected sender nodes are expected to reach the
sink node. It was also observed that while scenario 2 had
loss of packets from affected nodes as well as large number
of packets from non-affected nodes were also lost; scenario
3 had only affected nodes contributing to the low PDF. This
includes all nodes except nodes 8 and 9. For scenario 3, node
4 is also being excluded since it selected malicious node
as its preferred parent, and thus had its packets dropped.
Nodes not in direct range or path of malicious node in
scenario 2 suffered packet loss compared to respective nodes
of scenario 3, which had PDF% comparable to the clear
scenario (scenario 1). Data is tabulated in table 8. These
nodes suffered loss despite having idealistic conditions. The
reason may be longer waiting times in the buffer queue of
sink when sink was engaged in exchanging control messages
to stabilize the routing topology, just like packet delay.
Scenario 3 despite having malicious behaviour was seen
stable by all other nodes, as malicious node (ID: 13) was able
to support ideal routing metrics (similar to clear network).
Thus malicious behaviour in scenario 2 disturbed the routing
topology, while the same did not occur in scenario 3. As
intended, packets from the nodes directly affected by the
malicious node did not reach the sink node but other nodes
had low packet loss, almost similar to loss% in scenario 1.
Scenario 2 had high loss% .
Thus, it is clear that increased rate of DIO messages,
increased packet delay along with falling packet delivery
fraction are indicators of malicious activity but simple provisions such as supressing self-generated data packets can
help a malicious node disguise its behaviour.
V. C ONCLUSION
This work concludes that 6LoWPAN network with RPL
protocol is prone to black hole attack, which can be effectively disguised and may lead to an attacked network
behave very similar to a healthy network. Increased delays
in most packets being delivered at sink, an overall decreased
packet delivery fraction and also an increased frequency of
DIO messages being exchanged amongst peers can serve
as primitive indicators but do not form an exhaustive list
of parameters sufficient to identify attack. These indications
may be treated as signature of an attack, especially black
hole attack. Packet delay and frequency of DIO messages
may behave near normal if the malicious node reduces
its own packet sending behaviour to NULL. Such a case
would make it difficult to detect malicious behaviour. This
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case study considers a single malicious node in a small
network. The extent of damage that could be caused in
case of increase in the number of attacking nodes would
be exponential. Such a network may continue to exchange
control information only while most or all data packets get
dropped.
VI. F UTURE W ORK
The project was undertaken in a simulator with highly
idealistic conditions. Elaborating the work on a real test bed
would reveal better data for analysis. It has been learnt that
malicious activity can be easily disguised so, analysis of
additional parameters would help increase the understanding
about the signature behaviour of black hole attack.
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Figure 3.

Comparison of DIO messages for Malicious/Affected nodes

Figure 4. Frequency Comparison of DIO messages sent by Malicious
nodes and Counterparts

Figure 5.

Frequency Comparison for DIO messages w.r.t Node 8
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Abstract—We present a new method for constructing cryptographically strong 4×4-bit S-boxes with the help of quasigroups
of order 4. So far, cryptographers were constructing 4×4-bit Sboxes used in cryptographic primitives suitable for lightweight
cryptography, only by exhaustive search of permutations of
order 16. Our construction of 4×4-bit Quasigroup-S-boxes (QS-boxes) uses quasigroup string transformations. This methodology enables someone to work basically with several different
strong S-boxes iteratively reusing only one hardware circuit
and just changing a few parameters (called leaders in our
method).
Keywords-lightweight cryptography; quasigroups; quasigroup
string transformations; S-boxes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper, we focus on the Symmetric Lightweight
Cryptography for cryptographic components that can be
efficiently implemented into block ciphers. Although the
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) [1] block cipher is
the most used cryptographic component, it was mainly
designed to be efficient in software. For many constrained
environments, using AES as a block cipher is either too
expensive or there is no need for such a high level of
security that it offers. Thus, it is not a surprise that in the
last several years we see a dynamic development in the area
of Lightweight Cryptography especially in the lightweight
block ciphers such as PRESENT [2][3].
The main point of security in symmetric cryptography in
almost all modern block ciphers is the substitution boxes
also known as S-boxes. S-boxes work with a small unit of
data, so they have to be distinguished with highly non-linear
properties if they want to confuse the input data into the
cipher.
PRESENT is an ultra-lightweight block cipher proposed
by Bogdanov et al. [2]. It has been designed for extremely resource-constrained environments such as RFID
tags. PRESENT is an SP-Network block cipher which
consists of 31 rounds and operates on 64-bit block sizes. It
supports two lengths of key, 80 or 128 bits, where 80-bit key
is recommended to be used. Each of the 31 rounds is applied
on three stages. The first stage is AddRoundKey, the second
is SBoxLayer and the third stage is the bit permutation
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pLayer. The most interesting for us, is the second stage
where the starring role belongs to the S-boxes.
The non-linear layer (SBoxLayer) uses a single 4-bit
input and 4-bit output (4 × 4-bit) S-box. Also the choice of
4 × 4-bit S-box is a direct consequence of authors’ pursuit
for hardware efficiency, where implementation of such an
S-box typically being much more compact and requires
less resources than that of an 8 × 8-bit S-box. A 4-bit
S-box requires less than a quarter of the hardware area
(expressed in GEs - gate equivalences) of an 8-bit S-box.
From cryptographic point of view, 4-bit S-boxes have to be
selected very carefully because they are weaker than 8-bit
S-boxes.
PRESENT S-boxes are derived as a result of an exhaustive
search of all 16! bijective 4-bit S-boxes. All S-boxes found
in this way that fulfilled additional criteria for optimality
have been analyzed in relation to linear equivalence. So,
there are only 16 different non-equivalent classes [4]. All
the S-box members in these classes are optimal S-boxes with
respect to linear and differential properties. Also the authors
notified that these S-boxes are also optimal with respect to
the algebraic degree or resistance against algebraic attacks.
A slightly more general classification of all 4-bit S-boxes
was given by Saarinen in [5].
Instead of an exhaustive search of all 16! bijections of 16
elements as it was done for the design of PRESENT, in this
work we offer a compact, fast and elegant methodology for
construction of cryptographically strong S-boxes by using
quasigroups of order 4. Our goal is to give cryptographers an
iterative tool for designing cryptographically strong S-boxes
(in this paper, we denote them as Q-S-boxes since their
construction is done by quasigroups) for future designs in
the symmetric lightweight cryptography. Our methodology
enables someone to work basically with several different
strong S-boxes iteratively reusing only one hardware circuit
and just changing a few parameters.
The structure of the paper is the following. In Section II,
we give a brief mathematical description of the quasigroups
and quasigroup string transformations. In Section III, we
present the linear and differential characteristics of S-boxes,
and conditions of one S-box to be optimal. We give the
representation of quasigroups as vector valued Boolean
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functions in the Section IV. In Section V, we show a method
for construction of cryptographic 4 × 4-bit Q-S-boxes, and,
in Section VI, we give a conclusion and future work.
II. P RELIMINARIES - Q UASIGROUPS AND Q UASIGROUP
S TRING T RANSFORMATIONS
In this section, we give a brief mathematical introduction
in the area of quasigroups and quasigroup string transformations. A more detailed explanation about quasigroups and
their applications can be found in [6][7][8][9][10].
Let (Q, ∗) be a finite binary groupoid, i.e., an algebra
with one binary operation ∗ on the non-empty set Q and
a, b ∈ Q.
Definition 1: A finite binary groupoid (Q, ∗) is called a
quasigroup if for all ordered pairs (a, b) ∈ Q2 there exist
unique solutions x, y ∈ Q to the equations x ∗ a = b and
a ∗ y = b.
This implies the cancelation laws for quasigroup i.e.,
x ∗ a = x0 ∗ a =⇒ x = x0 and a ∗ y = a ∗ y 0 =⇒ y = y 0 .
Any quasigroup is possible to be presented as a multiplication table known as Cayley table. Quasigroups are closely
related to Latin squares. Removing the topmost row and the
leftmost column of the Cayley table of a quasigroup, results
in a Latin square. A Latin square is an arrangement of n
symbols in a n × n matrix such that no row and no column
contains any of the symbols twice.
The order of a quasigroup (Q, ∗) is the cardinality |Q| of
the non-empty set Q. The set of all quasigroups of order n
is denoted by Qn .
In what follows, we will work with finite quasigroups of
order 4 only. That means that our design of S-boxes uses
|Q|2 = 42 , 2-bit words of internal memory for storing the
quasigroup. We will need 4 bytes (4B) of internal memory
for storing the quasigroup, which is acceptable amount if
we want to implement it in some lightweight designs.
Example 1: Let Q = {0, 1, 2, 3}. A quasigroup (Q, ∗) of
order 4 has the following Cayley table:
∗
0
1
2
3

0
0
1
2
3

1
1
0
3
2

2
3
2
0
1

3
2
3
1
0

For our method for construction of optimal S-boxes
described in Section V we will use the notion of quasigroup
string transformation “e-transformation” as defined in [11].
Let Q be a set of elements (|Q| ≥ 2) and let we denote
by Qr = {a0 , a1 , . . . , ar−1 |ai ∈ Q, r ≥ 2} the set of all
finite strings with elements of Q.
Assuming that (Q, ∗) is a given quasigroup, for a fixed
element l ∈ Q, called leader, the transformation el : Qr →
Qr is as follow:
el (a0 , a1 , . . . , ar−1 ) = (b0 , b1 , . . . , br−1 ) ⇔
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{

= l ∗ a0
= bi−1 ∗ ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1

b0
bi

(1)

This e-transformation is called elementary quasigroup
string transformation [12]. It transforms bijectively a given
string with length r to other resulting string with the same
length r.
Graphical representation of the transformation is shown
in Figure 1.
a0

l

a1


?
b0
Figure 1.

...


?
b1

...

ar−2 ar−1


?
?
br−2 br−1

Graphical representation of e-transformation.

If we have some initial sequence of leaders
l0 , l1 , . . . , lk−1 , then we can make a composition of
transformations by applying consecutive e-transformations.
Composite transformation obtained as a composition of
e-transformations only, is defined by
E(l0 , l1 , . . . , lk−1 ) := el0 (el1 . . . (elk−1 (a0 , a1 , . . . , ar−1 ))).

(2)

III. S- BOXES AND T HEIR P ROPERTIES
S-boxes have a fundamental role for the security of almost
all modern block ciphers because they are usually the only
non-linear part in the block ciphers. They have to be selected
very carefully to make the cipher resistant against various
kinds of attacks.
There is no formal definition for S-boxes. In general, they
are defined as a lookup tables or vector valued Boolean
functions or Boolean maps.
A Boolean function of n variables is a function f : Fn2 →
F2 , where F2 is a Galois field with two elements. A Boolean
map (or vector valued Boolean function) is a map f : Fn2 →
Fq2 .
For two vectors u, v ∈ Fn2 , where u = (u0 , u1 , . . . , un−1 )
and v = (v0 , v1 , . . . , vn−1 ) the canonical dot product can
be written as
n−1
X
u·v =
ui vi .
(3)
i=0

Given an S-box mapping n bits to q bits, we present it as
a Boolean map S : Fn2 → Fq2 .
Linearity of an S-box represents a measure for the resistance against linear cryptanalysis. Therefore, the smaller the
linearity of an S-box is, the more secure the S-box is against
linear cryptanalysis. According to all of the mathematical
results given in [13] about linearity of Boolean functions
and Boolean maps, we can define linearity of an S-box, S
as:
Lin(S) = max{

1
W
2
n
q
S (u, v) | u ∈ F2 , v ∈ F2 , (u, v) 6= 0}
22n

(4)

where u is the part of input, and v is the part of output
values of the S-box.
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The Walsh spectrum S W for this S-box is calculated by:
X
S W (u, v) =
(−1)u·x+v·S(x)
(5)
x∈Fn
2

Theoretically, it is proven that Lin(S) ≥ 21n [14].
One of the most important properties for S-boxes is
so-called differential potential of an S-box. It is used in
measuring the resistance of the cryptographic primitives
that use that S-box against differential cryptanalysis. The
differential potential of an S-box S is defined in [13] as:
Dif f (S) = max{

1
n
q
∆S (u, v) | u ∈ F2 , v ∈ F2 ,
2n

and

(u, v) 6= 0} (6)

where
∆S (u, v) = |{x ∈ Fn2 | S(x ⊕ u) = S(x) ⊕ v}|
Clearly, it holds for any S-box that Diff(S) ≥

(7)

1
2q .

A. Optimal 4-bit S-boxes in PRESENT
As we mentioned in the introduction, the used S-boxes
in the block cipher PRESENT have been obtained by an
exhaustive search of all 16! permutations by checking some
optimality criteria for their linearity and their differential potentials. Namely, all generated S-boxes were first presented
as a Boolean map S : F42 → F42 . Then, using the above
formulations about Lin(S) and Dif f (S), the optimal set
of PRESENT S-boxes was formed by S-boxes that have
Lin(S) = 41 and Dif f (S) = 14 [4].
More formally, as it is given in [4], the definition of an
optimal S-box is the following:
Definition 2: Let S be an 4 × 4-bit S-box with 24 input
values. If S fulfills the following conditions we call S an
optimal S-box:
1) S is a bijection;
2) Lin(S) = 41 ;
3) Dif f (S) = 14 .

I⊆{0,...,m−1}

where the monomial xI is the product
Y
xI =
xi ,

(10)

i∈I

and aI ∈ {0, 1}.
The ANF has the advantage that we can immediately read
off the algebraic degree. Algebraic degree of a Boolean
function is a degree of a polynomial obtained with its
ANF presentation. Algebraic degree of a Boolean map is
a maximal algebraic degree of its component functions. So,
the ANFs of the Boolean functions fi give us information
about their algebraic degree and much better about algebraic
degree or complexity of the quasigroup (Q, ∗).
Example 2: Let us take the quasigroup given in Example
1. This quasigroup can be presented as a vector valued
Boolean function f : F42 → F22 by:
f (x0 , x1 , y0 , y1 ) = (x0 + y0 , x1 + y0 + x0 ∗ y0 + y1 )
We see that the algebraic degree of this quasigroup is 2.
According to their algebraic degree quasigroups can be
divided in two classes, class of linear quasigroups and class
of non-linear quasigroups. The class of linear quasigroups
has a maximal algebraic degree 1, and all other quasigroups
(which maximal algebraic degree is bigger than 1) belong
to the class of non-linear.
Considering the class of quasigroups of order 4, it can
be checked that there are 144 linear and 432 non-linear
quasigroups, i.e., there are three times more non-linear
quasigroups of order 4 [15].
V. C ONSTRUCTION OF O PTIMAL 4- BIT Q-S- BOXES

IV. Q UASIGROUPS AS V ECTOR VALUED B OOLEAN
F UNCTIONS
We will use the representation of finite quasigroups
(Q, ∗), of order n, where n ≥ 2 and n = 2d as vector
valued Boolean functions. That means that the quasigroup
d
can be presented as a Boolean map: f : F2d
2 → F2 . For each
elements x, y, z ∈ Q the operation x ∗ y = z is represented
by
f (x0 , x1 , . . . , xd−1 , y0 , y1 , . . . , yd−1 ) =
(f0 (x0 , . . . , xd−1 , y0 , . . . , yd−1 ), . . . , fd−1 (x0 , . . . , xd−1 , y0 , . . . , yd−1 ))
(8)

where (x0 , x1 , . . . , xd−1 ) and (y0 , y1 , . . . , yd−1 ) are the binary representations of x and y respectively, and fi : F2d
2 →
F2 , 0 ≤ i ≤ d − 1 are the corresponding components of f
(binary representation of z).
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Every Boolean function f : Fm
2 → F2 , can be uniquely
written in its Algebraic Normal Form (ANF), as a polynomial in m variables over the field F2 that has degree ≤ 1 in
each single variable:
X
f (x0 , x1 , . . . , xm−1 ) =
aI xI ,
(9)
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Our goal is to generate 4 × 4-bit cryptographically strong
S-boxes by using quasigroups of order 4. Quasigroups of
order 4 themselves are 4 × 2-bit S-boxes. It is theoretically
proven that any inversion mapping for even dimension n in
GF (2n ) must has algebraic degree smaller than n − 1 [16].
It should be noted that criterion for good S-box is to have
highest possible algebraic degree. From this perspective, we
can conclude that we would search for 4×4-bit S-boxes that
have algebraic degree 3 for all output bits.
We will use quasigroup string transformations that transform a given string with length 2 to a resulting string with
the same length 2, i.e., that maps 4 bits bijectively to 4 bits
(Figure 2).
As it is a case with any iterative application of nonlinear Boolean transformations, by consecutive application
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a0



?
b0

l

Table I
C ONSTRUCTION OF ONE Q-S- BOX

a1
?
b1

Algorithm 1. An iterative method for construction of
Q-S-boxes

Figure 2. One e-transformation that bijectively transforms 4 bits into 4
bits by a quasigroup of order 4. Here, l, a0 , a1 , b0 and b1 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}.

of e-transformation we will raise the algebraic degree of the
produced final bijections. More concretely, as it is shown in
Figure 3, we will use one non-linear quasigroup of order 4
and at least 4 e-transformations to reach the desired degree
of 3 for all the bits in final output block. Note that every
row in Figure 3 starting with a leader li is a bijective etransformation of the pairs of bits from previous row. In
such a way, we have a composition of non-linear Boolean
bijections producing the final bijection.
a0

a1

Take one quasigroup of order 4 from the class
of non-linear;

Step 2

Input the number of rounds;

Step 3

Input the leaders. Usually, their number is the same
as the number of rounds;

Step 4

Generate all possible input blocks of 4 bits in the
lexicographic ordering (they are 24 );

Step 5

Take input blocks one by one, and for each of them:

Step 5.1

Apply e-transformation with leader l
on the input block;

Step 5.2

Reverse the result from above and apply
e-transformation with other leader l again;

Step 5.3

Continue this routine as many times as
there is a number of rounds;

Step 5.4

l2

Figure 3. Four e-transformations that bijectively transforms 4 bits into 4
bits by a quasigroup of order 4.

Having one condition satisfied (the algebraic degree is
maximal), we have to check further the other conditions from
Section III in order to obtain optimal S-boxes, (i.e., optimal
Q-S-boxes). The whole algorithm for our methodology is
given in Table I.
This algorithm is for generating one Q-S-box from one
chosen quasigroup of order 4 from the class of non-linear
quasigroups and one combination of input leaders for the
e-transformation. We already mentioned that the minimum
number of rounds (iterations) for this methodology is 4.
Using the described methodology we can generate Q-Sboxes in different ways depending on the number of rounds
and the number of leaders that we can choose. In our
investigation we choose to work with 2, 4 and 8 different
leaders and 4 and 8 rounds, respectively. We found all the QS-boxes that fulfill the predetermined criteria to be optimal.
Experiments that are made with 2 leaders and 4 rounds
as in the Algorithm 1 showed that there exist optimal
Q-S-boxes. There are exactly 6,912 different Q-S-boxes
(24 possibilities for the leaders ∗ 432 different non-linear
quasigroups of order 4) that can be generated in this way,
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Save the 4-bit result from the last round;

Step 6

At the end concatenate all saved results which generate
permutation of order 16 or 4 × 4-bit Q-S-box;

Step 7

Investigate predetermined criteria;


l0


?
?
b0
b1
I
@
I
@
?
?
c0 @c1 @l1


?
?
d0
d1
I
@
I
@
? @ ? @
e0
e1
l3

Step 1

Step 7.1

If the Q-S-box satisfies criteria, put it in the set of
optimal S-boxes;

Step 7.2

If not, go to Step 3;

Step 8

Analyze the optimal set of newly obtained Q-S-boxes;

Table II
D ISTRIBUTION OF THE 6,912 Q-S- BOXES IN RELATION TO DC AND LC
WHERE THE ITERATIVE METHOD WITH 2 LEADERS IS USED
LC →
DC ↓
Diff(S)=1/4
Diff(S)=3/8
Diff(S)=1/2
Diff(S)=5/8
Diff(S)=3/4
Diff(S)=1

Lin(S)=1/4
n
%
1,152
16.7
0
0.00
0
0.00
0
0.00
0
0.00
0
0.00

Lin(S)=9/16
n
%
0
0.00
768
11.1
2,304
33.3
0
0.00
0
0.00
0
0.00

Lin(S)=1
n
%
0
0.00
384
5.6
768
11.1
0
0.00
0
0.00
1,536
22.2

but 1,152 of them belong to the class of optimal. In Table II
we give the distribution of differential and linear properties
among the 6,912 examined Q-S-boxes.
From the Table II can be seen that in total 1,152 Q-Sboxes have Dif f (S) =1/4 and Lin(S) =1/4. They are
16.7% of all Q-S-boxes, that have a differential bound 1/4
and linear bound 1/4 and belong to the class of optimal
S-boxes. All of these Q-S-boxes have maximal algebraic
degree of all output bits 3, but some of the output bits
may still have one non-linear monomial of degree 2, and
therefore, this output bit depends only linearly on 2 input
bits. This can be crucial when determining the number of
secure rounds; final rounds can be peeled off using such
properties. So, the number of Q-S-boxes that satisfy all
of the output bits to have algebraic degree 3 is 128. One
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representative of them is given in Table III.
Table III
O NE OF THE 128 Q-S- BOXES GIVEN IN ITS HEXADECIMAL NOTATION
x
S(x)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F
C 1 2 E F 9 3 4 8 0 A B 7 D 6 5

The number of Q-S-boxes that satisfy, all of the output bits
to have algebraic degree 3 is 331,264. One representative of
them is given in Table VII.
Table VII
O NE OF THE 331,264 Q-S- BOXES GIVEN IN ITS HEXADECIMAL
NOTATION

Table IV
D ISTRIBUTION OF THE Q-S- BOXES IN RELATION TO DC AND LC
WHERE THE ITERATIVE METHOD WITH 4 LEADERS IS USED
LC →
DC ↓
Diff(S)=1/4
Diff(S)=3/8
Diff(S)=1/2
Diff(S)=5/8
Diff(S)=3/4
Diff(S)=1

Lin(S)=1/4
n
%
9,216
8.33
3,072
2.78
3,072
2.78
0
0.00
0
0.00
0
0.00

Lin(S)=9/16
n
%
0
0.00
12,288
11.11
36,864
33.33
0
0.00
0
0.00
0
0.00

Lin(S)=1
n
%
0
0.00
6,144
5.56
15,360
13.89
0
0.00
0
0.00
24,576
22.22

We made experiments with 4 leaders and with the same
number of rounds (one leader in each round). We produced
110,592 different Q-S-boxes (28 possibilities for the leaders
∗ 432 non-linear quasigroups of order 4), from which 9,216
fulfilled the criteria for optimality. In Table IV, we give
the distribution of differential and linear properties among
the 110,592 examined Q-S-boxes. There 8.3% of all Q-Sboxes have a differential bound 1/4 and linear bound 1/4
and belong to the class of optimal S-boxes. All of these QS-boxes have maximal algebraic degree of all output bits
3, but some of them still have one output bit of degree
2. The number of Q-S-boxes that satisfy, all of the output
bits to have algebraic degree 3 in this case is 1,024. One
representative of them is given in Table V.
Table V
O NE OF THE 1,024 Q-S- BOXES GIVEN IN ITS HEXADECIMAL NOTATION
x
S(x)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F
D 9 F C B 5 7 6 3 8 E 2 0 1 4 A

Table VI
D ISTRIBUTION OF THE Q-S- BOXES IN RELATION TO DC AND LC
WHERE THE ITERATIVE METHOD WITH 8 LEADERS IS USED
LC →
DC ↓
Diff(S)=1/4
Diff(S)=3/8
Diff(S)=1/2
Diff(S)=5/8
Diff(S)=3/4
Diff(S)=1

Lin(S)=1/4
n
%
756,480
2.67
1,084,416
3.83
63,744
0.23
0
0.00
0
0.00
0
0.00

Lin(S)=9/16
n
%
280,320
0.99
9,273,666
32.75
8,394,186
29.65
468,480
1.65
224,244
0.79
0
0.00

Lin(S)=1
n
%
0
0.00
121,278
0.43
2,590,518
9.15
254,208
0.90
87,564
0.31
4,712,448
16.65

We made also experiments with 8 leaders and 8 rounds.
In this case the number of generated Q-S-boxes significantly
increased. We produced 28,311,552 different Q-S-boxes,
from which 756,480 fulfilled the criteria for optimality.
Distribution of these examined Q-S-boxes in relation to
Differential Cryptanalysis (rows) and Linear Cryptanalysis
(columns) is given in the Table VI.
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x
S(x)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F
5 E 6 D 7 4 2 A 8 C 0 9 1 B F 3

Apparently, by increasing the number of leaders and
rounds, the number of optimal Q-S-boxes also increases.
With this methodology we can generate all of the optimal Sboxes, which are already found for PRESENT. The concrete
values for the leaders, the number of used leaders, and which
non-linear quasigroup of order 4 to be used, in order to
produce a PRESENT S-box, can be found by using some of
the modern symbolic algebra systems such as Magma [17]
or SAGE [18].
At the end of this section, we want to note that since we
use non-linear quasigroups of order 4, the iterative procedure
in Algorithm 1 has much bigger probability to produce Sboxes with optimal criteria than a random search through
the set of all 16! permutations of order 16.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we gave a simple iterative method for
producing cryptographically optimal 4 × 4-bit S-boxes by
quasigroups of order 4, using the concept of quasigroup
string transformations. We have given also the summary of
our extensive experimental results. With this method and
right choice of input parameters, we can generate the same
optimal S-boxes like one in the lightweight block cipher
PRESENT.
As a future work we emphasize the generality of our
approach, and its extensibility to permutations of higher
order. Thus a natural extension of our work would be to
produce cryptographically strong 6×4-bit, 8×8-bit and other
types of S-boxes using again iteratively just quasigroups of
order 4. First of all, we should obtain how many rounds
and leaders are necessary to produce Q-S-boxes with the
same quality like known one, and then to see which of them
belong to the class of optimal ones regarding to linear and
differential characteristics of S-boxes.
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Abstract—The availability and reasonable cost of broadband
Internet made it an attractive and favorable option to billions
of users worldwide. Being a fast service also encourages its
users to use multimedia applications. The performance of such
applications in wireless LAN may be highly affected by
security protocols. This paper examines the effect of different
security protocols on the performance of wireless LAN with
multimedia applications. Experiments were performed on a
wireless test-bed and the results were analyzed for throughput,
delay and jitter for four security settings: disabled security,
WEP, WPA1, and WAP2. The experiments were performed
under two different scenarios and using multimedia traffic
streams. The results revealed a significant degradation in
performance when security protocols were enabled in wireless
LAN. Specifically, delay and jitter, were significantly
increased, both of which are key metrics for multimedia
applications. The increase is clearer when a larger number of
hosts exist in the network. We finally propose an outline for a
solution to obtain strong security in wireless LAN without
significant performance degradation. The solution proposes
that the security processing at the hosts be conducted by the
powerful host processor rather than by the radio card
processor. As for the wireless access point, adding ASIC or
FPGA processor is suggested for performing the heavy
security processing.
Keywords-WLAN;
multimedia traffic.

WEP;

I.

WPA1;

WPA2;

delay;

jitter;

INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, wireless local area networks (WLAN)
technology has become more convenient and thus has spread
extensively worldwide. The security of this technology,
however, is a constant concern to all its users, especially
those who use it for online banking, social networking, and
monetary transfer. In that regard, determining the
relationship between the strength of the used security
protocol and the performance of WLAN is of utmost
importance. This relationship becomes even more important
in applications that require high QoS to operate properly
such as video conferencing and live video streaming.
Researchers have extensively investigated the impact of
security protocols on the performance of WLAN. The
majority focused on the network’s throughput while less
attention was given to delay. The results were conflicting on
the impact of security on the performance of WLAN, with
several [1, 2, 3, 6, 7] discussing its tangible negative impact
and few concluding its negligible impact on performance of
WLAN [5].
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The main security protocols in WLAN are wired
equivalent privacy (WEP) [8], WiFi protected access
(WPA1) [10], and WiFi protected access II (WPA2) [10].
WEP is the simplest and uses computationally light cipher.
However, it has been shown to be insecure and should no
longer be used. WPA1 is stronger than WEP; but, has few
security vulnerabilities and was replaced by WPA2 [11].
WPA2 is known to be secure since it relies on strong cipher
as AES. Hence, applying WPA2 is expected to be heavy and
requires considerable processing leading to increased delay.
Further details will be discussed on each protocol in Section
3.
In this paper, we will examine the impact of security
protocols on the performance of WLAN through conducting
experiments over a test-bed. The performance of the network
was examined under four conditions: disabled security,
WEP, WPA1, and WPA2. Given the contemporary trend of
using multimedia applications among current Internet users,
a special attention was given in this paper to the impact of
security protocols on the performance of WLAN in such
applications. Since the multimedia applications are most
sensitive to delay and jitter, these two performance metrics
were the focus in this paper.
Moreover, we have proposed a new solution that will
allow us to use a strong security protocol in WLAN while
significantly minimizing the degradation in WLAN
performance. The solution proposes that the security
processing be conducted by the powerful host processors
instead of the radio card processors. As for the wireless access
point, adding ASIC or FPGA processor is suggested for
performing heavy security processing. The need for such a
proposition arose from the fact that disabled security WLAN
by far outperforms other security settings in all performance
aspects. Our work is different from pervious studies in
considering different security protocols including WPA2 and
different multimedia traffic (video streaming traffic); focusing
on delay and jitter; and finally proposing a novel solution to
achieve strong security without performance degradation.
The consequent parts of this paper are organized as
follows: Section 2 overviews previous related work. Section
3 provides a brief description of the security protocols and
their pitfalls in WLAN. Methodology and the
hardware/software used in the experiments are discussed in
Section 4, and results are described in Section 5. Section 6
illustrates the proposed solution, and the derived conclusion
and future work are summarized in Section 7.
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II.

RELATED WORK

The impact of security protocols on WLAN performance
has been studied in the literature from different perspectives.
The majority of the researchers considered the impact on
throughput and only few considered delay and jitter. Most of
the networks were tested with file transfer traffic.
Barka and Boulmalf [1] studied the impact of security
protocols on the throughput of WLAN. They considered
both TCP and UDP traffic under two scenarios. Only the
impact of WEP and WPA1 was considered but not WPA2.
The study concluded that adding security will cause a
decrease in the average network throughput and increase in
the percentage of dropped packets for both TCP and UDP
traffic. The authors assume fixed traffic intensity with fixed
packet delay. Moreover, Barka and Boulmalf found that
WPA1 will have the largest impact on the network
performance due to the bigger key sizes and longer
processing time.
Kolahi et al. [2] evaluated the impact of different security
protocols on network throughput and round trip time (RTT)
for both TCP and UDP traffic. They also considered
different operating systems (Windows server 2003, XP and
Vista). Similar to Barka and Boulmalf [1], the authors did
not consider WAP2. The results showed that using security
protocols reduces the throughput and increases RTT. The
increase in RTT is more noticeable when larger encryption
keys are used.
Several experiments have been carried out to explore the
impact of security protocols on the performance of voice and
data traffic in WLAN [3]. The performance metrics that were
tested are: throughput, delay, and jitter. However, delay and
jitter were only tested for WEP protocol with 64-bit key size;
such a protocol is not secure and could be broken in few
seconds [4]. Boulmalf et al. [3] showed that no noticeable
throughput degradation is incurred through adding security
protocols. However, considerable increase in packets delay
and jitter was noticed especially for voice traffic.
Gin and Hunt [5] evaluated the impact of 802.11i
security on network throughput performance. Several
experimental scenarios were carried out in which the traffic
volume and the number of traffic initiators (users) are
changed. In their first set of experiments, where only two
users coexisted in the network, minor throughput
degradation is incurred even if the security level is
maximized. In their second set of the experiments, where
multiple users are transmitting through the network
concurrently, slight throughput degradation resulted when
adding security even with larger key length. With their
results, Gin and Hunt [5] disagreed with many research
papers that confirmed throughput deterioration when
implementing increasing security.
In Begh and Mir work [6], IPTraffic was used to generate
different rates of TCP and UDP traffic to quantify the impact
of adding security on network throughput, transmission
delay and packet loss. The results are obtained using five
different security setups: no security, WEP-64, WEP-128,
WPA-TKIP and WPA-AES. For 1 Mbps and 5 Mbps traffic
rates, the results showed no major degradation in network
throughput (except for WPA-AES), no significant increase in
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transmission time, and almost negligible packet loss ratio.
However, when the traffic rate is increased to 12 Mbps,
noticeable detraction in performance metrics was noticed.
Begh and Mir [6] only performed their experiments with a
single wireless station and they did not consider WPA2.
Furthermore, they did not consider the end-to-end delay, but
instead considered the transmission time which may not
reflect the impact of using security protocols in WLAN.
In Baghaei and Hunt study [7] the impact of WEP
protocol with various settings and key sizes on the
performance of WLAN was analyzed. They used a network
with three wireless clients and a wired server. Baghaei and
Hunt [7] concluded that the stronger the security mechanism
implemented the poorer the performance, although the
degradation is certainly not linear. Moreover, they found that
the response time is increased with stronger security
mechanism and also when the network is congested.
As discussed in this section, none of the previous work
has studied the impact of WPA1 and WPA2 on multimedia
applications where delay and jitter are the key metrics that
must be carefully tested. Furthermore, none of the previous
work proposed a solution for the performance degradation
that is caused by using strong security protocol as WPA2.
Therefore, in this paper a special attention will be given to
the impact of security protocols on the performance of
WLAN in multimedia applications. Moreover, we will
propose a new solution that will allow using a strong security
protocol in WLAN while significantly minimizing the
degradation in WLAN performance.
III.

WLAN SECURITY PROTOCOLS

Similar to all wireless technologies, security in WLAN is
considered one of its main weaknesses. The wireless
medium is shared among the users and open access for any
malicious attacker.
In this section, we provide a brief description of the most
commonly used security protocols in WLAN.
A. Wired Equivalent Privacy
WEP protocol is the first security protocol for WLAN
[8]. It was designed as a part of the original 802.11 standard.
Its intended purpose was to provide security to WLAN
equivalent to the security existing in the wired network.
WEP uses RC4 stream cipher for confidentiality and CRC32 for integrity. In this paper, we used 128-bit WEP protocol
with 104-bit key and 24-bit initialization vector. WEP is
known to be insecure since 2001. Tews and Beck [4]
surveyed the most common successful attacks against WEP.
Although WEP is widely used, it is agreed now that WEP
with all its variations and modifications is considered
insecure and should not be used. With the available tools
such as Aircrack [9] one can break WEP security within
minutes.
B. WiFi Protected Access
WPA1 [10] was designed to overcome the limitations
and insecurity of WEP protocol. WPA1 implements most of
the IEEE 802.11i standard. It uses Temporal Key Integrity
Protocol (TKIP) [10] that uses a per-packet key. Hence,
unlike WEP, a new 128-bit key is dynamically generated for
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each packet. Consequently, this prevents most of the type of
attacks that compromised WEP. WPA1 replaced the
insecure CRC used in WEP with a stronger message
integrity check. Despite the fact that WPA1 addressed most
of the problems that exists in WEP, it continues to show
some limitations such as relying on stream cipher and
cryptographically weak integrity (Michael algorithm). In
Moen et al. [11] researchers discovered weaknesses in the
temporal key hash of WPA1. Tews and Beck [4] presented
the details of a potential attack to break WPA1.
C. WiFi Protected Access II
WPA2 [10] also referred to as IEEE 802.11i replaces
WPA1 and implements the mandatory elements of IEEE
802.11i standard. It uses a new AES-based encryption mode
CCMP that is highly secure. This resolved the security issue
with TKIP in WPA. WPA2 provides Robust Security
Network including two new protocols, the 4-way Handshake
and the Group Key Handshake. Junaid et al. [12] and Khan
et al. [13] showed that the initial counter value used in the
CCMP can be predicted and that WPA2 is subject to
dictionary attacks.
He and Mitchell [14] concluded that in CCMP,
management frames and control frames are neither encrypted
nor authenticated by the Link Layer encryption algorithm,
and hence, being vulnerable to many threats discussed in
their paper. In addition, they expected CCMP to have some
impacts on performance because it requires some hardware
upgrades.
IV.

• Supports 802.11n, 802.11a, 802.11g, 802.11b, 802.3,
802.3u, 802.3ab Standards
• Security features : WEP, WPA, WPA2
• Security key bits: up to 128-bit encryption
2) Acer notebooks with the following specifications:
• Model: Acer Intel core i5, 2.24 GHz processor.
• NIC model: Realtek RTL Gigabit Family.
• Operating system: Ubuntu 11.04
The nodes were adjacent (2-3 meters) and other WiFi
networks in the area were eliminated to avoid extraneous
interference. All the experiments were performed in the
same location and within a short period of time. Hence, the
impact of multi-fading or coexistence of other WLANs will
be the same for all the security protocols and scenarios.
The second scenario is shown in Figure 2 where four
laptops existed in the network. All laptops were transmitting
at the same time but communication was monitored between
two nodes only. The other nodes were added to cause greater
interference and congestion in comparison to the first
scenario. This is expected to cause more processing,
queuing, and backoff delay (possibly caused by collisions).
In both scenarios, the streaming bit rate was about 500 kbps.
Moreover, beside the video streaming, a large file was
transferred between the sender and the receiver.

METHEDOLOGY AND HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we describe the test bed used to conduct
the experiment and the software tools used to collect and
analyze the results. We also present the experimental
scenarios conducted for studying the impact of security
protocols on several network performance metrics such as
throughput, delay, and jitter. Clock synchronization as well
as a brief description for the performance metrics, especially
the end-to-end delay, will be discussed in this section.
Finally, traffic streams used in this experiment will be
illustrated.
A. Test Bed Description
Two different network setup scenarios were used in this
experiment. In the first scenarios, we only used two wireless
host (laptops) and one access point as shown in Figure1.

Figure 2. Second Scenario

B. Clock Synchronization
Accurate synchronization for the Laptops’ clocks is
crucial to avoid erroneous results on delay and jitter, such as
a smaller packet arrival time compared to the packet sending
time which may lead to unexplained negative delay. Several
techniques can be used to ensure accurate synchronization.
One technique is the manual adjustment of the devices’
clocks based on a certain reference time. However, this
method is prone to human error and therefore may be
inaccurate and leading to wrong delay.
Another technique is issuing “net command” between the
networked devices. The command guarantees instantaneous
and accurate adjustment. However, shortly afterwards, the
devices usually skew from the initial adjustment.

Figure 1. First Scenario

The specification of the devices is as follows:
1) Linksys E2000 Cisco Advanced Wireless-N Router
with the following specifications:
• Supports up to 11 channels.
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A third technique and the one applied in this experiment
is the AtomTime Pro software [15], which frequently
connects to global servers to adjust the time of the devices
used in the experiment. As for the communication with the
time server, an out-of-band connection was used to
guarantee no interference with our traffic.
C. Software
Wireshark TM packet analyzer was used to capture and
analyze network packets. In order to extract the required
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data from the large output files, we used AWK scripting
language. This tool is used to extract certain packets
information being read from Wireshark output files.
Some scripts were written using C# program for packets’
matching. Throughput, delay, and jitter were calculated
using the list of matched packets obtained from output files.
D. Performance Metrics
1) End-to-End Delay
Delay is one of the most important metrics for multimedia
applications. Unlike file transfer, multimedia applications
could tolerate packet loss but not a high delay. Delay can be
classified into four main types or causes:
a) Transmission delay:
This is the time needed to transmit all the bits of a
packet. It is measured by dividing the frame size in bits by
the wireless link transmission speed in bits per second. In
our case, this time is expected to be in the order of tens of
milliseconds.
b) Queuing delay:
This is the time when the packet waits its turn to be
transmitted in the queue of a router or host. This delay could
be neglected if only few hosts are transmitting in a lightly
loaded network. We expect this delay to take place only with
the second scenario.
c) Propagation delay:
This is the time needed for one bit to travel from the
sending to the receiving host. This delay is measured by
dividing the distance between the sender and the receiver by
the signal speed (usually equals the speed of light). Usually,
this time is small and could be neglected.
d) Processing delay:
This is the time taken to process the packets by the router
and hosts. This time is expected to be more significant if
security is enabled in the wireless router given that
encryption and authentication verification require significant
processing and may cause longer delay.
2) Packet Jitter
The packet jitter measures the variation in the end-to-end
delay from packet to packet. Multimedia application could
tolerate some delay but large jitter could cause a greater
damage to the consistency of their operation.
3) Throughput
Throughput is the average number of bits that is sent over
the network per second. Usually, it is the most significant
metric if the main purpose of the network is to transfer large
files.
E. Traffic Streams
In our scenarios, we used video steaming traffic between
wireless hosts. Multimedia traffic uses real-time streaming
protocol (RTSP) to control the transmission of a media
stream. It also relies on real-time protocol (RTP), which runs
on the top of UDP or possibly TCP [16]. These multimedia
protocols add sequencing and timestamp information to the
transferred packets. Hence, their operationability will be
significantly affected by the packets delay and jitter.
Moreover, a heavily-loaded network will have more collision
and backoff time incurring longer delays.
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V.

RESULTS

In this section, results from both scenarios are discussed
in terms of delay, jitter, and throughput. For statistical
validation, all the experiments were repeated 10 times and
the averages were considered in our results.
A. Delay
Figure 3 shows the total average end-to-end round trip
delay in milliseconds for the packets transmitted between
two wireless hosts for WEP, WPA1 and WAP2 security
protocols. Since our goal was to study the impact of security
protocols on the delay, then change in delay is what matters
not the value of the delay itself. Hence, we neutralized the
results by subtracting the delay with disabled security from
the other three cases.

Figure 3. Delay

Figure 3 shows that for both scenarios, delay is increased
when security protocols are enabled in WLANs. As
expected, WPA2 which is the most complicated security
protocol for using the strong AES encryption, showed the
highest delay. On the other hand, WEP protocol, which is the
lightest protocol for relying on the simple RC4 stream
cipher, showed the lowest delay.
For all the security protocols, scenario two has higher
delay than scenario one. This is due to the fact that the
network traffic in scenario two is much larger than that in
scenario one. Larger traffic leads to a larger number of
collisions, which in turn results in longer backoff times and
longer delay.
Figure 3 also shows that the difference between the delay
of WPA1 and WAP2 with scenario two is larger than that
with scenario one. This indicates that the processing delay is
not the only reason that causes the delay with WPA2. It can
also be caused by the overhead in WAP2 protocol handshake
messages.
B. Jitter
Figure 4 shows the packet jitter in milliseconds for the
packets transmitted between two wireless hosts for WEP,
WPA1 and WAP2 security protocols. Since our goal was to
study the impact of security protocols on the jitter rather than
value of the jitter per se, we neutralized the results by
subtracting the jitter with disabled security from the other
three cases.
Figure 4 shows that for both scenarios, the jitter is
increased when security protocols are enabled in WLANs.
As expected, WPA2 showed the highest jitter and WEP
showed the lowest.
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Similar to Figure 3, for all security protocols, scenario two
has higher jitter than scenario one. The same justification
also applies here.

Figure 4. Jitter

Figure 4 also shows that the difference between the jitter
of WPA1 and WAP2 with scenario two is even larger
compared to scenario one, and for the same reasons that
caused the delay to be higher.
C. Throughput

protocols on system’s performance. Their findings indicated
that theoretically, the impact of WEP, WPA1, and WPA2
security overheads is insignificant for large packets. They
concluded that the processing devices and computing
resources that are available at the level of the radio station
need more processing power for encryption. Thus,
according to Potorac and Balan [17] it is possible to observe
smaller throughput or larger delay given that the
communication processor cannot encrypt or decrypt the data
flow at the necessary speed. Lars [18] presented
measurements that match the theoretical results presented
by Potorac and Balan [17]. Based on our results and the
findings we discussed for Potorac and Balan [17] and Lars
[18], we propose a solution to overcome the performance
degradation caused by using strong security protocols in
WLANs. The actual implementation, deep analysis, and
performance evaluation of this solution is beyond the scope
of this paper and is left for future extension of this work.
The idea of the proposed solution is to move all the
security to the end systems and use WLAN with disabled
security. Using open access (disabled security) WLAN will
give us the following advantages:
•

Higher throughput, also shown in [1, 2, 6, 7].

•

Lower delay or response time, also shown in [2, 3,
6].

•

Less percentage of dropped packets, also shown in
[1].

Authentication and encryption will be applied to the
data prior to its delivery to the low processor performance
wireless card.

Figure 5. Throughput

Figure 5 shows the throughput in Mbps for the two
wireless network scenarios with the four cases: disabled
security, WEP, WAP1, and WPA2. The figure shows that
WEP has no impact on the throughput. This observation may
be explained by the fact that WEP is light and does not cause
large overhead. Even for WPA1 and WPA2 protocols, the
throughput was slightly affected which may be due to the
fact that the multimedia traffic was not heavy on the
network. The throughput in the second scenario was higher
than the first scenario because of the additional file transfer.
VI.

PROPOSED SOLUTION

In this section, we propose an outline for a new approach
to achieve security in WLAN while reducing the impact on
the network performance. The proposed outline is based on
the fact that disabling security in WLAN results in higher
throughput and significantly lower delay and jitter. This fact
was also agreed upon in other research papers [1, 2, 6, 7].
Potorac and Balan [17] studied the impact of security
overheads on 802.11 WLAN throughput. They provided
theoretical analysis about the impact of the three security
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At the hosts, the encryption and all other security
services, such as authentication and key exchange, will be
done before the data is passed to the radio card by the
device (possibly laptop) processor. These processors are
usually powerful and will process the encryption in much
less time compared to the radio card processer. The delay
and jitter are both expected to be significantly small and
possibly negligible.
At the access point, the increasing complexity of
security protocols signifies the need to improve the
performance of network processing hardware for real-time
cryptographic processing. The cryptographic algorithm
throughput and delay can be significantly improved by
implementing the algorithm in specialized processors using
ASIC solution or FPGA implementation. While ASIC
designs are superior in performance, FPGA implementation
has the advantages of low cost, reprogramability and short
time to market. Numerous ASIC and FPGA designs have
been proposed in the literature such as those in Wang et al.
[19] and Chang et al. [20]. Wang et al. [19] presented an
ASIC implementation with on-the-fly key expansion and
reconfigurable core architecture. The design provides a
throughput of up to 3.75 Gb/s at 102 MHz. Chang et al. [20]
discussed an FPGA implementation of 32-bit AES
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algorithm. The design has a low area of 156 slices and a
throughput of 876 Mbps.
In terms of hardware implementation of the algorithm,
our preliminary analysis indicates that the synthesized HDL
design would result in a gate count of 50K gates. An ASIC
implementation using 90-nm technology will have an area
of 1mm2 and a power dissipation of 150 mW with a
throughput of about 40 Gbps. An FPGA implementation, on
the other hand, would require about 10K slices with a
throughput of about 15 Gbps.
Figure 6 illustrates the proposed solution. The laptops
will use the Fast Security Add-on (FSA), which will be an
add-on software to the wireless card driver. FSA will be
responsible for all the security algorithms and will be
processed by the powerful fast laptop processor (could be
dual core, i3, i5, or i7). On the other hand, at the access
point the ASIC/FPGA processor will be responsible for all
the processing that maybe required by the security
protocols.

the wireless access point, adding ASIC or FPGA processor is
suggested for performing heavy security processing. Our
study has shown that in theory, the proposed solution is
effective. However, future empirical research is needed to
practically prove its effectiveness.
Moreover, in order to better comprehend the possible
impact of the increase in delay and jitter with WPA2 one
should consider objective and subjective video quality
metrics. However, theses quality metrics and the details and
prototype of the proposed solution are left for future
research.
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